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The Singularity
In the beginning was the Great God Aum.

Aum took of its hands and made a bowl, and this bowl is the world.
Aum took its eye and made the sun.
Aum took its hearts and made the moons.
Aum's every wish becomes a star.

Aum gave life to its thoughts, and these are the Worlds Beyond and the gods who dwell there.
Aum gave life to its hopes and fears, and these are the people of the world.

Aum gave life to its dreams, and this was the Gift.
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Introduction
S

orcerously Advanced is a "hard fantasy"
game of cutting-edge magic. It focuses on
questions of power, justice, safety, and
potential in the aftermath of a metaphysical
singularity.

Game Play in Brief

S

orcerously Advanced has a traditional
Game-Master-and-Players setup, like most
roleplaying games. One person (the Game
Master or GM) describes the world and speaks
for the important secondary characters. The
other people in the group (the players) portray
their own individual main characters and
describe their actions.

In this setting, magic is so ubiquitous, so
powerful, and so well-developed that it has
become the basis for the world's civilizations.
Sorcerously Advanced is a speculative fiction
game that doesn't revolve around rare,
powerful mages and mighty warriors, but
instead around the destiny of a world where
everyone has magical power.

Game sessions often involve the GM setting
events in motion and the players describing
their responses. Players also have a great deal of
agency in deciding what their characters will
do, from immediate responses to long-term
plans.

Player characters in Sorcerously Advanced are
envoys and archaeologists for the Archive, an
organization that seeks out historical records
and magical inscriptions from ages long past.
Because many of their sites are in war zones,
strange and distant worlds, and other
dangerous surroundings, Archivists often
recruit locals to help them complete their
tasks. The Archive serves as an institution of
learning for many civilizations, not all of
whom are completely comfortable with their
work.

Most events in the game are handled through
Natures (basic attributes enhanced by magic),
Core Values (your character’s beliefs), and
Professions (your character’s expertise in various
fields). You also have Reserve that you can use
to speed the completion of long-term projects.
If your goals conflict with those of another
character (typically a GM character, but
sometimes a player character) the game uses a
score comparison to see who prevails. No dice
are involved. You add together a Profession and
a Core Value, then multiply by your Nature to
get a total. Comparing this total against your
opponent’s score will let you know who wins a

This game is about the effects of life-changing
powers on society and on individuals. It’s
about beliefs and decisions and the impacts
they have. It’s about the endless nature of
knowledge. Most of all, it’s about what it
means to become what you desire.
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conflict. The margin of victory tells you
whether the victory is complete or partial. In
most conflicts both the winner and loser will
take a Complication or gain an Advantage to
represent injuries, changed mindsets, economic
hardships, exhaustion, and other results of a
conflict.

and hidden motives. With powerful characters
and fast conflict resolution, the game often
moves quickly, and a lot can happen in one
session. Morality is important, and characters
often disagree, leading to debates about
morality that are at the core of the game.

Players can also control the game through
Approaches, which describe the type of stories
that unfold around their characters.
Approaches are a purely metagame attribute.
The characters themselves are not aware of
them. Approaches are activated by spending
Twists. You get some Twists at the start of each
game, and can gain more by willingly accepting
Complications for your character. Characters
with high Nature scores will find it hard to
gain more Twists. You can also use your Twists
to create Plots, which are long-term changes to
the game world that you build up over the
course of several sessions.

Where to Start?

Y

ou should definitely read the Setting
Overview on the facing page.

If you’re the kind of person who wants to
dive right into the rules, you can start on page
xx with Character Creation, or check out the
rules for Game Play on page xx.
If you’re here for the magic, you can find a
general discussion starting on page xx and a
detailed dive into the setting’s most important
arts on page xx.
If you’d prefer to read about the Civilizations
of this world, you can find them starting on
page xx, with Societies on page xx.

The feel of
Sorcerously Advanced

Returning Player Notes: Page xx

M

ost fantasy stories revolve around
characters who are special in some way:
more powerful, more talented, or simply
unique in the world. In Sorcerously Advanced,
everyone has that kind of power and potential.
Magic in this world is not reserved for the elite.
While not everyone wants to destroy
mountains or become lightning, most people
in this world are capable of shapeshifting,
hurling bolts of power, and walking through
walls. Nearly everyone is immortal. The
repercussions of this change have already
shaped civilizations, and the full consequences
are yet to be determined.

I

f you’ve played Sufficiently Advanced (the
predecessor to this game), you may want to
check out page xx, where we have a
comparison between the two games. The rules
are nearly unchanged from SA2, but the
changes in the underlying metaphysics of the
world make a big difference.

This is a game of constant wonder, shifting
assumptions, and exceptions to rules. The
world is fantastical, and its people are more so.
Magic is the basis of the world’s civilizations,
and yet its rules are unreliable. Players in this
game should be prepared to have the face of the
world change as the game plays out, with
unavoidable repercussions for their characters.
This is also a game that encourages complex
narratives, with twisting multi-layered plots
8
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Setting Overview

The Archive

The World and the Gift

T

he Archive is the Basin's oldest continuallyoperational library. The Archivist’s Society, a
group of librarians, archivists, philosophers,
strategists, and researchers, direct and benefit
from the Archive's operations. There are about
two thousand Archivists in all.

T

he world is a bowl, the “Great Basin”, two
million miles across. If you fly up high
enough, where the atmosphere begins to
thin and you can see forever, you will see a
titanically large androgynous golden human
with a single vacant eye-socket, a hole in its
chest, and twenty-four arms, twenty-two of
which are in constant motion and two of
which gently hold the entire world.

The core mission of the Archivists is:
1. To obtain knowledge from the ancient
world, especially magical knowledge.
2. To translate that knowledge so that
modern audiences can understand it.

The Basin is roughly 4.32 billion years old.

3. To place that knowledge within each and
every Universal Repository, so that it can
be shared with every sentient being.

Four hundred years ago, a single, sudden,
unexpected event called the Gift changed the
world.

The Archive has a policy of neutrality in
conflicts between civilizations and between
societies. Because of that they are typically
welcome in every civilization. Many people
look at Archivists with suspicion, as they have
a reputation as tomb-robbers, but no one
suggests that the Archive's work has not
benefited every civilization in the Great Basin
and beyond. Only the Fellowship of Truth,
who want to undo the Gift, have regularly
opposed the Archive and its work. The Archive
considers the Fellowship its nemesis.

Before the Gift, only certain people from
certain bloodlines could do magic. When the
Gift was given, that changed. Suddenly,
everyone was capable of magic. Most adults
became quickly capable of magic that rivaled
the most powerful wizards at the time.
Intensive research has since surpassed that level.
In addition, the Gift made free-willed
individuals impossible to dominate via mind
control, possession, or the like, though they
can still be influenced in various ways. This
part of the Gift was given to all creatures, even
the dead and the denizens of the Worlds
Beyond. As a consequence, all sorcerous
bindings were broken, including as those
controlling demons and spirits.

As Archivists, your characters will officially
seek out knowledge, return it to the Archive,
and disseminate it to the masses. Unofficially,
you may also wind up negotiating digging
rights, buying and selling information, helping
to write a peace treaty, fighting off bandits,
teaching people about magic, escaping from
Returner cults, becoming embroiled in local
politics, and discovering unexpected truths
about the world and its creator. It's a busy job.

This game focuses on a part of the Great Basin
where several powerful civilizations have risen
to prominence, and a number of less wealthy
and stable nations (the so-called Unruly Lands)
struggle to maintain themselves. In the center
of this region is a group called The Archive.
Their operations form the backbone of the
game. Your characters come from one of these
civilizations or a nearby land, and work for the
Archive.
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Character Creation
Character Creation Checklist

E

ach player in Sorcerously Advanced takes
on the role of a single character, speaking
and making important decisions based on
that character’s personality. Your character will
be your window on the game world. Your
choices while creating and playing your
character will have repercussions that forge
that character’s story.

• Come up with a concept (page xx)
• Select a Civilization or create your
own (page xx)
• Select a Society or create your own
(optional) (page xx)
• Select an Earthly Form (optional)
(page xx)
• Select your Core Values (page xx)
• Select your Tradition(s) (page xx)
• Write down Natures, and select values
and Approaches for them (page xx)
• Select your Expertise and Professions
(page xx)
• Calculate Power and Import (page xx)
• Name your character (page xx)

Creating a character can be done very quickly
if you have a strong concept in mind.
However, the first time you play it may take
some time to decide what you want to play.
You should consult with your GM to see
whether there are any restrictions on the sorts
of characters available in this game. It may also
help to converse with your fellow players and
see whether there are any notable gaps in the
team.
To create a character, follow the checklist on
this page.
Several pre-generated characters can be found
starting on page xx, in case you want to see
some examples of the finished product.
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0. Character Concept

Y

our character in Sorcerously
Advanced works with the
Archive, unless your GM is
running a different sort of game.
The Archive employs a wide variety
of people with various skills, and
you might be:
• An archaeologist, seeking out
ancient ruins and interpreting the
materials found therein.
• An envoy, talking with the local
leadership to obtain access to new
ruins and finds.
• A theoretician, trying to fit new
discoveries into your theories
about mana and magic.
• A scout, watching out for danger
in the ruins and surrounding
lands.
• A soldier or bodyguard, making
sure that everyone makes it safely
through the mission.
• A double agent, working for the
Archive while reporting on them
to another employer.
• A would-be tomb robber, looking
to grab something important for
yourself.
• A local expert, filling any of the
roles above and more, with
specialized knowledge of the area
and perhaps an interest in joining
the Archive full-time.
Sorcerously Advanced is a game
where a character’s body can be
shaped to match their desires and
beliefs. If you’re playing a
bodyguard, you might want a
powerful body with metallic scales
and an intimidating stare. If you
want to become a dragon, you can.
Shapeshifting exists in this world,
and is even common. If you are a dig
supervisor, it might be nice to have
dozens of bodies that share the same
mind and soul. Even if your
character was born into a single
12

body, that’s a change your character
can choose to make. It makes perfect
sense to play a character whose body
matches their chosen path in life.
As you play more and become more
experienced, you might want to take
on more unusual or nuanced roles.
Some characters keep using bodies
that are unsuited to their jobs, for all
kinds of reasons. For a beginning
player, though, it will be easier to
align the parts of your character
together and play someone who is
more of an archetype.
Talking with the GM and other
players will help you refine what you
want to play and ensure that the
group “fits together” more effectively.
Dig teams often have a wide range of
skills and backgrounds.

Two Notes for
Experienced Gamers

F

irst note: don’t worry about
creating a “good build” for your
character. Every character, from a
massive angelic warrior to the Basin’s
greatest physician to an 8-year-old
farmboy, is an effective character in
this game.
Second note: characters in SsA do not
improve their skills and capabilities
quickly as the game goes on. Play the
character you want to play from the
beginning, and don’t feel like you
need to start out small.

Character Creation

Characters with dual citizenship should have all
the Core Values required by both Civilizations,
with a nonzero rating in each. They gain the
special benefits of both Civilizations, and can
learn as many of the Traditions as they like. If
the ratings of the approptiate Core Values drop
to zero, you lose access to that Civilization’s
benefit. It can be difficult maintaining two
separate loyalties.

1. Civilization

E

ach character comes from a particular
Civilization. In game terms, a Civilization
passes on a set of beliefs and benefits to
each of its citizens. More fundamentally, it is
your character’s home.
Eleven different Civilizations are described in
this book. You can find summaries on page xx,
and full detail starting on page xx. Most of
them are large – they cover an entire content,
or have equivalent populations spread
throughout thousands of city-states across
reality. Some are much smaller.

Characters without a home

I

t is possible to play characters who have
rejected their home Civilizations, or even
rejected the very concept of civilization. Such
people are fairly rare, but not unheard-of.

If you pick an existing Civilization, write
down its Core Values and special benefit on
your character sheet. Write down one or more
of the Traditions. You typically lose access to
the civilization’s special benefit if the ratings of
both Core Values drop to zero. You do not lose
access to the Tradition.

To accomplish this in game terms, simply drop
the Core Values for your Civilization and
replace them with whatever CVs you like. You
lose your Civilization benefit.

Civilizations and Traditions

If none of the listed Civilizations appeal to
you, you can choose to come from a more
distant location. See the guidelines on page xx
for creating your own Civilization.

N

ot all civilizations teach all types of magic,
but this should not restrict you as you
create your character.

Once you have your Civilization you may add
a Society if you like. If you are not part of a
Society, move on to your Earthly Form.

While civilization descriptions do list their
customary Traditions, you can decide to play a
character with a different Tradition without
penalty. It is still worth considering the
Traditions of your home Civilization as you
create your character, but more for story
purposes than for game-mechanics reasons.

Dual Citizenship

I

t is theoretically possible to start the game
with your character really and truly
belonging to two cultures at once, believing in
and drawing strength from both. Certain
combinations are unlikely, but few are totally
impossible. After all, human beings fill their
minds with contradictions all the time.
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When you have time, you should consider:
How does your Civilization deal with such
things as immortality, poverty, nonhuman life,
and personal freedoms? What religions are
prevalent? What does the civilization call itself,
and what do outsiders call it? Is it mostly
located in one particular part of the Great
Basin, or is it spread across many locations?
How does this culture feel about other
Civilizations and Societies?

Inventing a Civilization

G

ame Masters who want to allow for more
player-driven creativity might tell you to
create your own civilization for your
character. This is an opportunity for you to
create and define a piece of the game world. In
addition, players who want to portray someone
from the Unruly Lands or from beyond the
local area of the Basin can use these guidelines
to describe their home nation and the way it
impacts them.

You should pick up to three of your Core
Values (see page 17) that link you to your
Civilization. Other individuals in your
Civilization will share those values to some
extent. Even characters who sprung full-grown
into the world and have just come into
existence are typically graced with someone
else’s point of view and basic morals.

If you invent your own Civilization, take a few
moments to consider your character’s home
world and other worlds in that civilization.
Each player should name the character’s
Civilization and write down answers to these
questions:

You may also choose to state that your Earthly
Form (page xx) is typical for those in your
Civilization, or to have your character be
considered unusual.

1. What is your Civilization best known
for?
2. How magically and technologically
advanced is your Civilization, and how
obvious is that enhancement to outsiders?

Finally, you may choose a benefit that all
members of your Civilization enjoy:
competitive advantage (see page xx) in a single
Capability, an extra Core Value, or the ability
to strengthen a Complication or Advantage
(see page xx) once per game session. If you have
an idea for a more unusual benefit, check with
your GM.

3. In what ways does your Civilization
interact with others?
4. What does your Civilization care about
most?
5. What is your Civilization’s special
benefit? (see below)

When you create your own Civilization, you
will probably create your own Tradition
(page xx) as well.

There are many other questions to consider as
the game progresses. This sort of exercise can
easily take all night. Skim the surface for right
now. You will have the opportunity to
elaborate on your Civilization as the game
progresses. Those Civilizations will become
more detailed through play, with Twists and
cutscenes defining how they work and interact
later on.
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reasonable combination) would be very busy in
a conflict zone, with two groups each expecting
full measures of that character’s time.

2. Society

S

ome characters belong to a Society.
Societies are groups that spread across
multiple civilizations, with members on
many different continents. You can find a
quick list on the next page, and full
descriptions starting on page xx.

Inventing a Society

Y

ou may wish to invent a Society for your
character. Even in games where the GM has
required that you choose from a restricted list
of Civilizations, you should feel free to ask
about creating your own Society – there are
many more Societies than Civilizations.

Every Society is different. Some Societies are
well-organized groups: you might be part of a
secret society that frees lost souls, or an
organized criminal cartel that spreads across
multiple worlds. Others are catch-all
descriptions for people who typically share a
Core Value: medical caregivers, people in high
society, or people who worship a particular
deity. Some Societies have membership
numbering in the millions, but others have
only a few thousand members.

If you create a unique Society for your
character, consider how this Society would fit
into multiple different Civilizations. Think
about how it is seen by outsiders, and how its
members view each other. What rituals or
beliefs do they have? Are there other Societies
who are their rivals? You don’t need to describe
everything right away, but you should build up
more detail as time goes on, to give you a better
grasp on your character.

If you choose to be part of a Society, write that
Society’s Core Value on your list of CVs.
When that CV is rated at 3 or higher, you
receive the Society’s special benefit. If it drops
below 3, you lose the benefit. You will
eventually lose membership in the Society if
you lose the CV entirely.

Society benefits are typically focused on the
skills that a member of that society needs.
They might offer a competitive advantage (see
page xx) in a particular Profession, an extra
point of Reserve that can be used with a
particular Profession, or a special Profession
that only members of that Society can have.
This special Profession should be broader than
usual, covering the same ground as two
standard Professions.

Multiple Societies

I

t is possible to be part of more than one
Society. In game terms all you need to do is
have the appropriate CVs rated at 3 or higher.
In terms of your character’s free time and
freedom of action, however, joining multiple
Societies is likely to be draining. Not only do
you have additional passions that will occupy
your character’s time, you will likely have
demands on your schedule from those higher
up in your Society. Someone who is both a
Hospitaler and a Peacewalker (a fairly
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the Golden Ægis: When the Gift came, your
people built an impossibly high temple to bring
them to their heaven. When you found out it
was empty you decided to become the gods and
angels you never had.

Communities of the
Great Basin

T

his page gives a list of the civilizations and
societies that can be found in the game’s
standard setting, along with their core
values and magical Traditions. Use this page to
help pick your character’s civ and, optionally, a
society.

• Core Values: Bring the Light, Answer the
Call
• The Calling (Belief → Glory)
• The Aura of Heaven (Patrons → Arete)
the Hearth-Kin: Your ancestors left the Basin a
long time ago, but regretted it. Now you’re
back to make up for it. You live in a giant tree
with your enormous family and their naturespirit friends.

Civilizations
The Cult of the Empty Grave: Your ancestors
were a death cult, existing as ghosts and
teaching the living. Now you are all ghosts.
The Gift let you cross the veil.

• Core Values: Love Your Family, Build a
Just World
• What Binds Us (Blood Magic →
Earthpower)
• What Defines Us (Beliefs → Arete)

• Core Values: Respect your Traditions,
Explore Yourself
• The Practice (Language → Necromancy)
• The Rage (Belief → Necromancy)

Nova Commonwealth: A loose federation of
magical research groups. Many cast-off
"conservative" sects drew the line somewhere,
while other "radical" sects crossed a line no one
else would.

Diadem: A culture of deep economic divides,
with ultra-rich merchant nobles and their
penniless indentured servants.
• Core Values: Embrace the Eclectic,
Embrace Duty
• Transubstantiation (Reagents →
Oneiromancy)
• Drudgery (Discipline (physical) →
Elementalism)

• Core Values: Cause No Harm, Do What
Thou Wilt
• Nova characters build their own Tradition.
the Sovereigns of Hell: The demons kept your
ancestors in terror for centuries. Now those
demons bow to you, and you answer to no one.

the Geometer’s Guild: The Basin’s besteducated, most influential, most hierarchical
civilization.

• Core Values: Transgression, You Need
Prove Nothing
• Devilpower (Patrons → Glory)
• The Sage’s Path (Geometry → Glory)
• The Silent Path (Reagents → Necromancy)

• Core Values: Order Above All, Transcend
Your Limits
• Sacred Geometry (Geometry → Alchemy)

Those Above the Sky: You live thousands of
miles above the Basin, where the atmosphere
thins out. Your fellow safety-conscious, spaceexploring libertarians act as mana merchants to
the world.

Glimmermere: Once an artist’s collective, now
a culture of magical artisans. Everyone lives in
a series of ever more fantastical dream worlds
and creates magic with their works.
• Core Values: Live Your Truth, Carry the
Thread
• The Higher Talent (Artistry →
Oneiromancy)
• The Mad Power (Wild Magic → Glory)

• Core Values: Seek Independence, Take
Responsibility
• The Starlit Way (Reagents → Alchemy)
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• The Home-Builder’s Art (Geometry →
Elementalism)

Societies

A

quick description and core value are given
below. Some Societies also teach a
particular Tradition; see page xx for more.

the Unroyal: The Gift let your people throw
off centuries of servitude. Now you’re
dedicated to destroying tyranny everywhere.

• Archivists – Lifetime members of the
Archive. Knowledge for the sake of...???
• the Explorers – A professional society of
scouts and travelers. Exploration.
• the Fellowship of Truth – Ancient magi
seeking to undo the Gift. The Old Ways.
• Fire and Scale – Dragons and cats lounging
about. Hedonism.
• the Gatecrashers – A mercenary guild
specializing in using the Travel lattice. Stay
Bought.
• the Groundbreakers – Delving downward
to seek magical power. Go for the Gold.
• High Society – Rich people gonna rich.
Good Breeding.
• the Hospitalers – A charity organization of
doctors and good samaritans. Charity.
• the Mindweavers – Trying to create
smarter artificial beings. Create Your Own
Salvation.
• Organized Crime – Same as they always
were. The Wall of Silence.
• Peacewalkers – Pacifists looking to spread
the way of peace. Non-violence.
• the Protean Society – A shapeshifter
artistic society. Freedom of Form.
• the Soulpact – Saving souls from fates
worse than death. Redemption.
• the Sunsingers – The spiritual people of a
lost continent, returned. The Middle Path.
• Wargamers – Trying out strategy because
you can’t really die any more. See it
Through.
• the Windblown – Refugees from a distant
war who came to the Basin long ago. Tell
Your Story.

• Core Values: Let None Rule You, Shine
Brightly
• The Key of Freedom (Wild Magic →
Earthpower)
• The Key of Courage (Belief → Glory)
the Worldbuilders: You terraform the Basin by
pulling ancient cities into the present. There’s
only so much land to be had, after all.
• Core Values: Be Relentless, Plan For The
Future
• Parelthonia (Artistry & Geometry →
Necromancy)
• Symmachis (Patrons → Elementalism)
the Unruly Lands: Neighboring nations that
haven’t managed to escape the Interregnum. If
you want to play someone from another
fantasy setting, you can probably make an
equivalent to that setting amongst the Unruly
Lands.
• Core Values and Traditions vary from one
land to another. See the examples starting
on page xx. You may also want to read the
sidebar on page xx that deliniates the
difference between a civilizations and an
unruly land.
Returner Cults: If magic was a gift, you’d like
to give it back, please. Your people live in Null
Zones and often hate or fear magic-using
peoples.
• Core Values: One unique to your cult, and
one that is against magic.
• No magical tradition.
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Optional: Earthly Form
Your character’s Earthly Form is an optional way to describe their body, especially as it relates
to magical forces. It is a broad toolbox used to describe a wide variety of body types.
Choose one and only one item from each row below. The left-most item (in bold) is the
"default" that fits the majority of sentients.
Physical • Energy Being • Phased Out
Balanced • Aspected • Manavore
Single • Swarm
Born • Sprung Full-Grown • Constructed
Embodied • Possessing
Having all of your choices be the default is referred to as having a "conventional" form.
If you choose something other than the default, when your body inconveniences you or
prevents you from taking an action, you gain Twists as per the Bad Luck rule (see page xx). If
you're not sure where you belong (is a fire elemental physical or an energy being?), you
should just decide which category you prefer and stick with it.
Physical beings have bodies made of matter, whether that's flesh and blood or a golem's clay.
Energy Beings are made of fire, lightning, or some other sort of very active material. They can
often move quickly, and are immune to their own element, but cannot necessarily pass
through walls. Beings who are Phased Out can float and move through physical materials.
They're immune to purely physical attacks, but mental or energy attacks will still harm them.
Ghosts and spirits are the most common members of this category.
Most beings are Balanced with respect to mana aspects. They can use any sort of mana, though
some (like death mana) present challenges to safe handling. Aspected beings generate and
resonate with one specific aspect of mana (see page xx). Manavores are beings who do not
generate their own mana at all, and must consume it to stay alive. If they have a number of
willing friends who will donate their own, or if they live on a ley line, they're perfectly safe.
Otherwise, they slowly starve, becoming more and more desperate for a meal.
Single beings have just one body, as opposed to Swarms who have more than one and are in
full control of all of them. The more bodies you have, the less you can accomplish with each
individual one, though Twists can help to mitigate this.
Most beings were Born as children and grew up to be adults. Some, however, Sprang FullGrown from the minds of gods or from unusual conditions in the Basin (or elsewhere). Others
were Constructed, built by someone for a particular purpose, from manual labor to
companionship. Beings in the two later categories often have significant blind spots in their
understanding of the world. They may look like adults, but they might be just a year or two
old. The more severe the problem is, the more often you are likely to gain Twists for it.
Embodied beings have a soul that lives within a body (whether that body is physical, energy,
or phased out). Possessing beings, on the other hand, are nothing but a soul. If they wish to
interact with the world of matter and energy, they must share a body with a willing host or
have a custom body constructed especially for them.
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Complex actions or philosophies are generally
not suitable Core Values. “War” is a bad choice;
that’s an action, not an ideal. Make it more
specific: “The Glory of Battle” or “War Brings
Peace.” Most religions are poor choices because
there are too many facets to them. You should
choose specific aspects of a religion instead of
the faith as a whole.

3. Core values

C

ore Values describe what your character
believes in and strives toward. They are
the basis of your motivation. Core Values
also hold Civilizations and Societies together,
giving them something to rally around.
Core Values (CVs) are most often directives
about how to live your life: Love Openly, Raise
Them Right, Preserve Tradition, and so forth.
More rarely, they can be a person or a place.
They are guidelines not only for you as a
player, but for your character as well: most
characters recognize their own Core Values and
will be able to eloquently (or at least
stubbornly) defend them.

You may select whatever rating you like for
your Core Values. High scores are as much a
handicap as an advantage. You may even rate a
CV at zero to indicate something that you were
taught to believe but have rejected. High Core
Values are typically associated with religious
zealots, suicide bombers, and the like.
However, this need not be true. People with
Charity as a highly-ranked Core Value are not
required to live in the gutter after giving all
their possessions away, and are certainly under
no compulsion to steal from the rich to give to
the poor (though they might quietly approve of
such things). It is possible to have very strong
beliefs and never once become violent because
of them. Sadly, many people don’t see it that
way.

Each Core Value is rated from 1-5, based on the
depth of your character’s convictions:
1. I am not completely convinced.
2. I will argue for this belief.
3. I will take action for this belief.
4. I will suffer for this belief.

Self-Preservation

5. I am obsessed. I will die for this belief.
Your character will have four Core Values at
the start of the game. One will be the SelfPreservation CV that all characters start with.
Two will be inherited from your Civilization.
One is a free choice you make when creating
the character. (You can use this to qualify for a
Society if you wish; see page 15.) In addition,
you will have a fifth CV that is initially left
blank.

A

ll characters receive a CV entitled “SelfPreservation” at 4 for free. You may
rename this to “Enormous Ego,” “Fight Like A
Cornered Rat,” or whatever you like in order
to fit your character better. The general gist of
this CV is that you care about your own
survival. You may alter the value of this CV
with GM approval.

Choosing and Rating Core Values

The Open CV

W

O

ne of your Core Values is blank at the
beginning of the game. You may choose this
CV and set its rating at any time. Once chosen,
it is treated like a normal Core Value and
cannot be changed again without effort or
conflict.

hen choosing a Core Value you can select
literally any suitable concept or cause.
These are normally encapsulated in a single
word or short phrase. A list of examples can be
found in the box on page xx.
Since different characters can interpret the
same CV differently, you might want to write
down a longer description of your CV, so that
your GM can better understand your
character’s motivation.

You might use this to pull a “surprise reveal”
for your character, such as being part of a
Society or working for a particular faction. It’s
good to consider such things well in advance. If
you reveal a CV that is contradicted by your
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character’s past actions, it makes your
character less believable. Alternatively, you
might simply use this CV as a part of your
character’s normal development through the
story. Difficult situations can make us realize
what we believe. The phrase, “It’s characterbuilding,” is not just rhetoric.

Changing your Mind
The Self-nature allows characters to change
their own Core Values. At higher levels,
with the aid of the Self-nature, they can
change very quickly. However, Core Values
are the things in which your character
genuinely believes. Your character wouldn’t
normally want to change them. You should
have a good reason for giving up on those
things – a major story event that shakes the
foundations of your character’s beliefs. It’s
unlikely that you’ll go back after such a
change.

Effects of Core Values

W

hen in a conflict, your CVs improve your
effectiveness as long as you are acting in
accordance with them. See page xx for details
on exactly how Core Values factor into
conflict. You may use only the highest relevant
CV; they do not add together.

Changing your Core Values without such
aid can be a difficult and lengthy process, or
it can be the result of a single dramatic event
in your character’s life. Using Twists and
Plots can help to create such events if you
feel like you need one. Talk such things over
with the GM and decide what makes the
most sense for your character’s personal
story.

When people try to convince you to take a
particular action that aligns well with one of
your Core Values and you attempt to resist,
you are at a substantial disadvantage. Add your
own CV score to your opponent’s Profession
rating. You might or might not be able add
your Self-Preservation CV.

Conflicting CVs
It’s ok to have two characters in the same groups whose CVs are in conflict. If they debate
those CVs with each other, so much the better. This is an intended event in Sorcerouly
Advanced.
If their characters come to blows over it, that can also be ok, with certain caveats. Not all
characters stay with all groups forever, and it’s ok for characters to leave a group over a
significant disagreement. It’s also ok for characters to talk over their stances (or actions) and
agree to set them aside for the sake of a mission – or for friendship. It’s even ok to change
CVs. Human beings have changes of heart sometimes.
What’s not ok is to allow an in-character conflict to become an conflict between players, or to
use the phrase “that’s part of my character” to justify being a jerk in the game. No one
character is so important as to be allowed to ruin the group’s fun.
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some sample Core values
Act with Caution, Act with Recklessness, Be Authentic, Be Charitable, Be Efficient, Be
Honest, Be Humble, Be Safe, Be Who You Are, Become Complete, Brotherhood, Build a
New World, Build Understanding, Carpe Diem, Community, Competition Drives Success,
Conceal Knowledge, Connection, Continuity, Cut the Unnecessary, Demand Independence,
Demand Your Freedom, Details, Different Paths for Different People, Diligence, Dive Right
In, Do Grand Works, Dream and Create, Expand, Experiment, Explore, Express Yourself,
Feed the Congregation, Find Redemption, Free Information, Gain Knowledge, Get Money,
Good Breeding, Hierarchy, It’s OK To Show Off, Keep it Simple, Keep Moving, Keep the
Faith, Keep your Secrets, Law Preserves Life, Life Above All, Life is Complex, Live and Grow,
Live in Stories, Live with Logic, Look Ahead, Love Your Family, Maintain Anonymity,
Maintain Control, Maintain Order, Maintain Privacy, Minimize Risks, My Home First, No
Secrets, No Snitches, Obey, Offer Friendship, Offer Hospitality, One Coin One Vote, Perfect
the Body, Perfect the mind, Perpetuate Tradition, Please Yourself, Profit, Protect Others,
Question All, Raise Excitement, Raise Them Right, Rank Has Its Privileges, Reach Out,
Reciprocate, Relax, Rise to Power, Sanctity of Mind, Seek Accountability, Seek Glory, Seek
New Horizons, Seek Peace, Seek the Truth, Seek Yourself, Stay Calm, Stay Silent, Step In,
Survival of the Fittest, Take Responsibility, Take What You’re Owed, Teach, Teamwork First,
The Captain Is The Ship, The Forge Of Battle, The Public Good, Tough Luck For You,
Travel, Uncover the New, Unite, Value Diversity, Value the Home, Variety is the Spice of
Life, Victory At All Costs, Work for the Future, Work Together

The Core of Character
Core Values are the essence of a character, the central core of belief around which personality
forms. In addition, the Self-nature allows people to alter their very being – sometimes slowly,
sometimes quickly.
The most basic consequence of this is that the rest of your character should be shaped by their
CVs. Not every facet of your character needs to come directly from Core Values, but these
facets should at least not contradict them. Someone who believes in Peace and Simplicity
should not have a high War-nature. Someone who believes in Security and Preparedness
should be familiar with the Samaritan profession.
A more subtle consequence is that changing CVs means changing your character at a level
deeper than just game mechanics. When we see character development in a book or movie, we
see people changing what they believe in. Different priorities come to the fore, and things that
once seemed important become less so. If you want that sort of story arc for your own
character, Core Values are almost guaranteed to change in the process.
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Al characters know the Inherent Expressions
(see page xx). You don’t have to select them in
your list. You can have the same Expression in
your Core list for multiple Traditions if you so
choose.

4. Magical Tradition

T

raditions are systems of understanding that
lead to magical power. While simple use of
magic can be done with intent and
willpower alone, skillful manipulation of mana
is not just a matter of wanting things to
happen. Traditions are the mechanism by
which magical effects are expertly created and
shaped.

You can cast spells that aren’t part of your
Core Expressions, but it costs you a point of
Reserve each time. See page xx for more detail.

Switching Traditions

Each Civilization teaches its citizens one or
more Traditions. Traditions all have three
components: a Path by which they do magic, a
Fount that describes the type of magic they do,
and a set of Expressions that are specific spells
or arts of magic.

I

f you know multiple Traditions, you can
switch between them by spending a point of
Reserve. Recalculate your Power and Import as
per the box on page xx.
When you switch between Traditions, you get
access to a different set of Core Expressions
(though some could overlap).

You should select at least one Tradition,
probably from your character’s Civilization.
You are allowed to select as many as you want
to keep track of. If your character knows more
than one Tradition, there is a benefit in
flexibility, but there will be a tradeoff in terms
of reduced ability to use your Twists.

Inventing a Tradition

I

nventing a new Tradition can be as simple as
selecting a Path (see page xx), a Fount (page
xx), and six Core Expressions. These should
usually come from those listed for the Fount,
but exceptions do exist.

Core Expressions

Y

ou will select six Expressions for each
Tradition you know to count as Core
Expressions. Most of your Core Expressions
should come from the recommended list for
your Tradition, but you can swap out one or
two of them for magical arts that suit your
character better.

You should also consider the doctrines and
approaches that shape that Tradition. Two
Traditions that both follow the path of Belief
to perform acts of Glory might work in very
different ways, and even look very different,
depending on what sort of beliefs they
consider important. At character creation,
however, all you need are the basics.

Alternative Traditions
It is possible for any character to learn any
Tradition. Most people know the
Traditions of their own civilization, but
some people study abroad, abandon their
upbringing, or educate themselves in the
ways of magic. You will almost certainly
know your Civilization’s Tradition unless
you are a recent convert who grew up
elsewhere, but beyond that it’s ok to take
whatever Traditions you like.

Magic Without Traditions
Some characters, especially those who are
self-trained or who discovered magic late
in life, may not have a formalized
Tradition yet. Until they learn or develop
a more cohesive Tradition, such characters
are limited to Nature scores of 1 or 2 and
are may only use the Inherent Expressions.
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To choose your Approaches, pick an adjective
for each Nature that seems appropriate to the
character. Good Approaches restrict the use of
your Twists, but not too much. If you dream
up a set of situations that are related to a
particular Nature, your Approach should make
it so that you can only imagine using it in
about half of those situations. Approaches that
apply all the time are not restrictive enough to
be meaningful. Approaches that would only be
useful about a quarter of the time are probably
too restrictive to be fun playing.

5. Natures and Approaches

N

atures are the core of this game. They
describe the powers that characters use to
affect the world, and the manner in
which players affect the plot.
There are six Natures: Communion
(connection with other beings), Industry
(building and working), Mystery (whether
creating or solving them), Self (understanding
one's self and one's soul), Trickery (fooling
people and getting away with it), and War
(striving to overpower others).

You are not forbidden from having similar
Approaches to different Natures – for instance,
“Always Prepared” is a suitable Approach for
both Trickery and Mystery, and you could
select it for both. However, you will probably
not get as much benefit from this as you would
from choosing a more diverse set of
Approaches.

Nature Scores

N

ature scores are numerical ratings that
represent the degree to which your
character harmonizes with certain facets of
humanity. You will choose a set of Nature
scores for each Tradition you have. While
using that Tradition, you use its Nature scores,
and switching between Traditions costs a point
of Reserve (see page xx).

Twists

F

inally, each Nature also has a bank of Twists,
which you use to activate the Approaches.
You can bank up to six Twists in each Nature.
Using your Approaches requires spending
Twists to create a Complication or Advantage
(page xx). You must spend Twists from the
same Nature or an adjacent one (see page xx).

Nature scores range from 1 to 5. You can set
each Nature to any value you want. A score
of 1 represents an unenhanced human with
little to no magical prowess. A score of 5
represents someone who has broad and deep
magical powers within that Nature’s purview.

At the end of a game session you lose any
unspent Twists, then gain new ones based on
your Import and what your character did that
session (see page xx). You can gain more Twists
by taking Complications, but characters with
deep Natures gain diminished rewards from
their Complications. More information can be
found on page xx.

For each Tradition, take the average of your
three highest Nature scores (round
appropriately) and subtract 1. This is your
Power for that Tradition. The greater your
highest Power score is, the less ability you
will have to use Twists later on. Your Power
score reduces the number of Twists you gain in
certain circumstances, including at the
beginning of new play sessions.

All six Natures are described in detail starting
on the next page, with suitable Approaches for
each. Also listed is a quick overview of the
Expressions that spring from these Natures. A
table indicates which abilities are universal to
all magi and which require special training. You
can find more detail on these spells and
techniques later on, in the Magical Arts chapter
(page xx).

Approaches

R

egardless of their ratings, each Nature has
an Approach. Approaches describe the ways
that you as a player can change the plot around
your character. They can line up with your
character’s Nature and Tradition, or they can
be quite different in feel. There is no number
associated with an Approach.
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Approaches to Communion typically revolve
around how you connect, rather than around
what you connect with. Some people make
friends with a kind and easy manner. Others
are lovably awkward or endearingly honest.
Still others draw people into their circles (or
their beds) with sheer magnetism.

Communion
Offer • Share • Heal

T

he Communion-Nature reaches for
connection with other creatures, from
animals to fellow intelligent beings to Aum
itself. The stronger one's Communion score is,
the deeper the connection. Those deep in the
Communion-nature can share knowledge and
power, heal the sick, fit into other cultures, and
share thoughts with distant allies.

The main tradeoff for Communion’s
Approaches is made between loyalty, openness
and the speed with which one makes a
connection. Friendship alone may not
convince someone to follow you into battle,
nor will a brash manner encourage people to
share their secrets with you.

Communion is not about gathering
information – that falls under Mystery. You
might use Communion to get someone to open
up to you, but it won't let you read their mind.
The exception is with Core Values, which
Communion makes obvious just as accurately
as Mystery does. Communion is also not about
bending people to your will. If you want to
show someone a truth and urge them to act,
that's Communion. If you’d rather browbeat
someone until they obey, that's War.

Sample Approaches: Brash and bold,
Calculating, Compassionate, Dreamy, Friendly,
Instant Insider, Open, Pragmatic, Reluctant,
Seductive, Shy, Sympathetic, Understanding

Key Expressions: Dreamshaping, Healing,
Hypnopraxis, Rapport, Universal Repositories

1

2

3

4

5

Universal Arts

Trained Arts

Bring people closer to one another. Improve
mutual understanding and appreciation.
Share knowledge and resources. Effects are
generally either shallow or slow-working.
Speak in the True Speech that every living
thing understands. Enter Rapport to share
thoughts and emotions.

--

Fit in with other cultures. Heal scrapes and
headaches. Watch nearby peoples' dreams
and shape them. Take mental actions while
you sleep.
Read Core Values during Rapport or with a Heal bruises, cuts, dehydration. Enter a
few minutes' interaction. Form strong
Dream Realm in your sleep. Access the
bonds quickly.
Universal Repositories. Extract memories
in physical form.
Create a Rapport with multiple people that Heal sprains, concussions, influenza. Enter
can span large distances. Share Mana within a Dream World in physical form. Fit in
Rapport.
with alien cultures. Record and store
sensory impressions.
Create a Rapport that links dozens across
Heal broken bones, memory loss, plagues.
realms. Share abilities within Rapport.
Quickly research in the Universal
Form strong bonds in an instant.
Repositories. Be accepted by alien species.
Know when someone is dreaming about
you and join them.
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Industry’s Approaches typically indicate a
specialty in creating particular things, or
describe the manner in which you create them.
The typical tradeoff is quality versus speed.

Industry
Build • Direct • Maintain

T

he focus of the Industry-Nature is creation
and productivity. Whether you're calling a
cliff up from the ground, raising a castle in a
day, tilling a hundred fields at once, or
speeding the flow of mana through a kingdom,
you're using Industry. When directed well, it
builds wealth, repairs homes, and speeds travel.
When poorly directed, it causes floods,
resource shortages, and Null Zones.

For those not deep in the Industry-nature, their
Approach might be tied to artistic skill, or
might even be disconnected from their own
abilities entirely. Some people are mysteriously
prone to stumbling across amazing feats of
ancient sorcerous engineering.
Sample Approaches: Artistic, Big Dumb
Objects, Brute force, Improvisational,
Mechanical, Naturalist, Planner, Quick and
sloppy, Slow and steady

Industry normally builds, but it can also
destroy. When attacking an individual or a
nation, use War. When seeking to tear down a
shrine or chop down a forest, Industry is just
as valid. When it comes to direct harm, War
harms the sentient; Industry harms the nonsentient.
Key Expressions: Conjuration, Distillation,
Mystic servitors, Nature- and Weather-work,
Telekinesis, the Travel lattice

1

2

3

4

5

Universal Arts

Trained Arts

Build and work at ordinary speeds. Craft
the things you've trained for.
Sew, build, and farm more quickly. Create
stronger clothing, clearer glass, lighter
armor.

--

Build a barn in a day by yourself. Repair
objects with missing pieces. Tap into ley
lines for power.
Plow a dozen fields in a day, grow them to
maturity on the next day, and harvest them
on the third.
Reassemble a demolished building in a day.
Turn stone to dust or create solid air.
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Conjure, clone or deconjure small objects.
Move small objects without touching them.
Create a single, simple magical servant. Call
animals, fast-grow plants. Change one
material into another. Build mana storage
devices.
Conjure person-sized objects. Lift a person
without touching them. Access the Travel
lattice. Adjust the local Canon of Form.
Conjure large animals or small houses. Lift
a wagon without touching it. Lock the
Travel Lattice locally. Lift a wagon.
Outrun a horse.
Conjure a mansion or multiple large beasts.
Lift a stone blocks without touching them.
Create hordes of autonomous servants. Lift
massive timbers and stones.

Character Creation
Mystery's more intellectual Approaches point
out evidence or conclusions, but not both. You
either get the answer or you get the reason for
the answer. Someone with an instinctive nose
for crime may spot a criminal, but will need
investigative skills to prove wrongdoing.
Meanwhile, a careful observer can pick up on
clues during magical research, but will need
scholarly talents to realize what they imply.

Mystery
Discover • Conceal • Analyze

T

he Mystery-Nature covers and uncovers. It
moves the veil aside or draws it across the
eyes of observers. Those well-versed in
Mystery excel at extracting information from
people and situations without revealing
anything about themselves.

Many of Mystery's more secretive Approaches
are unique magical talents for concealment,
learned or bestowed via esoteric means.
Invisibility, short-range teleportation through
shadows, passing wards, moving without a
trace, leaving no magical signature, all of these
ordinarily impossible tasks are potential
Approach fodder.

When concealing, Mystery passively deflects
the eye and the attention. To actively fool
people, use Trickery. The two Natures have a
fair amount of overlap when it comes to a
quick wit and careful mind, but Trickery is
more active and interactive. Those deep in the
Mystery-nature are more likely to be quiet and
unnoticed.

Sample Approaches: Always Prepared,
Cautious Wisdom, Coincidental, Methods in
Madness, Occulted, Pillow Talk, Procedural,
Sneaky, Things of Wonder

Key Expressions: Expanded expertise, Mental
acuity, Psychometry, the Shroud, Sixth Sense,
Spirit-walking

1

2

3

4

5

Universal Arts

Trained Arts

Ordinary observational skill (and lack
thereof). Handle logic and riddles slowly
unless you have training.
Sense the presence of mana. Move without
noise or trace. Mental tricks for calculation
and memory. Know that something is in the
Red Space nearby, but not what.
Discern someone's Tradition, Professions,
and Natures after some observation. Sense
mana's aspect and flow. Perceive magical
signatures. Hide objects in plain sight.
Perfect memory. Sense subtle aspects of
mana. Peer into the Red Space or Travel
Lattice, and sense movement there.
Read multiple mana aspects and discern
their origins. Solve puzzles on the barest of
clues. Disappear from memory.

--
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Receive flashes of insight on meeting
someone or touching an object. Receive
unclear prophetic dreams.
Spirit-walking. Psychometry, with a
duration of a few days.

Instantly begin spirit-walking.
Psychometry with a time horizon of weeks
or months.
Track magical influences to their source.
Psychometry with a time horizon of years.

Character Creation
The easiest things to change with Self are those
things that you did not choose about yourself.
The hardest things to change are those that you
reinforced through a lifetime of tiny decisions.
If you choose to get a tattoo, for instance, the
regeneration granted by Self will not wipe it
away, and even shapeshifting will retain it in
some form. On the other hand, if someone else
scarred you and you would prefer to be
without that mark, it will soon disappear.

Self
Protect • Change • Apprehend

T

he Self-Nature expresses itself in magic done
for the sake of one's own being rather than
for extrinsic purposes. Self magic is
defensive and definitional. It proclaims who
and what you are, and then safeguards that
statement. Expressions of Self include
shapeshifting, regeneration, immortality,
adaptation, and protection from direct magical
assaults like death spells and petrification. The
mid-levels extend this to grant immortality.
Soul-work such as binding and exorcism also
fall under Self, though they might more
properly be called "Other" than "Self."

The Self-nature is, in many ways, the most
difficult to get a handle on. Many players find it
difficult to choose an Approach for their Selfnature.
Think of the Self-nature as a somewhat “meta”
attribute. Everything else about your character
says who they are at this time. The Self-nature
says how much they’ve invested into their
present, or how quickly they’ll be capable of
changing in the future.

Key Expressions: Becoming, Shapeshifting,
Soul-work, Warding

Sample Approaches: Adaptive, Defensive,
Deviant, Ever-changing, Evolutionary, Natural,
Resilient, Unchanging, Unnatural, Written in
Stone

1

2

3

4

5

Universal Arts

Trained Arts

Ordinary healing. Resist your instincts
when rested. The world changes you as
much as you change yourself. Immune to
mind control.
Slowly become that which you feel yourself
to be. Alter your instincts, changing your
fight-or-flight responses.

--

Immortality. Quickly recover from minor
injury. Minimal need to eat, drink, or rest.
Sleep just a few hours a night.
Remain yourself despite changes that are
wrought on you. Regenerate quickly from
sprains and concussions. You need only
twenty minutes of sleep each night.
No longer require food, water, or rest.
Regenerate quickly from broken bones and
organ loss. Nearly immune to poison and
disease.
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Shapeshift into a limited range of forms
that express your inner self and your
Tradition. Fly because you wish it so. Pin
shadows into place for soul-work.
Call souls back from the afterlife. Bind
souls to bodies, objects, and places. Trade
in souls.
Shapeshift into a wider variety of more
powerful forms. Fly faster than a falcon.

Detach your soul so that it can spirit-walk
(including to the Worlds Beyond) while
you rest in meditation. Send a departed
soul to its next life.

Character Creation
Trickery's approaches typically focus on your
style. Each has its advantages; each has its blind
spots. Are you flashy and distracting? Are you
subtle enough that no one notices? Do people
trust you against their better judgment?
Whether you want to work with or against
your existing Trickery skills is up to you. Some
people are very good at weaving subtle plans...
right up everything explodes.

Trickery
Steal • Deceive • Escape

T

he Trickery-nature longs to get away with
things. It says, "Let me do what I want and
I'll just be on my way." Unlike Mystery,
Trickery is no two-sided coin - it exists solely to
mislead and acquire. Whether it deals with
emotion, physical objects, or even mana itself,
Trickery is happy to replace the real with the
unreal, and even happier if someone else looks
like a fool for it. Perhaps fortunately, Trickery
does not help one avoid being fooled in return.
Those deep in the Trickery-nature can
substitute the unreal for the real, creating
illusions, ruining mana supplies, stashing
objects beyond the world.

Remember that Trickery is no good at
countering itself. You can have "Can't
connect" as a Communion Approach, and you
can have "Talk them down" as a War
Approach, but you can't have "No one can
fool me" as a Trickery Approach. You're going
to need to need a Mystery or Communion
approach for that purpose instead.
Sample Approaches: Always Prepared, Bullshit
Artist, Long Cons, Looming Realization,
Takes One to Know One, Underhanded

Trickery does not do well against magic that
reads the soul, or that reads echoes left behind.
In particular, psychometry cannot be fed false
readings. You can disguise yourself when you
act so that later psychometric readings may
seem to show someone else, but you can't
retroactively change what psychometry will
show. Plan your heists in advance.
Key Expressions: Hallucination, Mental acuity,
Personae, the Red Space, the Shell Game

Universal Arts
1

2

3

4

5

Trained Arts

Fool the unaware and those who want to
-believe. Talk people into things against their
judgment.
Expert long cons and sleight-of-hand.
Access the Red Space. Induce small or
Escape from shackles. Hypnotism.
subtle hallucinations. Create alternate
personalities within your mind.
Distract others without being noticed. Blur Induce rich, human-sized hallucinations.
your magical signature so there is doubt as
Swap out someone else's mana
to whether it is yours.
unexpectedly.
Perfect memory. Steal non-physical things, Carry around your own personal bit of
like someone's voice or soul (if you can do
Red Space. Induce large hallucinations. Tell
soul-work).
a story that traps someone in a Dream
Realm.
Escape from sealed rooms while dozens
Induce all-encompassing hallucinations.
watch. Fake someone else's magical
Create fake pieces of your soul to sell or
signature.
trade that evaporate when left unwatched.
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In many ways, War is the most straightforward
of Natures. It’s going to ruin someone’s day.
The only question is how. Could be subtle,
could be calculating, could be explosive and
overwhelming, could be corrosive and
unstoppable.

War
Harm • Occupy • Dominate
The War-Nature encompasses all forms of
violence, as well as many forms of physical or
aggressive competition. Soldiers use War to gild
their spears with lightning, move with
unexpected speed, and defend their allies with
wards. Generals use War to divine strategies for
their armies and throw their enemies into
disarray.

Sample Approaches: Brutal, Immune,
Overwhelming, Phobia Fountain, Strategic,
Unstoppable Vengeance, Viral Threats

The Dominion-Nature

The War-Nature is not good at true defense. It
will hold territory for you, and keep a horde of
warriors at bay with dread, but a parry made at
War 3 is no equal for a War 3 assault. War’s
best defense is a good offense.

Before the Gift, knowledgeable magi
referred to a Nature they called
"Dominion." This included not just the
current War-Nature, but also techniques
for mind control, summoning, and
binding. After the Gift, the term
"Dominion" became inaccurate, and "War"
became the common term. Only the oldest
of magi, still stuck in their ways from an
eon long past, continue to use the term.

Key Expressions: Curses, Energy waves, Mystic
servitors, Physical prowess, Terror, Weaponry.

1

2

3

4

5

Universal Arts

Trained Arts

Build spears. Stare down the weak-willed.
Piece together your opponent's most likely
strategy.
Frighten and demoralize. Enhance shortrange attacks with magical force (e.g.
flaming swords).
Trigger instinctual reactions like fight-orflight. Turn water into poison or acorns into
grenades.
Punch holes in ships. Paralyze your foes
with waves of fear. Shoot lightning from a
bow.

--

Move fast, strike hard, turn blows. Curse
your enemies. Create and command mystic
defenders. Wage war in the Dream Realms.
Hurl blasts of power. Delay your curses to
take effect later.

Hurl deadly curses and bolts of power
through mystical connections at any range.
Activate ancient devices of war to devastate
the local area.
Break stone doors. Turn stones into bombs. Shake the ground with your wrath. Leave
nearby territory uninhabitable for weeks.
Move with the swiftness of lightning and
the force of an avalanche.
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You Can Try

Sustaining the Self

The things you see under Nature
descriptions are not absolute powers that
no one can avoid. They're things you can
attempt. These things are here to let you
participate in conflicts, not to avoid them.
People might resist your waves of
paralyzing fear, leave wounds that resist
healing, or disappear from your perfect
memory.

Higher levels of Self sustain people,
enabling them to be what they are, who
they are, forever, without pause. While
this typically manifests as simply losing
the need for water, food, sleep, etc., there
are many Traditions with alternate
expressions of this. Many necromantic
Traditions result in a wraith-like or
mummified state, and a fair number of
Alchemists move their minds and souls
into imperishable automata.

All this is a reminder to use the Four
Questions (page xx) for unopposed actions
and the Conflict rules (page xx) when
opposed.

New Natures?
Natures are meant to be a “complete set”
to describe human abilities. Unlike with
Paths, Founts, and Traditions, it will be
very difficult to insert a new Nature into
the game. However, see Supernatural
Creatures on page xx, which use custom
Traditions and other methods to describe
powerful non-human magical creatures.

Concealing your Attributes
Communion 3+ allows one to read others’
Core Values, and Mystery 3+ reveals
Traditions, Natures, and Professions.
If you seek to conceal your Core Values,
Nature, or other aspects of yourself, you
must have a higher Trickery-nature than
your observer's Mystery or Communion
(as appropriate). This is not a conflict, just
a simple comparison.

Approaches are Player Tools
Twists are spent by players rather than by
their characters. Characters do not realize
that they have Approaches, nor that other
characters have them. They don’t say
things like “Well you failed with your
magic, why not try spending Twists?”
Twist-related events are often brushed off
as luck, as coincidence, or as a natural part
of who someone is (e.g. an army officer
with War: Veteran).
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Inherent Expressions of Power

Universal Arts

When building your Tradition, there are some
Expressions that you don’t need to select for
your character. They are inherent parts of the
Gift, and literally every magic-capable person in
the Basin can use them without spending
Reserve. These are:

Some magical arts are not inherent
to the Gift, but are considered so
useful by so many people that every
magical tradition has a way to
achieve them. They are not banned
for any Fount or Tradition.

• Becoming – The slow art of changing to be
what you truly desire
• Enchantment – Sharing your power with
others
• Immortality – The unstoppable spark of life
• Mental Acuity – Swiftness of thought,
supernatural advice
• Physical Prowess – enhanced strength, speed,
and durability
• Rapport – Sharing minds and souls
• the Shroud – Hiding yourself and concealing
objects
• Sixth Sense – the ability to detect flows of
mana
• Sovereignty – Immunity to mind control
• Terror – Striking fear into your enemies
• Translation – Knowing what is said, though
not what is written
• Weaponry – Enchanting one’s arms to make
them swift and deadly

When creating your character you
still need to spend an Expression
choice on items on this list if you
want to use them without spending
Reserve.
• Conjuration – Making things
from nothing
• Energy Waves – Direct assaults
of magical power
• Farspeech – Communicating at
great distances
• Healing – Restoring the mind or
the body
• Mana Storage – Placing power
within an object, or within a
part of your mind, body, or soul.
• Mystic Servitors – Specialpurpose semi-sentient magical
constructs
• Spirit-walking – Passing
invisibly through barriers
• Warding – Protection from the
arts of others

The Grand Wonderworks
Five pieces of ancient technology have survived to the modern day. While technically not
“spells” to cast, accessing them is treated in the same way for game purposes. Nearly all
Traditions teach the techniques required to access them. You still need to spend an Expression
choice on them if you want to access them without spending Reserve.
•
•
•
•
•

the Red Space – A place to keep your things
the Ten Crore Stones of Death – Harnessing massive destructive power
the Travel Lattice – A world of pathways
the Uncountable Spinners of Silver Thread – Who tie the soul to this world
Universal Repositories – Invisible, omnipresent stores of knowledge
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Supernatural Creatures
Inherently supernatural beings, such as dragons,
ki-rin, mokele-mbembe, or adamantine automata, are
valid playable characters in this game just as ordinary
humans are. In addition to setting an Earthly Form
(page xx) for your character, you may also want to
represent substantial, flexible magical power by
creating a custom Tradition. This Tradition does not
use the existing Paths and Founts (unless you find
them particularly appropriate), but instead simply
lists the type of being you are. You still select
Expressions to act as the core of your supernatural
might.

Example: Phoenix
Path: Phoenix. Fount: Elementalism.
Core Expressions: Dream Travel, Energy waves,
Healing, Nature-work, Uncountable Spinners,
Warding
If you are capable of using Reserve to cast other spells,
your core expressions still require mana and are
impaired by Null Zones in the same way as spellcasting characters. If not, your core expressions can
operate without external mana, but you cannot use
Reserve to cast other spells. Regardless of which
option you select, you can learn other Traditions
normally.

One-Trick Ponies
Some supernatural creatures aren’t imbued with a vast range of mystical powers. Instead, they
have just one power, like turning people to stone, or being impossible to outrun.
Traditions don’t model these sorts of abilities very well, but Approaches will handle them just
fine. Consider taking Approaches like War (Turned to Stone) or Industry (Fastest Man Alive)
to model these kinds of abilities.
If you want to give up something from the Inherent Expressions list, you can do so, but you
don’t get anything for it.
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Adjacent Natures
When spending Twists to activate an Approach, you can spend from the same Nature and
from any “adjacent” Nature. What counts as adjacent?
In text form: Self is adjacent to Communion, which is next to Industry, then War, then
Trickery, then Mystery, which wraps around to Self. If you’re spending Twists through an
Approach in Trickery, you can also spend from War and/or Mystery.
Here’s an image that shows these relationships:

((Placeholder image - better one will be made later))

Self

Communion

Mystery

Trickery

Industry

War
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for others, but your own needs are always met.
Aum is not generous when considering your
needs.

Disconnection

S

ome people decide to "disconnect" from
part of their Nature, abandoning that part
of themselves. This drastic step is typically
taken in reaction to trauma or fear.
Disconnecting prevents people from harming
you, but also severely limits the actions that
you can take.

Mystery

Y

ou cannot learn or remember coherent
information. You eat when hungry, sleep
when tired, and do not ask questions or
exercise your will. You almost certainly
become a hermit or a beggar. In return, no one
can find you or learn about you. Your enemies
will only find you if they literally stumble
across you, and even then they may not realize
who you are until you have already
disappeared. You may even accidentally fall
between worlds if someone devises a clever
enough scheme to track you down.

The effects of disconnection require GM
interpretation. Disconnection is not a purely
mechanical action, it is also a curse, and
attempts to weasel around its restrictions end in
anguish and despair. Use the descriptions below
as starting points and guidelines.

Communion

Y

ou cannot communicate with others in any
way that allows you to get your point across.
No one has any idea what you want, what you
need, or what you're thinking - unless you
attempt to mislead them, in which case they
immediately see through your flimsy
deceptions. You are incapable of art. In return,
no one can change your mind in any way. Your
emotions and intellect are barred to outside
influence of any kind. So long as you do not
try to lie, no one can determine what your
motivations are.

Self

Y

ou feel that you are not real, and thus may
have no true value or meaning. Your
thoughts and feelings seem detached from you,
and you find this very disturbing. In addition,
these detached thought processes are often not
aware of each other. For example, you might
take actions based on one Core Value that you
would normally avoid because it conflicts with
another, and then simply ignore that you ever
did so. When you are in this state all the pieces
of your soul, no matter where they are, fold in
on themselves and become inert. You can still
use the Gift (except for expressions of Self), but
others who have obtained pieces of your soul
cannot use them in any way.

Industry

Y

ou cannot create, build, craft, or design in
any way. You can undertake artistic
endeavors, but not practical ones, and your
attempts to beautify the works of others
introduce disastrous flaws. You lose things
easily. In return, you need nothing from your
surroundings. You always find shelter, food,
and water. If you need to cross an ocean, you
can walk across the waves. You cannot provide

Trickery

Y

ou cannot tell a lie. You become honest to a
fault, but also tactless and crude, blurting
out secrets that you would rather keep. You
may even find yourself bringing up things
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you've done in the past - likely quite
incriminating for a master of Trickery. When
you are in this state, you see through illusions
and dishonesty as if they were a child's
scribbles. Any such expressions of the
Trickery-Nature that would affect you are
powerless against you.

Reconnecting

T

o reconnect with your Nature, take the
following steps:
1. Seek help. You must find someone you
know to help you, or you must befriend
someone over the course of a month or
more.

War

2. Your helper must understand your state.

Y

ou cannot intentionally harm others. You
cannot cause violence, encourage people to
violence, threaten and yell, or even make or
interpret tactical plans. If you lift a heavy
object, perhaps with Industry, you simply
cannot drop it on someone. In return, no
creature living or dead can harm you. Arrows
turn before striking your body. Attempts to
drain your power or set a curse on you
abruptly fail. A net might catch you, but if it
were weighted or painful, it might phase
through you instead. Portals to the elemental
plane of fire will refuse to admit you. War is
probably the most common Nature from
which people disconnect.

3. Your helper must give you or lead you to
a physical object that is a token of your
Fount, which you must carry or protect
for at least a week. Examples include an
enchanted crystal for Elementalism, a
statue of a saint for Glory, or a clock
tower for Alchemy.
At the end of the week, if you wish to return to
yourself, you reconnect with all of your
Natures.
Someone can also restore you to wholeness by
Enchanting you as if you had lost the Gift, but
that process is typically slower. Regardless of
the method, you must still be willing to
reconnect.

Import and Power

W

hen determining your Power score, do not
count a disconnected Nature as having a
numerical value. Instead, reduce your Import
by 2 while you are disconnected from any
number of Natures. Your Power score does not
change. You cannot do any magic related to
your disconnected Nature, whether
spellcasting or rituals. You cannot activate
Approaches for disconnected Natures, though
you can still store Twists in them.
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6. Expertise

Mystical Expertise Options

W

Archetypal: You channel the experiences of a
well-known folk hero or cultural stereotype.
This might be literal (if you are a vessel for
their possessing spirit), but more often you
emulate that persona and take on their traits.
Select five professions connected to this
archetype and rank them all at level 3. When
you use one of those professions, you take on a
persona appropriate to the archetype. Treat
that persona as a Core Value rated at the same
rating as the Profession or higher. This persona
does not go away quickly - you're stuck with it
afterward for as long as you were using the
Profession (minimum 1 hour). Archetypal
Expertise adds one point to Power (which will
also reduce your Import).

hereas Nature scores represent inborn
proclivities and mystical enhancement,
Expertise represents your character’s
training and experience.
During character creation you will pick one or
more types of Expertise, which will give you a
certain number of Professions.
All characters should have one and only one
type of Mundane Expertise.
Some Traditions also give access to the
Expanded Expertise art, which will allow you
to select a Mystical Expertise options. All of
the Mystical options are compatible with each
other, and the effects are cumulative. However,
because they are granted by a particular magical
art, these magically enhanced skills may change
if you switch Traditions.

Polymath: Your character is broadly
competent in a vast array of fields. Perhaps
they are a long-lived jack of all trades, or
perhaps they have supernatural advisors. In any
situation where Expertise is relevant, they have
a rating of 2. Polymath adds one point to
Power (which will also reduce your Import).

Much like Natures, Professions are ranked 1-5,
with higher rankings indicating greater skill
and effectiveness. Some of the Expertise
options will alter your Import or Power score
(see page xx).

Prodigy: You have studied extensively in one
particular area, or you have a natural knack in
it. Pick one Fount and receive the Scholar and
Theurge Professions, as well as one other
related Profession, all at level 4. Prodigy-level
Expertise adds one point to Power (which will
also reduce your Import).

Baseline Expertise Options
Choose just one of these options. They are
open to all characters regardless of
enhancement.

Satori: You have a great depth of experience in
a particular field, the kind only seen from a
severely obsessed individual or an immortal
who has dedicated a lifetime of effort to the
topic. Choose a Profession and rank it at 5, and
gain Competitive Advantage in that Profession
(see page xx). You must choose a Core Value
that you consider linked to this Profession and
rank it at level 5. Satori adds one point to
Power (which will also reduce your Import).

Practitioner: You may choose three Professions
and rate them 1, 2, and 3. This is the default
option.
Apprentice: Choose three Professions and rate
them at 1, 1, and 2. This option is good for
young characters who do not have a lot of
experience under their belts. Apprentice-level
Expertise gives you an additional point of
Import, but does not change your Power score.
Characters lose this benefit if they choose
Polymath.

All characters are also assumed to be familiar
with their home Civilization – its language,
customs, values, history, geographical layout,
and so forth. This is represented by the Local
Profession, which all characters receive at
level 2 for free.

Sage: Choose four Professions and rate them at
2, 2, 3, and 3. This option is good for characters
who are old and well-experienced but not
reaping the benefits of immortality. Sage-level
Expertise costs one point of Import, but does
not change your Power score.
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need one Profession. However, it’s not
uncommon for characters to have half a dozen
Professions. Many people work multiple jobs as
they get older. Local, in particular, will be a
very common Profession – everyone starts
with it, and all those who’ve traveled and
worked outside their home Civilization will
have some degree of Local for their host
Civilization.

Professions

A

ll characters have one or more Professions.
Each Profession allows your character to
do a particular job, and indicates that
you’ve been employed in this capacity in the
past.
Professions are ranked from 0-5.
0. Untrained. Little to no experience.

Special Situations

1. A modicum of training – just a year or
two. Many tasks are still likely to be
beyond your reach.

Concentrations
Some Professions require concentration in a
specific area. Artist and Theurge are good
examples. Sculptors can’t necessarily write
poetry, nor can dream mechanics build bridges.
Treat these concentrations as completely
different Professions.

2. Professional level. Ten years of training.
You can do almost all of the things that
fall into your field, and can earn a living
in this profession.
3. A lifetime of experience. You are
respected by others in this field and are
capable of innovating within it.

Specialized Tasks
There are some things that untrained people
just can’t do. Anyone can plant a backyard
garden; only someone with the Farmer
profession can manage a full-sized farm.
Anyone can throw a spear; only someone
trained in the Soldier profession can expect to
do it accurately under pressure.

4. One of the best ever. Hundreds of years
of experience, or complete obsession with
the subject.
5. Both centuries of experience and total
obsession.
A Profession represents a narrower focus than
a Nature. Mystery, for example, covers nearly
everything to do with discovery and
concealment. Professions instead deal with a
more specific area of human ability or
knowledge. Professions like Magistrate,
Criminal, and Spy all draw heavily on
Mystery, but they put its raw power to use in
very different ways.

Each Profession gives some examples of
specialized tasks. You can’t even attempt a
specialized task unless you have the right
Profession.
Clearly this requires a certain amount of
adjudication, and not all groups will contain an
expert politician player to answer questions
about Politics, or a policeman with forty years
of experience to speak authoritatively about
what the Police profession should include.
Because Professions are intended to be
restrictive, if the answer is uncertain, treat it
as a “no.”

Despite their narrowness, all the Professions
include all of the skills necessary to do them
well. For instance, the Samaritan profession
includes firefighting, riot control, paramedic,
and viral curse response training, as well as the
ability to remain calm under fire and react
quickly to danger. The Artist profession
includes not only the ability to create art, but
skill at incorporating memetic techniques in
your work, presenting it for sale, publicizing
your work, and handling your finances.

Relevant Experience
If you have a Profession that’s closely related to
another one you want to use, you can
substitute your Profession by spending a point
of Reserve. An example would be holding a
press conference using Politician instead of
Prolocutor, or using Magistrate instead of

If your character has only ever worked in a
single industry or field, you probably only
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Lawyer to understand the implications of a
new law. You still can’t do specialized tasks.

Choosing Natures and Expertise

Low-Tech Environments

If you’re unsure of where to set your
Nature scores and what Expertise to
choose, avoid the temptation to pad out a
character with higher stats than you need
for your concept. Because of the
Power/Import balance, characters in SsA
are effective at all levels of Nature and
Expertise. Don’t become a Polymath just
because you think it would be useful.
Having a lower Power score and getting an
extra Twist from every Complication is
awful useful too.

All Professions are dependent on the magical
arts, even apparently simple ones like Farmer.
This results in a -2 penalty to Professions in
areas where the local civilization’s relevant
Nature is less than 3. This can change the
answer to the Four Questions (see page xx) if a
character’s Profession drops low enough.
Physical combat is not affected, but reading
local events via ley line is because it relies on
well-conditioned mana flows. One-on-one
diplomacy is not affected, but media and
political tasks are, because they involve
interaction with the local populace and
broadcast media. Explorers need tents they can
understand, theurges need advisory spirits, and
magistrates cannot afford to be baffled by a lack
of equipment. Being dropped in the past
(figuratively speaking) can turn any expert into
a novice again.

Polymath Overlaps
If your character is a Polymath, you may
have a Civilization or Society background
that becomes worthless. For instance, you
might have the Explorer profession rated
at 2, and being a Polymath would
normally give you that at 2 anyway.
In such cases, increase that bonus
Profession to 3 instead. If the bonus
profession is already 3 or higher, don’t
change it.
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profession list

Clergy {Communion}

The professions below each list the Nature
most commonly associated with them. The
GM may agree that a different Nature is more
important under certain circumstances. For
instance, Athletes typically access Self to play
their sport, but might use Trickery during
contract negotiations. Magistrates would use
War rather than Mystery when chasing down a
criminal. Professions are intended to be fairly
broad, and there are often many different ways
to employ them.

Religious figures know their doctrine, and
often the doctrine of other religions as well.
They can communicate effectively to large
groups, and know how to recruit new
members. They are familiar with techniques of
Rapport and emotional magics, and know how
to recognize them.
Deeper aspects of the religious doctrine are
considered specialized tasks.

Courtesan (Specific Civilization)
{Communion}

Artist (Two Specific Arts)
{Communion}

Courtesan is the art of attracting people for a
short-term or long-term emotional or sexual
relationship. Many people pick up a point or
two of Courtesan in their lives. Professionals
may be escorts or sex workers, but may also be
courtiers in certain cultures.

Artist concentrations include playing an
instrument, novel writing, sculpture, singing,
dancing, painting, dream design, and any other
sort of aesthetic endeavor. Since most artists
have more than a single talent, those who pick
the Artist Profession can choose two
specialties, such as singing and playing the
guitar.

Working successfully in a region that
denounces this profession is a specialized task.

Criminal {Trickery}

Good artists will also know how best to
arrange and sell their wares, incorporate
memetic techniques, critique the works of
others, and have good networking skills.

Criminals know how to identify and bypass
wards, pick locks, disarm magical traps, and
run numbers or confidence scams. They know
other criminals, can critique law-enforcement
and security methods, and can sneak around to
evade capture.

All tasks for this Profession are considered
highly specialized. Someone without any levels
in this Profession is stuck drawing stick figures.

Almost all Criminal tasks are specialized.
Running a simple scam like three-card monte is
not, but such things are unlikely to fool anyone
in this age.

Athlete (Specific Sport) {Self}
Good athletes can not only play their sport of
choice, they can promote themselves, work up
crowds, and analyze other teams’ strategies.
There are two specialized tasks for Athletes:
coaching, and recalling obscure or rarely-used
rules such as baseball’s infield fly rule.
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Explorer {Mystery}

studying modern cultures would also use this
profession in this game.

Exploring the Great Basin is not as dangerous
as it once was, but the land is still far from
tame. Explorers can hike, swim, scale cliffs,
spelunk, kayak, identify monster spoor, hunt
their own food, and generally make their way
across the wilderness. When traveling to a new
world, they can determine whether the world’s
conditions, flora, and fauna are dangerous to
human life. Trained explorers often have a
good eye for placing settlements, and know
basic surveying and orienteering techniques.

All Historian tasks are specialized.

Lawyer (Specific Civilization)
{Trickery}
The legal systems of many civilizations are in a
precarious state - both complicated and
unsuited to a magical world. You know the law
for your chosen civilization in depth, and can
accurately guess whether new actions would be
considered legal. You can also argue your case
in court, or draft new laws for a specific effect.
The Brightgarden Schema (see page xx) is a
good choice for specialization, as it applies
across many civilizations.

With access to magic, there are few tasks in this
Profsesion that would be considered specialized
- perhaps scouting and spelunking. Without
magic, however, consider any task more
complex than hiking to be specialized.

Courtroom argumentation and the
interpretation of laws are specialized tasks. In
locales where the laws are not available via
Universal Repository (e.g most Unruly Lands),
nearly the entire profession is considered
specialized.

Farmer {Industry}
This Profession covers everything you need to
live off the land: when to plant and harvest,
how to predict the weather, how to sell your
crops to the public or a distributor, how to
handle livestock, irrigation and hydroponics
techniques, and a basic understanding of
livestock breeding.

Linguist {Mystery}
Linguists study the principles of language and
communication. Actual skill in
communication falls under Communion-based
professions - Linguistics is more about
decoding ancient languages. Because spells
inscribed in stone or clay are most likely to
survive through the ages, linguists are often
called upon to translate ancient spells into a
modern paradigm.

All Farmer tasks are considered specialized,
except for basic planting and harvesting.

Healer {Communion}
Magical healing (see page xx) can cure most
natural wounds and illnesses without the need
for this profession. Healers know how to
handle matters without magic, but also how to
mend sorcerous ailments that resist treatment.

All Linguist tasks are specialized.

Local (Specific Civilization)
{Communion}

Dealing with a curse or a magically aggravated
wound is considered a specialized task. This
profession takes no penalties in low-tech areas
and Null Zones.

You must concentrate in a particular
Civilization when choosing this Profession.

Historian {Mystery}

This Profession represents familiarity with a
Civilization, its subcultures, languages, beliefs,
geography, politics, well-known laws, and
more. You can understand natives of your
chosen civilization without translation.

Historians study past events and cultures to
better understand them. Many are good at
solving puzzles and riddles. Anthropologists
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All tasks for this Profession are considered
specialized. All characters receive this
Profession for their home civilization at level 2.
Some characters will increase it as they grow
older; others will be content with the areas and
people they know.

into the Universal Repositories so they gain
notice. This Profession also covers investigative
reporting and some general information
gathering.
Spreading credible rumors and creating
memetic devices are specialized tasks.

Magistrate {Mystery}

Politician {Trickery}

Magistrates are equal parts judge, detective, and
sergeant. They investigate breaches of the law
and marshal soldiers to respond to dangerous
events or individuals. A good magistrate can
also interrogate informants, keep an angry
crowd from rioting, subdue a dangerous
criminal, and more.

Politicians know how to work a crowd, get
legislation passed, lobby for changes in laws,
cut through red tape (or snare others in it),
recognize sorcerous manipulation, and perhaps
engage in some themselves. They can behave
properly in high society, negotiate treaties, and
write legislation.

All Magistrate tasks are specialized.

Most political tasks are considered specialized,
not necessarily because of a need for specific
information or training, but because the
insiders who hold power resent intruders.

Medium {Communion}
The Great Basin has many spirits, both large
and small. Mediums are those who know their
society and their habits, can speak with them
on their own terms, and can act as a conduit
for their power.

Samaritan {Industry}
Samaritans are those who look out for others,
helping them stay safe and healthy in a
dangerous world. Samaritans are firefighters,
riot-calmers, paramedics, and curse-lifters.
Their training includes the ability to remain
calm under fire and react quickly to danger.

Specialized tasks for Mediums include calling
to and speaking with nearby spirits, and
opening oneself to possession without suffering
emotional influence from the possessing spirit.

Responding to any sort of life-threatening event
is a specialized task.

Merchant {Industry}
You can buy and sell goods, to the public or to
distributors. You can make reliable predictions
of markets, use and resist sales techniques,
create complex business plans, and ensure that
your own company is properly run. You have a
good head for administration.

Scholar (Specific Fount) {Mystery}
Any Fount of magic is a suitable concentration
for this Profession.
Scholars not only study existing information,
they can create reasonable hypotheses and the
experiments needed to test them. The analysis
of mana and its aspects is done through this
Profession. They can also contact other
researchers in their field and they can inspect
others’ theories for flaws.

Only market prediction and business planning
are specialized tasks.

Prolocutor {Trickery}
Prolocutors are agents, advertisers, and paid
representatives. They can organize campaigns,
do some minor writing and editing work,
spread or squash rumors, hold press
conferences, and know how to release materials

All tasks are specialized, including looking up
existing information without access to a
Universal Repository.
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Soldier {War}

Theurge (Specific Fount) {Industry}

Soldiers can not only strike accurately and keep
their head in battle, they have a working
knowledge of tactics and strategy, can deploy
countermeasures for the best effect, can
recognize existing strategies and the flaws
inherent in them, and can endure significant
physical trauma.

Any Fount of magic is a suitable concentration
for this Profession.
Theurges do practical things with their magic
of choice. All of them can create and critique
the designs for devices or expressions that fall
under their concentration. Theurges of
Earthpower make living organisms or apply
them to a given problem. Theurges of
Oneirmancy make dream-worlds and custom
Rapport connections. Theurges of Glory build
cathedrals or auras of beauty and radiance.
Each Fount covers a wide range of practical
end products, but with a narrow range of styles
and expressions that fit that Fount.

Merely shooting a bow or being in a fight is not
a specialized task. Keeping one’s cool or
organizing a strategy are.

Spy {Trickery}
Spies can analyze and prepare reports, sneak
around unnoticed, disguise themselves, conduct
surveillance, and infiltrate closed organizations.

All tasks for this Profession are considered
specialized.

All elements of this Profession are considered
specialized.

Teacher (Specific Nature) {Communion}
Teachers instruct others in the use of a
particular Profession, Tradition, or Nature.
Each teacher must specialize in a particular
Nature, and may teach topics that they
understand within that field.
There are no specialized tasks for this
Profession, though one should remember that
teaching without this Profession costs a point
of Reserve each time and can be very draining.

Professions from Chronotech
If you have the Chronotech supplement
for Sufficiently Advanced and want to
bring in some of the Professions from that
book, use the following replacements:

Inventing Professions
The list of Professions is intended to be a
fairly extensive set, but not necessarily a
complete one. If you can’t exactly find
what you’re looking for, feel free to invent
a Profession with your GM’s approval. For
instance, you might create an assassin
character by taking Spy, Soldier, and
Criminal... or you could create an Assassin
Profession that provides only a few pieces
from all three.

• Kismet stays the same.
• Synthesist becomes Oracle.
• Analyst becomes Augur. Augurs
predict the future though they don't
always know how it's going to happen.
Oracles say what's going to be
important though they don't
necessarily know how.
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7. Power, Import,
Reserve, and Twists

Primary Traditions
If you have only one Tradition, or if you
have one Tradition where every Nature is
at least 1 point higher than the
corresponding Nature in every other
Tradition you know, then you have a
Primary Tradition.

N

ow that you have the rest of your
character complete, you can find your
Import and Power scores, and the Twists
and Reserve points that are based on them.

As an example, someone with one
Tradition where every Nature is 4, and no
Nature higher than 3 in any other
Tradition, would have a Primary
Tradition. Someone with Self 5 in two
different Traditions does not have a
Primary Tradition, no matter what their
other Nature scores are.

Power

Y

our Power score represents the strength of
the mystical arts at your character’s
disposal, including any enhanced levels of skill.
Because your Nature scores are tied to your
Tradition, your Power depends on which
Tradition you are currently using.
For each Tradition, your Power is the average
of your top three Nature scores. Round
appropriately. Then subtract one point.

In addition, your Power score is subtracted
from the number of Twists you get from any
Complication that you willingly accept (see
page xx) and from those gained through the
Bad Luck Rule (page xx).

If you have any Mystical Expertise (page xx) in
this Tradition, add 1 Power for each one you
have.

This is the primary balance of Sorcerously
Advanced: if you want to use a lot of Twists,
you will need to choose low Nature scores. If
you want a powerful Nature, you will have to
be okay with spending Twists less often.

If you do not have a Primary Tradition (see
sidebar), and you have access to multiple Paths
and multiple Founts, increase your Power by 1
in every Tradition.
If you have Infrastructure (page xx), add one
point of Power in every Tradition.
Power score measures physical and mental
capabilities – capabilities that can be stretched
in times of need. Your Power score is also your
maximum number of Reserve points, used to
push your character’s innate abilities. See page
xx for more detail on Reserve. If your
Power score is 0, you will still
have 1 point of
Reserve.
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Import

Import, Power, and Traditions

O

n the other side of things, your Import
score represents your character’s
importance to the plot, irrespective of any
other attributes. The higher your Power score
is, the lower your total Import will be. Your
starting Import is 12 minus your Power score.

Each Tradition has its own Power score.
When you change Traditions, your Power
changes, so your and Import also changes.
You should adjust your current number of
Reserve and Twists appropriately.
For instance, if you go from Import 6 to
Import 4, you should lose 2 Twists. If you
go from Power 4 to Power 1, you should
lose 3 Reserve. If you switch to a higher
Import or Power, you gain Twists or
Reserve instead. Generally you’ll be
gaining one and losing the other.

If your Mundane Expertise is Sage, subtract a
point of Import. If it’s Apprentice, add a point.
If you do not have a Primary Tradition, and
you have access to multiple Paths or multiple
Founts but not both, lose a point of Import.
Your Import score also indicates how often you
can use your Approaches. You start each
session with a number of Twists equal to your
Import, spread out however you like amongst
your Natures (max of 6 in each). You will
spend these to create problems for others and
opportunities for your own character.

If this change would give you a negative
number of Twists or Reserve, you can’t
change Traditions right now. This rule is
here to keep someone from blowing all
their Reserve with a high-Power character,
then switching to a Tradition where
they’re low-Power / high-Import and
taking advantage of all their newfound
Twists.

Some changes to your character raise Power;
others lower Import. Raising Power is the
bigger deal – your Power score sets your
Import, so when you raise Power you
automatically lower Import every time. The
reverse is not true: when you lower your
Import, it doesn’t change your Power score.

Don’t forget that you need to spend a
point of Reserve to change Traditions in
the first place.
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Sample Characters
((Placeholder))
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Game Play
T

his chapter gives you the rules for playing a
game of Sorcerously Advanced. These rules
are the way in which you and your
character interact with the universe of the
game.

Page References
xx Complications & Advantages
Character-Level:
xx Basic Actions
xx Conflicts
xx Projects

There are two ways to get things done in SA.
The first way is through the use of characterlevel abilities, such as Core Values, Nature
scores, and Expertise. The first part of this
chapter deals with character-level actions. The
second way is through the use of player-level
abilities, such as Approaches and Plots. Playerlevel abilities are available only to the players’
characters, and not to GM characters. The
second part of this chapter, dealing with playerlevel actions, starts on page xx.

Player-Level:
xx Approaches and Twists
xx Plots
xx Existentialism
Additional Items:
xx Infrastructure
xx Optional Rules

Both character-level and player-level actions are
tied into Complications and Advantages,
which represent story events in game terms.
Your character’s statistics are the cause;
Complications and Advantages are the effects.
Because they are so important and so central to
the game, we’ll start by discussing them and
then move on to other game mechanics that tie
into them.
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Complications and Advantages

choose something between Moderate and
Major, for example.

S

Trivial* (1): Immediate and minor impact to
unnamed characters. No important
information is involved. Such Complications
are used to provide flavor and verisimilitude
rather than game effects. Examples: Your foe is
annoyed or distracted. Your opponent is barely
taxed. Observers lose track of a single being
among dozens during a riot. Prevent yourself
from stumbling at an unimportant time. Give
your foe a moment of doubt.

orcerously Advanced revolves around
Complications and Advantages, collectively
known as Effects. In order to understand
the rest of the game system, you need to
understand Effects.
Complications are bad things that happen to
your character, or unfortunate circumstances
that surround them. Being injured, losing
money or prestige, and being kidnapped by
your opponents are all Complications.

Minor (3): Minor effects are short-term, lowimpact, and involve skeletal information.
They can still be potent if several build up, but
they are unlikely to be a problem in the short
term. Examples: An escape, but not without
consequence. A delay or acceleration in plans.
Your location is revealed to a distant enemy or
vice versa. You are pointed toward the next
piece of the puzzle. Minor but noticeable
monetary impact. Minor injury.

Advantages are the reverse: favorable
circumstances and good things that happen to
your character. Financial windfalls, election
victories, and discovering your opponent’s
plans are all potential Advantages. Advantages
help to model consequences that aren’t easily
described as Complications for your opponent.
These effects are the core of the rules system.
When you’re in a conflict, both characters will
end up taking a Complication or gaining an
Advantage. If you spend Twists, you will
typically create an Advantage for yourself or a
Complication for someone else. When you
need more Twists, you gain them by taking a
Complication. Almost everything in the game
ties into the Effect system.

Moderate (5): Moderate effects are long-term,
or high-impact, or involve accurate
information, but not more than one.
Examples: Kidnappings. Your actions are
revealed to a distant enemy or vice versa.
Unable to access a Nature or Profession. Core
Values reduced or increased. You are
befriended by the enemy. Plans significantly
delayed or accelerated. Material possessions
destroyed. Substantial injury. Resources
severely taxed or substantially increased. A
clean escape.

Advantages and Complications are broken up
into five levels, as shown in the text box on this
page. The number shown is the Twist cost for
that level (see page xx), and also factors into the
optional Impairment system (see page xx).
There are no even-leveled Effects – you can’t

Major (7): Major effects are long-term and
high- impact and can involve accurate

Effects by Level
Level

Description

1

Trivial

Immediate and ignorable, no new info.

3

Minor

Short term, low impact, skeletal info

5

Moderate

7

Major

9

Critical

Long term, high impact, or accurate info
Long term, high impact, and accurate info
Rule of Force
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information. Examples: Deluded by the
enemy, or able to successfully feed them
misinformation. Unable to access
several Natures or Professions. One
Core Value changed. Convinced of a
particular fact or falsehood. Important
secrets revealed to the enemy. Allies
turn against you. Friends lost. Your
Society rejects you. Severe injury.
Unconsciousness. Resources lost
forever.
Critical* (9): Effects at this level may
bring the Rule of Force into play (see
page xx). Examples: Death and fates
worse than death. All Core Values
changed. A major character is dying or
near death. Your target is unable to
exercise any number of Natures or
Professions. You are exiled from your
beloved homeland. Extensive
brainwashing or mesh-hacking. Friends’
allegiances reversed. Long-term plans
ruined, or coming to fruition
immediately.
* Players may only willingly accept one
Trivial and one Critical complication
per game session, but may take as many
others as their aching backs can carry.
Examples of these effects in play can be
found in the sections on Conflict (page
xx) and Approach use (page xx). Advice
for GMs on how to handle
Complications can be found on page xx.

The Big Deal Rule
A Complication that does not
cause problems for its character is
not a Complication. Twists are not
gained from Complications whose
effects can be easily ignored.

Recovery

I

t is possible to recover from any
Complication, short of certain
items at the Critical level.
Complications created through
conflict can be removed by the
use of Approaches or magical
healing, but those willingly
accepted in order to gain Twists
cannot (see the Frying Pan Rule
on page xx).
The general length of time that
Complications last is “until you
get them fixed,” which can vary
greatly depending on the
situation the characters find
themselves in. Seeing a
psychologist, visiting a hospital,
spending time to reconnect with a
friend, all of these can be useful
actions to take if you need to
recuperate.
For some Complications (such as
“befriended by the enemy”), the
character may not be capable of
fixing their own issues, and may
need help from others.
Complications left unaddressed
may persist indefinitely, but it is
recommended that only Major
complications have impact
beyond a single game session, and
only Critical ones should have
permanent effects.

Large-Scale Complications

L

arge and well-protected groups
with the Infrastructure
descriptor can also suffer from
Complications. However, because
of their size, a slightly different
set of Complications is used. See
page xx for more detail. In
general, affecting Infrastructuresized groups is easier with Plots
or Projects.
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four categories are on the character’s side, the
task will be completed in style, quickly, and
with a minimum of fuss.

Basic Actions

C

haracters taking unopposed actions will
find success or failure based primarily on
four factors: their Core Values, their
Expertise, their Nature scores, and their
players’ ingenuity. For each factor, determine a
“yes” or “no” answer based on the following
guidelines.

If two or more of the answers are “no,”
however, the character is doomed to failure.
Without enhanced Natures, the character may
know how to achieve something without
actually being able to accomplish it – the classic
“If only I had a...” Lack of Expertise can lead
to botched efforts and imperfect work that falls
apart quickly. Lack of an appropriate CV leads
to a an uninspired effort, short on passion or
dedication. A lack of ingenuity on the player’s
part cements these, and ingenuity on its own
can only accomplish so much.

Core Values: Does the character care about the
outcome of the event? Are they willing to
put in the time and effort required?
Expertise: Does the character have a Profession
that covers these sorts of tasks? Do they
have substantial experience in this area, as
represented by a properly-ranked
Profession?

Restrictions

W

hen considering particularly complex or
skill-oriented tasks, Expertise is the most
important factor. Certain tasks simply cannot
be attempted, let alone completed, without the
appropriate skills in place. Someone who has
never picked a lock before is doomed to stand
aimlessly before it, stymied by a lack of
knowledge. The shark-filled waters of nationstate politics are likewise impossible to navigate
without some experience. The GM should be
fairly strict on this front.

Nature: Are the character’s Nature scores up
for the job? Are they enhanced in such a
way as to make the task reasonable? Does
the character have tools that would help in
this area?
Ingenuity: Is the task one that is simple, easy,
or obvious given the character’s attributes?
If not, can the player invent a way in which
to use those attributes and solve the
problem? Can the player redefine the
problem to be a solvable one, or find a way
around the issue?

Conversely, the applicability of Core Values
should be fairly wide when it comes to basic
actions. A character who has the skills and
technology necessary to complete an action
can succeed if they care about something
broadly related to the goal. The SelfPreservation CV will be relevant to many
critical goals.

This approach to solving a problem is known
as answering the Four Questions, or using a
Basic Action. Conflicts between characters
(whether PCs or NPCs) should not be handled
using these rules; see the sidebars about
“Conflict vs. Contest” and “Serious Threats are
Sentient” on page xx.
If you find the answers to be “yes” in three out
of four categories, you should consider the task
accomplished. The higher the character’s
attributes, the faster the task can be done. If all
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Competitive Advantage

Pushing hard

Some Civilizations have a “competitive
advantage” in a particular Nature. Some Societies
have that in a particular Profession. Competitive
advantage can take the answer to one of the Four
Questions from a “no” to a “maybe,” or from
“maybe” to “yes.” This can be especially useful
when the character needs a Capability that he or
she does not have. It enables the character to rely
on unusual tricks and cutting-edge techniques
from a different Capability to achieve unexpected
and amazing results.

When you are on the border
between success and failure, having a
little extra effort to put in can make
the difference. You may spend one
(and only one) point of Reserve to
take the answer to one of the Four
Questions from a “no” to a “maybe,”
or from “maybe” to “yes.”

Competitive advantage has other benefits as well:
It gives +1 before multiplication in Conflicts,
and see also “Lateral Strategies” on page xx.

The Bad Luck Rule
The GM may offer you some Twists to turn one
of your answers to one of the Four Questions
from a “yes” to a “no.” This is intended to be
used to model those times when you should be
able to handle the situation, but dumb luck
intervenes, regardless of your magical might. You
call your familiar by the wrong name. You can’t
find your keys. You grab the wrong mana
capacitor. Life gives you lemons, but you get
some Twists.
The number of Twists you receive is dependent
on the level of Complication that is being
offered. As usual, this is reduced by your Power
score, but you can still get one Twist even if your
Power score is higher than the Complication
level.
You are not required to accept the offered Twists.
You may reject them and succeed despite the bad
luck. If you do accept the Twists, treat this as a
voluntary Complication – the Frying Pan Rule
(page xx) applies.
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Assistance From Others
“Two heads are better than one” is a
common saying for a reason. Team
efforts, whether from just one
assistant or a large group, can take
the answer to one of the Four
Questions from a “no” to a “maybe,”
or from “maybe” to “yes.”
Assistance is most often helpful in
applications of raw Nature, such as
strength or peer pressure. Some
Professions benefit from multiple
people working in parallel; others
suffer from a “too many cooks”
effect. The GM should make their
best call here.
Teamwork’s most reliable impact is
that it simply speeds things up. Ten
people may not quite work ten times
as fast as one person, but they can
come close. See the Project rules on
page xx for more detail.
Teamwork in conflicts is different;
see page xx.

Game Play
Lateral Strategies

What does Reserve do?

If one wanted to tear down a door, the
usual method would be to strike with
overwhelming force. Hurl lightning or
employ the Mountain-Shattering Fist, and
the door is sure to fall.

To collect all the things about Reserve in
one place:
• You have a maximum number of
points of Reserve equal to your
current Power score. Even if you have
a Power of 0, you will still have 1
point of Reserve available.
• You regain a point of Reserve every
night that you get enough rest. (For
characters with high Self scores, this
can be just an hour or two.) You
regain an additional point while
resting if you have a Core Value rated
at 3 or higher that matches up with
your current Ritual. You cannot
exceed your maximum Reserve.
• Spend a point of Reserve to switch
Traditions. Adjust Twists and Reserve
appropriately, see page xx.
• Spend a point of Reserve to use a
magical art that’s not part of your
Core Expressions.
• In Basic Actions, one (and only one)
point of Reserve can be spent to push
your limits and change a “no” to a
“maybe,” or a “maybe” to a “yes.”
• In Conflicts, one (and only one) point
of Reserve can be spent to escalate (or
de-escalate) a conflict. Every side
involved will take one level higher
Complication than would normally be
incurred (or lower, for de-escalation).
You must also have an appropriate
Core Value.
• In Rituals, one or more points of
Reserve (up to the level of an
applicable CV) can be spent to buy
steps on the time ladder. Each point of
Reserve buys one step.

Or one could turn into a giant sloth,
twenty feet tall with huge claws. Giant
sloths sound really great at wrecking stuff.
Is that War or Self? Which should your
character use?
The answer is normally War. War is the
Nature that deals with devastation; it’s the
clear answer. Self is about expression and
the soul. If you want to wreck something,
you’d normally use War. However, there is
clearly an argument that it should at least
be possible to tear down a door using Self.
In order to use the “wrong” Nature for an
action, you need to have a competitive
advantage in that Nature (see page xx),
which you normally receive from your
Civilization. In story terms, your culture
has studied and relied on that technology
so extensively that they’ve discovered
unusual applications for it. You can then
substitute that Nature for others with a -1
penalty.
Some substitutions make more sense
others. Substituting Mystery for Trickery
typically makes a fair amount of sense.
Substituting War for Communion makes
less sense, but might still be possible under
fairly specific conditions, such as sending
messages across a distance or healing posttraumatic stress.
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Do I need a Core value
to Tie my Shoes?

The Consequences of Failure
Because of the all-or-nothing nature of
basic actions, the consequences of
failure can sometimes seem severe, as
in the example with the man trapped
under the rockslide. Remember that
after a player’s character fails at a
critical action, the next step is typically
the use of Twists. If a Complication
arises because of this, that’s exactly
how the game is supposed to work.

No, you don’t need a relevant CV just to tie
your shoes. Not every interaction needs to
be mediated by a game mechanic. Basic
actions are designed to answer whether
characters can do things that are difficult or
challenging. If something is clearly trivial,
don’t use these rules for it, just let it happen.
Most day-to-day tasks can be assumed to be
successful.

Not all failures are life-ending. Some
simply indicate that the character isn’t
capable of solving the problem quickly
enough or decisively enough.
Sometimes you simply accept the
failure and move on.

What counts as “trivial” varies from person
to person, of course. Even “day-to-day”
actions can be quite impressive for those
with high Nature scores. Demolishing a
stone castle is trivial for a high-War
character, as is designing one a for an
architect with 500 years of experience.
Demolishing a reinforced bunker quickly or
designing a grand cathedral would still be
considered challenges.

Serious threats
are sentient
The conflict system
should be used for dealing
with intelligent
opponents. If a character
is up against a nonsentient force, even a
complex ritual, use the
Four Questions to resolve
the event. If you’re
uncertain of where to
draw the line, the
relevant question is this:
Does the obstacle in your
character’s way have Core
Values? If not, it’s not
sentient and should be
addressed with the Four
Questions.

Failure on the Four Questions does
not constitute a Complication and
does not provide Twists unless the Bad
Luck rule is in place.

The Worst Enemy Rule
The Bad Luck Rule (page xx) is for times when you fail
despite your enhancements. Sometimes, though, your
power is exactly the problem. You’ve created too much
aspected mana to handle. You called up something you
cannot put down. Your mind is stuck in the mindset for
war-magic and you need to escape. You are your own
worst enemy.
In such circumstances you won’t be able to get out of the
problem using your Tradition and Professions alone.
Therefore, you receive the full Twist amount, without
any reduction for your Power.
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Basic Actions - Examples
A Returner is irritated by a sizable stone in his
field. It needs to be moved if the plow is to get
through. His CV of “My Farm” is clearly
applicable in this case. Without enhanced
Industry or War, he cannot simply pick it up
and move it. However, the player suggests that,
as an experienced farmer, his character can
probably hook up chains to an ox and pull the
stone out.

((Blah blah examples))
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(Placeholder: Basic Actgions example)

Contest vs. Conflict
Some head-to-head interactions are not
conflicts in the way this system handles
them. Contests of strength or speed,
comparisons of pure skill, and situations
where no one stands to truly lose anything
might be contests, but they’re not
Conflicts. For such purposes you can
simply compare Capability or Profession
scores, using other scores or competitive
advantage to break ties. Conflicts are
situations where there is some interplay
between the people involved. They are
situations where power, skill, and
willpower are all necessary. Most
importantly, they are situations where
losing is meaningful, and many outcomes
are possible. If that isn’t true in your
situation, don’t use the conflict rules to
handle it.
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Conflict

for more about how to handle this.) However,
the stakes should always be clear to the players.

B

The consequences of a conflict come in the
form of Complications and Advantages. Unlike
Complications accepted to fuel Approaches,
these Complications do not provide Twists,
nor do the Advantages cost Twists.

asic actions and the Four Questions are
designed to handle unopposed activities.
However, the more exciting parts of the
game happen when your character is facing
opposition.

Each side should have a particular effect in
mind going into the conflict, one that can
represent the character’s actions and intentions
accurately in game or story terms. Only one
item from a particular level should be chosen.
If you inflict a Complication on your foe, you
cannot choose more than one effect. You also
cannot buy multiple weaker Complications
instead of a more serious one – for instance,
you can’t trade in a Major (5) for a Minor (3)
and two Trivial (1) Complications. However,
you can choose to show mercy and inflict a
single lesser Complication if you desire.

Conflict Summary

W

hen characters come into conflict, follow
these steps:

1. Each side adds a Core Value and a
Profession together, then multiplies by a
Nature score to get a total.
2. Declare goals and intended Complications
or Advantages based on the difference in
totals.
3. Describe the conflict, especially how the
effects of the conflict occur.

While we will refer to Complications as the
typical outcome of a conflict for ease of
writing, it is typically possible to gain an
Advantage rather than inflicting a
Complication if you prefer.

Conflict in Detail

Along with your goal, you should state which
CV, Nature, and Profession your character will
use to achieve it. If you lack a suitable
Profession, you cannot achieve that goal.

C

onflict occurs when one character’s goals are
incompatible with another’s and they
unable or unwilling to come to a compromise.
When it becomes clear that this is the case,
every side involved should state their goal
explicitly. This is a player-level statement – the
characters may not realize each other’s true
goals, or even that they are in a conflict at first.
(See the “Subtle Conflicts” sidebar on page xx

Once you have your goal and its means stated,
add the levels of the relevant Core Value and
Profession, then multiply that by your
Capability score to get a total. You should end
up with score between 0 and 50. You will be

Advantage

Effect

x3 or more

No contest. The loser is at the winner’s mercy, taking a critical
complication while the winner is unharmed.

Less than x3

Crushing. The winner takes a trivial complication, and the loser
suffers a critical complication.

Less than x2

Decisive victory. The winner takes a minor complication, while the
loser suffers a major complication.

Less than 50%

Narrow victory. The winner takes a minor complication, while the
loser suffers a moderate complication

Less than 10%

Stalemate. Both sides suffer a minor complication.
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comparing your total to that of your opponent
using the table on the previous page.

Wands and Weapons

For example, if your total is 36, and your
opponent’s total is 20, you have scored more
than 50% higher than your opponent, but less
than double. This puts you in the “Less than
x2” level. You will take a minor Complication,
but you will inflict a major Complication on
your opponent.

What happens when a Returner with
War 1 picks up a hellbow rated at War 4?
The Returner now has War 4, limited to
just those purposes for which the bow can
be used – most likely, shooting people and
blowing things up.
Note that those purposes don’t include
defense, or keeping hold of the bow if
someone attempts to disarm the Returner.
For the purposes of inflicting
Complications in a Conflict, the Returner
uses the x4 multiplier for War 4. However,
for the purposes of avoiding
Complications, the multiplier drops to the
Returner’s native x1. This can lead to a
little more bookkeeping, but it gives a
fairly sensible result. You can see an
example of a situation like this on page xx.

The character with the higher score rarely
comes out unscathed – both sides in a conflict
usually take a Complication. It might even be
that the side with the higher score doesn’t
“win” in the way they would like, but that
they exact a worse punishment on the lowerscoring side.
It is vitally important to note that characters
with Mystery 3+ can read Nature scores and
Traditions without effort, and characters with
Communion 3+ can do the same for
Professions and Core Values. As a result,
characters are likely to know their fate before
engaging in a conflict. The phrase “I don’t
think I can do much here” should be in every
character’s vocabulary, followed immediately
by “Let’s see where I can be more effective.”

Trading Complication
for Advantage

Adjusting Conflicts
Any abilities or technologies that give a
“bonus” in conflicts give +1 to a
character’s effective Profession + CV
score, before it is multiplied by Nature.

Complications are flexible, but they
describe only negative effects. If you are
looking for a more positive effect, you can
trade in your ability to inflict a
Complication to get an Advantage for
yourself. The level of Advantage you gain
is the same as the level of the
Complication you would have inflicted.

The GM may make simple adjustments to
either side in a conflict by adding or
subtracting up to two effective levels of
Profession. For instance, a character trying
to escape pursuit across a barren plain
might suffer -1 to the Spy profession for
lack of a place to hide, while a character
using Locality to hide in their hometown
might receive an effective +2.

Just like Complications, Advantages need
to make sense in terms of the conflict that
creates them. For instance, if you are
hacking a bank in order to transfer credit
to yourself, it makes sense that you could
create an Advantage that describes your
increased wealth. On the other hand, if
you’re shooting someone from miles away,
using your Advantage to gain secret
information probably doesn’t make much
sense.

Characters suffering under the effects of a
Complication might also be penalized in
appropriate ways. For instance, one whose
faith has been shaken might act with a
lower Core Value, and one who is injured
would have certain Natures reduced.
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Teamwork in Conflicts

The Obligatory
Instant Death Cutscene rule

When working as a team, use the
following table to determine the
effectiveness of the group. Apply this
bonus to the highest-score character before
multiplying.
Group Size

Modifier

Just You

+0

2

+1

3 – 10

+2

11 – 30

+3

31 – 100

+4

101 – 300

+5

x3 bigger

+1 more

While most characters in this game are
immortal, that doesn’t mean they’re
invincible. There are many, many things
in this game that can instantly incapacitate
your character without warning.
Characters might be buried under a
mountainside, thrown into the Red Space,
paralyzed by a never-ending dream, turned
into a frog, or chained to a rock and
hurled off the edge of the world.
Whenever the GM is about to deploy
something that would remove a PC from
play, they are obligated and required to
describe a short scene detailing the hazard.
The characters have Approaches, after all,
and can often find ways to avoid such
fates. The players should not “metagame”
a way out of this, using knowledge their
characters could not have, but are highly
encouraged to use Twists to good effect.

Relative bonuses generally cap out at +4.
For massively parallel processes (e.g.
economics), cap at +6 instead.
If your target is large enough and
structured enough, it may have one or
more levels of the Infrastructure
descriptor. See page xx for more detail
about Infrastructure.

The OIDCR does not generate Twists on
its own. See page xx for things that do,
and ways for tapped-out players to get a
few Twists in this kind of situation.

Competitive Advantage

Large-Scale Conflicts

Reminder: Competitive Advantage gives a
+1 in conflicts before multiplication.

Groups large and organized enough to
qualify for the Infrastructure descriptor
use the Large-Scale Complications and
other Infrastructure rules that start on
page xx.
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Multiple Opponents

Attacking Infrastructure

When three or more people are in a single
conflict, first make sure that their goals do
indeed conflict with each other. You may
be able to simplify this down to several
one-on-one conflicts. If several people
team up to take down a larger threat, and
then squabble amongst themselves, treat it
as two regular conflicts, one after another.
Use the teamwork rules on page xx.

Some groups and objects in SsA have the
Infrastructure descriptor (see page xx).
From starships and cities at
Infrastructure I to entire civilizations at
Infrastructure III, they are substantially
more durable and effective in conflicts.
When a small group or single person is in
a Conflict against something with
Infrastructure, use these rules.

In the case of a true free-for-all, with many
conflicting goals and each participant (or
group) out for themselves, things can
easily ratchet up in intensity. You are
allowed to inflict Complications on each
and every participant you face, based on
the difference in your scores. You do not
have to inflict Complications on everyone
if there are people you would rather leave
out of the affair, but it is your option to
inflict one if your score allows it.

First, the larger group applies the
maximum Teamwork bonus (see the
Teamwork in Conflicts sidebar, previous
page) for the type of conflict involved: +4
for most conflicts, +6 for highly parallel
ones.
Second, if the larger group would suffer a
Complication, the level of that
Complication is reduced by one step for
each level of Infrastructure (e.g. from
Moderate to Minor). If the smaller group
also has Infrastructure, use the difference
in levels to find the reduction. This
reduction also applies to any Advantage
the smaller party might try to gain.

Multiple opponents cannot escalate
separately against a single target so as to
leave one person un-escalated. Escalations
affect the entire conflict.

Finally, when applying Complications to a
target with Infrastructure, use the LargeScale Effects list on page xx. The normal
set of Effects is designed for human-level
conflicts, and the Effect chart in that
section is a better choice for such largescale effects.

Conflicts Don’t Make Twists
Because it’s worth repeating:
Complications resulting from conflicts do
not get you Twists. The second you get
into a conflict, you are bound by the
Complication that results, and you get no
reward for that (beyond whatever
Complication you may inflict on your
opponent).
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Conflicting Goals

Professions in Conflicts

You’ve found the spy in your ranks, and
are chasing him down. You have only a
narrow advantage – if you escalate, you
can exact a Major complicaiton, but the
spy gets a Moderate complication in
return. The spy chooses “your foe escapes
unharmed” to represent his escape; you
choose “kidnapped” to represent the
capture. What happens?

It is assumed that you will be switching
tactics and pulling tricks during a conflict.
You might use an unexpected Nature, such
as intimidating people using Trickery
(rather than War) to creep them out, or
creating a complex contract using Industry
(instead of Mystery). However, there is
only one Profession involved. Even if you
set someone up with a few verbal quips, a
punch to the gut is still thrown with
Soldier, or perhaps Athlete (Boxer). Your
final goal is what determines the
Profession involved, not the means that
you use to achieve that goal. You can’t
punch someone with Athlete (Boxer) and
make them lose money.

What happens is that you both must choose
new goals. The original question of the
chase may remain unanswered, or may be
obvious given the situation, but this
system rarely allows for a pure “zero-sum”
conflict where one side is the untouched
winner and the other loses completely.

Someone with a very high level in a
Profession is likely to be able to use it for
more purposes, such as using Police to
work with a media outlet and release a
missing-persons story. Overlap is
inevitable and ok. Try to keep this to level
3-5 of a Profession; be more strict with
characters at the 1 or 2 level.

You might choose “Important Secrets
Revealed,” while the spy might choose
“Befriended by the Enemy.” You get the
information you want from the spy, but in
the process, he earns your trust. Who
wouldn’t let their friend go in such a
situation?

Escape!

Timescales

Characters who have been caught and are
in a conflict they want no part of may
simply wish to escape. You may gain a
Minor (3) Advantage to state that you have
escaped, but that you suffer the effects of
your opponent’s assault. If you can get to
the Moderate (5) level, you can declare
that you escape unharmed, and your foe
cannot target you with a Complication,
though she may still gain an Advantage.

Your chosen effects should be achievable
on the same timescale as your opponent’s.
If someone assaults you with an axe and an
intent to do grievous bodily harm,
responding with a carefully orchestrated
whisper campaign is not going to stop you
from ending up in multiple pieces. If
Mystery is your thing, perhaps predicting
their movements or Spirit-Walking your
way out will help you come out with only
minor wounds. If your opponent in a
long-term action comes back with a
shorter-term goal, you can feel free to
revise yours in order to match theirs. You
can return to your previous efforts
afterward, pending the results of the
conflict.
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The Battle vs. The War

Tactics vs. Strategy

Changing timescales for a conflict can be
very useful. It forces your opponent into a
faster conflict, presumably one where you
have the advantage. However, winning the
short conflict will not give you the same
results as winning the longer one. If you’re
sick of a political debate, you can interrupt
it with a fistfight, but it might not get you
the results you’re looking for.

In most games, you as a player are
responsible for your characters’ tactics
during a conflict. Your choice of whether
to go for the high ground or hide behind a
barrier, which opponent to flank and
which to attack directly, etc. can make a
big difference in how a conflict plays out
and who ends up as the eventual winner.
This game doesn’t have that. Your
character is the one responsible for tactical
decisions. You can choose to expand that
and play through those choices, or you
can just hide that step behind the conflict
resolution mechanics. Either way, you as a
player don’t need to worry about whether
your choices are right for your character
tactically. Your character takes care of that
on their own.

Pick-Up Artifacts
Picking up a device and using it gives you
access to its Nature score, but only for a
single purpose. This typically splits your
Conflict into an “attack” part and a
“defense” part. See the “Weaponry”
example on page xx for a template to
follow in these cases.

Instead, you are in charge of your
character’s strategic decisions. You choose
which conflicts to take part in and how.
You decide what sort of Complications to
accept or inflict, and what Advantages to
gain. You handle the long-term decisions
rather than the blow-by-blow decisions.

Don’t Overuse Conflict

Sorcerously Advanced is a game where
you typically know whether you can win
a conflict before it starts. The question is
not “Will the dice land in our favor?” but
instead, “What can I do with my loss to
ensure my team’s victory?”

You can use the conflict system for every
single interpersonal event in the game. It’s
not a good idea. Conflict is designed to
handle situations where the outcome is
vitally important. These are situations of
serious competition, or where those
involved feel a strong need to impose their
will on others or stop said imposition.
Normal conversation is not a conflict.
Even strongly-worded arguments, even
between high-Trickery individuals, are not
necessarily conflicts.
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Subtle Conflicts

More on Subtle Conflicts

Particularly masterful characters may be
able to defeat others without having them
even realize they have been bested. Reduce
your multiplier from Nature by 1 to
completely hide your actions from your
opponent, winning secretly. Your reduced
Nature cannot exceed your regular
Trickery score for this purpose You may
still end up suffering a Complication due
to exhaustion or use of resources.

In certain low-tech situations, where some
characters have Natures rated below 2, it is
easier for high-powered characters to enter
into a subtle conflict. For instance, a
Returner would be unlikely to recognize
the effects of some of the more subtle
magical curses, and may think that
someone is just acting like a jerk. They
may not realize that some characters are
protected by divine providence, and might
just assume they were lucky – if the effect
isn’t too blatant. In such cases the GM
may reduce or waive the usual penalty for
a subtle conflict.

Escalation
The conflict rules do not assume a knockdown, drag-out, anything-goes
environment. However, as some people
say, “there’s no kill like overkill.”

instant kill, not instant fight

Any character with a Core Value rated at 3
or higher can spend a point of Reserve to
escalate a conflict. Both sides then receive
a Complication one level higher than
would otherwise be indicated. Conflicts
can only be escalated twice: once by each
side.

Almost all weapons and techniques in this
game are capable of doing what they need
to in a single stroke. An unprotected and
unprepared person, or one caught by
surprise, will fall almost instantaneously
before the forces brought to bear in highpowered combat. Fights are handled
through the Conflict system because
characters will either have the Natures to
detect weapons brought to bear, the
Expertise to have the hairs stand up on the
back of their necks, or enough Twists to
handle things via the Obligatory Instant
Death Cutscene Rule (page xx).

Characters can only escalate when their
Core Value aligns directly with the
conflict in question.

Twists Uber Alles
Remember that Approaches and Twists
automatically trump all other measures,
regardless of the relative difference in
other scores. A character with a reasonable
supply of Twists can easily escape
unharmed against massively superior
opposition. Meanwhile, one with a
pending complication will face it,
regardless of what countermeasures are
employed.

No applicable Spells?
If you’re involved in a conflict where none
of the Inherent Expressions apply, and you
have no applicable Core Expressions, and
you can’t or won’t spend Reserve to cast a
non-Core Expression, treat your relevant
Nature score as 1.
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Conflict Examples
((Insert more here))
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take a baseline of
3 months and typically
have local or minor
impact.
• Craft Rituals – Making
something from a
template or performing
something well-practiced.
Recording a video or
song, assembling a set of
furniture, knitting a
scarf, performing
weather-working, or
cleaning out the
basement. Craft projects
take 12 hours and
typically have a small,
immediate, tangible
product.

Rituals

C

haracters in SsA often want to create a
long- standing asset to solve a problem: a
new cure for a necromantic disease, a
curse with a peculiar effect, an army of
automata, a ward against a newfound power, an
entire society. That’s what this system is for.
Characters apply their intelligence and
knowledge, as well as their myriad
technological resources in the form of Reserve,
to speed their ritual to completion.
You should first determine the Nature score
required for your ritual. The Nature itself
(Mystery, War, etc.) is typically obvious.
Sometimes the level will also be obvious, as for
someone who wants to make a “cloak that
hides things like Trickery 4.” Other times, the
player and GM will need to talk and compare
the ritual to existing works. Someone who
wants to design a new kind of synergistic
Rapport, for example, might set it as one level
higher than existing Rapport techniques.

The times listed above
assume that you have the
appropriate level of power
available, either built in or
through nearby
infrastructure, and that you
have the appropriate
Profession rated at 2.

Next, determine the general type of the ritual:
• Great Works – Projects that have longlasting impact on society or fundamental
metaphysics. Setting up a new colony,
replacing a government, building a society,
implementing a continent-sized
transportation network, or discovering new
principles of sorcery. Great works take a
baseline of 50 years and can substantially
change the game.
• Major Rituals – Incremental
improvements to existing technology, or
rapid social change. Speeding up a magical
process, curing a new and unknown
disease, or changing corporate organization
by implementing a known management
method. Major projects take a baseline of 5
years and can alter large regions or
groups.
• Minor Rituals – Use of existing
technology in a substantial manner, or
making minor modifications to an existing
technology. Developing a new curse or
countercurse, creating a new building,
running an advertising campaign,
inoculating a village, or training an animal
to complete a complex task. Minor projects

Time
Ladder
100 years
50 years
20 years
10 years
5 years
2 years
1 year
6 months
3 months
1 month
2 weeks
1 week
3 days
1 day
12 hours
6 hours
3 hours
1 hour
30 minutes
10 minutes
5 minutes
1 minute
30 seconds
10 seconds
5 seconds
1 second

Some projects require more
than one Nature. For
example, designing
something new will often be
a Mystery task, while
implementing that design
will invoke other Natures.
Model this by setting two
separate Nature requirements
for the project. Characters
gain time steps (below) from
the most advantageous Capability that applies,
not from both of them.
Once you have determined the project’s
general type and tech level, you’ll be moving
up or down the Time Ladder (see sidebar).
Apply these guidelines:
• Each increase in Profession or Nature
moves you down the time ladder one step.
• Access to outside resources (such as a
Universal Repository) moves you down the
time ladder one step.
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• The GM may rule some tasks to be
particularly simple (down one step) or
complex (up one step). Altering the skill
level required is also reasonable for
complex or simple rituals, but the required
Profession rating should never exceed 3.
• If your ritual would affect an entire group
with Infrastructure (see page xx), increase
the time. Infrastructure I adds 2 steps, II
adds 4 steps, and III adds 6 steps. You may
also need a successful Conflict to pull off
this project.
• If you have people capable of helping,
divide the time by your Teamwork
modifier (see page xx). If you yourself have
the Infrastructure descriptor, use the +4
Teamwork modifier that you usually
receive.

These points be used to speed a ritual to
completion.
If you want to complete your ritual faster,
invest Reserve in it. Every point of Reserve you
invest moves you down the ladder one step. In
this way you can choose which actions you
want to focus on and do those more quickly.
You cannot invest more points of Reserve on a
ritual than you have points in an appropriate
Core Value, or points in the appropriate
Nature, whichever is lower. If you have no
appropriate CV, you can still invest one point
of Reserve per project.
Reserve that is invested in a ritual stays there
until the completion of the ritual, whether
because it creates its desired effect or because
you had to interrupt it. In the meantime, your
maximum Reserve is reduced by the amount
that you keep invested.

If you are attempting a Ritual where you do
not have a related Core Expression, invest an
additional point of Reserve (see below).

When a ritual ends, you do not get the invested
Reserve back immediately. You regain a point
of Reserve every night that you get enough
rest. (For characters with a high Self scores, this
can be just an hour or two.) You regain an
additional point while resting if you have a
Core Value rated at 3 or higher that
matches up with your current
ritual. You cannot exceed
your maximum Reserve.

You can conduct a single ritual at a time, or
two with Mystery or Self at 3 or higher, or
three with both rated 3 or higher (though you
will eventually need to sleep). You cannot
work “double shifts” on the same ritual to
speed it up.
It is important to note that rituals create
prototypes, not production-quality items.
Expect quirks in automata. Expect side-effects
in cures. Expect minor revolts in your empire.
Polishing out these imperfections takes Twist
use or time – about ten times longer than the
initial ritual time.

Reserve

A

s mentioned in the Character
Creation section, your
character has a number
of points of Reserve
equal to their
Power
score.
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What do rituals require?

Example Rituals

The term "ritual" may give the image of a
single practitioner in a closed room, drawing
symbols and cooking reagents until the
project is done. For rituals that require
Nature 2, that will do. Above that, one needs
support.

(Placeholder)

First, all magical rituals require properlyaspected mana. If you're near an appropriate
ley line, in a region with natural aspects, or if
you and your assistants have Aspected
Earthly Forms, those are both good ways to
do it. Other times you'll need to work out a
way to produce that mana before you can
start.
Rituals of Nature 3 require some minor
technological support or a number of
assistants. A coven of witches, a tiny fork off
a ley line, a set of troubleshooting guides
stored in the Universal Repositories, or a
well-enchanted relic will be sufficient.
At Nature 4 one needs serious technological
support. One could use most of the energy
from a typical ley line, a set of high-end
tools, or a dozen willing associates.
At Nature 5, rituals require most of the
energy from a major ley line, a hundred
eager cultists, access to a broad set of
exceptionally pure reagents, or other such
high-quality resources.
None of this applies if you’re merely
applying a higher Nature to a lower-level
ritual. You only need these things when
accomplishing heavier-duty tasks.
Note also that the teamwork modifier
(page xx) only applies once you've passed the
threshold for starting your ritual. If you're
using a dozen casters to achieve a Nature 4
ritual, you'll need a dozen more to get the
first level of teamwork modifier.
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Not Whether, But When
Whether or not a project can be
completed should be referred to
the Four Questions. In most SA
teams, the answer is almost
inevitably “yes” – someone in
the group will have the expertise
and capability needed to
complete the project, or will be
able to download the skills they
need. This system answers the
more difficult question of how
much time a project will take.
This is partially a metagame
concern. Most groups are happy
to take on projects that can be
completed within a day, but
wary of longer-term endeavors
that might bog down the game
or be interrupted by outside
events. Reserve helps the players
choose which projects are most
worth their effort and focus on
those.
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a power that your character can access. If you
use Industry (Big Dumb Objects) to create a
floating mountain, saying “Why don’t we hide
in that floating mountain over there?” begs the
question, “Why didn’t anyone mention this
massive structure before?” Using it instead to
say that the entire mountain decloaks, now that
would raise some interesting questions.

Approaches and Twists

W

hile magic and Expertise are certainly
powerful, they’re only half of the game.
Twists alter the world around your
character, bringing certain story elements into
play. Twists are spent “through” Approaches to
alter the story. The more Twists you spend, the
greater the effect you can achieve. Whereas
Natures and Professions have fairly narrow
purviews and well-defined results, Approaches
are broader and take a little more
interpretation in their use.

Once applicability and believability have been
established, Approach activation beats out all
other game mechanics. It doesn’t matter
whether your character is completely
outclassed; Twists win.
Effects can touch multiple characters, but not
groups large enough to warrant the
Infrastructure descriptor. You cannot easily
create large-scale Effects from the list on page
xx. Those Effects typically require creating a
Plot (see page xx) and following it through.

This section looks at each Nature and its
potential Approaches in depth, to give you a
better understanding of how they work and
how you can exploit them to your advantage.

Activating Approaches

Trivial Approach Activations

E

ach game session you start with a number of
Twists equal to your character’s Import,
which can be spent through one of their
Approaches to alter the story. You use them to
create Advantages or Complications – typically
Advantages for yourself or Complications for
others, though you could certainly give a fellow
character an Advantage using your Twists. The
stronger the effect you want, the more Twists
you need to spend to create it.

O

nce per scene you can generate a Trivial
Complication or Advantage for free. For
example, if our heroine is known as a famous
athlete, with the Approach Communion
(Loved By All), people will tend to people
crowd around her in public spaces. This costs
no Twists – the people who do this are not
adversely impacted, nor is the character gaining
any real advantage.

To activate a particular Approach, you spend a
number of Twists equal to the level of the
Effect you want to create. If you want a
Minor Complication, that’s 3 Twists. If you
want a Major Advantage, that’s 7 Twists. See
the chart on page xx for more detail.

If your GM tells you that you can’t benefit
from this (as part of the GM’s plot, no doubt),
you receive a Twist the first time this happens
in a game session.

Your Approach activation has to fit with both
the Nature itself an the Approach. If you’d
like to inflict a major injury on an opponent,
Communion (Close Friends) is a bad choice.
War is a better Nature for that, but your
descriptor has to allow it: War (Won’t Fall
Down) would likewise be a bad choice.

pCs only
All characters in SsA have Traditions,
Civilizations, Expertise, Nature scores,
and Core Values. Only player characters
have Approaches. Not even the most
important of GM characters has
Approaches, or Twists with which to
activate them. Approaches are the
province of player characters.

Approach use should also be believable.
Stretching the bounds of believability is fine;
many stories do that. Running roughshod over
everyone’s understandings of the game world is
just a bad idea. Think of Approaches as
bending the story around your character, not as
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Taking Complications

Twists and Scope

T

wists come from several different sources, as
described in the “Sources of Twists” sidebar
on page xx. However, the greatest source of
Twists is from taking Complications. You, the
player, are allowed to describe problems that
your character must overcome.

Twist use is intended to have a great deal
of power. It is also intended to have a
relatively narrow scope. This means that
the resulting Complications typically only
affect a couple of people, work in the
short term, or preserve the status quo.

You can choose any sort of Complication you
like. Generally, only rough descriptions are
necessary. Your GM will fill in the rest. The
level of the Complication indicates the number
of Twists that are available by willingly
accepting the listed Complication. The GM, as
part of the job of creating a story, will often be
placing your character into situations similar to
Complications; you receive no Twists for this.
You also do not receive Twists for
Complications incurred as the result of a
conflict. Only complications you accept of
your own initiative provide Twists.

It is possible to use Twists to impose
longer-lasting changes on the game world.
You can do this by crafting Plots (see page
xx). This is an excellent use for “leftover”
Twists at the end of a session, as well as
being a good way for players to cooperate.
Plots are not easy or quick to create, but
they have the potential to completely alter
a campaign.

Players may not hold more than 10 twists at
one time. If you are about to go over 10 Twists,
you may immediately spend some of them
before gaining your new set of Twists.

When you take a Complication, you do not
need to spend the associated Twists
immediately. You may “bank” them, if you so
desire, until the end of the current session of
play.

If you have a Core Value that aligns with the
Complication that you are taking, and that CV
is rated 3 or higher, you gain an extra Twist
from that Complication.

Subtract your character’s Tech score from the
number of Twists you would gain from any
particular Complication. Highly-enhanced
characters end
up as the plot’s
punching bag.
This tends to
work out ok,
because
everyone else is
their punching
bag for most of
the game.
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the frying pan rule

game vs. story

When dealing with a Complication that
you willingly accepted, you cannot spend
Twists to ameliorate its effects in any way
at all.

Complications have two parts: an impact
on the story (e.g. kidnapping, loss of
income) and a game effect (e.g. losing
access to Natures, having your Core Value
diminished). Who gets to choose what
those effects are?

Complications are also explicitly allowed
to end the duration on existing Approach
activations and bring elements removed by
Plot Immunity back into play.

During conflict, the player and GM (or
occasionally two players) decide on both
the story effect and the game effect for
each other’s characters.

You may, if you wish, avoid
Complications that you received as a result
of Conflicts by spending Twists. Only
Complications that you voluntarily took
in order to get Twists are immune to
Approach use.

When intentionally accepting a
Complication to gain Twists, the player
may describe the story effect on his or her
character for that Complication. However,
the GM chooses the game effect.
Sometimes the GM or the inflicting player
might choose to waive a game effect,
deciding that the story impact as described
warrants no effect in game terms.
However, until the Complication is fixed,
game effects can always be applied if they
seem appropriate to the situation. Story
effects should not be waived – they are the
“why” of the Complication, and merely
applying penalties to character attributes
does not provide enough detail or make
for an interesting enough story.

twist vs. twist
Once a Twist has been used, it can’t be
undone, even by the use of another Twist.
However, players whose characters have
different goals might use several Twists to
wrest control of the story back and forth,
each describing a particular event or series
of events. They can’t contradict each
other, but they are allowed to bring in
new elements that mitigate the effects of
the previous Twist.
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no pvp

sourCes of twists

You cannot use Approaches to affect other
characters directly with a Complication. If
you create a Major Advantage for yourself
that makes you rich and then stage a hostile
takeover of another PCs company, that’s
fine. The takeover will happen using the
normal Conflict rules, at the character level.
However, if you try to work at the player
level and give the other PC a Complication
that takes away their company, that’s not
allowed. When you activate an Approach,
you can only affect NPCs with your
Complications. Creating an Advantage for a
fellow PC is acceptable, as long as you have
their approval.

Bad Luck / Worst Enemy: The GM may
invoke these rules to offer you Twists in
a particular Nature, in exchange for
turning one of your answers from one of
the Four Questions from “yes” to “no.”
For the Bad Luck Rule, the number of
Twists is equal to the level of
Complication that ensues, minus your
Power score, with a minimum of one.
For the Worst Enemy Rule, the your
Power score is not subtracted. The
Frying Pan Rule applies in both cases.
See pages xx and xx for more detail.
Core Value: If you have a CV rated at 3
or higher, you receive one extra Twist in
any Nature each time you suffer a
Complication related to that CV. GMs
are encouraged to interpret the word
“related” liberally. You do not receive
this extra Twist for your SelfPreservation CV.

plot immunity
Spending 5 Twists will allow you to invoke
“Plot Immunity” for your character. Plot
Immunity is a way of saying, “I’m in danger,
but I’m going to get out of it somehow.” It’s
also a way of telling the GM that you’d like
this particular hazard to be over and done so
that you can get back to other parts of the
game.

Unconventional Form: If you have a
unconventional Earthly Form and suffer
because of it, you receive Twists as per
the Bad Luck Rule.
Approach Stymied: The first time during
a gaming session that your GM overrules
the use of an Approach for a Trivial
Effect, you gain a Twist for that Nature.

Plot Immunity must be focused through an
Approach, or involve your Natures or
Professions in some way. Use things that are
already established about your character to
get you out of the mess in some amazing
but inevitable way. Plot Immunity works
best when your character is off-screen, or
has an obvious solution to the problem. You
might have a problem that could be taken
care of in other ways, given a little legwork
and some trading favors, but Plot Immunity
will do it right away.

Because The GM Said So: Your GM may
decide give you Twists at any time, in
any Nature, for any reason.
Each Nature holds a maximum of six
Twists. If you gain more, they’re lost.

If you activate Plot Immunity, your GM
cannot face you with the same hazard in the
same game session. If your character decides
to intentionally return to a known danger,
however, your old use of Plot Immunity
will not save your character this time.
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The desired resolution of a Plot must be
described from the beginning. Changing the
course of a Plot is possible, but the Plot will
lose half of the Twists currently invested in it.

Plots

P

lots are an extension of normal Approach
use. They are a way to spend Twists,
sometimes dozens of them, over a long
period of time, in order to create significant
changes in the game world.

GM Action on Plots

G

Ms can add Twists to existing Plots as well.
Each time the players willingly take a
Complication, you can choose to give that
player an extra Twist, and also add a Twist to a
particular Plot. The Complication doesn’t need
to be directly related to the Plot at hand, but
the character must be somehow involved.

In order to create a Plot, all three of the
following criteria must be met:
• The events and resolution of the Plot must
be related to one or more of your
character’s Approaches.
• At least one of your character’s Core
Values must be related to the Plot. Ideally,
that CV would be either reaffirmed or
eroded by the completion of the Plot.
• Your character must somehow be involved.
This may be directly (as an instigator),
indirectly (through support), or even as a
bystander swept up in the events. You
cannot merely benefit from the Plot, you
must be there for it.

The Plot Veto

O

rdinary Twist expenditures are not subject
to GM approval. Unless the group
considers your Effect to be completely outside
the realm of believability, Twists are the most
effective and powerful tools in the game.
This works partly because most Effects are of
short duration. They are fairly personal, and
almost never have consequences beyond the
end of the current game session. Large-scale
effects, on the other hand, can affect thousands
or even millions of people for the rest of their
lives, and can change the landscape of the
game.

If those criteria are met, you may spend Twists
over the course of multiple game sessions in
order to create a Complication or Advantage
from the Large-Scale Effects list on page xx.
You can spend Twists at any time to add to add
to the Plot’s total. You should keep a running
tally of the number of points spent. Each time,
note which Approach and which Core Value
are involved, as well as the number of Twists
spent. This will help to shape the path of the
Plot, which is evolving behind the scenes as the
game progresses.

The GM’s job in Sorcerously Advanced is to
create a storyline for the players in which their
characters can be involved, and which is
entertaining for all. In general we find that
most player-level Plots don’t interfere with the
game’s main storyline. These stories can
coexist peacefully, metaphorically speaking.

Multiple characters may spend Twists to speed
a Plot to its resolution. One character will be
the “lead” for a particular Plot during each
session, and is allowed to spend as many Twists
as he or she desires. Other players who are
involved must still have their characters meet
the criteria, but may only spend one Twist each
per session.

However, there may come a time when a
player’s Plot runs directly counter to the story
that the GM is attempting to tell. For instance,
the GM may have the Fellowship of Truth as a
major villain in the game, and desire to use
them as an organization many times until the
players’ characters finally defeat them. One of
the players, whether aware of this storyline or
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not, might want to destroy the Fellowship
using a Plot. This would shortcut much of the
GM’s planning and hard work. Such things can
be frustrating for the GM and lead to a game in
which the GM is not as well-prepared and the
party doesn’t have as much fun.

The GM can still introduce stories normally.
Plot Seeds are more like an official feedback
channel between the GM and players that helps
both sides influence the flow of the game.
Example Plots (Placeholder)

There may also be times when a Plot would
weaken or cheapen the GM’s story, or the
GM’s planned story would do the same to a
player’s Plot.
In such situations, the GM can veto a Plot, or
ask that it be delayed until after a certain event.
This veto power should be used immediately
when the Plot is created, and any Twists spent
on the Plot should be refunded.
We recommend that this veto be used as rarely
as possible. SsA is a game with significant GM
authority, but the players should also be given
as much agency as the game will allow. Such
Plots might even lead to a burst of inspiration
and creativity for the GM that improves the
game! Sometimes it’s worth trying to figure
out how both stories can occur. Negotiating a
possible compromise is a much better option
than a flat-out veto.

GM Plot Seeds

P

lots can also be a great way for the GM to
tell the players where the game is going, and
invite them to pace the sessions. Players can
then direct the game towards things in which
they are interested, and the GM will know
what plots the players are interested in
pursuing.
This is as easy as writing up a sheet of paper
with a set of “Plot Seeds.” Each one has an end
goal and a Twist amount that would be
required to reach it. For instance, one might
say “Root out corruption in the Guild
leadership,” with a cost of 20 Twists. As
players spend more Twists on that, the GM
introduces elements of that particular plot. If
no players are interested in pursuing that Plot,
it will remain untouched and the GM will
know to focus effort elsewhere.
Plot Seeds are an optional item, and even if you
use them, not every storyline the GM wants to
pursue needs to be a Plot Seed (or two or
three).
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yourself, you have authority over all of them. If
someone made a clone of you without your
knowledge, things would depends on whether
your character would appreciate that or not, as
per the Rule of Force.

Existentialism

B

ecause life can get complicated for
characters in SsA, there are certain rules
regarding what does and doesn’t count as
“your character.” You may end up getting
cursed to sleep forever, incinerated and
resurrected, replaced with a mirror-universe
duplicate, and worse. When does that remove
your ability to play your character?

The Rule of Reversals: If the drastic changes
mentioned in the Rule of Force are
substantially reversed, you may, at your option,
regain control of your character.
The Rule of Ontological Inertia: If a character
leaves play, permanently or temporarily, the
player can still activate Approaches from the
character until the player receives a new
character or the old one returns to play. This
primarily applies to dead or unconscious
characters, but can also apply to people who
are stuck in the Red Zone or trapped in
unbreakable crystal. Such characters are
unlikely to garner Twists except at the
beginning of a session, so playing a
permanently dead character limits one’s
options.

The Rule of Intent: If something happens to
your character as an intentional result of your
character’s actions, you control the resulting
character. If you curse yourself, shapeshift,
have a frontal lobotomy, or even kill yourself
so you can be resurrected later, you still play
the resulting character even if one could argue
that it “isn’t still you.” The guiding principle at
work is that characters are defined by their
choices.
The Rule of Force: In the case of drastic
changes to your character that your character
would have opposed, knowing the outcome,
you or the GM may decide that you no longer
control the resulting character. If you get
forcibly shapeshifted, cursed, brainwashed, etc.
into something your old character wouldn’t
have agreed with, the default is that it’s time to
pick up a new character – the old one is now
an NPC. You and the GM can talk about it if
you still want to play the resulting character. If
either one of you says “no,” then it’s time to
make a new one.

One item that didn’t quite make it to “rule”
status is the Guideline of Equal Play. In SsA
there are many ways to multiply the
effectiveness of a character. If the party splits,
creating a mirror-duplicate may allow certain
character to follow both groups at once, or
even split into multiple parties all by
themselves. However, due to the need to share
play time with other players, a player who has
split their character should expect that some
actions will be glossed over. A 100-body oneman police force is great, but its player won’t
be roleplaying each of them individually.

The Rule of Identity: All versions and
instances of your character are still yours to
control unless the Rule of Force comes into
play. If you intentionally made 100 clones of

Don’t Skip This Page
This page answers key questions about sweeping magical changes to your character, and the
limits of what you can do with your character. If you’re playing a hard, fun, high-magic game
with dangerous events, you will run into questions like “How much can I shapeshift my own
brain before I’m no longer actually me?”
The title of this section might remind you more of philosophy than sorcery. That’s ok. These
are philosophical questions. If you don’t like the answers, you can change them. You can find
some advice for this on page xx.
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Infrastructure

T

he rules of Sorcerously Advanced are
intended for human-scale characters
and conflicts, but they can also handle
events on the scale of cities, societies, or
even nations. Because of their
interconnected nature and need for
support, SsA denotes these groups with
the Infrastructure descriptor, which has
three levels:
I. Armadas, cities, thousands of
people working together or tens of
thousands with weak
interconnection.
II. Societies, provinces and nations,
armies, millions of people working
together or tens of millions with
weak interconnection.
III. Civilizations: multiple nations
working together on one or many
continents.
The Infrastructure descriptor is a
particularly important one, as it has
substantial game effects. These are
collected below for easy reference.

Large-scale Characters

C

haracters built with the Infrastructure
descriptor (such as automata swarms
or a horde of mirror duplicates), increase
their Power score by 1. This has the
usual side-effect of reducing their Import
by 1.
You cannot play a character with more
than one level of Infrastructure.
Capabilities are still capped at level 5.

Cross-Level Conflicts

I

n a conflict between groups with
differing levels of Infrastructure, the
larger group applies the maximum
Teamwork bonus for the type of conflict
involved: +4 for most conflicts, +6 for
highly parallel ones (see Teamwork in
Conflicts, page xx).

If the larger group would
suffer a Complication, the
level of that Complication is
reduced by one step for each
level of Infrastructure. If the
smaller group also has
Infrastructure, use the
difference in levels to find the
reduction. This reduction
also applies to any Advantage
the smaller party might try
to gain.

Rituals for Large Groups

R

ituals can affect groups
with Infrastructure.
Infrastructure I adds 2 time
steps, II adds 4 time steps,
and III adds 6 time steps. You
may also need a successful
large-scale Conflict to pull off
the project, as most large
groups are well-defended.
If you yourself have the
Infrastructure descriptor,
treat this as a +4 Teamwork
modifier in Rituals.
As the Great Basin is
particularly immense, and
some magical workings are
known to affect the entirety
of it (and beyond), there are
three “virtual infrastructure”
levels that represent affecting
entire worlds with a magical
working:
IV. Magical works that
affect multiple
civilizations at once. +8
time steps
V. Complex and vast spells
that change the nature
of the entire Basin. +10
time steps
VI. Sorcerous
superstructures that
touch upon all worlds
in the Kaleidoscope and
beyond. +12 time shifts
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There are no actual groups that possess this
level of infrastructure. These levels only exist
for the purpose of truly vast magical efforts
like building the Travel Lattice .

off against each other, or when the Plot system
on page xx is in use, use this set of Effects.
For the most part, a civilization-level conflict
plays out like a character-level conflict.
However, the Effects listed for regular human
beings are not quite appropriate for large
groups with infrastructure.

Approaches with a Cast of Thousands

G

roups with Infrastructure cost more to
affect with Approach use. See below for the
exact numbers. Because of the 10-Twist cap,
ordinary Approach use typically cannot affect
large groups, and you will need to use Plots
instead.

As with individual-level Effects, the numbers in
parentheses are used to rate the severity of the
Complication or Advantage. The slashes
separate costs for groups of Infrastructure I, II,
or III. If you prefer a formula, start with the
Twist cost for an ordinary Complication and
multiply by the level of Infrastructure for that
group plus one. For instance, creating a Minor
(3) leak of classified information from a Society
(typically Infrastructure II) would cost 3 x
(2+1) = 9 Twists.

Self-affecting Twist use (such as Plot Immunity)
is not more expensive for characters with
Infrastructure.

Nature Scores for Large Groups

S

Because of the sheer number of Twists
required, and the ten-Twist cap, it is typically
impossible to buy this kind of Effect with a
one-time Twist expenditure. Instead, use the
Plot rules on page 82 to generate long-term
changes in the game world.

Organizations do have Industry, War, and Self
ratings. However, they do not have Mystery,
Communion, and Trickery – instead, they
have Statecraft, Tradecraft, and Research.

Trivial (2/3/4): Trivial complications involve
immediate and minor impact. Government
officials annoyed or distracted. Lose track of a
single being who is not being actively followed.
A civ-wide CV is challenged publicly. Minor
infosphere crash. A handful of casualties.

sA uses Nature scores to describe the
personal prowess of individual characters.
We also use a similar set of Natures to describe
the strengths and weaknesses of large
organizations.

Minor (6/9/12): Minor complications are
short- term, low-impact, and involve skeletal
information. They can be annoying if not
addressed (or if several build up), but they are
unlikely to be a problem in the short term. An
opposing group successfully disengages from a
long-term conflict, though not without losses.
Slightly delayed in your plans. Hundreds or
thousands of casualties. Government officials
likely refer to this event as a “national tragedy.”
Classified information is revealed to a group
currently neutral to you. Minor but noticeable
monetary loss.

((More here))

So what does it mean when a city has a high
Nanotech rating? What does a country’s
Metatech represent? You can find a few
technologies with the Infrastructure descriptor
in the Tech chapter (starting on page xx), but
here’s a broad overview of what improving
each technology accomplishes at the large scale.

Moderate (10/15/20): Moderate complications
are long-term or high-impact, but not both. A
single political campaign is decided in a
particular direction. Major classified
information revealed to the enemy. Tens of
thousands of casualties. Lose control of a town.
Join an unwise alliance. An agency’s plans are

Large-Scale Effects

J

ust as individual characters can suffer
Complications, so to can cities, societies, or
entire civilizations. When two large groups face
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significantly delayed. Substantial economic
losses or market crash. Opposing group
disengages conflict without significant harm.
Major (14/21/28): Major complications are
both long-term and high-impact.
Complications at this level can remove a level
of the Infrastructure descriptor. Intelligence
services return significant incorrect results.
Citizens convinced of a particular fact or
falsehood. Millions of casualties. Important
state secrets revealed to the enemy. Lose
control of a major city. Martial law declared or
revoked for a substantial part of the populace.
Other groups turn against you, though not
your closest allies. A Society rejects the entire
civilization. Government ignores wisdom from
its advisors. A Core Value is reinterpreted.
Critical (18/27/36): Collapse of the
civilization or worse. Complications at this
level may bring the Rule of Force into play.
Over half of the population brainwashed,
dying, or near death. A Core Value is removed
or changed. Government living in exile. The
group’s peoples are driven from their
homelands. Economy, military, or intelligence
agencies fall completely under external
controls. Allies turned against you. Long-term
plans ruined. This condition does not fade
quickly or easily.
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Magic
M

agic is the lifeblood of the Great Basin.
Raw magical power rains down (some
would say "wells up") invisibly into the
Basin at all times from eternal and untouchable
fountains that exist beyond all worlds. It flows
into the world through all people, all things,
and all thoughts. To understand the Basin and
its civilizations, you must understand magic.

Page References
xx Magic Primer
xx The Limits of Magic
Traditions
xx Paths
xx Founts

The Short Version

Expressions
xx blah

T

here’s a lot of detail in this section for those
who enjoy metaphysics or want to play a
theoretician. First, though, we’ll cover the
basics of what you need to know if you just
want to throw spells around.
Using an Expression, casting a spell, and
employing a magical Art are all the same thing.
The terms are used interchangeably.
You can use the Inherent Expressions (page xx
for a list) and the spells you selected as Core
Expressions as much as you want. If you want
to cast other spells, you need to spend a point
of Reserve each time.

The Ancient Rule
There are exceptions to every rule.

Spells are fueled with mana. Typically you will
have as much as you need, as long as your spell
doesn’t require a “large” or “tremendous”
amount of mana. When you’re in a Null Zone
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(a low-mana region where magic is difficult),
mana expenditure becomes more limited.

Objects and people have aspects as well, which
adhere to the mana that wells up through
them. Some of these aspects are inherent, based
on their composition, like a stone's elemental
aspect or a feather's lightness. Other aspects are
imbued, attached by use. A staff used for
walking will have the aspect of travel; one used
for fighting will have aspects suitable for war.
Imbued aspects are generally more valuable in
spellcasting than inherent aspects, though there
are exceptions.

Spells can have side effects (page xx). Chakra
Occlusion has defined game effects, but you or
the GM will trigger other side effects through
the Bad Luck Rule or the Worst Enemy Rule
(pages xx and xx). If no one triggers a side
effect, they might still happen but their effects
are minimal. Similarly, many spells require
specific kinds of mana, called aspects or
aspected mana, but you only need to worry
about that when the GM decides that it’s
relevant. You can usually assume you have
what you need.
The game effect for most of your spells is to
change what kinds of things you can do, either
in free play or during a conflict. Shapeshifting,
for example, doesn’t change your Nature
scores, it just allows you to apply them in
situations where they might not have
previously applied.

Imbalance is dangerous. Too much mana of
one aspect flowing through a part of the Basin
will change the world to fit, and that part will
generate more heavily aspected mana. It is
because of this that the Great Basin’s volcanos
are more active, its jungles deeper, its seas more
glittering and deep. Individuals who use too
much of one kind of mana may become
aspected themselves, and find their
personalities or their bodies drifting in that
direction.

Those are the basics. You can keep reading for
more detail, or skip to page xx for the spell list.

Mana sometimes flows differently in other
worlds. See page xx for details.

Mana

Measuring and Storing Mana

M

T

his game uses a narrative scale to roughly
describe the amount of mana a particular act
requires. The scale is:

ana is a constantly self-renewing resource
that is the raw, unshaped potential to act.
It is the basis of all existence, both
natural and supernatural.

Tremendous
Large
Moderate
Small
Minimal
None

Water is a common metaphor for mana. There
are places where mana pools, streams through
which it flows, and places that are nearly
devoid of it (null zones) as a desert is devoid of
water. Streams of mana join to become rivers
(ley lines), which carry it toward the edge of
the Basin and into the endless void.

In a typical area there's a large amount of mana
available to everyone, and it replenishes very
quickly – even if someone constantly uses
moderate amounts there's enough to go
around. Obtaining tremendous (or larger)
amounts of mana is typically done at ley lines.

Mana is given character and aspect by the ways
in which it enters the world. Mana that flows
through a bonfire becomes fire-aspected. Mana
that enters the world in a cemetery obtains
aspects of death and veneration. There are as
many aspects as there are adjectives in all the
languages of the Basin. For weak magic, as in a
sloppy sentence, a "close enough" aspect is
good enough. To construct powerful
expressions, the aspect of the mana must be just
right.

Human bodies can store a small amount of
mana without concentration, or a moderate
amount with a bit of focus. Higher levels of
Industry develop methods to store it in the
body without the need for concentration, or
even in "jars" outside the body. See page xx.
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Transferring mana across long
distances is done via Rapport (for oneon-one transfer) or through ley lines
(for works of infrastructure).

Intent, Meaning, and
Symbols

I

ntents and meanings shape mana to
generate magical effects. Intent is the
only thing that can perform magic.
Intent is, in fact, the only thing strictly
needed to perform magic. However,
with intent alone, one can only
summon forth the crudest expressions
of one's Nature. All the trappings of
magical traditions serve to focus intent,
to make it more reliable, to help it
endure, or to clothe it so that one's
true intent is not so easily discerned.

Symbols convey intents and
meanings. Therefore, symbols also
shape mana. They can focus it,
redirect it, or change its character.
The more one's intent matches the
character of the available mana, the
faster and easier it is to shape an
effect.
Because meaning, passion, and
nuance shape mystical expressions,
spells cannot easily be translated
from one intent to another. Swords
cannot easily be beat into
plowshares. The major exception is
magic based on the TrickeryNature. It is in the very nature of
Trickery to subvert all things to
other purposes, even itself.
It's also difficult to use spells that
were created by someone from a
different civilization. Symbolism is
highly variable from one culture to
another, and the caster’s

Terminology
• Mystical is a generalized adjective for things that have to do with
magic.
• Mana is the stuff you use to create mystical effects – part intangible
fluid and part energy carrier.
• Magic is the act of accomplishing things using intent and mana. When
you use magic, you might call an angel from the Worlds Beyond,
throw a lightning bolt, or enter Rapport with your allies. You take
actions.
• Paths are how you make magic happen, Founts are the kind of magic
you do, and your Nature determines what you can accomplish with
that magic.
• Each act of magic is an Expression of a Nature, also called a Spell or an
Art.
• Metaphysics is the set of principles on which mana operates. When you
use metaphysics, you might observe the Founts, learn how mana flows
and reacts, or experiment with strongly aspected mana and various
complex intents. You study.
• Theurgy is the art of constructing sophisticated, reliable generators of
expressions from metaphysical principles. Think of it as mystical
engineering.
• Technology is the tangible, sustained result of theurgy – the devices or
procedures that create magical expressions
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interpretation changes their mental state,
warping the spell. Therefore, a large part of
mystic scholarship is the study of history and
cultural anthropology.

Foraging for Mana
Aspected mana is required for a great
many magical purposes. Sometimes it’s
easy to find; sometimes it’s not. If you’re
in a modern environment (like most citystates), the local ley lines probably
distribute many different aspects
throughout the area, but what if you’re in
the wilderness?

Symbols need not be written – a rose can be a
symbol, as can a gesture. Archetypes, too, are a
kind of symbol. Canonical Forms (page xx) are
symbols that are an inherent part of a person
or a culture. They can be conjured into
existence from pure mana, and some Traditions
can even temporarily or permanently alter the
canonical forms that are present in a particular
region.

GMs should be fairly generous in allowing
characters to “forage” for specific aspects.
If you’re in the desert and need to conjure
water, a cactus probably has a little wateraspect flowing through it. If you’re
underwater and need solidly-aspected
mana to repair something, look for
shellfish. Need a distraction to escape a
party? Surely you can pull some of the
aspect of foolishness from the spiked
punch. You might not get a lot of what
you want quickly, but you can often find
enough to get by in a pinch.

Mystical Signatures

B

ecause magic works through intent, it can
reveal intent as well. Because it flows
through all things, it connects people with one
another and with the world. This manifests in
individuals and their surroundings, creating a
personal "signature" unique to each person
each time they use magic. This signature can be
detected using expressions of Mystery and
concealed with Trickery.

Core Values derived from one’s civilization are
too broad to be used for this purpose. You
need something more personal. Society CVs do
work. CVs with a negative emotional weight
also don't count. If someone hates you, that
doesn't make it easier for you to curse them at
a distance or harass them with unwanted
dreams.

Mystical Connections

S

ome arts, like healing, soul-work, or longdistance Rapport, require a mystical
connection in order to operate. This can be
achieved via any of the following methods:
• You are currently touching the subject
• You share a Core Value with the subject
(only works to a distance of about 10 koss)
• The subject has a positive Core Value that
involves you personally
• The subject has a positive Core Value
involving someone near you who is willing
to help
• The subject has a positive Core Value
involving an object or location that you
touch
• You touch an object or location that the
subject built themselves with care
• You own a piece of the subject's soul
• The subject inflicted you with a curse or
enchantment that is still active

Mana and Human Thought

A

spected mana both comes from and
influences the world. That includes human
beings. When you are angry, the mana you
generate is tinged with anger. When you are
surrounded by calm people, you tend to be
more calm.
On a continental scale, this influences the
development of civilizations and their
infrastructure. The Hearth-kin promote joy
and exuberance, and so the world around them
grows to be so. The Ægis value honor and
diligence, and so magic that enforces such
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Each Tradition has a varied set of approaches to
magic, honed over decades or centuries. They
acknowledge that a dangerous life in the Basin
may require flexibility in spellcasting. Someone
following the Path of Language might write
their spells, speak them aloud, or burn a scroll.
An Artisan might prefer to work in pastels, but
can spout poetry in a pinch. Taking away a
single tool is rarely enough to stop someone
from using magic, and for those who can
operate without tools, binding or gagging alone
is rarely sufficient.

The Importance of Professions
Intent does not provide skill. Without
expertise in civil engineering, conjuring a
bridge over a mighty river will make
nothing but a shambles, held in place by
will and concentration. Once that
concentration lapses, the bridge will likely
collapse immediately. Healing done
without the Healer profession will close
wounds and cure disease, but problems are
likely to recur soon as bones were set
improperly and diseases were not
thoroughly removed.

Technological Support

A

t Nature 1 or 2, magic can be done
(inefficiently, inaccurately, and poorly) by
naked intent and sheer force of will. It can be
done better with a Tradition, but you don't
need one. Above Nature 2, you need a
Tradition. That doesn't mean that everyone
needs a tutor to reach Nature 3. Instead,
everyone who learns on their own builds their
own Tradition as they go, focusing on what
works for them.

For short-term patches, Nature alone may
suffice. For longer-term work, one needs a
professional.
This is especially true when working in
the Mystery-nature. Everyone can perceive
mana, but people without the Scholar
profession may not know how to interpret
the more subtle details.

Everyone can reach Nature 3 without external
support. Nature scores of 4+ indicate some
form of mystical support built into the body,
mind, and/or soul. When you read "People
with Nature 4 or 5 can accomplish X", you
should imagine that it always says "...with the
proper support" afterward. Most magi carry
the support they need with them, but this can
be damaged or stripped from them by
Complications.

things is easier, which makes them more
prevalent, which generates more like mana.
As one might imagine, this can sometimes be
problematic, especially with more destructive
aspects.

Casting Magic

T

o create a particular mystical effect (an
"expression" or "spell"), one uses a
particular Path to shape mana following the
symbols and archetypes of a Fount. Unless
one's Path states otherwise, this requires a set
of tools appropriate to the Path, and the ability
to reach those tools. Most people carry a kit of
these with them at all times.

Paying For Magic

T

he magical arts that you have chosen as your
Core Expressions can be used freely,
assuming you have enough mana available. This
is also true of the Inherent Expressions that all
sentient beings know.
When casting a spell outside of your Core
Expressions you must spend a point of Reserve.
See page xx for ways to regain Reserve quickly
if you’re in a tight spot.

Spellcasting does not necessarily require speech
or wide gestures. It may even be a purely
mental exercise in some cases. See page xx for
the rules on noticing active spellcasting or
magical effects.

Many people know more than one Tradition.
Since each one has its own mindset and tools, it
takes substantial effort to change between them
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Advantages provide moderate mana, Major
Advantages provide large amounts of mana,
and Critical Advantages provide tremendous
amounts of mana. As always, if you need more
Twists, you can take Complications to get
them. These most often represent wounds, but
they might also represent strain to the soul, or
perhaps debts to supernatural entities to which
you pledge a geas in exchange for power.

on the fly. In game terms, it costs a point of
Reserve to switch which Tradition you
currently have active. You may also have to
adjust your total Reserve and Import. See the
box on page xx.

All Things Have A Cost

M

agic has a cost. The easiest way to pay this
cost is by consuming mana or by running
it through a sort of mystical generator that
extracts energy and leaves the mana somehow
changed. When there is not enough mana
available, there are other ways to pay, with
one's mind, body, and soul, but eventually
these run out as well. Just as there are stories of
people running themselves to death, there are
people who have used so much magic that it
killed them, immortality notwithstanding.

It used to be that even learning magic had a
cost, with greater learning and power exacting
a heavier price. This is no longer true: Aum
has paid this cost for all who have the Gift.
What price Aum paid for this, no one knows.

To simulate this in game terms, characters with
no mana available can use a point of Reserve as
if it were a large amount of mana, aspected in
any way that seems appropriate to their Founts.
If they are out of Reserve, Advantages can yield
mana as well. Minor Advantages provide small
amounts of aspected Mana, Moderate

Null Zones
When characters enter null zones, reduce their effective Nature and
Profession scores as follows, to a minimum score of Nature 1 and
Profession 0. Null Zones rarely kill, but characters with exotic Earthly
Forms should prepare carefully before entering a deep null zone.
Level

Description

-1

Shallow

An area with notably less mana than usual.
Spells requiring large amount of mana are
impossible.

-2

Typical

A typical null zone with very little mana.
Spells requiring moderate mana are
impossible.

-3

Deep

-4

Devoid

A region completely devoid of mana, like the
depths of space. Spells requiring mana are
impossible. Only one's personal mana is
available.
That's not a null zone, it's a sentient land
that has awoken as a manavore.
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Aspects of Mana
A non-exhaustive list of examples:
Air, Anger, Benevolence, Caution, Cold, Comfort,
Connection, Death, Decay, Division, Earth, Fire, Force,
Growth, Honor, Ice, Impulsivity, Pain, Poison, Quiet, Rage,
Solidity, Stone, Water, Weight, Wood, Void
((More here))
Note that mana aspects do not oppose one another. The mere
presence of honor-mana does not make Trickery harder.

Who Decides What Aspect?
Different magical institutions view the world differently.
Even elementalists from different Traditions might disagree –
does water have the aspect of impermanence because it is
ever-changing, or does it have the aspect of permanence
because it yet remains water?

((More here))
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Advantage: Those who walk the path of Belief
have no need for physical tools.

Paths

Disadvantage: Each Tradition must be tied to
a single Core Value. The believer's maximum
Natures are equal to the CV + 2. If the CV
drops, any Natures higher than the new value
+ 2 will drop to that rating. In addition,
Traditions tied to Belief cannot produce
magical expressions that are counter to that
CV. They can still be used for neutral
purposes, but a pacifist could not use this path
to kill, and a believer in freedom could not
confine someone with their magic.

A

Path is a set of mechanisms that use mana
to create or activate mystical effects. Each
description below includes the hallmarks
that people typically associate with that sort of
magic, and some mechanisms that are
commonly used to make this path's magic
more reliable, more powerful, and more
accessible. Some Paths also provide a particular
advantage (usually the ability to work magic
without tools), but at a cost.

Mechanisms: Mental self-conditioning, mind
mazes that trap mental curses, hypnotic
contingencies, reminders of key moments or
people, relics created at moments of peak zeal,
books of philosophy, mantras that fortify
devotion, mutually reinforcing belief
structures.

The Paths below are not the only ones possible,
just a large set of examples. It should be easy
for players or GMs to invent new Paths or
adapt existing ones.

Artistry
Hallmarks: Music, song, painting, poetry, tarot
cards, architecture, tattoos, rare pigments,
colors no mortal eye can see, perfect pitch.

Blood Magic
Hallmarks: Blood and flesh, spittle, symbols
drawn or carved, scarification, exhaustion.

Mechanisms: Specially-stacked decks of cards,
nation-sized mosaics, murals that paint more of
themselves, choruses of automata, paintings of
the Canon Forms, lutes with strings of silver or
of braided mystical metals, gemstone
xylophones, sheet music that plays
symphonies, body modification to make one
more archetypal, voice amplification, arcane
blueprints, burnt images, graven idols.

Advantage: Those who walk the path of Blood
Magic have no need for physical tools.
Disadvantage: You've only got so much blood.
Simple magic doesn't use it up, but complex
magic does, and it can exhaust you more
quickly than other paths. If you want more
power, you need more people.

Special Benefit: When art-magi conjure
physical objects, they can embellish them with
artistic flourishes as they desire, or even create
full-fledged works of art (to the extent of their
skills).

Mechanisms: Cloth woven from or stained
with blood, accessories made from hardened
"bloodstone" gems, different creatures' blood
for specific purposes, refining the components
of the blood, stasis fields to preserve flesh, the
movement of trade along roads mimicking
arteries, knives that don't just cut but also
store.

Belief
Hallmarks: Love, hate, discipline, adherence,
passion, faith, meditation.
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Discipline

but need a larger one fitted for godly steeds,
they can scale up the wagon.

Hallmarks: Calisthenics, martial arts, yoga,
breathing exercises, muscle control, balance,
mathematical tricks, mnemonics,
concentration, focused minds.

Language
Hallmarks: Spoken and written spells, chants
and songs, hand-signs, runes, repetition,
presentation, retracing the holy paths in word
and deed.

Advantage: Those who walk the path of
Discipline have no need for physical tools.
Disadvantage: Without maintenance,
perfection fades. Choose body or mind when
you start to walk this path. Those who walk
this path must be able to dedicate an hour each
day to practice of the appropriate type, or they
will see their Nature scores fade at the rate of
one level per week. To exercise the body, one
must be unrestrained. To exercise the mind,
one must have few distractions. In both cases,
one must have appropriate rest, which in some
cases may be just a few minutes per day.
Atrophied Natures return at the rate of one
point every three days of proper exercise.

Advantage: Those who walk the path of
Language can create expressions of their
Natures with voice or gesture alone, even if
separated from their tools. Language
practitioners can cast spells without tools as if
their Natures were one point lower.
Disadvantage: Words and gestures of power
call attention to the caster. All magic done
without tools becomes Loud (see descriptors on
page xx) during its casting.
Mechanisms: Mystic automata that chant
hosannas, spell scripts tattooed on the body,
hair braided into hieroglyphs, fingernails that
grow "spell sentences" that you can combine,
coded freckles.

Mechanisms: Weighted clothing, singing
meditation bowls, massage techniques, exercise
manuals, books of challenging mental
problems, carefully designed regimens, time
accelerators (to practice more quickly),
teamwork techniques, sympathetic motion to
stir nearby elements, splitting the mind,
training automata, incense that clears the mind,
foods that purify the body.

Patrons
Hallmarks: Eyes from the shadows, materials
pleasing to the patron, horns and shells that
carry their voice.

Geometry
Hallmarks: Patterns, diagrams, architecture,
inscriptions, tattoos, geometric shapes, inlaid
stones.

Advantage: When called, Patrons can act
through their petitioners without the need for
channeling devices. Those who walk the path
of the Patron can cast spells without tools as if
their Natures were one point lower.

Mechanisms: Tattoos, etchings on the bones
and teeth, mystical paintings on one's shadow,
strangely-shaped towers and basements,
unexpectedly efficient road patterns, the
rearranging of rivers and ley lines, clothing
embroidered with patterns or equations, ropes
knotted in mystical patterns, fractal shapes
with thousands of tricks hidden deep within.

Disadvantage: Reverence is connection.
Creatures from the Worlds Beyond can touch
the Kaleidoscope in places where they are
treated as powerful. In places where the patron
is unknown or unrespected by locals,
practitioners do not regain the usual one point
of Reserve each night while sleeping (though
they still do if engaged in a Project).

Special Benefit: When conjuring objects from
the Canon of Form, geometer-mages can create
them to a larger or smaller scale, within the
restrictions of their Industry-nature. For
instance, if they conjure an ordinary wagon

Mechanisms: Holy markings on objects or on
the body, fragments of the patron as possessing
spirits, multiple spirits overlapping to provide
complex power patterns, networks of patrons
to cover more area, endless chains of worship.
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engines, aspect enhancers, jars that capture
snippets of strongly aspected mana, aspect
prisms to separate mana into finer-grained
concepts.

Reagents
Hallmarks: Herbs, powders, pastilles, dusts,
gemstones, potions, solutions, precious metals,
compounds, jars, purity, rarity.

Universal Tools

Mechanisms: Enhanced hair, sweat, and spit,
rituals that transmute reagents as you harvest
them, hollow bones and teeth, pockets in the
body, "everlasting" reagents embedded in bone,
micropatterns of common reagents that
emulate a rare one, transmuting stable reagents
into volatile forms just before use.

S

ome things are universal magical tools rather
than being Paths.

Calendar magic, using events related to the
sun, moon, stars, and holidays, can generate
aspected mana and can also be used to do
magic. However, waiting until a particular day
to create a particular magical effect is too
limiting in this day and age. These events are
typically more useful as an occasional boost of
power.

Special Benefit: When conjuring objects from
the Canon of Form, reagent-using magi can
substitute a symbolically-related type of mana
for the kind that would normally be needed.
One would ordinarily use fire-mana to create a
burning torch, but they could also create one
from a companion's rage, or from the visionaspect of a lens.

Sympathetic magic is extremely common,
thanks to the Gift's metaphysical preference
for poetic events. Sympathy is essentially
parallel construction in mystical form. A
Necromancer casting curses pierces a doll to
harm the person the doll was made to
resemble. An adept of Earthpower moving
rock and stone will likely be making motions
in matching directions. An Elementalist
placing a model of a building into an ice bath
would expect the building to cool down if they
so directed their power.

Wild Magic
Hallmarks: Wild mages collect bits of
extraneous power from the world, and do
magic using the conflicts and confluences
between that ephemera, the aspects of nearby
mana, and their own Natures. Things both
appropriate and ironic can arise in these
situations.

Relics are magical items that are linked to a
particular individual, to help them channel
mana. They are used by many different Paths,
from an artist's favored paintbrush to a
geometer's perfect t-square to the ritual knives
of blood magic. Relics are not expended after
use but are hard to replace, as opposed to
reagents, which are replaceable and expendable.

Advantage: Those who walk the path of Wild
Magic manifest their power in cascades of
harmony and dissonance with the local
environment. They can cast spells without
tools as if their Natures were one point lower.
Disadvantage: Odd effects abound near a
practitioner of wild magic each time they
express their Natures. Most of these are
equivalent to Trivial or Minor Complications,
but it makes them easy to identify and follow.

Rituals are used by every Path. See page xx for
more detail.

Mechanisms: Probability deregulators,
randomness enhancers, brownian motion
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Founts

Creating your own Fount

F

A

s with Paths, it is possible for players and
GMs to create new Founts. It takes a little
more work to make a Fount than it does to
make a Path, so we present this example: the
creation process for the Elementalism Fount.
Let’s walk through it as if we were a player
building this Fount.

ounts are the sources of magic, from
which pour infinite expressions of power.
Each one provides a broad category of
mystical effects, most of which overlap with
other Founts, and some of which are unique.
For each one we describe:
• The principles on which it operates.
Sometimes two Founts may operate on the
same or similar principles; other times they
may contradict one another.
• The manifestations of that Fount –
descriptions of the typical effects that one
sees from that kind of magic. These are
intended as evocative examples rather than
a definitive or exclusive list.
• The specific magical Arts that are common
among Traditions of that Fount. The
Inherent Expressions (page xx), Universal
Arts (page xx), and Great Wonderworks
(page xx) are not included on this list, as
every Fount can grant access to all of them.
• Some Founts have unique limitations –
some have Arts they are banned from
using; others have broader restrictions.
• Each Fount lists some Paths that are
particularly common and some that are
uncommon, but there are no absolute
restrictions or game effects for any
particular combination. Founts and Paths
can be mix-and-matched without
restriction.

We initially conceive of Elementalism as a
Fount that draws on the classical four elements
(air, earth, fire, and water). It should be a very
physical Fount, with lots of showy expressions
and loud power. The classical elements also
have metaphorical connotations (fire is
boisterous energy, water is adaptable and
emotional, etc.) that will be helpful when we're
dealing with Communion, Mystery, and Self.
Our GM suggests adding a fifth element to
connect with mana and the soul.
Before starting, we consider whether an
existing Fount can be slightly tweaked to make
what we're looking for. Alchemy is probably
the closest, but it has a distinctly different feel –
more laboratories and tomes, less ice storms
and volcanoes. Earthpower would give us ice
storms and volcanoes, but we don't want the
explicit connection to living things.
Elementalism might have fire ants, but they're
ants made of actual fire. (This choice also helps
us rule out "Life" as a fifth element.)
Once you've made sure that there's enough
conceptual space for your Fount, the next thing
to consider is the principles by which it
operates. A Fount with just one or two
principles will be very simple, making it either
too limited or too powerful. A Fount with a
dozen principles will typically lack any
conceptual cohesion.
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We test out a few ideas for the principles of
Elementalism:

genies and elemental beings. (Sorcerously
Advanced is the kind of setting where players
can invent things like that and be fairly
confident that they'll fit in somewhere,
somehow.) It's also around here that we decide
that darkness should be the fifth element.

• Everything is made of the four five
elements. This gives us a hook into
basically every physical object.
• The more complex something is, the harder
it is to work with.
• Do we want an oppositional approach (fire
vs water, earth vs air) or do we want a rockpaper-scissors-style cycle of dominance? Is
either of these necessary?
• Our GM suggests that a cycle of dominance
might also give us a way to turn one
element into another – dumping Earthaspected mana into a waterfowl might
overwhelm its Air aspect and turn it into a
toad.
• The emotional connotations of our
elements should probably be an explicit
principle.
• If elements have emotions attached to
them, maybe everything is made of
elements, including thoughts and feelings.
There's no separate mental domain.
Everything is a physical thing.

As for Arts, Elementalism should definitely
share Alchemy's talent for transmutation.
Earthpower's ability to manipulate the Canon
of Form would be interesting – we could make
things that are normally one element out of
another (like a frozen flame or a wall of solid
air). We talk to our GM about something that
lets us overpower other wizards when it comes
to purely elemental things, but they disagree –
Founts generally don't provide those kinds of
mechanical bonuses. All in all we end up with
around a dozen different Arts that will be
available to practitioners of Elementalism.
Finally, good limitations make for interesting
powers. While we've talked about the
emotional resonances of various elements,
Elementalism is still a physical Fount first and
foremost. It's probably going to need physical
connections in order to work.
You can see the completed Elementalism path
on page xx. It includes a list of suggested Paths,
which is something that a GM should consider
during the creation process but not something
a player needs to spend time on.

Eventually we leave out the explicit cycle of
dominance, as well as the idea of complexity
making things difficult (because our GM tells
us that's tough to judge on the fly). We keep
the rest.
Writing down manifestations is the fun part.
We throw in not just attack spells, but mental
powers, interesting stunts, and things like
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Paths

Alchemy

• Typical paths: Reagents, Blood Magic,
Language
• Unusual paths: Belief, Patrons

Principles
• Matter/Spirit Dualism. The physical can
reflect and move the spiritual. They can be
connected and disconnected; both can be
distilled and refined; both can be
transmuted.
• Inherent Symbolism. Materials and forms
have reliable meanings regardless of their
use. Using or transmuting those materials,
and manipulating those shapes, works
magic.
• Harmony. Harmonious combination is the
path to power and enlightenment.
Sometimes when two things cannot be
combined, introducing a third will allow
harmony. Dissonance destroys magical
effects.
• Mathematics. Formulae can describe our
world and its processes.

Arete
Principles
• Self-Control. One can control only the self,
not others or the world.
• All are One. All who received the Gift are a
single being realizing its unity.
• Seeking Perfection. Perfection is
unattainable, but seeking it continuously
empowers the seeker.
• Action Without Effort. The harder one tries
in the moment, the more one stands in
one's own way. Effort is good for training;
execution should be effortless. Calm is the
key to effectiveness.

Manifestations
Formulae, amulets, golems, clockworks,
miniaturization, alterations of matter, changes
in the self, changing one's flesh into inorganic
matter, machines that alter or affect spirits,
spiritual changes that affect the physical world,
rebalancing the humors, reaching in and out of
the Canon of Form, shared transformation,
forensics, calculation engines, mana
condensers, transmutation, explosions, gasses,
toughened bodies and skins, antivenom,
hallucinogens.

Manifestations
Martial technique, meditative states,
mathematical skill, extending the mind via eye
contact or skin-to-skin contact, physical
strength, impossible acrobatics, mnemonic
techniques, wound absorption, massage,
hypercognition and focused mental states,
walking in silence, giving no tell, forensics,
reading body language, fortune and misfortune,
leverage, pressure points, method acting,
striking, archaic weapons.

Common Arts

Common Arts

Cloning, Deconjuration, Hallucination,
Mnemosurgery, Precognition, Psychometry,
Shapeshifting, the Shell Game, Tailored
Canon, Transmutation

The Burning Dream, Curses, Dream travel,
Expanded expertise, Guising, Hypnopraxis,
Lagged curses, Multitasking, Null tolerance,
Personae, Psychometry, Precognition, Soulwork, Telekinesis.

Unique Limitation
Spirit-walking. Alchemy is too physically
grounded an art, and too proud of its spiritual
manifestations. Its spirits shine with inner
radiance. Alchemists can go unnoticed or go in
an immaterial form, but not both.

Unique Limitation
You cannot affect things outside of yourself and
your immediate gaze. When engaging in
combat, you use your own body and your ki,
not elemental floods, golem warriors, or
summoned demons. For example, your
"curses" are actually advanced martial
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techniques, which you might deliver through
pressure point strikes or gaze locks.

strength, parental authority, regeneration,
lightning, meteors

This is mostly a change to the types of
Complications you can give or take in a
conflict, but it also prevents you from creating
long-term autonomous effects that can leave
your line of sight. You can use long-distance
arts when you have an appropriate connection,
but it must be formed through Core Values
with yourself or with a person, not with an
object or location.

Common Arts
Cloning, Curses, Expanded Expertise, Guising,
Multitasking, Nature-work, Precognition,
Psychometry, Shapeshifting, Tailored Canon,
Weather-work
Unique Limitations
Perhaps the Red Space is too otherworldly.
Perhaps it is too abstract, or too dangerous.
Certainly it is poisonous to the individual and
to the environment. Whatever the reason,
Earthpower cannot open the Red Space.

Paths
• Typical paths: Discipline (body), Discipline
(mind), Belief, Reagents
• Unusual paths: Artistry, Wild Magic

Paths
• Typical paths: Reagents, Belief, Patrons
• Unusual paths: Geometry, Discipline
(either)

Earthpower
Principles

Elementalism

• Seek Respect Over Power. Living in harmony
with spirits and with the Basin itself is the
path to enlightenment. Seeking power is
the path to destruction.
• The Greatest Path is Life's. Many of
Earthpower's abilities mimic natural events
and cycles, but in ways that are faster,
stronger, harsher, or carefully controlled.
• Inherent Symbolism. Plants, animals, and
minerals have reliable meanings regardless
of their use. Using them works magic.
• You Reap What You Sow. Those who are
kind will have a life of kindness. Those
who are warlike will have a life of war.

Principles
• The Foundations of All. Earth, Air, Fire,
Water, and Void are the things from which
everything is made. Some places in the
Basin refer to Void as Darkness, Shadow, or
Soul instead, but it is the same element in
all places.
• Inherent Symbolism. Materials and forms
have reliable meanings regardless of their
use. Using or transmuting those materials,
and manipulating those shapes, works
magic.
▪ Earth is solidity, but also sleep,
strength, and resilience
▪ Water is fluid, but also wise,
thoughtful, and social.
▪ Fire is dangerous, but also active, fast,
and aggressive.
▪ Air is untouchable, but also intelligent,
graceful, and quick-witted.

Manifestations
Plants, animals, weather, volcanism, spirit
guides and tutors, animal forms, heal from the
spirit outward, speaking to the world, shared
experience, healing clay, seeing balance and
imbalance, ground swallowing or disgorging
evidence, walking without trace, seeds and
fruit, mimicking nature, inner strength, shared
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▪

Void is absence, but also calm and
awareness.
• All Things Change. Nothing remains what
it is forever. Everything flows through the
myriad cycles of the Ten Thousand Forms.
Magic can forestall or accelerate that
change.
• All Things are Physical. There is no true
division between the body, the world, the
mind, and the soul. Altering the physical
world can evoke changes in the mental
world, and vice versa.

• Unusual paths: Blood Magic

Glory
Principles
• Rejoice in the Ultimate. Power is discovered
in intensity and purity, in heights and
depths – not in an uncertain or muddled
middle ground.
• Follow the Mighty. It is by emulating those
who came before that we understand
ourselves and our power. Acting in the
manner of an archetype gives you strength
and guidance.
• All are One. All who received the Gift are
a single being realizing its unity. Your soul
can speak to the souls of others in a way
they cannot ignore.
• Imbued Symbolism. Materials, shapes, and
phenomena have meanings as assigned by
their use. Working within that symbolism
reinforces it, which both works magic and
enhances future magic. Working against the
symbolism causes dangerous accidents and
weakens future magic.
• There Is A Plan. Aum's plan for the
universe can be seen, heard, and acted on.

Manifestations
Elementals, elementally-aspected beasts, genies,
hypnotic flames, vapors that grant visions,
crystals that heal, ice that never melts,
elemental forms, rarified air, seeing elemental
balance, transmutation, essence flows,
telekinesis, conjuration, shunting assaults into
the void, fireballs, ice storms, poison gas, walls
of rock or wind
Common Arts
Deconjuration, Hallucination, Multitasking,
Shapeshifting, the Shell Game, Tailored
Canon, Telekinesis, Transmutation, Weatherwork
Unique Limitations

Manifestations

Elementalism is the least spiritual of the
Founts. While each element has emotional
associations, disciples of elementalism have
difficulty with anything that lacks a connection
to the physical world. When they go spiritwalking, they do so as wind, not as a dream or
shadow. When they seek Rapport with
someone, they must have a physical (not just
emotional) connection with that someone,
such as carrying fragments of the same crystal
or being related by blood.

Light, darkness, auras, bells and chimes,
singing, chanting, faith healing, laying on
hands, talking to gods and devils, epiphany,
guidance, blessings, dark gifts, commands,
mystic servitors, speaking to the soul, igniting
power, spiritual shields that defend the soul,
glowing shields, flaming swords, damaging
shouts, awe and authority.
Common Arts
Curses, Dream travel, Dreamshaping,
Expanded Expertise, Forced Rapport,
Hallucination, Hypnopraxis, Lagged Curses,

Paths
• Typical paths: Language, Geometry,
Reagents, Patrons, Wild Magic
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Nightmare Exile, Psychometry, Shapeshifting,
Soul-work, Soulcalling,

Common Arts
Cloning, Curses, Dreamshaping, Expanded
Expertise, Forced Rapport, Hallucination,
Lagged Curses, Mnemosurgery, Null tolerance,
Shapeshifting, Soul-work, Soulcalling

Unique Limitations
Glory does not create permanent objects via
Conjuration. Its users can conjure shapes, but
they fade when their task is done – typically
within a minute or two, certainly within a day.
These shapes are manifestly supernatural,
glowing or absorbing light as appropriate to the
caster's tradition.

Unique Limitations
Necromancers do not truly heal. They instill
their patients with unnatural vigor or a fragile
mental stability, which lasts only so long as
there is mana available. Individuals healed by
necromancy use all of their internal mana
powering this vigor, and have none left to
genuinely regenerate themselves. Until they are
healed by another or have time to heal by
mundane means, they are merely stitched
together (literally or figuratively). Regeneration
as done with the Self-nature operates without
this limitation.

Paths
• Typical paths: Belief, Patrons, Language
• Unusual paths: Reagents, Geometry

Necromancy

Paths

Principles

• Typical paths: Blood Magic, Language,
Reagents, Geometry
• Unusual paths: Belief, Discipline (body)

• All Souls are One. Every soul can speak to
the souls of others in a way they cannot
ignore.
• Death is Universal. Once you accept the
death within you, you can influence all
things through the death that is within
them.
• Matter/Spirit Dualism. The spiritual can
reflect and move the physical. They can be
connected and disconnected; both can be
distilled and refined. While matter can
change, the spirit remains eternal.
• Imbued Symbolism. Materials, shapes, and
phenomena have meanings as assigned by
their use. Working within that symbolism
reinforces it, which both works magic and
enhances future magic. Working against the
symbolism causes dangerous accidents and
weakens future magic.

Oneiromancy
Principles
• The Mind is More Real. The physical world
of the Basin is only where life began. The
Dream Worlds are the true source of power
and meaning in the universe.
• Power Arises from Story. Archetypes,
motifs, rising action, dramatic reversals –
these things are the root of meaning. Using
them or subverting them does magic.
• Matter/Spirit Dualism. The spiritual can
reflect and move the physical. They can be
connected and disconnected; both can be
distilled and refined; both can be
transmuted.
• All Things Change. Nothing remains what
it is forever. The world and its stories
change us all. Magic can influence those
changes.

Manifestations
Ghosts, skeletons, zombies, shadows, bones,
disease, poison, trances, spirit advisors, tragedy,
fear, sadness, pulling death, ghost stories, soulmelding, ghostly experts, money as mana and
vice versa, soul nets, surgery, anchoring the
soul, lethargy, regeneration, necrosis
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than force. In order to have large-scale effects
on the physical world, an Oneiromancer must
call creatures from the dream worlds to do this
work for them, which can be somewhat more
time-consuming, less precise, and more
frightening for bystanders than other Founts'
methods. In addition, expressions of Industry
create illusions or call shimmering shapes and
simulacra from dream worlds. These could
never be mistaken for natural objects. (Illusions
created via Trickery can still fool others.)

Manifestations
Dreams, hallucinations, surprises, distraction,
transition, dreaming the ideal self, shared
dreams, illusions, inspiration, evaporation,
imagination, dream-world factories, subliminal
messages, exhaustion, misdirection,
nightmares, mental conditioning, calling to the
distracted mind.
Common Arts
The Burning Dream, Deconjuration, Dream
travel, Dreamshaping, Expanded Expertise,
Guising, Hallucination, Hypnopraxis,
Mnemosurgery, Multitasking, Nightmare
Exile, Personae, Precognition, Psychometry,
the Shell Game, Shapeshifting.

Paths
• Typical paths: Artistry, Belief, Wild
Magic
• Unusual paths: Blood Magic,
Geometry, Discipline (either)

Unique Limitations
Oneiromancy is very limited its ability to
affect the physical world. Its energy waves are
psychic, its mystic defenders more phantasm

Conceptually Fuzzy
Paths, Founts, Natures, and professions are
not well-separated ideas. You will find
pieces of the Reagents path in the Alchemy
fount, and pieces of the Mystery-nature in
the Scholar profession. Don't expect them
to be perfectly clean and distinct.
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Ley Lines

Detecting Magic

Mana flows somewhat like water. There
are Null Zones: places that stay high and
dry; and there are ley lines: places where it
rages in torrents through well-worn
pathways.

This game often involves investigative
questions like “Is she using X?,” “Does his
magical signature include Y?,” “Is that
made of Z?” or “Are there any Q nearby?”
If you want to check for the presence of a
particular Art, the Capability cutoff is
Mystery 3+, or Mystery 4+ for Uncast
arts.

Mana is normally invisible, but in the
concentrations one finds in a ley line it
becomes a bright current of light, or even
crashing lightning. Most hover a few
stories above the ground. Nearly all of
them flow hubward. There are also places
where mana “pools” and large amounts are
stored naturally.

If someone is using arts with the Loud
descriptor and you’re above the cutoff:
Yes, you can tell, and the GM should be
telling you without you even asking. For
many Loud expressions you will be able to
tell even if you’re below the cutoff. The
GM should be fairly generous.

A standard application of Infrastructurelevel Industry is shifting ley lines from
place to place. This is not unlike moving a
riverbed, both in that it requires
substantial earth-moving efforts, and in
that it is not always successful. Some ley
lines simply want to return to their course.

For arts that are neither Loud nor Silent:
You can tell, but you’ll have to check, or
perhaps be around the person for a while.
People can notice you checking them for
auras if they are above the cutoff. It’s
possible for someone with a higher
Trickery than your Mystery to hide their
use of these arts.

Ley lines can also be “fractured”, breaking
them in to a number of smaller lines. The
fracturing process is often dangerous,
pouring aspected mana into the local area
and potentially polluting mana flows for
miles around. The reverse process is
simpler and easier, but only when the
aspects of the two flows match.

For arts that are Silent: You must be above
the cutoff. You’ll need time to examine the
person carefully, and you will need to
specify what you are looking for. You can
also, if you have someone for a long time,
examine them for a wide range of Silent
enhancements in general. Trickery can
hide Silent arts more easily; you only need
Trickery equal to the observer’s Mystery
instead of needing higher.

Anyone with Industry 3 or higher can tap
into ley lines for tremendous amounts of
mana. Mystery 4+ can be used to read the
aspects on a ley line and determine what
events affected it upstream. Tracking the
influence to its source requires Mystery 5.

If you are in Rapport with someone, you
notice all the magic they do, even if it is
Silent.
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After the proper approach has been employed,
the process is not yet over. Emotionally
aspected mana impacts one's emotional state.
Arts that are well-tested and carefully-designed
will restore their user's emotional state to what
it was before use, but experimental devices and
techniques will leave a resonance in their user
that takes a bit of time to clear. Improvised
techniques are the most likely to leave sideeffects behind, and might trigger the Worst
Enemy Rule (page xx).

The Arts of Magic

T

he Great Basin is at a transition point when
it comes to the magical arts. Magic before
the Gift was an intensely personal pursuit,
the playground of the lucky and powerful.
Since its democratization, magic on a personal
level has been developed to the outer edges of
individual capability. If magic is to be further
developed, it must be through teamwork and
communal support.
In other words, to become more powerful,
magic must become a technology.

Arts in Game Terms

There are indications that this has happened
before. Many scholars look suspiciously at the
Travel Lattice and the Ten-Crore Stones,
believing them to be artifacts of once-vast
mystical infrastructure. What happened to
their builders? How is it that these things
remain when so many others have faded?

E

ach expression lists the following items:

Nature: The Nature that this art expresses.
Sometimes a minimum requred score is
indicated (e.g. War 4+).
Descriptors: Descriptors are categories for arts
that have additional game mechanics effects, or
game-world effects that are particularly worthy
of note. See below for a full list of descriptors
and their effects.

The construction of such vast mystic edifice is
still out of the Basin’s reach, but not for long.
Dozens of civilizations are reaching the point
of a magic-fueled industrial revolution. Magic
cannot become science – but it can create
technology. Until that not-so-far-off day, magic
is still a collection of spells, arts, rituals, and
tricks.

Mana: How much mana is required to invoke
this art? As a reminder, the scale is: Trivial,
Small, Moderate, Large, Tremendous. See page
xx for more detail.
Side Effects: The arts of magic are powerful,
and even proper use can sometimes have
dangers. See the page xx for a list of side-effects.

This section describes the mystic arts that are
most central and most common in the Basin.
Most of the arts listed here are categories of
techniques that express part of one’s Nature,
but some entries are for a single spell or
ancient mystical technology.

Descriptor List
Access: This technique does not truly use the
caster's own mana or expertise. Instead, it uses
those only to grant access to a piece of
omnipresent sorcerous technology. Most of
these described below are ancient technologies
that have survived into the present day, but
many civilizations are building their own
public goods to rival these.

Manifesting the Arts

T

he arts listed below can manifest in a wide
variety of different ways. Each Tradition will
have its own particular methods of healing,
shapeshifting, conjuring, etc. Examples are
given in several cases. Few mystic arts are the
kind of thing that one does simply by closing
one’s eyes and wishing. Incense must be
burned, oracle bones must be consulted, the
proper mental state must be attained, and then
(and only then) can magic be done. Even wild
magic and Arete require a process by which
they work.

Connection: This expression require a mystical
connection (see page xx) to use. Without the
connection, it fails.
Ex Nihilo: This expression creates physical
material or tangible things from mana or from
nothing at all.
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Infrastructure: This art requires substantial
resources to employ, perhaps those of a city or
entire country. It is not a spell that is cast by
individual characters. It is also supported by
substantial resources, and is not easy to destroy.
See page xx for more information.

The Side Effects of the Arts

I

n the same way that science-based technology
(at a minimum) requires energy and creates
heat, magical arts have their own issues. Many
of these are more acute and widespread than
pollution is in SA, because magic is a newer
phenomenon here than science is there. The
dangers listed below are only just being
recognized in some places.

Inheritable: This expression, and perhaps the
work done by it, will pass on to all of the
character’s children born after it is acquired..
Loud / Silent: “Loud” arts are particularly
easy to detect. They broadcast their presence.
Characters do not need to search for loud
magic; it is immediately obvious. Not all loud
effects are high-decibel sound. Silent arts are
practically impossible to detect at work; one
must intentionally search for each silent art
separately to detect it (a slow process). Silent
expressions are low-footprint in all ways,
including sound.

• Mana Depletion. High-tech nations and
cities sometimes use up large amounts of
mana. This leads to Null Zones
"downstream" from that location.
Individuals rarely use enough mana to
deplete their local area, but it can happen
in Null Zones or when dealing with the
Red Space.
• Chaotic Mana. Sometimes mana picks up
a complex mix of differing, possibly
contradictory aspects that make it
dangerous to use. Practitioners of wild
magic seek this out; others carefully avoid
it. Chaotic mana can be used in place of
nearly any aspect (except ones like "calm"
or "well-ordered"), but the results will be
unpredictable and difficult to manage.
• Warped Mana. When a country or city
needs vast quantities of specifically-aspected
mana, that mana still flows rimward
afterward, holding its new aspect. The next
people toward the edge of the Basin may
not want their mana aspected that way.
Individuals rarely warp enough mana to
inconvenience others, but it may cling to
them and result in a change of Earthly
Form (page xx) from Balanced to Aspected.
• Emotional Fatigue. High art needs to
align Natures and Core Values when
creating powerful effects. When done
properly, the device returns these to their
original states, but the mental strain can be
severe.
• Emotional Burn-in. Many people who
overuse their personal art feel
uncomfortably "stuck" in a particular
Nature and its corresponding emotional
states, and have trouble getting out of it.
There is some disconcerting evidence that
this also happens on the national level.

Nonphysical: Most often applied to arts of
War, expressions with this Descriptor do not
act through the physical world of bodies and
elements. Attacks with this Descriptor cannot
be blocked by solid matter unless it is
enchanted.
Ritual: Some arts cannot be activated quickly
or easily, and must be accomplished using the
ritual rules on page xx. This descriptor is not
included for techniques that use just a quick
ritual (say, 5 minutes or less), only those that
require substantial outlay of time and
resources.
Uncast: This is not a spell to be cast, but a
truth, action, or manner of being that is magic.
Arts with the Uncast descriptor can be
activated without the need for any external
support, including specially-aspected mana,
magical connections, or supporting arts. There
is no way to keep a conscious person from
using them.
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• Chakra occlusion. Certain techniques that
alter the self temporarily, like shapeshifting
and enchantment, prioritize one effect over
all others. Personal mana is diverted to
maintaining that effect alone, making it
difficult to use other sophisticated arts.

Signaling Side-Effects
The buildup of mystical side-effects rarely
happens invisibly. Before they reach the
level where they trigger Complications,
players should be made aware that
something is going on. Here are some
good phrases for GMs to use when
warning their players that side effects are
starting to build up:

These issues come up during game play when
the GM or players decide to invoke them.
They make excellent fodder for Complications,
Advantages, and use of the Worst Enemy Rule
(page xx). Temporary CVs are an excellent
Complication to use. The only side effect that
has explicit, fixed game effects is chakra
occlusion, the effects of which are described in
each individual art with that side effect.

• "You're feeling (emotion) but you can
ignore it. Do you want to?"
• "You're feeling (emotion) but you can
fight through it. Do you want to?"
• "It's hard to care about (event). Are
you going to let that bother you?"
• "You feel (element) seeping through
your spells, but you're able to keep it
clear for now, if you want to."
• "Your spells are taking on an (aspect)
character to them; do you want to fix
that?"
As is often the case, chakra occlusion is an
exception. It's a built-in cost to activating a
particular art, and GMs are not obliged to
warn players about it.
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• Farspeech – Communicating at great
distances. (Com)
• Healing – Both the mind and the body
(Com)
• Mana Storage – Holding a certain amount
of power within you (Ind)
• Mystical Servitors – Special-purpose
constructs of magic (all)
• Physical Prowess – Enhanced strength,
speed, and durability. (Ind, War)
• Spirit-Walking – Passing invisibly through
barriers (Mys)
• Warding – Protection from the arts of
others (All)

list of Expressions by Type

F

or easy reference when building new
Traditions, we present you with the full list
of magical arts. Natures are indicated.

Inherent
Inherent arts are an integral part of the Gift.
They are available to all characters of sufficient
Nature, regardless of training.
• Becoming – The slow art of changing to be
what you truly desire (Self)
• Distillation – Enhancing qualities of an
object or device (Ind)
• Enchantment – Sharing your power with
others (all)
• Immortality – The unstoppable spark of life
(Self)
• Mental Acuity – Swiftness of thought,
supernatural advice (Mys, Tri)
• Rapport – Sharing your mind and soul with
another. (Com)
• The Shroud – Hiding yourself and
concealing objects (Mys)
• Sixth Sense – The ability to detect flows of
mana (Mys)
• Sovereignty – Immunity to mind control
(n/a)
• Terror – Striking fear into your enemies
(War)
• True Speech – Knowing what is said, though
not what is written (Com)
• Weaponry – Enchanting your arms to make
them swift and deadly (War)

Exclusive
Exclusive arts are taught only by certain
Traditions. Your character must select them as
Core Expressions if you want to avoid paying
Reserve to access them.
• The Burning Dream – Attack another
through their dreams (War)
• Cloning – Duplicating objects or living
beings from samples (Ind)
• Curses – Harmful, aggressive
manifestations of spite (War)
• Deconjuration – Returning matter to the
mana flow (Ind)
• Dream Travel – Entering dream worlds
(Com)
• Dreamshaping – Altering other's dreams
(Com)
• Expanded Expertise – Access to the
Archetypal, Polymath, Prodigy, or Satori
expertise levels. (n/a)
• Forced Rapport – Forcing a mental
connection rather than sharing the soul
(War)
• Guising – Fitting in with alien peoples or
beings (Com, Tri)
• Hallucination – Illusions in the minds of
observers (Tri)
• Hypnopraxis – The ability to take actions in
one's sleep (Com)

Universal
Universal arts are taught by all Traditions.
Your character must still select them as Core
Expressions if you want to avoid paying
Reserve to access them.
• Conjuration – Making things from nothing
(Ind)
• Energy Waves – Direct assaults of magical
power (War)
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• Lagged Curses – Dooms that lie in wait
(War)
• Mnemosurgery – Working directly with
memories or externalizing them (Com)
• Multitasking – Conducting additional
simultaneous Rituals. (n/a)
• Nature-work – Communing with animals
and calling plants to action (Ind)
• Nightmare Exile – Sending people to
custom dream-worlds (Tri)
• Null Tolerance – Taking less penalty from
null zone (n/a)
• Personae – Hiding your mind behind a false
self (Tri)
• Precognition – Seeking truth among infinite
possible futures (Mys)
• Psychometry – Looking into the past of a
person, place, or thing (Mys)
• Shapeshifting – Changing one's physical
form quickly and with purpose (Self)
• the Shell Game – Substituting one kind of
mana for another (Tri)
• Soul-work – Handling the soul and tying
magical effects to it (Self)
• Tailored Canon – Adjusting or adapting the
Canon of Form on a local basis (Ind)
• Telekinesis – Moving objects at a distance
with wind or force (Ind)
• Transcendence – Altering your Earthly
Form (Self)
• Transmutation – Changing the composition
of physical objects (Ind)

• Weather-work – Calling storms, or calming
them (Ind)

Grand Wonderworks
The Grand Wonderworks are not expressions
of one’s own Nature, but ancient mystical
technologies that still function today. All
Traditions teach how to access them, but your
character must select them as Core Expressions
if you want to avoid paying Reserve each time.
• the Red Space – a place to keep your things
• the Ten Crore Stones of Death – harnessing
massive destructive power
• the Travel Lattice – a world of pathways
• the Uncountable Spinners of Silver Thread –
who tie the soul to this world
• Universal Repositories – invisible,
omnipresent stores of knowledge

Primary Arts
Certain Expressions are marked as the
“primary art” for a particular Nature.
These are universal arts that accomplish
much of what one would want to do with
a particular Nature. If you’re ever in a
conflict and not sure how you’ll use your
Core Expressions to compete, or if you’re
working on a Ritual and not sure how
you’ll accomplish it, you should fall back
to these arts.

But what about...?
Magic is capable of many more things than
this, but a good number of them would be
achieved through Ritual (page xx) rather
than by a single practitioner acting
quickly. Some are also more appropriate at
the level of Infrastructure II or III – see
page xx for some examples of
Infrastructure-level arts.

Communion – Rapport, page xx
Industry – Distillation, page xx
Mystery – Sixth Sense, page xx
Self – Becoming, page xx
Trickery – Mental Acumen, page xx
War – Weaponry, page xx
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• the Travel Lattice – a world of pathways
(GW)
• Weather-work – Calling storms, or calming
them (Exclusive)

List of Expressions by Nature
Communion
• Dream Travel – Entering dream worlds
(Exclusive)
• Dreamshaping – Altering other's dreams
(Exclusive)
• Farspeech – Communicating at great
distances. (Universal)
• Guising – Fitting in with alien peoples or
beings (Exclusive)
• Healing – Both the mind and the body
(Universal)
• Hypnopraxis – The ability to take actions in
one's sleep (Exclusive)
• Mnemosurgery – Working directly with
memories or externalizing them (Exclusive)
• Rapport – Sharing your mind and soul with
another. (Inherent)
• True Speech – Knowing what is said, though
not what is written (Inherent)
• Universal Repositories – Invisible,
omnipresent stores of knowledge (GW)

Mystery
• Mental Acuity – Swiftness of thought,
supernatural advice (Inherent)
• Precognition – Seeking truth among infinite
possible futures (Exclusive)
• Psychometry – Looking into the past of a
person, place, or thing (Exclusive)
• The Shroud – Hiding yourself and
concealing objects (Inherent)
• Sixth Sense – The ability to detect flows of
mana (Inherent)
• Spirit-Walking – Passing invisibly through
barriers (Universal)

Self
• Becoming – The slow art of changing to be
what you truly desire (Inherent)
• Immortality – The unstoppable spark of
life (Inherent)
• Shapeshifting – Changing one's physical
form quickly and with purpose (Exclusive)
• Soul-work – Handling the soul and tying
magical effects to it (Exclusive)
• Transcendence – Altering your Earthly
Form (Exclusive)
• the Uncountable Spinners of Silver Thread –
who tie the soul to this world (GW)

Industry
• Cloning – Duplicating objects or living
beings from samples (Exclusive)
• Conjuration – Making things from nothing
(Universal)
• Deconjuration – Returning matter to the
mana flow (Exclusive)
• Distillation – Enhancing qualities of an
object or device (Inherent)
• Mana Storage – Holding a certain amount
of power within you (Universal)
• Nature-work – Communing with animals
and calling plants to action (Exclusive)
• Physical Prowess – Enhanced strength,
speed, and durability. (Universal)
• Tailored Canon – Adjusting or adapting the
Canon of Form on a local basis (Exclusive)
• Telekinesis – Moving objects at a distance
with wind or force (Exclusive)
• Transmutation – Changing the composition
of physical objects (Exclusive)

Trickery
• Guising – Fitting in with alien peoples or
beings (Exclusive)
• Hallucination – Illusions in the minds of
observers (Exclusive)
• Mental Acuity – Swiftness of thought,
supernatural advice (Inherent)
• Nightmare Exile – Sending people to
custom dream-worlds (Exclusive)
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• Personae – Hiding your mind behind a false
self (Exclusive)
• the Red Space – a place to keep your things
(GW)
• the Shell Game – Substituting one kind of
mana for another (Exclusive)

• Null Tolerance – Taking less penalty from
null zone (Exclusive)
• Sovereignty – Immunity to mind control
(Inherent)

War
• the Burning Dream – Attack another
through their dreams (Exclusive)
• Curses – Harmful, aggressive
manifestations of spite (Exclusive)
• Energy Waves – Direct assaults of magical
power (Universal)
• Forced Rapport – Forcing a mental
connection rather than sharing the soul
(Exclusive)
• Lagged Curses – Dooms that lie in wait
(Exclusive)
• Physical Prowess – Enhanced strength,
speed, and durability. (Universal)
• the Ten Crore Stones of Death – harnessing
massive destructive power (GW)
• Terror – Striking fear into your enemies
(Inherent)
• Weaponry – Enchanting your arms to make
them swift and deadly (Inherent)

All
• Enchantment – Sharing your power with
others (Inherent)
• Multitasking – Conducting additional
simultaneous Rituals. (Exclusive)
• Mystical Servitors – Special-purpose
constructs of magic (Universal)
• Warding – Protection from the arts of
others (Universal)

N/A
• Expanded Expertise – Access to the
Archetypal, Polymath, Prodigy, or Satori
expertise levels. (Exclusive)
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released, see Shapeshifting (page xx). Healing
(see page xx) can also accelerate the act of
Becoming, but this is more common when the
person being healed is not deep in the Selfnature.

Expressions
Each expression is marked with an icon to
indicate its type:

This is the primary art of the Self-nature.

Inherent

The

Universal

•
•
•
•

Exclusive
Great Wonderwork

Nature: War
Descriptors: Nonphysical, Uncast
Mana: none
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

A rare and specialized technique, the Burning
Dream is used to force the Dream Realms to
conform to physical law, so that arts of War
and Industry may act upon them.

Becoming
•
•
•
•

Burning Dream

Conflict in the Dream Realms are normally
conducted using Communion, Mystery, or
Trickery. Practitioners of the Burning Dream
may also use Industry or War. When acting
against sleeping opponents, they can inflict
Complications that affect their opponent’s
body (not just their mind). See page xx for
more on the Dream Realms.

Nature: Self
Descriptors: Inheritable, Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional fatigue,
Emotional burn-in

Perhaps the most treasured aspect of the Gift is
that every person, slowly, becomes who and
what they most strongly feel and desire
themselves to be.

Cloning
•
•
•
•

Becoming is how the Ægis became gods and
angels. It's how old Cultists slip into being
ghosts, and Peacewalkers rid themselves of
violent thoughts. It's how accidents of birth are
corrected or embraced, and how life-changing
decisions are made manifest on oneself.

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: Ritual
Mana: Trivial
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

Conjuration normally produces objects or
creatures from the Canon of Form (page xx).
Those who have learned the art of cloning
may, instead, choose to create duplicates from
samples – growing a pine tree from a cone or
making a deer from shed antlers. The larger
and more complex the original, the longer the
ritual to replicate it.

Becoming requires no rituals, and practically
no mana. One simply holds beliefs and desires,
and the body and mind change to fit. One does
not need to take actions in order to Become,
though associating with like-minded individuals
or taking actions that reinforce one's chosen
identity can aid the process.

• Craft Ritual: Most hand-held objects,
insects or fish, and small plants.
• Minor Ritual: Trees, most unintelligent
animals, person-sized objects.
• Major Ritual: A house or a sentient being.

Becoming is gradual. If one is not deep in the
Self-nature, it can take years. If pushed, it still
takes weeks, at the cost of side effects and
potential backsliding. For faster changes to
oneself that snap back when the mana is
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• Great Work: An entire megalopolis.

Conjuration and Aspects

Cloning is most often done with living beings,
where uniqueness is particularly valued. Not
many people clone chairs. Living beings do not
have the memories of their past lives, and
cloned books, tablets, scrolls, etc. contain
chicken-scratch that only resembles writing at
first glance. Cloned artwork is uniquely awful.

Objects resulting from conjuration are
void of history, with no imbued aspects
(see page xx). They still have inherent
aspects based on their composition and
function. For instance, a wooden chair
would have aspects of growth (for the
wood) and comfort (for its shape), but
could not be made with aspects of love or
care. Because of this, there is a large but
constrained list of enchanted objects that
can be conjured. They are generally less
powerful and less personalized than those
created "by hand" (i.e. via ritual). There's
still a demand for higher-end objects made
by the old-school hand-and-heart method.
Nevertheless, mass-production has its
advantages, and while you can't conjure
every sort of magical object, you can
basically always conjure something that
will get the job done.

Conjuration
•
•
•
•

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: Ex Nihilo, sometimes Ritual
Mana: Moderate or more
Common side effects: Warped Mana

Conjuration creates physical things out of
mana, using templates from the Canon of
Form (see page xx). There are canonical forms
for all classes of physical objects, from plants
and animals to mountains and lakes to
buildings and autogyros. Low levels of
Industry use quick techniques to create small
nonmagical objects that one could hold in one
hand. Higher levels use arrays of mystical
devices or intricately repeated procedures to
create large animals, powerful magical artifacts,
or even small palaces. Small objects are called
almost instantly; larger ones can take a few
minutes, and complex ones can stretch into the
range of ritual magic.

The process of conjuration requires at least
moderate amounts of mana, with an aspect
matching the conjured object. If the right
aspect is unavailable, it may be necessary
to conjure many smaller-but-similar
objects to imbue the local mana with those
aspects – a "bootstrapping" process that
will allow the caster to create larger and
more powerful items. The process also
strengthens those aspects in the nearby
mana, which can lead to warped mana
conditions.

Conjuration draws purely from the Canon.
The first example of a device, and all works of
art, must be created by hand. Many artists and
engineers use conjuration-like methods to
slowly sculpt or paint their creations out of
nothing. The process is not faster than it might
otherwise be, it just requires no raw materials.

Conjured reagents are useless for trade.
They are universally weaker than those
gathered in the wild, and the very process
of concentrating and distilling reagents by
hand adds useful qualities to them. Using
conjured reagents is a good reason to
trigger the Worst Enemy rule (see page
xx).

Conjured food is perfectly edible and provides
the usual nutrition. The only drawback is that
the Canon contains a limited repertoire food
items, so it's easy to get bored with them.
Rather than trading in spices, people hire out
as spice conjurers.
It is permitted for magi to conjure parts of
objects, either to get at a specific piece or to
build something one part at a time that you
aren't capable of conjuring whole.
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The Canon of Form
Conjuration does not create objects made to order. Instead, it pulls from a catalog known as
the Canon of Form. This selection of objects, creatures, and archetypes comes in two parts: a
personal collection called the Signature Canon, and a regional collection known as the
Consensus Canon.
Each person's unique Signature Canon is formed from their own experiences, including the
culture and family in which they were raised. Your grandmother's favorite sweets, the tree you
climbed in as a child, and the model autogyro you built by hand while learning alchemy all
might be in your Signature Canon. This Canon is formed most strongly when you are young,
though it can continue to evolve over your life. It is made of things internalized rather than
memorized. Adding to the Canon of Form is less like reading a cookbook and more like
learning to cook via hand-holding and practice. Most people have a few hundred items in their
Signature, some of which are more technical items gained from a Profession.
Each physical region also has a Consensus Canon, formed in the collective unconscious of
those who live there. It contains those things that locals associate with their particular region:
the rich zzonga-fruit of the Hearth-Kin, the compass and cord that every Geometer student
knows, the glass-helmed vacuum suits of Those Above. The Consensus Canon holds forms for
every object and animal for which a civilization has words, but it only a generic idea of them,
not an expert's understanding. If you can't say it in just a word or two, you probably can't
conjure it. You can get "medium wrench", but it might not be exactly "two and a half
centimeter wrench".
You bring your Signature Canon with you wherever you go. Others generally cannot access
it, though you can share it via Rapport or via Tailored Canon (page xx). If you travel to a new
region, you gain access to the local Consensus. If the Consensus changes (perhaps due to an
influx of people or a shift in the culture), the things you can conjure changes. Sometimes you
won't even realize that the world changed around you until you find yourself calling forth
something other than what you expected.
Your Signature Canon overrules the Consensus Canon when you conjure, so long as there is
actually something appropriate in your personal Canon. If you don't remember the taste and
smell of your the food from your home well enough, you can't conjure it. If there's a
judgment call needed as to whether you can create something, your CVs and Professions will
help the GM answer that question.
The Consensus is typically uniform across each city-state. Between city-states it can change
substantially, with dramatic changes between civilizations.
Your Signature Canon is tied to your Magical Signature (page xx). Particularly canny or
perceptive investigators might discern something about one piece of your Signature by
examining the other pieces.
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Curses

Curses Are Not Helpful

• Nature: War
• Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical,
Silent
• Mana: Minimal from caster, small from
environment
• Common side effects: Warped mana,
Emotional burn-in

Curses must be malignant. You can't apply
a curse that's actually a blessing in
disguise. They generally don't grant
Advantages. It is all but impossible to gain
any benefits from a curse's effect.
Remember: they are living, intelligent,
malevolent things. They are a portion of
the caster's vengeful psyche. They will
disappear or bide their time if they seem
to be doing more good than harm.

With direct mind control made impossible,
characters who want to exercise control over
others without stooping to the level of physical
assaults often turn to curses: complex twists of
fate with a mind of their own that seek to
harm others and befoul their days.

Within that broad guideline, however,
curses can achieve nearly any baleful effect.
A general wish of "bad luck" is fine if
you're not feeling inventive. If you want to
get creative, anything that fits the level of
the Complication is appropriate.

Most devotees of the War-nature know dozens
of curses for any situation. There is the Curse
of the Ruptured Purse, which makes people
mislay their valuables. There is the Butterfoot
Curse that makes people slip and fall at painful
moments. The Kind Stranger's Curse causes
one to forget or forgive slights against oneself.
The Curse of the Invisible Ants causes itching.

Certain particularly thrill-seeking or
reckless groups (e.g. the Sovereigns, some
Nova cultures) might use series of lagged
curses to set up chains of events that have a
wide variety of effects, sometimes adding
together, sometimes cancelling out. These
experiments frequently end in disaster.

Applying a curse is a Conflict that pits the
curse-caster's War against the target's War or
Self. If the target is aware of the curse (for
instance, if they see it cast), they can choose to
contest it with War instead... but the nature of
most curses is to hide themselves. No one will
fail to notice the Curse of the White Eye that
makes them go blind, but the Hidden Curtain
Curse conceals one thing or person from the
target until they strike, and that is a difficult
thing to realize. Because of this, most Curses
are applied as a Subtle Conflict (page xx). They
can often hide themselves from the target until
they run their course completely, as
determined by the Complication inflicted.
Other observers may notice a curse using
Mystery, following the normal rules for a
Silent art. Curses can be levied at line of sight,
or at any distance within the same realm of
existence if one has a mystic connection to the
target. Cursing a larger group can be done via
ritual, or by using the rules for conflict against
groups and those with Infrastructure.

deflect. Instead, high-powered curses are deeper,
more devious, and more insidious. Those
deeper in the War-nature cast curses that are
more likely to succeed due to repetition, lateral
strategies, double-pronged assaults, novel
approaches, and more.
Curses require very little mana to bestow, but
they do eat up some local mana when they
come into effect. Living in a null zone is an
effective (if arduous) way to wait out your
curse.
It's possible to bestow a Curse That Creeps
from someone to their associates, virally
infecting those closest to them. Treat this as a
typical teamwork situation, or a large-scale
conflict if that's more appropriate. It's
incredibly difficult to do this while keeping the
curse a secret.

Curses created with War 4 or 5 are not
necessarily more powerful than those created at
War 2 or 3. Brute force is comparatively easy to

See also: Lagged Curses (page xx)
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the dreariest days. They make tools that work
faster, as if they were eager for use. They
remove cracks from pots, smooth roads, and
make drinks more potent. Whatever an object
is, distillation can make it more so, or less.

Deconjuration
•
•
•
•

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: Ex Nihilo, sometimes Ritual
Mana: Small or more
Common side effects: Warped Mana

Objects small enough to be hefted can be
enhanced quickly. Larger ones (such as
buildings and bridges) should be handled via
Ritual.

Deconjuration removes matter from the
universe at roughly the same rate that
Conjuration creates it.

To enhance warlike aspects – a sword’s
sharpness, a bow’s reach, a poison’s efficacy –
see the art of Weaponry instead (page xx).

Destruction is not always a negative thing.
Deconjuration has its place among
construction techniques, excavating cellars and
clearing rubble. When in airtight situations like
cave-ins, it's even possible to conjure clean air
and deconjure excess air, so that there's always
enough good air to breathe. You could
deconjure rocks to tunnel your way out, but
without some sort of Theurgy or architecturerelated Artisan skill you risk further collapse.

While the term “distillation” may bring up
images of alchemy, this art is inherent to the
Gift and is available via all Founts.
This is the primary art of the Industry-nature.

Dream Travel
•
•
•
•

Deconjuration is not particularly useful as an
assault unless the target is tied down, in which
case a knife is just as dangerous. If a Tradition
uses a disintegration ray as an attack, or calls
forth hungry phantasms of oblivion, those
should be treated as Energy Waves (page xx).
Deconjuration does, however, aspect much of
the local mana toward destruction, which can
sometimes result in unfortunate conditions.

Nature: Communion
Descriptors: Nonphysical, often Silent
Mana: Moderate
Common side effects: Emotional fatigue

Dream Travel allows magi to enter the Dream
Realms (page xx). Use the following chart and
your Communion score:

Deconjuration does not, by default, place
things into the Canon of Form or into a
Universal Repository. That requires a short
ritual (see page xx). Deconjuration also does
not provide a mana refund.

3. While you meditate, you can enter a
nearby person’s dreams, or enter a Dream
Realm. If you fall asleep, you drift away
to your own dreams, unless you know
Hypnopraxis.

Distillation

4. Step into a Dream Realm in physical
form. You can bring a handful of others
connected via Rapport.

•
•
•
•

5. Know when someone is dreaming about
you and join that dream.

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: None
Mana: Small or more
Common side effects: Emotional Fatigue

Dream Travel in physical form can be used for
long-distance travel. You can bring only
yourself and what you’re carrying, and must
appear near the sleeping (or meditating) body
of someone who is in the same Dream Realm.

Everything that is made and shaped in this
world takes on aspects according to its function
and use. Distillation is the process of enhancing
or suppressing those attributes. With this art
mages create perfectly transparent glass, or
remove its fragility. They make houses that
resist hurricanes and provide comfort even on

See also the Burning Dream (page xx),
Dreamshaping (below), and Hypnopraxis (page
xx), all of which greatly expand this
foundational ability.
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Dreamshaping
• Nature: Communion
• Descriptors: as per copied art, see
below
• Mana: as per copied art
• Common side effects: as per copied art
By connecting one concept with another
in unexpected ways, you can alter the
landscape of the Dream Realms.
While there, you gain access to the
following arts if you don’t already know
them: Conjuration, Deconjuration,
Distillation, Hallucination, Guising,
Mystic Servitors, Nature-work,
Telekinesis, Transmutation, and
Weather-work. Treat your Natures as
one higher for the purpose of those arts,
and improve your speed for
construction-oriented or landscapealtering rituals by two time steps.
In addition, you can read the dreams of
those sleeping nearby.

Enchantment
• Nature: Any
• Descriptors: Connection, Loud,
Ritual
• Mana: Large
• Common side effects: Chakra
occlusion
Enchantment is a special kind of ritual
where you share your magic with
someone else for a time. Examples
include:
• You're teaching someone else to
shapeshift. You change into a hawk
and bring them with you so that
they can see what it feels like.
• You, with Mystery 5, can see what
happened here in the past, but you
don't have the skill to interpret what
you see. Your ally has the necessary
training, but has a Mystery of 1. You
enchant them with your power so

they can see it with their own
eyes.
• Your elemental form shields
yourself from the fiery caldera
you must cross. You infuse your
allies with fire mana in order to
shield them from it even if you
get separated.
To enchant someone, start by
entering Rapport with them. It
doesn't need to be a deep sharing,
but they need to be willing. You then
cast a spell that shares your power.
As you enchant more people, the
effects of chakra occlusion become
more pronounced. You can always
enchant a single person. If you
enchant more people, your Nature
drops: one point for every ten times
more people (-1 from 3 to 10 people,
-2 from 11 to 100 people, etc.) Once
it drops below the level required to
use the power in question, you
cannot enchant any more people.
You can still use that power yourself,
but not other powers from the
Nature unless your score is still high
enough to access them.
For instance, if you have Self 4, you
can grant temporary immortality to
up to 100 people. This would reduce
your Self-Nature 4 to 2. You would
still be able to access immortality,
but not other Self 3 abilities.
For the purpose of the time ladder,
enchantments are considered craft
Rituals, with a base time of 12 hours,
a minimum Nature that matches the
effect you're granting, and requiring
an appropriate Profession at 2.
Enchantments hold until you revoke
them or their users release them. The
enchanted one may hold onto the
power for a short time (longer with
higher Self) to reach a place of safety,
and you regain your lost Natures
when they relinquish the power or it
fades from them.
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Giving the Gift
The ultimate enchantment is granting the Gift to someone or something that did not receive
it from Aum. This differs from ordinary enchantment in the following ways:
• The recipient, if they are capable of free will, must be willing.
• It is a major Ritual (base time 5 years), requiring Scholar (any) 2 and a rating of 1 in all six
Natures. Use your weakest Nature in your strongest Tradition to determine time steps.
• It is considered comparatively simple for a major Ritual, reducing the time by one step.
• It does not reduce your own Natures, either during or afterward.
• It grants intelligence and free will to things without them.
• The effect is permanent and irrevocable.
Gift-giving is most typically used to empower artificial or enhanced beings like uplifted
animals or clockwork automata. One normally follows up by initiating this lucky individual
into one’s own Tradition, but that’s not required or automatic.
The same enchantment that gives the Gift can be used to reconnect disconnected individuals
(see page xx).

Fount and Path Enchantments

Attacking Settlements?

It is possible to enchant someone with
access to a Fount rather than with a
specific magical effect. This is an
enchantment of the Self, wherein the
enchanted can use magic up to the level of
the enchantment as if they were using the
enchanter's Fount. It is effectively a filter
upon one's Nature. Theurge and Scholar
are appropriate Professions.

Large and well-organized settlements are
often protected from such assaults by a
technique known as The Threefold Gates
of Retribution (see page xx). A set of
emplacements, often menhir or large
symbols, are used to absorb or reflect Wardriven energy. Attackers are well-advised
to destroy the emplacements first, as they
must be stationed outside the area they
protect. Otherwise the amount of energy
required to destroy a city may be reflected
against the assailant – from the inside.

However, Enchantment cannot grant
access to a Path. Paths are skills and
understandings. They can be relayed via
Rapport but not via Enchantment.
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find it easy to identify their handiwork
regardless.

Energy Waves

Magi with War 2 can throw energy waves at
nearby targets. War 3 allows attacks to be
launched from beyond bowshot. More
powerful War-mages can create waves that scoff
at mere matter and strike directly at a target,
earning them the Connection and Nonphysical
descriptor at War 4+. They also know the
appropriate techniques to defend against that
sort of assault, such as counter-waves, the
conjuration of barriers, or even brief bouts of
Spirit-Walking.

• Nature: War 3+
• Descriptors: Loud, optionally Connection
and Nonphysical (at War 4+)
• Mana: Moderate
• Common side effects: Warped mana,
Chaotic mana, Mana depletion, Emotional
burn-in
Before the Gift, powerful magi were known for
their wisdom and cunning, for flight, for
shapeshifting, for telepathy, for the ability to
travel across the world in a single day... but also
for blowing things up. Magicians use fire,
lightning, and even bolts of pure darkness to
drive off their enemies. Some traditions deploy
physical assaults rather than energy
(Earthpower is known to call down meteors),
but the effect is essentially the same: raw mana
is converted into destructive force.

It's possible to tone down an energy wave in
order to destroy a small object, or just create a
crackling field of power around one's hand.
Many waves have useful side-effects that can be
accessed this way, such as creating light (fire or
lightning), producing a raw material (stone or
ice), pushing objects around (wind or force
bolts), etc. The destructive power of the Warnature can sometimes make it difficult to take
full advantage of these side effects. For instance,
it's easy (if loud) to light up a small room with
a lightning bolt between your hands. Lighting
up a giant cavern is going to lead to deafness,
temporary blindness, and possibly a cave-in. It's
also impossible to do any good building or
excavation with them. Energy waves are
definitely not an expression of Industry.
However, you can demolish just fine, and
sometimes that's necessary during the
construction process.

Each Tradition has its own style of energy
wave. More than that, each magus has their
own, distinctively marked with their mystic
signature (see page xx). One Arete practitioner
might release a blast of glowing chi, while
another might send shockwaves through the
ground. Some alchemists use explosives while
others hurl waves of chaos that turn everything
to salt. An experienced War-mage knows
multiple styles of wave, but an
investigator who knows
someone's signature will

Energy waves use raw mana in moderate
amounts. The mana's aspect might tinge the
wave with certain side-effects or reduce its
effectiveness, but unless the aspect clashes badly
with the caster's natural aspects, the wave will
still be emitted and function normally.
Battlefields that see substantial use of
energy waves often pick up a bit
of chaotic mana, making
them even more
dangerous.
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Expanded Expertise
•
•
•
•

Forced Rapport

Nature: n/a
Descriptors: Uncast
Mana: None
Common side effects: None

•
•
•
•

This art is more properly a combination of
several different arts, each unique to a
particular Tradition. These arts grant access to
one of the enhanced Expertise options available
during character creation: Archetypal,
Polymath, Prodigy, or Satori. Each Tradition
will specify which type of Expertise it offers –
for instance, Expanded Expertise (Polymath) or
Expanded Expertise (Satori).

Rapport (page xx) is a sharing of the mind and
soul. Forcing someone into Rapport is an
expression of War rather than Communion. It
should be considered a Major Complication,
one that often paves the way for other Major
or Critical Complications. The person forcing
the connection cannot use other magics while
maintaining that Rapport. (This is chakra
occlusion, not a Complication.)

Access to this Art does not change the
Power/Import costs for Expertise.

This art is not intended for on-screen use. It is
illegal in every civilization, and is considered
one of the most vile of crimes. It’s included
here as a piece of setting background
information.

Farspeech
•
•
•
•

Nature: War 4+
Descriptors: Loud, Nonphysical
Mana: Moderate
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in,
Chakra occlusion.

Nature: Communion
Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical
Mana: Small per participant
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

Guising
•
•
•
•

Long-range communication is common in
many Traditions. Elementalists might speak to
the wind, or share minds through crystals.
Oneiromancers talk in dreams or daydreams.
Alchemists create electrochemical devices and
share transcievers.

Nature: Communion or Trickery
Descriptors: Silent, Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in,
Emotional fatigue

The art of Guising slides a character into a
foreign situation, allowing them to seem like
they belong. It’s not shapeshifting, and it
doesn’t so much hide someone as much as just
prevent them from sticking out. Everyone just
treats you like a local, or at worst, like a welltraveled and mannerly outsider.

Farspeech connections are normally created
between a handful of people who are close
together. Communion 4 and a mystic
connection can extend that distance even across
multiple realms of existence. Any number of
people can theoretically be in a farspeech
channel at once, as long as they each contribute
a small amount of mana. The original creator
of the channel must add any new participants.

The higher one’s Nature score, the more alien
a civilization one can enter without immediate
attention or faux pas. Masters of this art can
step into any world in the Kaleidoscope and be
at home.

Farspeech does not establish a mystic
connection. Simply being in farspeech with
someone does not open one to curses or enable
Rapport. However, mystic connections do
allow the creation of farspeech channels.

Hallucination
• Nature: Trickery
• Descriptors: Nonphysical

For communication that is effective but less
intimate, see the True Speect (page xx).
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• Mana: Small to Large
• Common side effects:
Chaotic Mana,
Emotional fatigue
One of Trickery’s hallmarks
is making people see things
that aren’t there. Trickery
doesn’t create illusions that
everyone can see; rather, it
projects scenarios into the
minds of its victims. Those
experiencing them will react as if
they were real, stopping at a wall
that is only in their mind,
becoming physically queasy at an
imagined smell, flinging themselves
to the ground after being trampled
by a bull that does not exist.
Those deep in the Trickery-nature can
create more encompassing, more
believable scenarios for their victims:
1. No use of this art.
2. Small or subtle effects. A rock held
in the hand. A creeping shadow.
The aroma of poison added to a
drink.
3. A larger or richer effect. A corridor
seems to end. A beautiful, aromatic
flower. A house in enough detail to be
believable, at least from the outside.
4. Shapes that take up most of the view, like
a thunderstorm. Crashing sounds,
overwhelming odors, senses of dread, and
other ambient or encompassing effects.
5. Complete landscapes of beauty or
madness. The full experience of an opera
house on performance night.
Hallucination’s effectiveness is highly
dependent on believability. In a magical world
this is often easier to achieve – someone
hurling a tsunami at you is not out of the range
of possibility – but details are important.
Tsunamis don’t blink into existence, they rise
out of the sea. If someone’s storing an object in
the Red Space, there should be a rush of mana
accompanying it. In game terms, all of this is
abstracted into the use of an appropriate
Profession on the part of the attacker. In
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conflicts, Hallucination is most often used with
Artist, Scholar, Theurge, or a Profession
matching the thing that is created (such as
Farmer for an animal).

Healing and Becoming
Healing is volitional on the part of the
healed. In the same way that the Selfnature makes you into what you actively
want to be, Healing makes a person's body
and mind into what that person wants. If
someone is blind and is happy and ok with
that, Healing will not regrow their eyes,
any more than it would remove the extra
arms so common among Ægis citizens.

If you want to know what someone else is
experiencing, you need to enter Rapport with
them. The sense-sharing granted by Rapport
also trivially breaks the effects of
Hallucination... so long as the person you’re
joining with isn’t also affected.
On the flip side, because Hallucination acts on
individual minds rather than against a massed
resistance, it is much easier to affect large
numbers of people. Reduce the teamwork
bonus of the resisting group by one point.

Some people with dreams of a different life
but with Self-nature will also be happily
surprised when a high-powered healer
remakes their body in ways they only
dreamed of. (The healer is often surprised
as well.) Healing doesn't "fix injuries," it
makes people closer to their ideal selves.

Healing
•
•
•
•

Nature: Communion
Descriptors: Connection
Mana: Varies, see below
Common side effects: Warped mana,
Emotional burn-in

Resurrection
In game terms, resurrection is simply
healing a Critical Complication. Some
potential issues that might slow you down:

Communion can be used to heal physical and
mental injuries. The table below summarizes
what sort of healing is available at different
Nature scores:

• If the soul has moved on to its next
life, it may not particularly want to
return. Healing requires the approval
of the healed in all parts.
• If the soul has not reincarnated but is
merely absent from the area around
the body, you need to find it and
reattach it, using the Uncountable
Spinners (page xx).
• If the body is missing, you can regrow
one from a sample, or from the soul,
or you can build a new one as an
automaton or other magical construct.
Industry 3.
• If the body is not actually dead when
the soul is bound to a new body, the
old body may still live with a
rudimentary intelligence and is a very
likely target for possession.

1. No magical healing available.
2. Trivial Complications such as brief
headaches and stubbed toes. Uses minimal
mana.
3. Minor Complications such as bruises,
cuts, abrasions, and disorientation. Uses
small amounts of mana.
4. Moderate Complications like sprains,
inebriation, minor concussions, panic
attacks, disorientation, and the flu. Uses
moderate amounts of mana.
5. Major Complications like broken bones,
severe concussions, emotional shock,
minor psychological trauma, or deadly
diseases. Uses large amounts of mana.
These injuries can be healed within a few
minutes – not so fast as to be effective during a
fight, but certainly more quickly than the
body's natural healing. This time is spent in
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actions appropriate to the healer's Tradition,
such as applying healing mud, aligning chakras,
drawing negative energy away with crystals,
and so forth. Characters whose earthly forms
are aspected or constructed may require
additional Natures to heal them, typically
Industry.

Practitioners of Hypnopraxis can enter Dream
Realms (assuming they have Dream Travel),
solve problems, compose poems or songs, or
reach out through Rapport. They can conduct
purely mental rituals, or those that have an
effect only on themselves in mind or body.
They can even conjure objects that appear next
to them when they wake. More simply, they
can choose what they dream about. None of
this interferes with getting a good night’s sleep.

Communion can heal a Complication that is
one level more severe than the one listed by
spending most of a day, or two levels more
severe by spending a whole week. Critical
Complications can be dealt with this way as
well, as if they required Communion 6. Even
bringing someone back from the dead is
possible (but see the Resurrection sidebar for
additional complications). If less mana is
available, increase the time required by one
step.

Naturally, one is somewhat limited by the fact
that the body is asleep. A certain amount of
sleepwalking is possible, but no one’s going to
be sleep-kung-fu-fighting.

Immortality
•
•
•
•

There are a few restrictions on Healing. First,
only Complications that represent injury can
be cured. Being tricked or kidnapped is not an
injury, though mental or emotional injuries
count. Second, self-inflicted Complications are
resistant to Healing, as they are reinforced by
fate or magic. Third, War has techniques that
prevent wounds from closing and minds from
clearing. Finally, healing oneself is done with
the Self-nature rather than Communion.

Most characters in SsA are immortal. They do
not die of old age – or indeed, of nearly any
cause whatsoever. They can be harmed, but
they will heal. Even when decapitated, they
need but rejoin their heads to their bodies (or
more likely ask a friend to help) and they will
eventually be none the worse for wear.

Mana used for healing must be aspected with a
benevolent character, which is typically not
difficult for a healer to obtain – they can draw
it from within themselves. However, it's pretty
difficult to heal someone you dislike without
an outside source of benevolent mana. Times
are slowed as if the Complication were one
level worse. Similarly, healing someone who is
themselves aspected in some way will require
some mana of the appropriate kind.

Immortal characters may still take their own
lives, if they do it knowingly and willingly. In
addition, each Fount has a particular weakness
by which its practitioners can meet their final
doom:
• Alchemy: Each alchemist's Potion of
Immortality has a specific flaw. If another
alchemist were to determine the formula
through espionage or by analyzing blood
samples, they could brew a counter-agent,
which could be delivered by poison or
coated weapon. No alchemist could fail to
recognize the presence of their own
counter-agent.
• Arete: Arete practitioners must be killed by
themselves in some way – whether by a
clone, or by a mirror duplicate, or by being
strangled with a rope made from their own
shed hair.

Hypnopraxis
•
•
•
•

Nature: Self 3
Descriptors: Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: None

Nature: Communion
Descriptors: Nonphysical, Silent, Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Chaotic Mana,
Emotional fatigue

Hypnopraxis is the ability to take mental
actions while physically asleep.
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• Earthpower: Each bearer is weak against a
particular plant from their homeland.
Garlic, mistletoe, and poisonous berries are
all common choices.
• Elementalism: Elementalists can only be
killed by being dragged to the edge of the
Great Basin and thrown, bound and
gagged, into the formless void beyond the
world where existence loses all meaning.
• Glory: The ritual removal of a particular
organ is the only guarantee of death.
Common examples are the heart, the liver,
or good old-fashioned decapitation.
Vaporization doesn't count – the ritual is
just as important as the removal.
• Necromancy: Necromancers are killed when
their mouths are stuffed with holy
materials, such as communion wafers,
prayer beads, or blessed cloves. The
materials must be appropriate to the
necromancer's own Tradition. Practitioners
of Necromancy often achieve
"immortality" by becoming ghosts; this
technique will bring them to nonexistence
whether they are physical or incorporeal.
• Oneiromancy: Each oneiromancer has a
particular Dream Realm that speaks to
their soul. A weapon forged in that world
and brought to the Great Basin can kill
them.

EVERYONE is Immortal?
It is really, really hard to kill people in this
game. In general you're better off not
trying. If you’re going to be serious about
it, you need to trap their soul when you’re
done so someone doesn’t resurrect them.

Acting While Dead-Ish
As long as you are alive, you can do magic.
However, depending on your Path, you
may not be able to do very much. A
severed head could still do linguistic
magic, and perhaps a touch of blood
magic, but it's not going to mix reagents
very effectively. Being down to just your
head also substantially reduces the amount
of mana you can garner. If you're
regenerating from total bodily destruction,
you'll probably be unable to do anything
for quite some time.

Immortality and the OIDCR

Those who follow multiple Traditions have
Immortality from just one of them. They could
change which one, but it would require a
minor ritual, and there would be a few
moments at the climax of that ritual during
which they were mortal.

Sorcerously Advanced has the Obligatory
Instant Death Cutscene Rule (page xx),
which requires GMs to notify players in
the event that their characters will soon be
unexpectedly remove them from play.
How does immortality change that?

Immortality, once obtained, requires only a
trickle from the body's internal flow of mana
to maintain. Magi who are assaulted in severe
null zones may find that they take much longer

The short answer is “not at all”. If your
character would be genuinely killed or
otherwise permanently removed from the
action, you get the cutscene. If it’s not so
bad, the cutscene is not obligatory.

Adapting to Immortality

However, it’s worth noting that recovering
from some kinds of attacks that won’t
technically kill you could still take you out
of the action for years. GMs are
encouraged to use the OIDCR for things
like being cursed into petrification, being
spaced (page xx), or being hurled into a
volcano.

Almost no civilizations across the Great
Basin have truly adapted to immortality.
Compound interest and inheritance are
still common in most places. Eventually
this will change, perhaps violently.
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to heal, but they still will not die from the
most grievous injuries.

Creating mana storage devices is a ritual. The
more involved the ritual, the more mana that
can be stored.

When immortal people are physically
damaged, they use Self to regenerate. See
Healing (page xx) but use Self instead of
Communion to determine the timescale.
Continuing damage (like being trapped under a
mountain or dissolved in acid) will slow this or
prevent it entirely.

•
•
•
•

Craft ritual: Moderate
Minor ritual: Large
Major ritual: Tremendous
Great Working: used for infrastructure-level
mana storage.

Immortal people generally age slowly and then
eventually stop aging.

The objects used for mana storage are typically
expensive, fragile, or bulky. So long as the
container is whole, the mana is accessible.

Lagged Curses

Different Traditions use different forms of
mana storage: crystals, urns, patterns, snippets
of songs, even ties with other people. All of
these are referred to as “mana jars”. Those from
one tradition will have difficulty accessing
mana stored by another tradition unless the
"jar" fits their path. Lower-quality or older
“jars” might aspect the mana stored within in a
particular way, but modern storage devices are
built to minimize this.

• Nature: War 3+
• Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical,
Silent
• Mana: Small
• Common side effects: Just those of the curse
itself, none extra from adding the lag.
A “lagged” curse is one that doesn’t take effect
right away. These might wait for a certain
amount of time, wait for a phase of the moons
or until sundown, activate once a year on a
particular day, or even wait for the victim to
meet a particular type of person.

Mental Acuity
•
•
•
•

Time-delayed curses work best against
someone who doesn't enter Rapport often.
The curse needs to hide itself from everyone
who shares the target's mind, and someone
more perceptive (with a high Mystery-nature)
might notice it. The same goes for curses set to
activate via a specific trigger.

The Mystery-nature and the Trickery-nature
have several things in common, and one of
them is being smart. Mental acuity is the
general term for improvements in mental speed
and function that result from an individual
being deep in those natures.

Mana Storage
•
•
•
•

Nature: Mystery or Trickery
Descriptors: Inheritable, often Silent
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: None

Characters who have easy access to this
expression become excellent at calculation,
have near-perfect memories, solve puzzles
quickly, and can piece together evidence with
leaps of intuition. Those who gain acuity
through Trickery are more likely to create
problems than to solve them.

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: Ritual
Mana: however much you’re storing
Common side effects: Warped mana

Unaided, a magus can store small amounts of
mana, or moderate amounts while
concentrating. The Industry-nature, interested
as it is in numbers and size, would like to have
more.

Most people are so steeped in the techniques of
this art that they use them constantly and
surreptitiously. Those who are concentrating
on difficult tasks might use the tools of their
Tradition, often in more noticeable manners.
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Mind-sharpening vapors, trances, crystalgazing, and abacus use are all common.

Mystic Servitors

This is the primary art of the Trickery-nature.

• Nature: All
• Descriptors: Ex Nihilo, Ritual
• Mana: Moderate to create, maintenance
varies
• Common side effects: Warped mana,
Emotional fatigue

Mnemosurgery
• Nature: Communion 3+
• Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical,
Ritual
• Mana: Small
• Common side effects: Emotional fatigue

Mystic servitors are automata empowered by a
caster's might. Alchemists construct clockwork
servants; necromancers march their skeletons
and war ghosts; adepts of earthpower send
crows to scout for them; oneiromancers are
accompanied by beautiful gossamer handservants.

With a bit of careful work (and a craft Ritual) it
is possible to extract someone’s memories in
physical form: a gemstone, a book, a diorama, a
knife, etc. This object is as breakable as it
would normally be, but otherwise immune to
the ravages of time.

When creating a servitor, select one Nature and
one Profession. The servitor has those scores,
as well as their Core Values, at the ritualleader’s value minus one. All other values are 0.

The target loses the memories. Anyone who
interacts with the object will be able to catch
glimpses of the memory. Anyone who destroys
the object gains the memories themselves.

Each servitor is created to execute one
particular profession's tasks, and can follow
fairly complex orders within that purview.
They don't do much outside their creators'
direct orders, and can't handle tasks outside
their assigned profession at all. One with the
Soldier profession might be able to "attack",
"surround", "flank", and "wait for my signal".
One built to spy could "scout ahead", "report",
"sneak in", and perhaps even "poison their
leader". Servitors can act in a Conflict or can
be used for a teamwork bonus (see page xx).

If the target is not willing, they must be
unconscious or asleep.

Multitasking
•
•
•
•

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: Ritual, sort of
Mana: Small
Common side effects: Warped mana

However, they're not inventive. A houseservant would be able to "cook me dinner" just
fine, but they may cook the same thing every
time. Geometers and alchemists often create
mystic servitors with the Scholar profession to
check their calculations and perform other
tedious tasks, but not to help with invention.

Many Traditions offer the ability to work on
multiple Rituals at once. All of these are
gathered under the header of Multitasking.
Each Fount has its own means of operation.
Earthpower grows strange plants to build
structures or drop potion-fruits. Oneiromancy
creates things in dreams and pulls them into
reality. Elementalism sculpts raw matter.
Necromancy, Glory, and Alchemy call up
temporary servants, though of very different
sorts. Arete adepts simply work harder, faster,
and longer into the night.

In game terms, mystic servitors are created via
rituals:
• Craft rituals make a single temporary
servant.
• Minor rituals make a handful of temporary
servants or one permanent servant.
• Major rituals create enough temporary
servitors to fill out a battalion or a small
town, or a handful of permanent ones.

Characters can work on one extra ritual for
each source of Multitasking they have, as long
as they don’t overlap.
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• Great Works create temporary groups sized
for Infrastructure I, or a town worth of
permanent ones.

Servitors and Natures
Mysic servitors can be made with any
Nature. What effect does that have?

Servitors are ordinarily powered by the caster's
own mana. Therefore, each ritual's worth of
temporary servitors runs down, decays, falls
apart, or is otherwise rendered useless when
the ritual-leader creates a new "batch" of them.
The more durable permanent servitors run on
ambient mana, and also have greater ability to
operate without immediate orders. If any
servitor enters a Null Zone that reduces their
Nature to 0, they are deactivated.

• Communion servitors carry messages,
and are often made in the form of
birds or insects.
• Industry servitors build things, carry
things, dig foundations, cook meals,
and generally do work.
• Mystery servitors are spies, or
sometimes calculators. They're often
camouflaged or translucent. Some fly,
some crawl, some are tiny.
• Self servitors are duplicates of you.
They act like you, and they have
Rapport with you.
• Trickery servitors are illusions. They're
not real, but they can act it, and
they're faster to make than other types
(speed the ritual by two time steps).
• War servitors, often known as
defenders, are created for battle.

Mystic servitors can be created from any sort
of mana, though it must be appropriate to
their work. They aspect mana near them with
various flavors depending on how they are
used. Nations that keep a large standing army
of defenders often force their "downstream"
neighbors to deal with both depletion and
pollution of mana.
Servitors are not typically given senses beyond
the usual five, and often lack one or more of
those. By paying an extra time-step in the
ritual one can add the Sixth Sense (page xx).

Nature-Work
•
•
•
•

walk away. Cows enchanted to give ink rather
than milk will pass that on to their calves, who
might drink the surprisingly nutritious ink, or
might die instead.

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: often Ritual
Mana: Small to Moderate
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in,
warped mana

The Basin is filled from hub to rim with
strange forms of life that have undoubtedly
been forged with this art at some point in the
past. Healing herbs that grow like weeds. Moss
that absorbs speech and releases it when
stepped upon. Birds whose feather patterns
indicate their migration paths and who have
tiny strips on their legs to tie messages.
Behemoths that grow fortresses on their backs.
Earthpower adepts are taught to be very
cautious with their use of this art, and to clean
up after themselves.

Many adepts of Earthpower enchant animals
or plants for special purposes.
In most cases, this art is simply flavor added to
a Ritual, or can be modeled using the rules for
Mystic Servitors (see above), or perhaps
Conjuration (page xx) or Telekinesis (page xx).
There’s no difference in game terms between
calling an animal and conjuring it, or between
an animated set of vines and the use of TK.
Nature-work is a very flexible art, if somewhat
more susceptible to disruption.
However, it’s worth noting the difference
because nature-work doesn’t expire in the same
way. Once you enchant a tree to grow ripe
apples every day, it doesn’t just stop when you
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Nightmare Exile
•
•
•
•

Personae

Nature: Trickery 4+
Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical
Mana: Large
Common side effects: Mana depletion

•
•
•
•

Nightmare Exile is the art of pushing an
unwilling victim into a Dream Realm and
locking them there for a time. Depending on
the level of Complication achieved, it might be
for a few moments, or it might be all but
permanent.

There’s lying to others, there’s lying to
yourself, and then there’s lying to yourself so
well that you believe it.
Magi who are deep in the Trickery-nature can
create false identities that they wear over their
true selves. Characters wearing a persona can
change any of their Core Values to whatever
they please. There is no outward change, but
mentally and emotionally they become
different people. Their magical signature and
Signature Canon do not change.

Despite the name, there is no need to push
one’s target into an unpleasant world.
Sometimes you just need them out of the way,
and people who are in a realm of joy and
relaxation are less likely to want to escape.

There’s no guarantee that the new persona will
ever want to change back, but most personae
eventually fade into the background.
Cautionary tales abound.

Null Tolerance
•
•
•
•

Nature: Trickery
Descriptors: Silent, Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

Nature: n/a
Descriptors: Inheritable, Uncast
Mana: none
Common side effects: none

Physical Prowess
•
•
•
•

Characters who know this art are capable of
sustaining themselves on less mana than most.
When working in a Null Zone (page xx) they
treat it as one level less severe. This can also
alleviate the Profession penalties levied by a
Null Zone (page xx).

Nature: Industry or War
Descriptors: none
Mana: Minimal to Small
Common side effects: None

One does not normally associate the word
“wizard” with physical strength and health.
Nevertheless, it is common for magi who bend
toward Industry or War to learn spells and
techniques that empower the body.

It is possible for those who do not typically use
this art to access it by spending Reserve, which
represents accessing emergency reserves of
mana. The effects last only long enough to
activate one other expression, or about five
minutes at most.

Spells of physical prowess provide a variety of
enhancements: increased strength and speed,
improved agility, sharper aim and manual
dexterity, the ability to work or march for long
hours, etc. War-alchemists may drink potions
of strength, while Arete masters’ exercises
make them grace and power in motion. Such
arts are often long-lasting.
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See the Nature tables on page xx and xx for
speed and strength measurements.

1. No psychometry.
2. Unintentional psychometry. You might
receive brief unasked-for flashes of insight
from physical contact with a person or
thing. These typically reach no more than
a day into the past.

Precognition
•
•
•
•

Nature: Mystery
Descriptors: Connection
Mana: Small
Common side effects: Emotional fatigue

3. Trigger psychometry intentionally. Look
back up to a week in time.
4. Look back up to a month ago, with faint
traces of things from up to a year.

Psychometry (see below) is a common art.
Precognition is not. Predictive scrying is
extremely challenging. Oracles describe the
past as "misty", but the future as "ringing", as
if a thousand resonant timelines all strove to
push themselves into the present at once.
There are times when the ringing clears, and
the future can be told more easily, but as one
departs from the present such times are few
and irregularly spaced. It becomes more and
more difficult to distinguish anything at all in
the clamor.

5. Look back a full year, with traces of
things that happened long ago.
The brief rituals of psychometry may involve
burning hallucinatory incense, drawing a circle
in which to meditate, or painting with the eyes
closed. The subject need not be touched, but it
should be close by.
Because of psychometry and the Sixth Sense
(page xx), investigations that discover a tool (a
murder knife, a brush used to remove

As with ordinary psychometry, objects, places,
and people are all suitable subjects.

Centrality Matters

Ask your GM before choosing this art. Not all
games will allow precognition. GMs are
encouraged to either make precognition
impossible except for plot-relevant items, or to
bring in guidelines from Sufficiently
Advanced’s Chronotech supplement.

The more important something is to a
particular event, the better Psychometry
can tell what happened. A card from a
deck carried in someone's pocket as they
committed a murder will carry a much
weaker impression of the event than the
strangling cord. A stone taken from a
ritual circle will know better what the
ritual was than a stone that was merely
nearby.

Psychometry
•
•
•
•

Nature: Mystery
Descriptors: none
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional fatigue

If not centrality, then size. All else being
equal, locations are better keys to the past
than objects, and an intact building will
know what happened inside better than a
single floorboard.

Psychometry allows you to see glimpses of the
past. You examine a person, object, or location
and receive psychic impressions from it. You'll
see who used the object, who conspired in the
location, who this person met. A knife will tell
you who it killed. A bed will tell you what was
whispered there.

If not size? Each Fount has its own
specialties as to where it can best obtain
information. An Arete master might look
at books and tools; an Elementalist at
gemstones and ashes; an Oneiromancer at
the feel of a scene rather than the
information given by each part.

The following effects are available at the listed
ranks of Mystery, with greater detail and reach
available at higher Natures.
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fingerprints, a book full of correspondence in
invisible ink) can identify its true purpose
much more easily. The mana that exudes from
objects is aspected by the ways in which those
things were used. Naturally, Trickery and
Mystery techniques can obscure such things,
given time to prepare.

heinous act, often punishable by death or long
imprisonment.
Rapport requires small amounts of mana when
the other person is nearby. If it is being used at
great distances or across worlds, it requires a
moderate amount of mana. It always draws

The most common way to get around
psychometry is by destroying all evidence.
Murderers and thieves are thus often arsonists
as well, sending whole buildings up in smoke in
an attempt to get away with their crimes.
People's bodies also cease to hold psychometric
resonance if they are destroyed or badly
burned. The crime rate in most of the Basin is
rather lower because of psychometry, but those
crimes that are committed are often more
severe.

Rapport and Teamwork
With permission, one character in
Rapport can take control of another's
body. If both have a particular Profession,
they can use the Teamwork rules (see page
xx). If only one has a Profession, the
others can use it at the same time without
the Teamwork bonus, though this requires
a deep level of sharing and connection.

Psychometric visions allow one to use all
senses, including Sixth Sense.

As souls are shared, so can magic be
shared, and one character can express their
Tradition through the body of another.
The more different their Traditions, the
harder this will be. For example,
practitioners of the Sacred Geometry
rarely carry the meteorite fragments
needed for The Starlit Way. A mismatch in
Founts results in a -1 to all Nature scores,
as does a mismatch in Paths. Only one
character can wield their magic at a time
this way.

Rapport
•
•
•
•

Nature: Communion
Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical
Mana: Small, or moderate at range
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

Rapport is the act of sharing minds and souls
with another being. It allows perfect
communication without the need for language.
Achieving Rapport typically takes about a
minute and can be done up to a few paces away.
Communion 4 and a mystic connection can
extend that distance even across multiple
realms of existence. Any number of people can
theoretically share Rapport at once, with each
of them adding more individuals with whom
they share a mystical connection.

Characters in Rapport can also pool mana
to accomplish greater deeds. Quickly
sending or absorbing more power than a
typical body can hold (more than a
moderate amount of mana) disrupts the
connection, and Rapport must be
reestablished.
Long-term Rapport between people who
want a deep and indelible connection with
one another can result in group-minds,
where decisions are made not by
individuals but by an amalgam of all of
them. Treat these as a single character with
multiple bodies, using the Swarm earthly
form (see page xx). Group-minds take
about a year of continuous Rapport to
form between typical like-minded
individuals.

Emotional bonds can be formed or broken
very quickly during Rapport. Characters who
have experienced Rapport a few times will
know how to share what they want and hold
back their private selves. The inexperienced
will tend to over-share.
Rapport is often used as part of intimate
emotional situations, including weddings, sex,
and ceremonies. Forcing someone into Rapport
(see page xx) is considered a particularly
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from all participants, though not necessarily to
the same extent.

duplicate this feat on a smaller scale, conjoining
a small portion of Red Space to oneself, to store
and retrieve objects at need. Each item is
"attached" to a particular point on the body.
This space remains with the character even if
they leave the Kaleidoscope, though they may
not be able to access it in null zones.

For communication that is effective but less
intimate, see the True Speect (page xx). For
surface-level communication, see Farspeech
(page xx).
This is the primary art of the
Communion-nature.
The

Like the Shell Game (see page xx), the Red
Space is an expression of Trickery, and can be
turned to a number of unexpected uses that
have nothing to do with tricking anyone. For
instance, refrigeration is fairly uncommon
across the Basin. Instead, many people store
food in the Red Space because it doesn't decay
there. The mana cost is high for a common
household procedure, but it's only temporary.
The Nova Commonwealth’s ley line overflow
sluices prevent mana overload by repeatedly
opening holes to the Red Space, simply
removing the mana from existence.

Red Space

•
•
•
•

Nature: Trickery 2 or 4
Descriptors: Access, Uncast
Mana: Large or higher
Common side effects: Mana depletion

At every point in the Kaleidoscope there is a
strange world tangent to our own. It is lit from
all directions with an uneasy red light. It is
accessible to anyone who knows the proper
thought sequence. Time flows normally but its
effects are lost – no one grows old, or tired, or
hungry. Most importantly, it is a universe far
more vast than our own, where every thumbswidth in our world is a koss in theirs. If you
and a friend step through while holding each
others' hands, you will not be able to see each
other when you arrive.
The Red Space is used primarily for storage –
vast amounts of storage, though only a small
amount at a time. Transferring a typical goblet
would require, for a moment, all the mana an
ordinary person can bring to bear. Bringing in
something more than human-sized can only be
done on a ley line, and something more than
wagon-sized is prohibitively mana-expensive.
Instead, people place things they value here and
lock the access point with their own magical
signature. One must be able to both replicate
the signature and find the precise access point
in order to retrieve what has been left.

Getting Spaced
Staying within the Red Space for an
extended time is not encouraged. Some
have built fortresses here, but those people
are cautionary tales.
With the realm itself dispersing mana
quickly, within minutes it becomes
impossible to leave on one's own. Even
with one's eyes closed, the sickly light is
still visible. Those who are without sight
report a dual-toned humming that they
cannot ignore, or a scent that gnaws at the
edges of consciousness. One cannot sleep –
cannot stop thinking – cannot escape. The
mind slowly breaks under such conditions.
Leaving someone in the Red Space should
be considered a Critical Complication.

Opening a portal to the Red Space devours
mana quickly. If left open, such a portal will
remove all mana from the surrounding foot or
two in about a minute, and then snap shut.
Careful analysis of mana flows indicates that
this power seeps into some sort of pattern
within the space, suggesting that the Red Space
was artificially created. At Trickery 4 one can
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Shapeshifting
•
•
•
•

Regeneration?

Nature: Self 2 or 4
Descriptors: none
Mana: Small, must come from user only
Common side effects: Chakra occlusion,
Emotional burn-in

The regeneration granted by Self is
identical to healing done with
Communion. Use the same table from
page xx. The exception is that you can
heal only your own body, not your own
mind. Mental and emotional strain require
outside assistance to heal.

Shapeshifting comes in two tiers. The first
provides devotees of the Self a few specific
other forms that they can attain. Each of them
is tied to the character's Tradition, and their
Fount in particular. Someone with Earthpower
might keep the shell from a bird's egg or the
skin of a deer so as to become those creatures.
An Elementalist might light a massive bonfire
and step into it in order to transform into a fire
elemental (with the help of the Transcendence
art; page xx). An Arete master might even take
on the abilities of a form – the climbing skill of
a goat, the flexibility of a snake – without
leaving their human shape. No matter what
their Tradition, characters with Self 2-3 should
choose no more than a half-dozen alternate
forms.

Repair?
Repair is not its own separate art. It is a
combination of trained skill, Distillation,
Conjuration, and sometimes even
Psychometry.
Repair typically takes one step less mana
than Conjuration for the same size of
object. It requires either the appropriate
skill to create the object in the first place,
or a Canon of Form very closely matched
to the one that originally produced it.

Later on, mastery of the Self-nature (4+) allows
you to take on a myriad of forms appropriate
to your Fount, including those with more
unusual characteristics. You can also remain
who you are even when your form changes
against your will. If someone else attempts to
alter your form, you can treat it as if the magic
were your own and retain complete control.

Repair-work does not rewind time. It
recreates the original to the best of the
caster’s ability. If you try to restore the
missing pages from a book, it will be as if
you wrote them yourself.

imaginative representations of nature, like
walking trees, creeping fungus-beasts, swift
whirlwinds, or even living earthquakes.
• Elementalism: Vaguely humanoid shapes of
the five elements. The more powerful the
Self-nature, the more intense the
manifestation, but even a beginning acolyte
in Elementalism can become an energybeing of fire or void.
• Glory: Angels, demons, shadows, spiders,
birds, toads, weasels, ravens, storks, ibis,
dragons, phoenix, and other forms with
strong symbolic meaning.
• Necromancy: Shadows, skeletons, zombies,
vultures, crows, worms, poisonous vermin,
and other creatures associated with death.
See also below for becoming a ghost.

Several appropriate forms are listed below for
each Fount. These should be considered
examples rather than a complete list.
• Alchemy: Iron golems, silver angels, bronze
tigers, quicksilver nightingales, crystalline
orreries, dogs of salt, sulfur-koi, spheres of
radiance.
• Arete: Arete practitioners take on animal
characteristics rather than forms: the stealth
of the fox, the strength of the elephant, the
climbing grip of the orangutan, the leap of
the gazelle, the lightness of the robin, the
speed of the salmon.
• Earthpower: All manner of natural plants
and animals form the core of Earthpower's
shapeshifting expressions. Advanced
bearers of the power can also become more
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• Oneiromancy: A dream-lord might become
nearly anything, from an ant to a house.
What is certain is that it will be manycolored and strange, that it will flow and
move in unusual ways, and that it will
seem just a bit different to everyone who
sees it.

Tricking Trickery
The Shell Game is designed to fool people
– but unlike other Natures, Trickery can
be subverted. Many applications for the
shell game have nothing at all to do with
its original purpose.

Taking on some mental characteristics of the
form you attain is fairly common, as aspected
mana flows continuously through your body.
If you change into a form that alters your
Nature scores, you should immediately
recalculate your Power and Import.

For instance, the shell game forms the
basis of numerous mana transfer
mechanisms. If there's a ley line that flows
the wrong direction entirely, a mana
"irrigation" process that delivers magic to
otherwise low-mana areas, or a battery
that stores particular aspects, you can bet
that the mechanics of the shell game are
hidden somewhere inside. These
applications fall under Industry instead of
Trickery.

Shapeshifting will only accept mana from
within the user. Regardless of the form,
shifting locks up the majority of one's magical
power, reducing all other Natures by 1 (to a
minimum of 1). If someone turns you into a
frog, and you choose to remain as a frog rather
than becoming what you were before, your
magical power is likewise locked away. The
Self-nature is unaffected.

While the shell game is normally used to
ruin someone's day, it's also possible to
provide someone with exactly the mana
they need at just the right moment. This
uses the usual teamwork rules.

If you're trying to force a shift on someone
else, that should be treated as a Curse (page xx),
using War rather than Self. When shifting
others in a helpful manner, use an
Enchantment ritual (page xx).

Wild mages use the shell game extensively
to mix aspects together. To beckon seeds to
grow, an elementalist might combine
earth's stability, water's nourishing, and
air's swiftness. To generate skeletal
servants, a necromancer might take the
motion from a flickering shadow, the
obedience of a beloved pet, and the old
stubbornness of the ground to bind it all
together.

Shapeshifting cannot change one’s Earthly
Form except for the single/swarm pairing.
Most of Earthly Form is handled by the arts of
Transcendence (page xx).
The

Shell Game

•
•
•
•

Nature: Trickery 3
Descriptors: Silent, Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional fatigue,
Chaotic mana

Because many techniques and devices require
very specific types of mana, it's possible to
disrupt their operation if you feed them the
wrong type. The "shell game" quickly and
quietly replaces mana of one aspect in the local
environment with mana of an entirely different
aspect.

When sorcerers reach for magical power, they
typically pull some from the wellspring that is
within all of us, but generally also from the
world around them. The same is true of their
machinery. A geometer's healing tattoos rely
on outside mana as much as possible, pulling
from their bearer's reserves only when
necessary.

If the person running the shell game is
unprepared, they can still slow down others
and cause malfunctions in their expressions, or
even wild magic surges. That makes the shell
game perfect for a subtle conflict. If the game
runner is prepared, they can feed in mana of a
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conflicting type, potentially causing false mana
analysis readings, backfiring curses, unstable
conjured objects (or the wrong object entirely),
energy wave explosions, and more.

amount and aspect, and guess what its flows
indicate about the shapes it took recently (and
thus what was done with it).
Your sixth sense isn’t something you need to
intentionally activate. Most adults are
continuously and subconsciously “reading” or
“tasting” the mana around them whenever
they're awake and alert. People who are
distracted, tired, or intoxicated are likely to
miss things. Fine details are easier to spot if
you intentionally pay attention.

Arts that are noted as using little or no mana
can be adapted on the fly to use only the mage's
internal store, but that won't prevent the first
incidence, only later disasters. The shell game
itself requires very little mana (befitting its
Silent descriptor), but that mana must be
aspected with treachery or deception and
cannot come from within the person running
the game – it must be drawn from outside.

Here are the effects at various Mystery ranks:
1. No ability to perceive mana.

The

•
•
•
•

Shroud

2. Witness the general flow of mana in the
area, thus perceiving major recent magical
effects.

Nature: Mystery
Descriptors: Silent
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in,
chakra occlusion

3. Discern others' magical signatures,
Traditions, strength of Natures, and all
other game stats. Read strong aspects of
mana.

Mystery not only seeks out and understands, it
also conceals. When people create a mystery
rather than solving one, they do so using the
arts of the shroud.

4. Read ley lines to investigate the recent
aspects of upstream towns and cities.
Read even subtle aspects of mana.
Perceive personal magical signatures left
on ongoing effects.

At lower levels, the Shroud allows one to move
without being seen or heard, and without
leaving traces behind. Higher levels allow one
to vanish from plain sight, hide objects in clear
view, and even cause memories of one’s
presence to fade quickly.

5. Read the aspects imparted on mana by
nations and cities upstream from a ley
line and track influences to their source.
Perceive personal magical signatures even
after an effect has ended.

The Shroud’s particular chakra occlusion is
fairly mild: it prevents one from using any
Loud arts. Someone skulking about must drop
their concealment in order to Travel or launch
an energy wave, for example.

Automated Mana DEtectors
Many ritual devices emulate the sixth
sense to trigger effects based on particular
presences or events. The different aspects
of mana reflect all of the vast, multifaceted
world of the Basin, so these triggers can be
quite fine-grained and discriminating. One
mechanism might detect an intruder in a
tomb by seeking out life-mana. Another
could find soldiers in a crowd by seeking
out War-essence, or romantic partners by
detecting bonds of love.

Sixth Sense
• Nature: Mystery
• Descriptors: Silent. At Mystery 2 and 3 this
is Uncast; above that it requires tools.
• Mana: Minimal
• Common side effects: None
Magi of all stripes have a “sixth sense” that
allows them to perceive mana, determine its
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Sixth sense does not require any mana input to
operate at short range. Reading things at a
distance requires more mana and a connection.

This is true even if they were born into a Null
Zone and have never felt magic in their lives.
Many effects skirt the edges of this power:
curses, for example, can compel certain actions.
Sovereignty does not guarantee freedom from
confusion, mental illness, or emotional urges. It
only guarantees that no living being may force
another’s mind into a particular action.

More careful examinations of mana can be
enhanced with tools, in much the same way
that a spyglass extends one’s sight. As with all
arts, the user's favored Path points towards the
sort of tool that might be used. Those walking
the path of Reagents peer through crystals;
those of Discipline might make small mudras
and feel flows in their hearts; those with
Patrons may hear whispers. The Geometer's
Guild refers to Aspect Diapason Assay, which
they do via measurement, sometimes with
tools, sometimes by thumb and eye.

Changing someone else’s Core Values by means
other than conversation expressly falls into the
actions that are forbidden by Sovereignty.

Spirit-Walking

This is the primary art of the Mystery-nature.

•
•
•
•

Soul-Work
•
•
•
•

Nature: Self
Descriptors: Connection, Ritual
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

Spirit-walking allows you to walk through
unwarded walls, avoid the sight of those with a
weak Mystery-Nature, and leave no trace in the
physical world. Despite the name of this
technique, even spirits cannot perceive those
who move in this way.

Soul-work encompasses a wide range of
techniques dealing with the soul. With this
expression of the Self, one can...

Interacting with objects (other than via
observation) ends the effect. One can speak in a
whisper and touch with a feather-light hand,
but more ruins the spell.

• Divide a soul into parts
• Bind loose souls into objects or ready
bodies.
• Etch designs upon the soul for Warding
(page xx) or for other purposes.
• With Trickery, steal a tiny fragment of
someone’s soul without them noticing.
Most uses of Soul-work are Craft Rituals. See
page xx for more about souls and their uses.

Each Fount has its own unique approach.
Necromancers and some Invokers step into a
shadow realm parallel to the Kaleidoscope, and
their bodies darken to silhouettes.
Oneiromancers step in and out of dream realms
as rainbows of fog. Elementalists turn
themselves into spirits of air or void.
Practitioners of Arete, Earthpower, and
sometimes Glory shift their bodies forms of
pure spirit. Each Fount's method can also be
blocked in specific ways, which are typically
easy to spot and require maintenance. (In terms
of descriptors, blocks against Spirit-walking are
Loud – see page xx.) The only way to block all
varieties of spirit-walking is to create multilayered protection or a Null Zone.

Sovereignty
•
•
•
•

Nature: Mystery 3+
Descriptors: Nonphysical, Silent
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Warped mana, Chakra
occlusion

Nature: None
Descriptors: Inheritable, Uncast
Mana: None
Common side effects: None

All characters who have received the Gift are
immune to effects that control their minds.

Each approach to this art has its own
limitations that can be overcome with sufficient
expertise. For example, winds might blow a
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novice Elementalist off-course, but not an
experienced one. Light might bar a young
Necromancer, but an experienced one will
deftly pour their shadow-body through cracks
in rock and wood.

Spirit-walking pairs well with Travel and the
arts of the Shroud. Spirit-walkers can always
use Shroud expressions regardless of this spell’s
chakra occlusion side effect. Travel gateways
opened by spirit-walking individuals are treated
as Silent.

The art of spirit-walking requires very little
mana, but applies a continuous aspecting to all
mana available to the caster. The aspect is
appropriate to the caster's Fount and its
method of spirit-walking. All Natures are
reduced by 1 except when using expressions
that fit the appropriate aspect. For example, an
Alchemist moving through reflections might
Travel or access the Red Space, but could not
easily heal someone or throw an energy wave.
An Elementalist moving as mist could use their
air-based spells, but would have difficulty with
fire and stone.

Tailored Canon
•
•
•
•

Nature: Industry 3+
Descriptors: none
Mana: Small
Common side effects: none

The Canon of Form (page xx) is large but
strict. People can conjure only what they
know, or what is known by those around
them. Therefore, some Traditions have found it
valuable to adjust the Canon for various
purposes. Tailoring the Canon accomplishes
one of the following things:

Trapped as Spirits
Characters who spirit-walk extensively
may eventually become stuck in this state.
This is similar to having an Earthly Form
that is Phased Out and Aspected, but with
the additional disadvantage of chakra
occlusion as described above. Becoming
"unstuck" should require the same work as
overcoming a major Complication.

• Destroys an object to add it to the local
Communal Canon,
• Removes a thing from the local Communal
Canon, or
• Makes minor but perhaps important edits
to something in the local Communal
Canon.
Those nearby the magus can take advantage of
these changes (or fall prey to them). The
changes propagate outward to a village-sized
area at Industry 4, or about a koss away at
Industry 5. The effects last for about a day.

Dematerialized
Spirit-walking provides a great degree of
protection from the physical world. In the
same way that a spirit-walker can pass
through walls, arrows and avalanches
likewise pose little difficulty.

In general, the caster’s Fount should serve as a
guide for what changes can be made. An
Elementalist might conjure trees made of ice or
stone, whereas an Earthpower adept might
instead create buildings out of living wood.
Disciples of Glory might make a creature more
beautiful or terrifying. There are rarely game
effects from this.

Characters who are normally Phased Out
(see page xx) do not use spirit-walking to
touch the physical world. Instead, they use
Telekinesis (page xx), if they know it, to
move objects, and use spirit-walking to
become invisible.

Telekinesis
• Nature: Industry
• Descriptors: none
• Mana: Moderate

Spirit-walking characters still need air,
though they might be able to compensate
for that in other ways.
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starlight so bright it blinds, or darkness so deep
and cold it shatters bones.

• Common side effects: Warped mana
Telekinesis lifts and moves objects at a distance.
It is most commonly used in construction and
for utility purposes. Different Founts manifest
it in different ways – gusts of wind, helpful
cherubs, ghostly machinery – but the effects
are governed by the caster’s Industry-nature.

The user of the Stones is protected from their
power for that particular activation.

Terror

1. No effect.

•
•
•
•

2. Move up to 50 kg – a child or a small
animal.
3. Move up to 200 kg – a person.

One of the strongest weapons of the Warnature is fear. Spells of terror can take many
forms: looming shadows, hallucinatory
parasites, demonic voices, burning touches,
even pure waves of fear.

4. Move up to a ton – a wagon.
5. Move up to five tons – a stone block.
You can also move yourself.
Telekinesis is slow. If you’re attacking someone
with bolts of force or hurling them about with
winds, that’s an Energy Wave, because it
expresses the War-Nature. You can get up to a
high speed after a few minutes (forty koss an
hour, give or take) but it’s not easy to turn or
accelerate.
The

This art is not completely reliable. Different
people react to fear in different ways. In
general, those with a lower War-nature will
cower or flee, and those who are stronger will
attempt to fight, but sometimes even a rabbit
will defend its home.

Transcendence

Ten-Crore Stones of Death

•
•
•
•

Nature: War
Descriptors: Loud
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

•
•
•
•

Nature: War 4+
Descriptors: Access, Loud, Nonphysical
Mana: Moderate
Common side effects: Chaotic mana,
Warped mana

Nature: Self
Descriptors: None
Mana: Moderate
Common side effects: Emotional fatigue

Shapeshifting (page xx) changes one’s body;
essence-shifitng changes the makeup of one’s
mana. This art, instead, switches any or all
parts of one’s Earthly Form (page xx) except
for single/swarm, which falls under regular
shapeshifting. Necromancers use this to
become ghosts or regain corporeal form.
Disciplies of Glory transcend into energy or
return to the flesh. Adepts of Earthpower
might become empowering spirits that possess
willing champions.

High above the atmosphere, hovering
impossibly above the Basin, are massive stones
that channel the Attic Lines (page xx) into
devastating natural forces. With the right
command words and magical displays, one
who is deep in the War-nature can target the
power of the Stones and rain doom upon their
enemies.
The Stones destroy via resonance with the
mana of the Basin. They enhance a single
aspect until it is all-encompassing, until
nothing but it can survive. The caster’s Fount
and nearby options shape the result. An
elementalist might turn a campfire into a
conflagration. A disciple of Glory might make

The mana cost for transcendence is paid only
when the spell is cast. Its effects are permanent
until changed by another casting.
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Transmutation
•
•
•
•

Nature: Industry
Descriptors: none
Mana: Small or more
Common side effects: Warped
mana, Mana depletion

For some Traditions, change is a
removal of the old and a creation of
the new. For others, change has its
own unique valence, and the art of
Transmutation brings about
alteration without destruction.
Treat Transmutation effectively as
Conjuration, but without the need to
adhere to the Canon of Form (your
target already exists), without the
need for specially aspected mana, and
without invoking any destructive
aspects that Deconjuration would
normally incur.

Travel
• Nature: Industry 3+
• Descriptors: Access, Loud
• Mana: Moderate, Large for portals
kept open
• Common side effects: Mana
depletion
Referred to by the Geometer’s Guild
as Lattice Travel, this is the
Kaleidoscope's fastest and most
reliable method of long-distance
transportation. Travel allows
Industry practitioners to move from
one location to another without
traveling through the Great Basin.
Those whose souls ring with
commerce and enterprise can open
portals onto pathways and wide
bridges that were long ago built into
the fabric of reality.
Lattice Travel always opens onto a
five-koss-long bridge, regardless of
the distance in the Basin. The path
spans a void in which uncountable
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numbers of other bridges can be
found. Doors appear and disappear at
each end as this power is used.
Arriving at your destination more
quickly is merely a matter of running
or flying down the path. It is possible
to leap from one bridge to another
(gravity is nonexistent once one is off
the path), but the destination of the
portal at the end is impossible to
determine from within the lattice.
One might end up in the depths of a
sea, or falling from the edge of the
world. Stories abound of madmen
escaping from the authorities via such
leaps, but the stories are rarely about
the 99% whose immortality is sorely
tested in the attempt.
It is a rare commodity indeed that
cannot be shipped through the Travel
lattice rather than overland across the
Basin. Nearly all long-distance
shipping is via Travel.
Travel is not particularly manaintensive and does not disrupt the
local mana flows, unless the portal is
kept open for more than a few

Detecting Travel
Just as Travel is anything but
quiet at its starting point, those
at the destination will also be
warned. Someone with the Sixth
Sense (page xx) and Mystery 3+
can sense that a Travel door will
open nearby, and though they
may not know why, they will
have a fairly good idea of when.
Mystery 4+ allows magicians to
“peek” into the Lattice to see
who is coming, and how far away
they are.
Between one’s presence being
announced and the uncertainty
of targeting the destination,
Travel is rarely used for quiet
thefts.

Magic
seconds. The space within the Travel lattice is a
-1 Null Zone. It generates no mana of its own,
but mana constantly leaks in from the
uncountable doors.

wish. If you try to Travel into solid rock or the
depths of the sea, you probably won't be able
to open the destination doorway, and you'll
need to walk back to where you came from or
risk the awful leap.

Travel is kind to its users. If you travel it with
little guidance, it will nudge you toward open
spaces with flat surfaces. Those with more
specific destinations in mind can go where they

Travel can reach distant locations in the Basin
and other worlds of the Kaleidoscope, as well as
the Worlds Beyond and back. It can also take
one from realm to realm within the Worlds
Beyond, but for movement within a particular
realm Travel fails, and one must walk or fly. All
Travelers who arrive from a particular world in
the Kaleidoscope arrive at the same place
within that realm.

Targeting Travel
In order to reach a particular destination
via Travel, you must be able to specify the
destination unambiguously. You can refer
to landmarks, directions, distances, or
people or objects to whom you have a
mystic connection. Ambiguous directions
result in unreliable travel and might
invoke the Bad Luck rule (page xx). Here
are a few examples:

Travel cannot reach the Dream Worlds (see
Dream Travel, page xx) or the Red Space (page
xx).
The

• In the Cloud City of Uitomo, on the
world of Tumar, just inside the
rimward gate.
• As close as I can get to my friend
Baika, whose talisman I'm holding.
• 20 miles hubward of Reidan City
along the River Feng, near the
cliffside. (Note: Approximate
locations are ok if you don't care
where along the cliff you arrive.)
• The throne room of Udak the
Conquerer. (Note: If there are two
people of that name and title, you
may not get the one you want.)
• The tallest spire in the city described
in the book I just read. (Note: If that
city no longer exists, or was a fiction,
you may end up at the place in your
current world that seems closest.)

True Speech

•
•
•
•

Nature: Communion
Descriptors: Uncast
Mana: Minimal
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

People who use Rapport slowly gain
knowledge of how to speak so that anyone can
understand them, and how to hear what people
mean no matter what language they speak.
True Speech isn’t a language, and it’s not a
translation – it’s a sharing of meaning.
As a result, many children no longer learn a
formal language. Their parents (and other
adults in their lives) simply comprehend them
immediately. They form simple languages with
one another when playing or living together.
Much like writing, formal languages are taught
later in life, providing greater structure and
character to communication.

Travel also relies on lattice points spaced
about 10 meters apart, making pinpoint
accuracy impossible. Those with access to
Travel can sense the access point nearest to
them using the Sixth Sense. It is a Craft
Ritual requiring Industry 4+ to move a
lattice point, and many important people
have their meeting rooms and bedrooms
cleared of lattice points.

True Speech is only for language-in-themoment. It will enhance spoken word, sign
language, even semaphore, but it will not give
one the ability to read another language. There
is no written equivalent to True Speech.
See also the sidebar on Linguistic Residuum,
page xx.
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The Soul

from wizards and sell them to those
who wanted power. However, it's still
important now, because it does two things:

Your shadow is your soul.

1. Supernatural beings who did not
receive a full portion of the Gift can
emulate that power by obtaining
someone else's soul.

Just because it's noon doesn't mean your
soul goes away. Even if you're in a room
that is magically lit from all sides so there's
no shadow, there's still shadow inside you.
You can close your eyes and summon your
power and it will call up the protections
written on your soul so that you can see
them, inspect them, activate them.

2. When someone uses your soul to do
magic, they do it in your way, with
your personal magical signature.
As the amount of soul attached to your
body decreases (through trade, theft, or
damage) there are three common effects:

If you want to inscribe magical wards and
protections on your soul, you can do it.
You need a steady light source or some
way to pin your shadow in place, and and
a steady hand with some fancy inks or
reagents. Soul-drawn wards are fairly
common. Most people whose Traditions
involve runes, geometry, written spells,
etc. will have things inscribed on their soul
and visible when their shadow is visible.

1. Your Earthly Form (see page xx)
takes on the same aspect as the most
prevalent local mana. This should be
handled via the Worst Enemy rule
(page xx).
2. You heal more slowly when your
body has been destroyed. (See
Immortality on page xx.) This
should be handled via the Bad Luck
rule (page xx).

The soul is imperishable, but not
indestructible. That is, it can never be
completely destroyed, but you can split it
up, sell it, steal it, trade it, damage it, or
tear it. Something can gnaw on it, or you
can have it stretched thin like butter over
too much bread. If it's damaged, but you
haven't given any of it away or had any of
it sorcerously stolen and preserved, it will
eventually regrow, though it may take a
year if it's almost entirely gnawed away.

3. Those who are entirely without a
soul are only immune to possession
and mind control as long as they are
conscious. If they sleep or faint,
various spirits might attempt to take
control. In addition, this can cause
issues for resurrection (see Healing,
page xx), as it requires at least a
fragment of the soul. This effect is
not eligible for the Worst Enemy or
Bad Luck rules.

If someone steals your soul, it's still your
soul and not theirs. If it's destroyed in
their possession, it regrows on you, not
them. If you sell or trade a piece, however,
that's theirs now, and it regrows in their
possession.

Remember that soul damage is much like
any other sort of damage, and should be
handled through the regular
conflict/complication system. Stealing (or
severing) a piece of someone's soul should
be a major complication, usually inflicted
via Trickery (or War) and resisted with
Self.

If you die, your soul goes to an afterlife in
the Worlds Beyond, sometimes with an
option for reincarnation. If you sold part
of your soul, it's still part-sold when you
reincarnate. If someone stole it, it's still
stolen in your next life.
If someone has a piece of your soul, they
can use it to do magic in the same way that
you can. This was a bigger deal before the
Gift, when demons would buy souls
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• Mana: Minimal
• Common side effects: Emotional fatigue

Uncountable Spinners of Silver Cord

•
•
•
•

Nature: Self
Descriptors: Access, Silent
Mana: none
Common side effects: none

Universal Repositories are ways to store
information so that it can later be retrieved
from any location. They are accessible from all
points in all universes.
Accessing a Universal Repository only requires
a touch of properly-aspected mana and the
willingness to enter Rapport with the
Repository itself. Someone with an appropriate
Communion-nature could do it by holding a
book or tablet, as could someone in a

Souls naturally drift toward the Worlds
Beyond. Bodies anchor them to the Basin.
When the body dies, what keeps the soul from
moving on immediately?
Look closely enough at the world and you will
see a thousand ghostly silkworms leaving a
gauzy, intangible tapestry that catches only the
spirit. These are the Uncountable Spinners of
Silver Cord, and they tie one’s soul to the
Basin after death, drawing it toward
reincarnation. Those who practice well can tug
on the cords, gathering wisps of silver to urge a
soul back toward the Kaleidoscope.

Naming the Repositories
Each Fount has access to its own unique
universal repository. Some of these are
suspected to be natural parts of the world.
Others show signs of being ancient devices
created by long-gone civilizations.

The manipulating the cords requires a mystic
connection with the departed in order to bring
them back to the Basin. When the soul returns,
it animates a ghost, which can be conversed
with – or one can use Soul-work (page xx) on
the departed as with any other captured soul.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Alchemy: The Invisible Press
Arete: The Akashic Record
Earthpower: The Wind that Spoke
Elementalism: The Lettered Smoke
Glory: The Echoes of Wisdom
Necromancy: The Whispers of the
Dead
• Oneiromancy: The Sage's Dream

If the Uncountable Spinners are a Core
Expression for you, you don’t need the mystic
connection, but you do need to be able to
definitively specify the exact person you seek.
“Whomever is buried in this grave” will work
if there is just one person in the grave. “Any
soldier who died in this battle” will not.
Those skilled with the Spinners can also
contain and trade unattached souls, or pieces of
them. At Self 5+, they send a soul to its next
life immediately.

Repositories and the Blind
Requesting materials from the
Repositories in different forms can be very
helpful for blind or partially sighted
characters. They can effectively access
materials in the Repositories via touch,
feeling what the text would be if it were
engraved on a clay tablet or cut into stone.

The web that the Spinners make is broken in
many places. If it were whole, scholars believe
that everyone would reincarnate immediately,
and the Worlds Beyond would be populated
only by their natives.

At the moment, no culture in the Basin
has yet created a way to store audio in
physical (rather than magical) form. Once
they do, the Repositories will gladly accept
them.

Universal Repositories
• Nature: Communion 3+
• Descriptors: Access, Silent
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classroom or holding a quill pen. Those
accessing a Repository can create duplicates of
scrolls, books, tablets, etc. from it using
Conjuration (page xx), or can simply
concentrate and read the text without calling
forth the object.

• Common side effects: Emotional burn-in,
Mana depletion, Warped mana
Warding keeps places and people safe. It blocks
out hazards while allowing safe materials and
influences to pass.
• To keep someone’s dreams safe, or make a
quiet room, ward with Communion.
• To keep a building intact or prevent
accidents, use Industry.
• To make someone or something difficult to
find, use Mystery.
• To turn away natural dangers like animals,
weather, or earthquakes, use Self.
• To warn of poison or betrayal, use
Trickery.
• To turn blades and deflect Energy Waves,
use War.

Searching a repository can take a long time.
Higher Communion and Mystery ratings speed
your research. The repositories can deliver
specific named texts or those that fit certain
limited queries – they know the topics of texts,
know the author's magical signature, know
which version of a text is most recent, and
know when materials were committed to them.
They do not know fact from fiction. You get
what you ask for immediately, but if you can't
specify exactly what you want, you might end
up asking for a lot of different things before
you get the right text. This is especially true for
non-experts looking for specialized knowledge.

The larger an area you want to ward, the more
time you’ll need to spend on it.

Committing material to a Universal Repository
is a craft ritual that destroys the original text.
All materials are preserved in their original
languages, though one can request them in a
different form (e.g. tablet rather than scroll).
There is no way to remove material from a
repository. If a text is conjured, updated, and
then re-committed, the original version is still
available.

• Craft ritual: A small group or a room.
• Minor ritual: A large group or a house.
• Major ritual: A village or everyone in it.
• Great Work: Infrastructure I
Whether made of runes, faith, or music, wards
last until they are disturbed or disrupted by
something outside their purview. Many people
in the Basin have wards tattooed on their skin
or inscribed on their souls, which are
effectively permanent.

The various repositories do not naturally
interrelate with one another. For instance, a
book that is committed to the Lettered Smoke
cannot be accessed from the Invisible Press or
the Whispers of the Dead. However, many
people have created methods by which
knowledge is brought out from one repository
and committed to another, so knowledge that is
committed to one Repository will eventually
be found in the others.

No ward is absolute. A building warded against
collapse with Industry can be overcome by
someone with high enough War, and one
trickster might overcome another’s protection.
Warding is a tool within Conflicts, not a way
to avoid them.

There are currently no restrictions on who can
access what knowledge. To keep secrets within
a repository, one must use codes and ciphers.

Weaponry
•
•
•
•

Warding
• Nature: All
• Descriptors: Connection, Nonphysical,
Ritual
• Mana: Varies

Nature: War
Descriptors: None
Mana: Small
Common side effects: Emotional burn-in

The art of Distillation (page xx) enhances or
suppresses certain aspects of an object’s utility.
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When one augments an object in ways that
harm or frighten, the nature of such things
turns to War.

4. Extreme weather. Parching dryness, flash
floods, whiteouts, tornadoes and
hurricanes. Or: bizarre events like rains of
frogs or fish, technicolor floods, or fire
tornadoes.

The art of Weaponry does not just make
swords sharper and arrows fly more true,
though it can do that as well. As one becomes
deeper in the War-Nature, the art of Weaponry
creates flaming swords, arrows of lightning,
turns stones into concussive grenades, grows
seeds into strangling vines. In the hands of a
War-master, all things are deadly.

5. Impossible extremes. Immediate
sunburns, explosions of ice and water,
winds that cut stone. Or: cubical
tornadoes, reverse rain, cherry-petal snow,
and other absurd weather-like events.
Shifting the weather within a category might
be just a comparatively small adjustment
(e.g. adding lightning to a tornado), or might
require moving it through "mild" first (e.g.
from record heat to torrential downpour).

This is the primary art of the War-nature.

Weather-working
•
•
•
•

Higher levels of industry allow one to affect
larger areas. Industry 2 affects the area of a
neighborhood; Industry 3, a town; Industry 4,
a city; Industry 5, the surrounding ten
miles. Larger-scale weather control is a
fairly common piece of industrial
artistry.

Nature: Industry 2+
Descriptors: Ex Nihilo, Ritual
Mana: Varies
Common side effects: Warped mana

One of the more common uses of Industry is
in growing crops and speeding travel, and
weather-working aids both of these. It can also
provide a sunny day or a torrential flood.

Blasting someone with weatherworking is difficult. It’s simply
not an art designed for
pinpoint accuracy. The
techniques that create
Energy Waves (page
xx) are more
effective and
direct.

More severe shifts in the weather require a
greater amount of mana, while affecting larger
areas requires deeper attunement to the
Industry-nature. All weather-working is a Craft
Ritual (page xx).
Each measure of mana starting with small (that
is, small, moderate, large and tremendous)
allows one to shift the weather one category on
the following chart.
1. Mild weather. Partly cloudy days, drizzle,
pleasant winds.
2. Notable weather. Hot sun, rain, snow,
fog, severe winds. Or: uncommon
events like rainbows and
microbursts.
3. Severe weather. Record heat,
torrential downpours,
blizzards, winds that
down trees. Or: rare
events like goldballsized hail or
avalanches.
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something will require, here are some
guidelines:

Ritual Magic

• Nature 2 covers basic mystical expressions
of otherwise baseline human abilities.
Something with Nature 2 is clearly magical,
and potentially even world-changing, but it
doesn’t do things that sheer ingenuity
wouldn’t provide in the right
circumstances. For example, someone
skilled could find water in the wilderness,
so a Industry 2 ritual could make an everfull waterskin.
• Nature 3 is where things become
impossible to understand as anything but
magic. It crosses boundaries: between
worlds, into dreams, from emotional to
physical. It touches things that are purely
magical. Communion 3 could create a
necklace that draws a sleeper into the
Dream Realms.
• Nature 4 acts upon the things from
Nature 3. It’s a very “meta” level.
Industry 3 can access a ley line, but
Industry 4 can move it. Nature 4 can also
make things from Nature 2 or 3 more
convenient, such as when Trickery gives
you your own piece of Red Space.
• Nature 5 gets big, fast, and serious. People
from nonmagical cultures will probably be
terrified by these things, from binding
multiple souls to your body with Self 5 to
creating a never-ending hall of mirrors with
Trickery 5.

M

ost of the expressions listed in this
chapter are spells in the more
conventional sense. They are cast
quickly and take effect immediately. A few
have the Ritual descriptor, which means they
take longer (and often create longer-lasting
effects).
However, there are thousands of other magical
expressions that don’t easily fall into this
“quick-casting” format. These are treated the
same way as all other long-term projects, using
the Ritual system from page xx. The guidelines
in this section will help you eyeball where
different projects should fall in terms of
difficulty and Nature rating.

How Big a Project?

T

o repeat some information from the Rituals
section:

• If you’re changing a substantial part of the
game’s setting, that’s a Great Work, with a
baseline time of 50 years.
• If you’re making an incremental change or
creating a large structure, that’s a Major
Ritual, with a baseline of 5 years.
• Minor Rituals use existing techniques,
develop minor modifications, or create
small structures. 3 months.
• Craft Rituals implement known
procedures or make small, tangible things.
12 hours.

Caveats

A

These can change some based on the physical
or metaphysical size of what’s being done.
Weather-working is normally a Craft ritual,
but it could easily become Minor to affect an
island or a Great Work to affect an entire
continent.

few things to watch out for, as mentioned in
the Rituals section:

• Rituals don’t create polished final products.
They create prototypes with flaws.
• The GM can adjust a ritual’s timescale up
or down one level to account for
complexity.
• You need an appropriate Profession to
accomplish a Ritual.

What Nature Score?

D

etermining which Nature to use for
something is usually pretty straightforward.
Assigning it a score is sometimes more
difficult. If you’re not sure what Nature score
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Examples

No +1 Swords

H

ere are a few dozen things that one could
do with ritual magic. As we’ve implied, this
list is not intended to be exhaustive. It’s here to
help you estimate the levels of your own rituals
as you come up with new weird and amazing
things magic can do in your setting.

One thing magic generally doesn’t do is
grant game-mechanical bonuses. There is
no art whose purpose is to give someone,
for example, +1 to a Nature. If you’re
building one of those, what you really
want to do is just add to that Nature score,
which Becoming will handle for you just
fine. Make the change and recalculate your
Power and Import if needed.

Genesis: Creating intelligent life is Major /
Communion 3 + Self 3. If they are the first of
their kind, upgrade to Great Work. Plant or
animal life is typically Minor / Industry 3
instead.

The closest you can do is create something
that applies an effective Nature score. See
the Magic Items sidebar on page xx.

Larger On The Inside: For something you can
carry with you (the classic bag of holding), this
would be Craft / Trickery 4. For an house that
Escher would envy, it changes to Minor /
Trickery 3.

well. Note that you can't force this; it runs into
the Gift's prohibition against mind control.

Mystic Servitors: See page xx.

Not all of those fall easily into this game. Self's
shapeshifting certainly takes care of the more
physical ones, but you need War to spread
plagues and Trickery to make bizarre drugs.

Vehicles: Sky yachts, auto-chariots, and other
personal transportation would be minor
rituals. Larger airships, sandworms, or
whalesubs would be major rituals. Either
would use Industry 2. If they'll be traveling
through low-mana areas like space, use
Industry 3. If they have weaponry, fold in War
2+ as well.

Cleaning up mana pollution is hard, because
you can't de-summon mana. You need to send
it through a lengthy process of some kind or
just remove it. What most people do is have
Those Above the Sky draw the mana into the
Attic Lines and dump it, still polluted, off in
some region near the edge of the Basin, where
it will eventually blorp its way off the edge of
the Basin. (Why not dump it into space? The
Attic Lines don't do that yet and have
safeguards against being modified for that
purpose. I'm sure Those Above will try it
eventually anyway because that's the kind of
people they are.)

Vending machines: At Industry 2, a craft ritual
could construct a cornucopia that produces
one thing a few times a day. A minor ritual
could create a multi-purpose device or one that
continually produces a particular thing.
((Left off here))
Automata that aren't Mystic Servitors: If you
want a robot bartender, that seems like Craft /
Industry 2. If you want a self-replenishing
swarm of brass termites that build cities for
you, that seems like Major / Industry 4. Note
that these things are not intelligent in any sense
of the word. They're not even wellprogrammed or well-programmable. They just
create what you tell them to.

Industry is the standard way to handle mana
flows and ley lines. And yes, ritual, typically
Minor to Major.
Trickery will store some, but Industry stores it
better. The shell game is more like tying
someone's shoelaces together when they aren't
looking, or unscrewing the top of their salt
shaker.

Body Swaps feel like an Enchantment using
Self and Communion - you're basically
shapeshifting your minds together. Maybe Self
4? You could probably do it as a Craft ritual as

I mean, you can always just literally fucking
saw them in half because they're immortal, but
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that sounds messy and painful. Enchant them
with Self for shapeshifting. It's probably a Self
4 trick for most folks, but some goofballs will
be able to "give you a hand" at Self 2.

Invention for Player Characters

F

or the purposes of game mechanics,
inventing a new magical art is a Ritual. If it’s
an entirely new technique with no close
parallels in the existing set of expressions,
count it as a Major Ritual. If it’s a variation of
an existing technique, or if you’re pulling a
technique from one Fount or Tradition into
another, count it as a Minor Ritual.

Floating castle: major, Industry 2, or minor,
industry 4
Move a ley line: depends on size, industry 3,
possibly infrastructure required
Clean a wild zone: industry 2

The minimum Nature level of the art is the
Nature score required to develop it. The
profession required can be either Scholar, or
the profession that would be used to deploy it.
For instance, creating a variant on Conjuration
that allows people to add their own artistic
tweaks to a conjured object could be done
using Artist. The minimum level of the
profession should always be 2.

Create a wild zone: war 2
Create a Null zone: industry 2
Build a sanctuary that resonates with your
essence to speed future rituals: Self 3
Creating magical artifacts:

In general, new arts do one of three things:

Rebuilding your own tools with appropriate
materials: Craft ritual, Self 2

• They let you do something that is outside
the normal realm of human ability.
Weather control, telekinesis, curses, and
deconjuration are all good examples of
things that are clearly magical.
• They let you do a normal human thing, or
apply your Nature, in a situation where
that would otherwise be impossible.
Hypnopraxis allows you to act while
you’re asleep. Farspeech lets you talk to
people who aren’t in range of your voice.
Immortality allows you to heal and think
while you’d otherwise be dead.
• They let you change game statistics
quickly, or give you access to powerful
pieces of game mechanics. Transcendence,
expanded expertise, and enchantment all fit
into this area.
You don’t need to feel constrained to these
options; they’re just a set of categories to
consider. If you find yourself falling into more
than one category, you’ve probably created
something too powerful for a single Art. If
your art only does a little bit of one of these, it
might not be broadly powerful enough to be
worth a Core Expression slot, and you might
want to consider expanding it.

Apparatus of Kwalish: Minor, Industry 2
Some sort of wand, staff, rod, or ring? Depends
on what it does.
Single application of an Art: Craft
Multiple applications of an Art: Minor
Full range of an Art: Major

Inventing New Arts

T

he Great Basin is a dynamic place for
magical research. New expressions of all six
Natures are being developed regularly, with
substantial ramifications for the world and its
peoples.
In this section we’ll talk about how to handle
invention. We’ll look at both the character side
(the mechanics of designing and implementing
new magic) and the GM side (understanding
what new magic does to the setting).
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((Insert notes about “this is a prototype” and
“it’s gonna blow up at least once”))

leave them a message. You can burn
knowledge into a universal repository, but
anyone might access it, so you'll need to
encrypt secret messages. The closest you
can get is "hanging" a dream with
Oneiromancy or having an intermediary
send the message for you – and they'll need
a connection with the recipient.

Invention for GMs

((Just leaving this as a placeholder for future
development so I don't forget it. In short, this
is going to be a little easier here than in SA,
because the timeline is shorter and there are so
many implications of existing devices that
haven't been thought out yet.))

Not Impossible, Just Underdeveloped
• Microscopic vision. There just aren't a lot
of good magical methods for this. The
closest equivalent is shrinking yourself
down with Self and viewing things from a
small scale.
• Magic in the Basin can cure disease, but not
detect it very effectively. Psychometry
might tell you if someone left a diseased
object with the intent of causing harm, but
it won't tell you what the disease is or how
to treat it nonmagically.
• The Archive has indications from ancient
documents that magic was once able to
control the flow of commerce and
resources in a broad fashion, directing
profits to or away from a particular group.
This is no longer possible, and
experimentation has shown that the Travel
lattice itself may be responsible for
disrupting the methods once used for this.
•

((Might be good to include some examples of
things that have been tried so far and how
they're worse or more dangerous than the
techs listed below. Maybe use teleportation as
an example?))
((Remember to give notes about not granting
bonuses.))

What Magic Can't Do
• Destroy a soul permanently.
• Remove the Gift. The Gift is permanent,
no matter how the Fellowship of Truth
might wish otherwise.
• Safe instantaneous teleportation. Travel is
the best possible combination of speed,
safety, and range. There are many other
modes of transit that have been developed
over the ages, but all have massive issues.
• Steal mana. You can't deprive someone of
their magical ability by quickly removing
the flow of mana. However, you can create
"dead zones" where very little mana seeps
in, and that which would flow in from
outside curves around and refuses to enter.
This can only be done slowly and
gradually, via Rituals.
• E-mail. You can use Rapport to connect
with someone at a distance, but you can't

Infrastructure-Level Magic
((placeholder))
((The Threefold Gates of Retribution, Travel
restrictions, the Overmind, chronal
terraforming, mana conditioning and cleansing,
etc. ))
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Civilizations
This century, at the end of the Interregnum, is
a time of reconnection in the Great Basin.
Cultures rediscover each other, sometimes
finding that their neighbors are much changed
from what they once were.

Page References
xx The Cult of the Empty Grave
xx Diadem
xx the Geometer’s Guild
xx Glimmermere
xx The Golden Ægis
xx the Hearth-Kin
xx Nova Commonwealth
xx the Sovereigns of Hell
xx Those Above the Sky
xx the Unroyal
xx the Worldbuilders

Each civilization covers a wide territory,
intercollated with other civilizations on the
Basin and/or in other worlds. Individual
Returner cults might have an Infrastructure I
rating, and most Unruly Lands have
Infrastrcture II, but most civilizations are large
and organized enough to warrant
Infrastructure III. (See page xx for
Infrastructure rules.)

xx Returner Cults
xx The Unruly Lands

The civilizations described below are far from
the only ones in such a large world. Most of
them are at great distances from one another,
surrounded by Returner cults and Unruly
Lands. Some even call other realms of existence
their home. Your characters will have the
chance to discover new civilizations and make
the first steps towards trade, toward isolation...
or toward war.

xx Societies

These are represented in game terms by Core
Values. Every member of a civilization has
these Core Values at some non-zero rating.
Losing these Core Values is much more an
indication of having left the civilization than
where you physically live.

There is substantial diversity within each
civilization, including counter-culture groups
and states that might want to secede. As a
whole, however, a civilization is tied together
by ideology. Its people not only live together,
they share beliefs.

You will find the civilizations listed here in
order by their proper name. Returner Cults
and the Unruly Lands are at the end.
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The

fade into reincarnation unless they desire it.
They even bear and raise ghostly children,
whom they grant the Gift as part of their
coming-of-age ceremony. There are no more
living members of the Cult now, except for the
occasional convert.

Cult of the Empty Grave

History

E

ven before the Gift, the Great Basin was a
place of magic and mystery. Supernatural
creatures roamed the world, from dragons to
doppelgangers, and ghosts haunted graveyards
and broken-down houses alike. In one
particular country, though, these ghosts were
not feared, but respected and venerated. They
were the spirits of beloved ancestors, and their
families loved them in death as they had in life.
In return, these ancestor-spirits taught and
defended their descendants. Few became ghosts,
but those who did were an integral part of life.

Now

A

ll in all, the Cult of the Empty Grave much
prefers a spectral existence to one of flesh
and blood. This commitment to afterlife-as-life
pays off in spades when it comes to the mana
flows and ley lines in the Cult's territory.
Nearly all mana there is death-aspected to some
extent. This enhances their own power, and
makes their lands very difficult for outsiders to
invade, though it does have unfortunate sideeffects on the local wildlife.

When the Gift came, it came to mortals – not
ghosts. The people were dismayed. How could
this oversight have happened? And what would
happen to the living once they passed on?
Would they lose their power? How could such
an imbalance be acceptable to Aum? Certainly
this was a mistake, and the dead deserved the
full measure of the Gift as much as anyone.

Ghosts native to the Cult retain the skin tones
that are common across the Basin, though
undertones tend toward cool rather than
warm, and birthmarks in emerald, sapphire,
and amethyst replace the usual red, orange and
yellow. A faint blue-white glow limns their
outlines. Within their bodies are ghostly
organs made of smoke and passion.

Danger closed in from all sides as war began to
consume the Basin. In order to survive the
Interregnum and retain the wonder that had
been given to them, the living enchanted the
dead so that they could use magic as well.

The Cult is also home to many ancient ghosts
from a civilization known as the Black Sand
Architects, who harnessed the obsidian deserts
to create a mighty empire over a thousand
years ago. Their roads and statues can still be
seen in many places across the Basin. They are
ghosts of an entirely different kind, their faces
always in shadow, their hair wild and smoky,
their blood a vibrant orange light. This does
not keep them from seeking the Cult's ideal of
beauty (see below), but it does make them
stand out.

This was a spell of great cost. Magic was not
well-understood, and the price was paid in
millions of lives, none of whose spirits would
ever return from the afterlife. To this day, that
generation's absent ghosts are venerated
beyond all others; their traditions and their
lives used as templates for the present.
Eventually all the mortals of this realm passed
through the veil to the world of the dead.
Because of the Great Enchantment, anyone
who dies as a member of the Cult rises as a
ghost, with the full magical powers of the Gift.
Their magic sustains them. They will never

Cultists identify first and foremost with their
nation and their history. Society and profession
tend to be the next delimiters. Simply being
dead does not make you family – but many
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would travel for a thousand miles to capture
her visage in a new setting. Only a handful are
displayed in this age – the Duchess herself
turned out to be a traitor to the cause, and her
name rings in infamy.

Adjacency and the City-State
Travel (page xx) makes every land adjacent
to every other – and also adjacent to
unpopulated places. Distance no longer
provides any protection, and cities in the
mountains are just as easy to invade (and
impossible to siege) as those on flat plains.

Instead, the portraits of her currently displayed
are chosen because they contain, in the
background, the same androgynous figure: M.
Inked Sagacity, necromantic genius and longtime associate of the Duchess. Whereas
Hematite opposed the Great Enchantment,
Sagacity made it possible.

As a reaction to this, the city-state has
become the standard “building block” of
the civilization. Cities are typically no
more than five koss wide – the distance at
which Travel becomes faster than flight or
walking. The next city over could be from
the same civilization, or from a
completely different one. Pure physical
territory is not as valuable as mana
resources, and nations reach ever toward
the Basin’s hub and toward rare or
powerful sources of aspect.

Sagacity's unique face and form became the
standard for beauty in the modern-day Cult.
Women and men alike strive to emulate them.
Self-magic enhances this: distinct masculine or
feminine features are rare in the Cult. Men who
are already born with more feminine features
and women born more masculine often shift in
order to emulate Sagacity more explicitly.
Everybody agrees that no one can quite match
them – but nearly everyone tries.

The Cult of the Empty Grave is an
exception to this – their lands are so
riddled with death-aspected mana that few
other nations desire to build there. Even
so, their rulership over the Black Sand
Desert is not absolute, and other nations
are known to have hidden cities secreted
away in its sands.

Spotlight: Compassion

T

he Cult of the Empty Grave has a double
reputation. Those who know little about
them see the Cult as an odd and potentially
dangerous group of death-obsessed magi. It's
difficult not to assume this, given their blacksand deserts, their rotting swamps, their bonewhite ley lines. However, those who are closer
to the Cult see a different side: the Cult is one
of the most charitable organizations in the
entire Basin.

ghosts nevertheless find the Empty Grave more
welcoming than their original communities.
The few newcomers who join the Cult while
still alive are not really considered insiders
until they die.

Access to mana, even to properly aspected mana,
is considered a right in the Cult. This is easy
for their citizens, but they make it possible for
visitors and expatriates as well. Since carefully
aspected mana is the basis of most of the
Basin's economy, this means that the poorest of
the poor in the Cult's territory lives quite a
good life indeed.

The Cult is ruled by a council of roughly a
thousand of its most aged and experienced
elders, all of whom are ghosts. While it is
technically a theocracy, it functions more like a
single-party democracy, where it is very
difficult for newcomers to gain any influence at
all.

It's not just economic support, though. Cultists
care about one another and about the right to
exist as you want to exist. If you don't like
what you are and want to change, they'll help.
If you're cursed, they'll lift it. If you need to be
healed, they'll find a way to do it. Death, from
the Cult's viewpoint, was always intended to be

Spotlight: Beauty

I

n the years around the Gift, Duchess
Wondrous Hematite was considered the most
striking and beautiful person in the Cult.
There are hundreds of portraits of her. Painters
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Core Values

Mana in the Cult

C

hildren of the Cult are told, Respect your
Traditions, for those who are older know
better. Their ways are what saved us all from
nonexistence during the Interregnum. Truly
they were the greatest among us. Trust that
seeking peace is right, that there is no fear to be
had in death, that trust must be earned, and
that The Practice (see below) is the path to
enlightenment. When dealing with the Unruly
Lands, the Cult espouses the methods of 400
years ago as the proper and respectable way to
live. They do encourage the traditions of
others, but primarily when they align with the
Cult's own.

The lands that the Cult occupies produce
death-aspected mana, which they find very
useful for a multitude of necromantic
purposes. It does not produce exclusively
death-aspected mana, but it is quite
pervasive, so any magical undertaking in
these lands must either scrub the
necromantic hue from its inputs or be
satisfied with a somewhat more morbid
output.

a release from pain, and that should mean
something.

The children are also told, Explore Yourself.
Know who you are, especially in the corners of
your mind and your emotions. The Gift made
it so that no one can take these things from
you. Your mind is yours to grow and change as
you see fit. It is the only tool that no one can
take from you, and you should know it well.

Hallmarks
• Shipments of bone and ivory
• Gloomy cities with gothic motifs
• Riddle contests that sharpen the MysteryNature
• Identical-looking citizens with similar faces
and bodies
• Choruses of invisible voices that repeat
benedictions upon travelers
• Obsidian monuments that stand in solemn
recognition of those whose existence ended
at death
• Rains of darkness that cleanse the land of
warped and chaotic mana, returning it to
its natural state
• Empty graves whose stones bear mystical
inscriptions that funnel necromantic mana
into the cult's ley lines
• Portals that allow those dead to step
through and become as the living, and vice
versa, until the sun next crosses the horizon
• Skeletons plant and prune vines whose
grapes are made into wine the Cult sells to
outsiders, who have visions of their own
ancestors

Traditions

T

he codified, cautious, systematic exploration
of death-magic is known as The Practice. It
follows the path of Language to the fount of
Necromancy, and is the most commonly used
magic in the Cult. With this they build their
nations, unite their people, and investigate
their world. A master of The Practice might:
• Whisper the words of the ancients,
beseeching them for wisdom.
• Inlay runes in a sword made of narwhal
tusk, that warn its wielder of hostile magic.
• Chant to call bone-and-obsidian buildings
up from the ground.
• Carve a tale onto their own bones, using
ivory scalpels that pass harmlessly through
flesh, so that they can become more like
the person in that tale.
Suggested Expressions: Cloning, Curses,
Expanded Expertise (Archetypal or Polymath),
Hypnopraxis, Multitasking, Null Tolerance,
Psychometry, Soul-work, Transcendence, the
Uncountable Spinners
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When the Practice is too slow and too weak,
and existence is on the line, Cultists in dire
need draw upon The Rage. While still a
necromantic art, it follows the path of Belief
rather than Language, using a Cultist's drives
and passions to fuel more dangerous magic.
This is most commonly tied to the Empty
Grave's Respect your Traditions CV, with
Cultists feeling anger and indignation at those
who would sully their history, but it is also
frequently connected with more personal CVs.
Necromancers driven by The Rage have been
known to:

What are ghosts?
Ghosts are imprints of the living mind on
the clay of the Basin's reality, to which the
soul attaches itself after the death of the
body. (Ghosts thus cast shadows.)
You can have a ghost without a soul, but it
doesn't linger long. Soulless ghosts tend to
evaporate within a few days. If you are
capable of Soul-work (page xx), you can
snatch a soul at the moment of death so
that any potential ghost won't receive it,
and thus will fade away more quickly.

• Call up dark fogs to hide in, with deceptive
shapes moving inside.
• Raise a pure-white barrier of faith against
which curses shatter.
• Stoke up one's vitriol and vomit forth
waves of green flame to drive back invaders
• Demand in a thousand ways that a
shattered building grow back into its
original shape, and lo it does.

Ghosts from different cultures appear
differently. Sometimes they look exactly
like mortals. More commonly, they appear
spectral, washed-out, or with a single flat
color. Sometimes they're blurry, lack legs,
or appear vaporous. What you get when
you cut into one is likewise culturally
determined. There might be spectral flesh
and bones and ink-black blood, there
might be wisps of yellow fog, there might
be howling voices yearning to devour the
living.

Suggested Expressions: the Burning Dream,
Curses, Deconjuration, Hallucination,
Nightmare Exile, the Ten Crore Stones,
Weather-work

In the Cult of the Empty Grave, ghosts
(i.e. most citizens) are faded but otherwise
human-looking. Their interiors are still
effectively flesh and bones.

The Practice is the Cult's official tradition. The
Rage is taught amongst secret societies and
heretic splinter factions. Many people
spontaneously discover it in moments of great
need, making scholars wonder whether its
roots are secretly encoded somehow in The
Practice, or whether it was perhaps a side-effect
of the Great Enchantment.

Among the Sovereigns, who have a fair
number of ghosts, they're monstrously
beautiful reflections of one's "inner
demons" and beliefs, and their insides are
fire and gears.

Benefit

If your culture has no notion of ghosts,
then you live in a strange part of the Basin,
because ghosts are a standard thing across
the Basin and something is preventing
them from appearing. Even Null Zones
(page xx) have ghosts. Soul repositories
(page xx) can keep them from persisting.

O

nce per session, when they achieve an
Advantage through conflict or Twist use
that deals with the afterlife or with eerie
events, Necromancers of the Cult may raise the
level of that advantage by one (for instance,
from Minor to Moderate).
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All Your Favorites
Are Problematic
Every civilization in this book has
issues. None of them are perfect.
All of them do at least one good
thing, and all of them do at least
one bad thing. Some, in fact, do
several awful things. They are
written this way with intent.
We hope that when you play you'll
be driving to fix the issues that you
see in these civilizations.
Characters in SsA are important to
the story of the Basin. They are in a
position to have real impact on the
world. You can play SsA as pure
escapism, but it’s not inherently
written that way. If you want to
play without running into these
issues, you’ll need to paper over
substantial facets of each
civilization.

Civilization Shorthands
If you’re running SsA at a convention, or starting
a new game and want to get up and running
quickly, here are some ways to describe the gist of
each civilization quickly. These are just broad
strokes, and some are a little tongue-in-cheek, but
they work well as a first introduction to what
makes each group tick.
• The Cult: Everyone’s dead. You’re dead, your
parents were dead, it works fine, you’re all
necromancer ghosts.
• Diadem: Ultra-rich merchant nobles, or their
penniless indentured servants.
• the Guild: The Basin’s best-educated, most
influential, most hierarchical civilization.
• Glimmermere: Everyone lives in a series of
ever more fantastical dream worlds and creates
magic with their artistic works.
• the Ægis: Your people built an actual factual
stairway to heaven. When you found out it
was empty you decided to become the gods
and angels you never had.
• the Hearth-Kin: Your ancestors left the Basin
a long time ago. Now you’re back, and you
live in a giant tree with your enormous family
and their nature-spirit friends.
• Nova: Magic is totally awesome, especially the
part you’re experimenting with.
• the Sovereigns: The demons kept you in
terror for centuries. Now they answer to you,
and you answer to no one.
• Those Above the Sky: Space-exploring safetyconscious libertarian mana merchants.
• the Unroyal: Imagine if the Fair Folk who
steal children were an organized force for antityranny.
• the Worldbuilders: Terraforming the Basin
by pulling ancient cities into the present.
• the Unruly Lands: If you want to play
someone from another fantasy setting, you
can probably make them from here.
• Returners: Magic was a gift and they would
like to give it back, please. They live in Null
Zones and also in denial.
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Diadem
History

D

iadem began as a trade alliance. Four
nations, known historically as the Four
Jewels of the Crown, worked together to
ensure that their people had what they
needed, and their rulers grew rich and
powerful in the process. This alliance was
sorely tested in the period after the Gift.
For over two centuries one nation's
interests were dominant over the others due
to an imbalance of magical power and new
trade goods. The other three nations were
practically extinguished.
Eventually the dominant nation
"rediscovered" the art and customs of the
other three cultures. Surviving members of
those groups were invited to teach their
ways and their history. The people of
Diadem enjoyed this. In fact, they enjoyed
it so much that they brought in storytellers
and costume-makers from many of their
distant vassal states, to enrich themselves
with the customs of their allies.
Entertainers and servants perform their
arts at the invitation of Diadem's elect. The
citizens of Diadem now talk about their
"crown" being studded with the "jewels" of
other cultures. Most of Diadem's cultural
practices are now borrowed from other
cultures, and eventually discarded when
something new comes along.

Now

D

iadem is an aristocratic republic. Only
land-owners in the four central nations
are considered full citizens. Those citizens
choose eleven merchant families to wield
power, based primarily on popularity and
the wealth that they bring the citizens.
These families make decisions for Diadem,
but also sponsor "lesser" families, who
obtain economic leverage over vassal states
spread far and wide across the Basin.
Citizens of Diadem consider their family to
be their primary allegiance. Within
families, they are stratified by wealth – and

thus often by age, as the civilization
rejected compound interest not so long
ago. Those who are most successful at
trade and had longest to capitalize on
their earnings are an elite group. Those
who are younger or less successful may
find themselves spending most of their
time with non-citizens. Speaking noncitizens most consider themselves to be
more part of their original culture and
ethnicity than part of the Diadem.
Marrying into a family doesn't change
what people think of as "your family,"
but it does matter for your children. This
often leads to complex and
uncomfortable relationships between
parents and children.
When Diadem accepts a vassal state, they
agree to support their new allies in a
variety of ways. Most of these are
economical or military, but they also
agree to take a multitude of pressures off
those states, including any refugees who
arrive from nearby Unruly Lands. These
individuals are initially sent off to the
central nations, where they live in
neighborhoods together and learn
Diadem's language and culture. Few end
up as land-owners, but many form their
own trade families and seek sponsorship
from the ruling families.

Spotlight: Wealth and Trade

D

iadem is fantastically wealthy, rich
even among major civilizations. Their
homelands are naturally high in many
varieties of uniquely-aspected mana,
which they parlayed into further
territory and favorable trade deals. This
gives them substantial leverage when it
comes to working with other groups.
Most civilizations can't afford to ignore
any one Diadem merchant house, let
alone several of them acting together.
Only Those Above the Sky rival them,
and they're not as organized.
Amongst the citizens of the Basin, trade
mostly takes the form of bartered favors.
No one who can conjure needs to
struggle for food, water, or shelter.
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Money comes in primarily at the level of one
city-state or civilization dealing with another.
The standard unit for such transactions is the
Lakh-thaum: notionally, the amount of mana
generated by a hundred people in a thousand
days, if it were all cleanly aspected in some
useful way.

Children are at the heart of a Diadem family.
They are showered in love from the day
they're born. They receive affection, attention,
structure, education, time to play, and all the
opportunities their parents and the Gift can
give them. With multiple generations of childraising experience all present in the household,
no one slips through the cracks. Firstborn
children aren't over-protected. Middle children
aren't overlooked. The youngest aren't allowed
to skip responsibilities.

The Unruly Lands don't participate in the
aspect economy, but this doesn't keep them out
of the Diadem's influence. Where the merchant
houses couldn't buy territory, they sometimes
hired mercenaries to take it by force. It was
Diadem that taught other lands to pull in their
populations, to concentrate around the places
they can defend and the things they care about,
and forsake those parts of the world that are
useless to them.

If there's a direction in which Diadem errs
when raising their children, it's that "know
your place" and "stay in your lane" are
emphasized a bit too much for some people's
taste. Rich children are told that they'll have to
take responsibility for the business "some day."
(Whenever immortality makes that day...)
Impoverished children are told that there will
always be someone above them. Most people
don't spot this aspect of Diadem right away,
because children in many civilizations are seen
as well-mannered if they "know their place."
Outsiders more often notice because those
"manners" are part of adulthood here, too.

These days, they'll say, those events are behind
them. Diadem hasn't sent mercenaries into
foreign lands in fifty years. Nevertheless, they
still hire a great number of them, and they still
gobble up new vassal states at a tremendous
rate. They take their tribute not only in aspectwealth but also in skilled and unique servants.
The shadow of force can sometimes be just as
effective as spears at the door.

Hallmarks

Most people who are sent as tribute to the
merchant houses are themselves nobility back
home, or something close to it. They're always
skilled, intelligent, fascinating, or unusual in
some way, often more than one. They're often
unhappy about being sent, and their families
aren't often happy about sending them, but
what's the worse consequence: having your
nephew live with the Diadem, safe and sound
in their capital, for three years, or refusing the
wishes of powerful people with ambition in
their eyes?

• Carefully manicured parks
• Unusual costumes and jewelry
• Nearly every object is enchanted in some
way
• Men carry pregnancies, with delivery via
sorcery
• Refugee neighborhoods full of individuals
from far away
• Ubiquitous magical servitors maintained
by the underclass
• Eclectic cities with architecture from
dozens of distant lands
• Groups of people each dressed in a
different distinctive manner
• Ley lines beautifully enclosed in crystalline
housings, with constant firework-like
displays of light

Spotlight: Children

F

amily is very important to Diadem. It's one
of the things that initially draws in many of
their vassal states. The major merchant families
aren't just ruthless capitalists (though they are
that), they're also loving parents – and
grandparents, and great-grandparents, and
great-great... well, let's just say that
immortality hasn't slowed them down.
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of Diadem's cities, defended it in wartime, and
shaped its underclass. A Drudge might use their
power to:

Core Values

T

he outside world knows that Diadem's
inhabitants Embrace the Eclectic. They're
neophiles. The stranger things are, the better
they like them. In this land, wonders are built
simply to have a world full of wonders, and if
they don't all mesh together perfectly that's
ok.

• Invoke the power of stone, moving it or
taking on its durability via lifting exercises
• Invoke wind's gusts or its seeking, cutting
chill using breathing exercises
• Invoke water's fluidity or part lakes with
slow, intricate flowing movements
• Invoke fire to burn, warm, or inspire using
patterns of shouts and claps
• Invoke the shadow in perfect stillness, to
hide or devour

They don't realize that its inhabitants are
expected to Embrace Duty. This applies to
everyone, from the citizens who owe their
families their best efforts to the vassal-state
residents who are expected to spend their time
adding jewels to the Diadem.

Suggested Expressions: Conjuration,
Multitasking, Mystical Servitors, Nature-work,
Tailored Canon, Telekinesis, Transmutation,
Weather-work

Traditions

A

s is typical of their all-or-nothing approach,
Diadem has two common Traditions:
Transubstantiation and Drudgery. Most
residents are comfortable with one of them and
practice little to none of the other.

Benefit

O

nce per session, when they achieve an
Advantage through conflict or Twist use
that relies on their trade connections, those
who are full citizens of Diadem may raise the
level of that advantage by one (for instance,
from Minor to Moderate). Many Diadem
citizens are members of the High Society
society, but not all of them.

Transubstantiation uses carefully gathered
Reagents, mixed and burned, to evoke
Oneiromancy. Diadem's mighty use this art to
investigate what interests them and stay in
touch over long distances; those less mighty
often employ it in acts of entertainment.
Transubstantiators have wielded their power in
the following ways:

Those who reside in Diadem or its vassal states
but are not citizens receive a different benefit.
They instead improve an Advantage once per
session when attempting to avoid notice, hide
their talents, or mollify someone in a position
of power.

• Burning exotic herbs whose fumes excite
the mind
• Applying drops on the eyes to see the flows
of magic
• Rubbing the skin with a blend of rare oils
lets one slip into the walking dream
• Slowly growing beautiful and ephemeral
houses from the most perfect of tiny shells
from the oddest of beaches

Vassal states that are only very distantly or
recently tied to Diadem can be treated like
Unruly Lands instead (page xx), and their
citizens can receive the appropriate benefits
instead if they choose.

Suggested Expressions: Dreamshaping, Expanded
Expertise (Satori), Hallucination,
Hypnopraxis, the Red Space, Transcendence,
Transmutation
Drudgery requires Discipline of the physical
body. Through exercise and physical perfection
one can use the powers of Elementalism to
affect the physical world. This has built many
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The

Cloudeyes from the mountains, Tallfolk from
the forests, Wavecarvers from the islands, and
so forth. These categories are used less as
expectations of behavior, and more as
descriptions for skin color and origin. The
Guild has an entirely separate categorization
scheme based on tests of emotional reactions,
intelligence, and supposed criminal tendencies,
which they believe to all be interrelated and
very difficult to change after childhood.

Geometer's Guild

History

T

he Geometer's Guild was a mysterious
assemblage of magi who ruled an entire
continent. Though the sea foiled their attempts
at further conquest, the members of this
powerful society were the sovereigns of their
realm, and all other people were their subjects.
It was not a harsh rule, but still it was rule by
might rather than by consensus.

Though it has all the trappings of a
meritocracy, the Guild is still rigidly
hierarchical, ruled by those whom the masters
made most powerful and influential. It is an
oligarchy controlled by the leaders of the
Guild's main branches: Deduction,
Procurement, Education, Expansion, and
Integrity.

When the Gift was given, the ancient masters
saw the writing on the wall at once. Rather
than try to cling to power and be overthrown,
they decided to share their wisdom with their
citizens. They inducted every citizen into the
Guild, expanding its rules and its rank ladder to
accommodate millions of powerful but
untrained new magicians. Naturally, neophytes
were placed on the bottom rung. Knowledge
can be leverage.

Spotlight: Social Clubs

M

any practices in the Geometer's Guild are
strictly gender-segregated, and have been
since long before the Guild's presence was
publicly known. Armies have men's battalions
and women's battalions. Schools are taught by
women, to women, or by men, to men. Even
the instruction and support of sorcery
conforms to this rule – men are expected to be
more cautious and intellectual and are given
greater technological support in Mystery and
Communion, while women are bettersupported in Industry and War as befits their
expectations of strength and courage. (There is
no game effect from this. If you want your
character to hew to this standard, select your
Natures appropriately; if not, you are simply
an exception to the rule.) Children who do not
strongly identify with one or the other are
expected to eventually "choose a side", and to
use Self-magic to make it so. Many people wait
until their twenties or thirties before finalizing
their choice, but almost none change
afterward.

The Guild became a well-oiled machine,
pumping out hundreds of thousands of rigidlyeducated geometers each year. They work in
concert to enchant the lands, advance
mathematical research, investigate new
continents, and hunt down objects with rare
and powerful aspects.

Now

T

he Guild is constantly engaged in outreach to
the Unruly Lands. They seek to educate
citizens there in a proper and rigorous
approach to the magical arts. Many nations
have abandoned their long-established
Traditions to adopt the Sacred Geometry.
Scholars come from all across the Basin, and
indeed from multiple worlds of the
Kaleidoscope, just to study at the feet of the
Guildmasters.

Nowhere is this divide more clear than in the
Guild's social clubs. The vast majority of them
are single-gender. Many are arranged around a
particular purpose, from sports to games to
politics to sorcery. Nearly all have a "rival

The Guild loves to categorize things, including
people. They refer to Broadlanders from wideopen spaces like prairies and coastlines,
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society" – a women's kayaking club, for
example, might hold races against a men's
kayaking club from a neighboring prefecture.

Magical Notation
The Guild's notation for the metaphysical
has a precision and descriptive power
unmatched among other systems. This has
made it quite compelling for scholars all
across the Basin as a common language for
all mystical phenomena. With the size of
the Guild and their scholarly influence, it's
difficult to talk about magic without using
at least some of their terminology. This is
unfortunate, as some aspects of the Basin's
metaphysics cannot be described by Guild
notation.

Loyalty to fellow club members and to one's
gender is de rigeur. Lattice Travel keeps distant
friends together through their club. Guild
members mingle with one another at the lodge,
discussing or participating in the club's
activities. They flirt, court, and marry
primarily within the same club. This leads
most married couples to have a strong shared
interest, which the Guild as a whole considers
very healthy.

Spotlight: Law and Justice

T

he Guild hasn't just codified its magic and its
education – it also has a codified set of laws
and an extensive system of justice, judgment,
and punishment. It is known as the
Brightgarden Schema, for an ancient
mythological figure of law and equality,
Epitome of Brightgarden. It is implemented by
the Guild's Branch of Integrity.

been used as the basis and inspiration for legal
systems in dozens of nations.

Hallmarks
•
•
•
•

The Brightgarden Schema began as a system
designed to prevent infighting and settle
disputes amongst the original Guild. It is very
much a product of its time and its authors.
Theft, murder, rape, and curses are explicitly
called out as crimes, but guidelines are given to
determine what is and is not a future criminal
act. It allows dueling, but not vendettas. It
demands restitution rather than incarceration
or punishment. Periods of ostracism and
shunning are occasionally prescribed, but there
are few permanent punishments allowed. It
treats all members as equals, with the exception
of the Branch Chairs (the leaders of each
Branch), who are given additional latitude and
power. Members of the Branch of Integrity
who are pursuing their duties are held to a
different standard, but one that is also codified
and strictly enforced.

•
•
•
•
•

•

The Schema isn't perfect. There are certainly
some areas where its age shows. However, it's
the oldest law system that actually deals
directly with magic, its abuses, and the
loopholes that people might exploit in a
mystical world. Thus, as with their magical
tradition, the laws of the Guild have spread
across much of the Basin and the Schema has
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Public libraries
Mystic architecture
Roads laid out in holy geometric patterns
Schools and gymnasiums for mystical
training
Hair, tattoos, and even veins that run in
strict lines and perfect circles
Carefully pruned and fractured ley lines
that provide power to all citizens
Burrowing construct-insects enchanted to
carve a whole continent with runes
Apprentices working in unison to create
great mystical structures for their teachers
Ziggurats, pyramids, obelisks, and other
structures of stark form, often hovering
over the center of a perfectly circular lake
Transit centers where all the Lattice nodes
from nearby lands have been combined
into a single massive nexus, allowing the
Guild to observe and measure Travel more
easily

Civilizations
through family lines from immigrants. As
immigration is carefully controlled, this is
fairly rare.

Core Values

U

nderstanding geometry and logic requires
one to prioritize Order Above All. The
universe has order to it, though it may be
complex. Society must have order too, so that
it does not fall into chaos.

Benefit

O

nce per session, when they achieve an
Advantage through conflict or Twist use
that deals with logical deduction, mathematics,
or geometry, Guild members may raise the
level of that advantage by one (for instance,
from Minor to Moderate).

The Guild's mystic origins are still an
important part of it today. The ultimate goal of
geometry is to free oneself from the realm of
the flesh and enter the realm of matter, of
energy, perhaps even of pure thought. Any
barriers within the self are to be overcome.
From neophyte to master, all are told,
Transcend Your Limits.

Magitech For All?
The Great Basin is on the brink of an
industrial revolution. The arts that guide
and condition ley lines are commonplace,
but there haven’t been many individuallevel applications yet. That’s likely to
change in the near future.

Traditions

T

he Guild's one and only tradition is Sacred
Geometry, which uses Geometry to engage
in Alchemy. Its effects can be seen all over the
lands, from too-straight roads and trading arcs
to complex three-dimensional pathways in river
dams and deep mines. All citizens use it to
ward themselves and their houses, and to
provide for themselves without the need for
farms or labor. The Guild's masters commonly:

The Geometer’s Guild is an example of a
civilization that has embraced large-scale
magical works and benefitted from them.
Their mystic architecture and roads driven
by analytical thaumaturgy churn out
dozens of minor helpful effects.

• Design fields in shapes that both maximize
crop yield and condense mana from the air
• Build fractal-edged tools with which to tow
Travel lattice points into new positions
• Inscribe patterns on lenses with which to
analyze the world more closely
• Use memorized and repeated mantraproofs to open Travel gates or to ShadowWalk
• Trade complex knotted bracelets with
friends, allowing them to maintain Rapport
at great distances
• Construct automata with mathematical
inscriptions that can link together in
different ways for a variety of effects

Downstream from the Guild, mana takes
on a strong geometric aspect. The Guild
takes advantage of this and builds directly
toward the Rim, but many of their
neighbors see widespread magitech as a
serious pollution problem.

Suggested Expressions: Enhanced Expertise
(Satori), Mana Storage, Psychometry, the Red
Space, Tekinesis, Travel, Universal
Repositories, Warding.
Other traditions are learned here only by
members of outside societies, or as passed down
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Glimmermere
History

T

he original Glimmermere was an artist's
collective, on the shore of a lake. Its residents
were painters, potters, poets, and craftspeople.
On the day of the Gift they were gathered on
the mural in their great meeting-hall. They felt
the power take hold of them, each of them
coming to a personal epiphany before
joining together in communal Rapport. It
was a powerful feeling that the original
members of the collective would think
back to even centuries later.
For some time the residents of
Glimmermere continued on in the
Basin, learning and growing
together, improving their art.
Then things became too
dangerous for them. They were
thinkers and artists, not
soldiers. Rather than stay and
risk their lives, they slipped
quietly through that very
same mural and beyond
the world, into the
Dream Realm known as
Sunset-Over-Sea. Once
they had their feet
under them, they
painted and
sculpted the world
around them to
suit their liking.
Most find it
much more
likeable than
they did the
Basin.

Over
the
centuries
they've
gathered
other talented
artists to them.
Some were likeminded, and stayed.
Some were not, and
went their own way. As
each artisan created
further masterpieces, they
opened up pathways to new
Dream Realms. Sometimes an
enclave of citizens would step
through to that world, and
Glimmermere spread across
hundreds of worlds. It may not be the
largest civilization, but it's almost
certainly the most widespread.

Now

M

ost citizens of Glimmermere left the Great
Basin behind forever. The end of the
Interregnum seems unlikely to entice them back.
Some, however, return there from time to time. Many
are wistful wanderers, looking for friendship or
inspiration. These explorers are often ill-prepared, thinking
their magical talent and full-body mystical tattoos alone
sufficient for the task. Older residents travel better
provisioned. Their garments are covered with artwork, all of it
mystically active. Patterns and hues in their clothing change at
their command – some might calm minds and heal hearts, others
might shunt violence into the Dream Realms. Their hair is woven in
ways that map the Travel lattice. People who've only met
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Glimmermere's dreamers are surprised to see
someone thus outfitted, but being an artist
requires planning as well as improvisation.

potential rival. Fortunately, most affairs are
short, and children are rare. The lasting
consequences are more emotional than
physical. There's an understanding, at least
among the locals, that the consequences of
romance should remain within that arena and
not spill out into the rest of life.

Bodies in Glimmermere, though they certainly
look striking, are typically fairly conventional
in their structure. Many people paint or sculpt
themselves into new forms, but in general the
residents prefer to create avant-garde takes on
conventional bodies rather than living as
something "nonsensical" like a hyperintelligent
shade of the color blue.

Spotlight: Growing and Flowering

O

n the opposite end of the see-saw from
Glimmermere's drama obsession is their
desire for wisdom. Life experiences are not
merely to be felt, but to be learned from,
internalized, and turns into inspiration.

The residents of Glimmermere identify
strongly with the notion-lands they grew up in.
Landscape painting is a common art, and
everyone knows where you're from by the
character of your work. Residents from the
lofty realm of ideals paint cirrus clouds, whitecapped mountains, and deep-blue oceans.
Hermits from the desolate deserts of no-mind
are minimalists, while those who run the
labyrinths of twisted thought imbue their work
with false detail that fades away the closer you
get to it. The work of those from the swamps
of despair is never quite what it seems at first.
All of these are stereotypes, but they bear some
truth as well. Many residents of Glimmermere
imagine that natives of the corresponding lands
in the Basin must have chosen them because of
their conceptual resonances, consciously or
subconsciously.

The reality of immortality has shifted the
narrative that wisdom belongs only to the old.
Many Glimmermere residents take on a more
cyclic approach. Each part of their life (social,
creative, family, etc.) is in either what some call
a "growing" phase or in a "flowering" phase.
Those who are growing make mistakes to learn
from – they live lives of drama, chaos, and
great activity. Those who are in a "flowering"
phase have the wisdom of their experiences,
and are able to share that with others.
Someone might say that they're growing as an
artist but flowering as a parent, for example.
It should be noted that Glimmermere's
residents are just as bad at accepting advice as
they are good at giving it. Even someone who
admits they're in a growing phase might not be
willing to hear from someone who's flowering.

Glimmermere is an adhocracy.

Spotlight: Drama

G

Hallmarks

limmermere loves drama. There's a place
and a time for it, and that time, in addition
to on the stage, is during a romantic
relationship.

• A focus on form over function
• Self-perpetuating Dream Realm factories
• Works of art in the process of creating
themselves
• Ornate cities raised in a weekend and razed
a week later
• Strange landscapes appearing and
disappearing in the sky
• Custom-drawn constellations to enhance
astrological powers
• Children learning magic earlier than in any
other civilization

Residents of Glimmermere believe that
romance should be romantic. It should be a
tumultuous affair, a driving need, something to
shake the foundations of the world and leave
you breathless. It doesn't matter who you love
– indeed, forbidden love can be the most
romantic, though taboos on age remain. What
matters is that you love strongly and freely and
without restraint.
Visitors to Glimmermere sometimes find
themselves caught up in this if they catch
someone's eye, or if someone considers them a
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• Statues performing plays and arias to
accumulate stores of mana
• Bodies dreamed into beautiful symmetry
or some fascinating, new, unheard-of form
• A trail of exhibition halls across a dozen
Dream Realms, each with a painting that
leads to the next

Sometimes art is too slow or too easily
misinterpreted. Sometimes you just need
power. The Mad Power follows the path of
Wild Magic to Glory, and it's associated with
many a legendary rescue or tantrum. If the
Higher Talent is a carefully planned and
executed portrait, the Mad Power angrily tears
the canvas and hurls paint. Divas have used the
Mad Power to:

Core Values

• Fragment into hundreds of multicolored
prism-selves that fight like an army
• Scarify the soul with patterns both
beautiful and terrible
• Douse themselves in mud and break out of
the hardened shell stronger and tougher
than before
• Smash together collected bits of discordant
mana and scream loud enough to shatter a
building

W

hatever else you do, you must Live your
Truth. Do not conceal who or what you
are, and don't let others convince you to hide
it either. It's ok to play pretend, or to be an
actor. It's not ok to stuff down what you are
just to make someone else happy.
However, you are not the only being in this
world. Carry the Thread. Bring the work of
others into your own, call back to what has
been done before, make the meaning of others
clear in your own work. Isolation is a weakness
in art.

Suggested Expressions: Curses, Energy Waves,
Mystical Servitors, Nightmare Exile,
Shapeshifting, the Ten Crore Stones,
Transcendence

Traditions

Most inhabitants of Glimmermere know both
traditions but are hesitant to call on The Mad
Power. It locks one into a vengeful mindset too
easily, they say. Still, there is no taboo against
learning it, only against using it too often.

A

rt on its own can feel magical. The Higher
Talent is art as true magic, using symbolism
and metaphor to craft magical effects from
artistic works and techniques. The Higher
Talent follows Artistry to Oneiromancy. Each
resident of Glimmermere has their own
particular artistic focus, and so dozens of
variants on The Higher Talent are taught by
masters of the various arts. Painting, sculpture,
poetry – all manner of artistic endeavor apply.
Virtuosos have applied the Higher Talent to:

Benefit

C

itizens of Glimmermere receive the Artist
profession at 3 (with the usual two
specializations), and competitive advantage in
Artist.

• Sketch their friends and speak to them at
great distances
• Hand-sculpt an object out of the air itself
• Whisper a few unfinished lines of haiku
and fade from awareness
• Play a complex song of interleaving
rhythms that opens a pathway to another
world
Suggested Expressions: Conjuration, Dream
Travel, Dreamshaping, Hypnopraxis,
Shapeshifting, Spirit-Walking, Transcendence.
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Now

Golden Ægis

A

fter their transformation, the Ægis consider
themselves to be of two peoples: the
armored, glowing-winged angels that are seen
more often in the basin, and the wild profusion
of strange god-forms that are more often seen
in the Worlds Beyond. Angels rarely identify
with the forms they used to have, but they do
remember them, and sometimes use that to
seek common ground with the folk of the
Basin. There is a certain amount of "we have
evolved beyond..." rhetoric that creeps into
this, which few people appreciate.

History

N

ot every religion is true.

The Church of the Shield ruled an
archipelago that stretched for nearly a thousand
koss. They built towers of shining black rock
to exalt the virtues of their gods, and the angels
who came invisibly to protect believers and
non-believers alike. When they received the
Gift, they built those towers taller still, and
capped them with portals to the Worlds
Beyond. The church had long known of these
distant realms, but now that there was a chance
of actually reaching them, the congregations
rushed to meet their gods. They knew of the
chaos that was spreading across the world.
Surely, with their own might added to that of
the angels, the world could be brought to a
joyous peace.

The Ægis is a very hierarchical timocracy,
ruled by those who are instinctively seen to
have the greatest honor. Honor in the Ægis is
achieved by upholding the civilization's Core
Values in word and deed. The Overmind
records and esteems their acts. Wishing to rule
is considered dishonorable; thus it is that
several of the Ægis' highest-ranking officials
are all but forced to continue with their
positions. Some would do almost anything to
be replaced, but cannot bring themselves to
sacrifice their own honor – yet.

Though they reached the Worlds Beyond, they
never found their gods – or anyone who had
ever heard of them. Their religion had been a
lie all along. It was... disappointing.

Spotlight: Focus

While the church crumbled, faith remained.
Some of the largest congregations came
together and made a pact amongst themselves,
reinforced by magic. If their gods did not exist,
then by all that was holy, they should.

S

hieldbearers are expected to concentrate on
their duties when in the field. When offduty, they can pursue their own interests and
hobbies, or even simply relax. When on-duty,
their minds should be on the important work
of bringing justice to the world. This focus
requires the Shieldbearers to know themselves.
To act for the greater good rather than for
selfish causes, they must know their own
reactions and goals.

These people became "Shieldbearers" of the
Golden Ægis: would-be protectors of the Basin.
They are the angels and gods that their people
needed. They live in mana-rich Worlds Beyond
and along ley lines in the Basin, using the excess
power to bind themselves together in a
civilization-wide connection called the
Overmind (see sidebar).

Some time after their ascension to the Vessel of
Heaven, the Ægis decided that the custom of
gender and the stereotypes attached to
sexuality clouded the knowledge of the self.
They believe now that freedom from these
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Spotlight: Humility and Respect

The Overmind

W

hen they chose to emulate holy beings, the
Ægis did not merely seek power. They
wanted to become the angels of their stories:
honorable, humble, respectful, and dutiful.

The Overmind is a connection between all
members of the Ægis, sending comfort
and emotional strength to one another. It
is a single magical entity, a living Dream
Realm, that connects all Shieldbearers in
unity and fellowship.

A proper Shieldbearer does not boast of their
own deeds. They do not place themselves in
positions of political influence or use their
reputation to funnel mana or change policies.
They tend to their duties and to the wellbeing
of others – and occasionally to their own
wellbeing, for a sick doctor can unintentionally
harm thousands. They are equally unmoved by
threats and bribery.

Much as with Rapport, the amount one
decides to share with the Overmind is up
to the individual. Most Shieldbearers share
quite a bit. It is through the Overmind
that Shieldbearers measure themselves and
each other, dreaming of one another's
thoughts and deeds, recognizing the
inherent worth of each person and what
they have done.

A proper Shieldbearer also uses humor to
disarm anxiety, meets anger with compassion,
and sheds insults like a duck sheds rain. They
act based not on the positions of others, but on
their merits. They seek to bring others not
only to physical wellbeing, but to mental and
emotional health as well.

Disconnecting from the Overmind, or
failing to share enough with it, is
considered suspicious behavior.
Shieldbearers are allowed a certain amount
of privacy, but the thought of living an
unobserved life is foreign to them.

It's not easy to be a proper Shieldbearer. Most
lean heavily toward one particular set of
virtues, and that is considered normal. After
all, striving is a virtue as well, and that could
not be true if perfection were expected of
everyone.

constructs allows them to see their own selves
without the stereotypes and potential
confusion that gender can bring. Shieldbearers
present themselves without gender and without
sexual characteristics. Those who are old
enough to have been there when the Ægis
began used Self-magic to remove their sexual
characteristics.

Hallmarks
• Open plazas with bismuth ornaments
• Muscular humanoid bodies with animal
heads
• Speaking with friends far-off through the
Overmind
• Hosannas and bells played by invisible
magical servants
• Children being taught of far-off lands and
their cultures
• Symbols of the Ægis' gods tattooed or
branded in strategic locations
• Island retreats for those times when
Shieldbearers must relax and recuperate
• Many-armed armor of dark gold with
wings of blue light, summoned from
beyond

Children in the Ægis are born of a union
between two or more Shieldbearers, each
contributing a portion of their magical
signature. Most begin as infants, but some
(especially in times of duress) spring full-grown
into existence. All are born sexless. Those who
embrace sex or gender later in their lives are
seen with some degree of uncertainty by their
fellows – do they really know themselves well
enough to say that they fit into these
categories, or have they simply accepted a
socially easier path?
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• Pools of blue energy that collect the most
intense of beliefs and passions, to fuel later
magical endeavors
• Meditation circles separated by entire
worlds, using Rapport to keep their fellows
in regular communication with one
another
• The Regimen Adfectus, a civilization-wide
aspect-resonance that helps people control
their emotions and maintain calm in the
face of stress or danger

• Coerce a ley line into shifting with the
studied conviction of a hundred souls
• Project their love for their allies into a
glowing shield that grows stronger the
more it is tested
Suggested Expressions: Conjuration, Healing,
Mana Storage, Spirit-Walking, Transcendence,
Travel, Warding
The Aura of Heaven is the power of Arete,
bestowed on angels by their distant Patrons. It
is the source of their holy armors, their
dashing flight, their beneficent healing touch.
All of the more direct and interpersonal of the
Ægis' magical expressions are all part of the
Aura, to better facilitate their work in the
Basin. The gods of the Ægis have granted the
power to:

Core Values

E

ach member of the Ægis is expected to
Bring the Light wherever they go. They
carry offerings of peace, justice, and
understanding to those who are ready to
receive them. For those who are not, they have
stern words, and sterner actions if need be.

• Call on The All-Benevolent Eye to reveal
secrets and danger
• Learn the secrets hidden in ancient tomes
from the whispers of The Eternal
Librarian
• Beseech That-Which-Endures for
protection
• Give their physical form to They-WhoWitness, so that it might become what the
world needs in this moment.

However, simply opening eyes is not enough.
A Shieldbearer must also Answer the Call
when someone requests that they take action. If
they hear of injustice in a far-off land, if
someone speaks of being tortured or assaulted,
citizens of the Ægis take those things seriously.
They need not go flying off immediately, but
they cannot simply let the matter pass.

Suggested Expressions: Null Tolerance,
Psychometry, Shapeshifting, Soul-work,
Telekinesis, Transcendence, Universal
Repositories

Traditions

I

n learning The Calling, Shieldbearers follow
the path of Belief to the fount of Glory. It is
typically tied to one of the Ægis' two Core
Values, but is sometimes tied to a personal CV
instead. The "gods" of the Ægis use this art to
direct their angels, build new realms of Heaven,
and continue to transform into impossible
creatures of spirit. They rely on their angels to
protect them as they plumb the depths of the
multiverse. In return, these "gods" act as the
patrons who empower others with the Aura of
Heaven (below). The angels of the Ægis have
been known to:

All members of the Ægis who operate in the
Basin take on the Aura of Heaven. All who
make their homes in the Realms Beyond know
The Calling. Many Shieldbearers know both.

Benefit

O

nce per session, a Shieldbearer can reduce a
Complication by one level in the moment
they take it by drawing extra strength from the
Overmind. They can also use the Overmind as
a mystical connection to other Shieldbearers
whom they know, intensifying the normally
placid Overmind into a true Rapport.

• Unlock the Travel lattice with the urgency
of their need
• Heal with the belief that no one should
have to suffer
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The

Hearth-Kin

those places from the Worlds Beyond and
immediately work to make right what went
wrong.

History
Now

T

he Interregnum was a terrifying time in the
Great Basin. Armies marched every day.
Cities were destroyed by fire and ice and
plague. Assassination was commonplace, and
oaths of vengeance dragged out wars for dozens
and even hundreds of years.

T

he transformation of the Hearth-Kin is more
internal than external. Their bodies appear
much as they did four hundred years ago,
though with exaggerated features, animal-like
touches, or scars from their travels through the
Worlds Beyond. When the Hearth-Kin arrive
in a location they often send out someone who
looks like the locals to make first contact,
counting on assumed biases to close the
perceived gap in familiarity.

Many of the more peaceful folk of the Basin
feared for their lives and their families. Some of
them (like Those Above the Sky) stayed in the
same world but moved away from the Basin.
Others (like Glimmermere) drifted into Dream
Realms to escape. The ancestors of the HearthKin went to the Worlds Beyond. This was
dangerous territory. These folk made some of
the earliest maps of the Worlds Beyond,
showing safe passages and dangerous locales.
That knowledge was often paid for in lives and
limbs lost. Eventually, though, they found
places that were hospitable to them, with
pantheons who looked on what happened in
the Basin with sorrow and were happy to take
in refugees.

Families often feel a strong connection to their
ancestral lands and cultures. Many of them
found their current partners through a shared
love of their old homelands, or when someone
cooked food that someone else thought long
forgotten.
When the Hearth-Kin settle a place, they often
plant a Hometree on a ley line confluence. This
powerful structure serves as housing, provides
food, and defends those within. It even drops
fruits full of properly aspected mana. Hundreds
of widely differing families will inhabit the
same Hometree, each of them with elders,
infants, cousins, and adopted family galore.

As the wars began to end, many of these
expatriated families found each other. They
expressed sadness at the state of the world.
They felt guilty for leaving when they might
have helped (even if, in truth, the wars were
driven by forces they could not have opposed).
They regretted their abandonment of the
world, and resolved to return to it – to take
responsibility for their actions and to live up to
their potential.

The Hearth-Kin settle matters via direct
democracy, but prefer consensus-building to
explicit votes. When votes do happen, everyone
above the age of twenty years is counted.

Spotlight: Family

A great oath ("The Congerie") sealed them
together into one large family, the Hearth-Kin.
They are returning even now to the Basin. The
trip back has not been quick or easy, but they
are prepared and determined to make a
difference. The group's advance scouts find the
places where they can do the most good, where
things are most dire or where injustice is
rampant. The Hearth-Kin then descend onto

T

he Hearth-Kin traveled in large family groups
on their way back to the Basin. This was
both for companionship and for protection
against a dangerous world. Their initial
settlements tend to be 400-500 individuals,
many of them distant cousins, with another
two extended families arriving within the year.
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Spirits
Spirits are immaterial beings who are connected to some part of the natural world, called their
anchor. They are of roughly human intellect and personality, which means one can interact
with them. All of them are inherently magical beings who received only a small portion of the
Gift.
Most spirits are large – they are anchored not to a single tree, but to an entire forest. It is
possible for a single tree, sword, or stone to have a spirit, but it is rare. More often, objects are
used as conduits to greater spirits, such as when one calls up the God of Ores by standing in
front of a pile of carefully mined iron ore. Conjured objects cannot serve as conduits, though
using them in particular ways might change this. For instance, a conjured sword could not call
forth a forge-god, but a sword made from conjured iron could be. A conjured tree would not
be an anchor to the forest-god, but an oak grown from a conjured acorn could be.
Changes to a spirit’s anchor causes changes in that spirit. Changes they do not consent to are
damaging to them. For instance, the spirit of a forest that is chopped down may die, or (if it is
willing) it may become a lumber spirit.
Most spirits are asleep. They do not act and are scarcely conscious until they are interacted
with. Afterward, most return to their slumber, but some stay awake, especially if they have
been called up frequently, as happens with the Hearth-kin and the Worldbuilders. Calling up a
spirit requires a mystical connection (page xx).
A spirit’s will can alter its anchor. Storm-spirits are frequently called upon to quiet themselves,
though they are rarely interested in this.
Spirits do not heal on their own. If their anchor can be restored (as with the aforementioned
forest spirit) they will heal; if a river is dammed against the spirit’s will the river-spirit will be
injured so long as the dam remains. Magical healing (via the Communion-nature) can help
with this.
All of this applies in the Great Basin. Other parts of the Kaleidoscope may work differently.
We leave this option open for GMs who want to explore different setups in their game.

The Hearth-Kin have three primary sexes: two
who provide genetic material, and a third sex
that incubates the material until the birth of
the child. This was an unanticipated side-effect
of the Congerie, but one that the Hearth-Kin
have embraced over time.

depending on their current mindset. (Much as
with differences between male and female
characters, there are no game effects for these
sexes.)
Children among the Hearth-Kin are
stereotypically happy, loud, numerous, and
smart enough to shut up and hole up when
there might be danger. Having a family is
considered part of growing up among the
Hearth-Kin, and no one is considered an adult
until they've raised children of their own.

The first sex, niha, are known for keen
perception and wanderlust. The second sex,
bachav, are known for being slow but strong
and durable, with a high pain tolerance. The
third sex, ranan, are known for feats of
memory and creativity, and for being hungry
often. The niha fertilize the bachav's eggs,
which they in turn provide to the ranan. Some
Hearth-Kin live most of their life in one of
these sexes, but most use the Self-nature to
switch back and forth from year to year

As in all human civilizations, some children are
born as intersex, not easily assigned to one of
the three sexes. The Hearth-Kin honor these
children the same as any other, and try to help
them find their place or stake out a new space
for themselves. All Hearth-Kin are acutely
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aware of what it feels like to have others treat
them as bizarre for how they were born, and
they will not do that to their own children.

Hallmarks
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spotlight: Brother's Keeper

T

he Hearth-Kin have no formal code of
justice. They've seen such things abused too
often in the Worlds Beyond. This leads to an
inconsistent approach, with what is and is not
a crime being decided by local elders and
tribunals. One Hometree's justices might
decide that it's unreasonable to tap the local ley
line without emergency need, and demand that
restitution be paid to those downstream.
Another Hometree's matriarch might deem it
reasonable but insist on oversight. These
judgments are rarely written down, and there's
not much care for consistency. Let the
punishment fit the crime, and let reeducation
and restitution be more common than
punishment; that's Hearth-Kin justice in a
nutshell.

•
•
•
•

One element that's consistent across the
Hearth-Kin is the idea that everyone is
responsible for one another in all that they do.
This applies on a community-wide level (you
can't just banish someone and let them hurt
other civilizations) and on an individual level.
If your friend is doing something wrong, you
can't just walk away and wash your hands of it.
If you know they're going to hurt someone,
you share in the blame when you decide not to
stop them.

•

Healing fruits
Eyes lit from within
Everyone carries a knife
Fast-growing vegetation
Features taken from animals
Strident philosophical debates
People calling each other "cousin"
Spirits of forests, beasts, and weather
People taking care of each other's children
Herbology greenhouses soundproofed for
mandrake
Frequent lightning storms that provide or
discharge excess mana
Tattoos bearing strange powers from the
blood of creatures in the Worlds Beyond
Mementoes of friends long distant to help
trigger cascades of memory and willpower
Children learning and playing with sprites,
pixies, and other small spirits of
Earthpower
Redwood treehouses growing in the middle
of a savannah, or jungles impossibly
sprouting in arctic regions

Core Values

M

embers of the Hearth-kin know that to
Love your Family is the highest calling.
You don't have to get along, but you have to
try. You don't have to obey, but you have to
listen. You don't have to agree, but you have to
help when someone's in a tough spot. Much
like the Hearth-Kin didn't all start out as
family, an individual member's definition of
"Family" can include whomever they want, not
just those sworn in Congerie.

Visitors from other civilizations often find this
very difficult. It leads to the sort of behavior
that most people associate with organized
crime, but aimed in an entirely different
direction. Both would say "If you screw this up
I'm on the line too," but rather than saying,
"Stay quiet, do what's good for you, don't be a
snitch," the Hearth-Kin encourage one
another: "Stand up, do what's right, get loud if
you have to." You'll never hear the phrase
"mind your own business" among the HearthKin. Everyone's business is everyone else's
business, and citizens believe that they'll all
rise or fall together.

But you can't just sit out and be with your
family while there are things to be done. Build
a Just World. Help the oppressed, oppose
tyrants, and call out injustice where you see it –
and don't wait. Action today is better than
excuses tomorrow.
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• Cut their hand over the ground in a ritual
pattern and summon forth a living
watchtower with lichen circuitry and
protective patterns writ in gleaming leaves

Getting Lost
In a world where Travel is a possibility,
how did the Hearth-Kin and the Unroyal
end up lost? Couldn’t they just open a gate
and walk back?

Suggested Expressions: Cloning, Conjuration,
Healing, Multitasking, Nature-work, Warding,
Weather-work

Travel depends on being able to specify
your destination very well. Normally, to
return to the Basin, one could simply ask
for a door to “my house” or “my
hometown”, or at worst rely on the
mystical resonance between one’s body
and the Basin that gave it life.

What Defines Us counterbalances the binding
tradition, letting each person follow their own
Beliefs and achieve Arete. It is the magic of
one's own mind, body, and soul, separate from
others. The Core Values that power What
Defines Us are almost always drawn from a
personal or societal belief rather than from one
of the civilization's common CVs. Adepts of
the defining tradition have:

Unfortunately, memories fade, places
change, and even mystical resonance is not
forever. After a few years away from the
Basin, Travel will not bring you back to
where you started. Worse, it may bring
you somewhere that only seems similar.

• Burned away illusions with their
dedication to the truth
• Led their enemies into pocket dimensions
for the sheer laugh of it
• Meditated upon their own nature until
they became their greatest dreams
• Explored the intersection between love and
charity to enchant others with healing
power

Those who go through Becoming or
frequently use shapeshifting will lose their
resonance more quickly. Those who visit
home more often will retain their
passport, as it were.

Traditions

Suggested Expressions: Hypnopraxis, Nightmare
Exile, Personae, Shapeshifting, Spirit-walking,
Transcendence, Travel

A

Benefit

ll members of the Hearth-Kin know both of
these Traditions.

What Binds Us was used to create the pact that
originally united the Hearth-Kin. It follows the
often-maligned path of Blood Magic to the
fount of Earthpower. The Hearth-Kin's bloodoath to the universe and its people is what
allows them to draw on that fount. It is this
that keeps this new civilization together, both
in terms of communication and in terms of
building homes for everyone and defending
them. Its masters can:

T

heir long travels in the Worlds Beyond left
the the Hearth-Kin with many allies. Once
per session they may gain a Moderate
Advantage when finding allies in or from the
Worlds Beyond.

• Mark a necklace with a drop of blood to
ward off curses
• Grow a healing herb in their wild hair or
by spitting on the ground
• Listen to their own heartbeat to hear the
voices of distant friends
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Nova Commonwealth
History

A

nova, or new star, is a new wish of Aum's
expressed in shining light. This nation
named itself after the same concept: a new,
shining idea in the world.
Nova was one of the first civilizations to
escape the Interregnum. Being close to a
number of natural magical locales and having
many sorcerers already living in the area,
they had a head start when it came to dealing
with a magically-enhanced society. This let
them give aid to shore up nearby kingdoms
and federations when they threatened to
collapse. This, in turn, made the core of their
empire safer, freeing time for leisure and
experimentation. Eventually they became
less of an empire and more a federation of
allied states, each seeking to advance sorcery
in their own unique ways. They have seen
several other civilizations come and go.

Now

T

oday Nova has splintered into over a
hundred member groups, officially called
states but more commonly referred to as
sects or cults. The core of the group is a
dozen larger sects with millions of members
each. Many more conservative sects drew a
line somewhere in their magical
experimentation that they were unwilling to
cross. Meanwhile, other more radical sects
crossed the lines that no one else would.
Sometimes this ends with eventual
acceptance and a return to the fold.
Sometimes not.
Sects within the Nova are interest-driven,
each with its own branch of knowledge.
Each sect typically has its own area of
specialty. Some focus on exploring Dream
Realms. Others look for unifying principles
between the Paths. Some are primarily
economic, traveling the Basin to obtain the

rare and strongly-aspected materials needed
for others to continue their research. Some
sects serve as temporary "retirement"
communities where those who have grown
weary or feel burned out can relax for a few
years. Few citizens of Nova can bring
themselves to rest on their laurels for too
long.
Because of the degree of specialization
involved in such interests, deep investments
are required to acquire the necessary
understanding to participate. Outsiders are
frequently left behind in technical
conversations – and technical conversations
are common. Those who join later in life, or
who move from one sect to another, often
supplement their personal expertise with
mystical sources so as not to be casually
ostracized.
Of the Nova who have not experimented on
their own bodies, most look fairly typical for
the Basin. Experimentation often shows in
the eyes first, transforming them in
unexpected ways. When Nova citizens from
different regions meet, they often find out
about shared interests because their eyes or
hair have been altered in the same manner.
The more they alter their minds or souls, the
more deeply it is likely to appear in their
bodies.
Each sect of Nova is ruled differently, with
democracy being fairly common. Settling
disputes between different sects or setting
direction for Nova as a whole is done by
vote, but there is a fair amount of
corruption, making it closer to a plutocracy
at the higher levels.

Spotlight: Responsibility

T

he Commonwealth expects its citizens (and
people in general) to act responsibly. If
everyone does what they want, then
everyone needs to act in a mature and
conscientious manner. There are minimal
laws in the Commonwealth, aimed primarily
at settling disputes between sects.
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Consequences at the personal level are far more
often delivered via social pressure than via law
enforcement. This might sound ineffective, but
keep in mind that "social pressure" means "a
thousand archmagi have all gotten together and
decided you're a rotten git". That's not
something to trifle with. Confusing for
outsiders, yes. Ineffective, no.

rights that was shown to all other individuals,
because there are a million ways to be alive,
and humanity is no greater than any other
thinking being. With Nova's size and
influence, the other civilizations had little
choice but to agree.
The Covenant of the Million Ways has guided
Nova well in many other matters as well, from
providing equity amongst their own citizens to
dealing with sentients from other parts of the
Kaleidoscope. Nova is perhaps the easiest
civilization to get around in for those whose
bodies and minds differ from those of
conventional humanity.

Unfortunately, there's a certain amount of
blame attached here as well, and a conceit of
superiority. Nova citizens often feel that people
from the Commonwealth, with their magical
prowess, should not be making excuses when
something bad happens – even when that thing
is the result of someone else's actions. You
should have known. You should have acted
differently.

Hallmarks

When one person feels they've been unfairly
treated, and the other party refuses to admit
wrongdoing, there's often little recourse within
the Commonwealth's legal system. Extreme
cases lead to people rounding up as many
friends as are willing to participate and meting
out punishment on their own. "Mob justice"
has an uncomfortably large role in Nova's
history.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Spotlight: The Million Ways

•

W

hen the Hearth-Kin returned from the
Worlds Beyond, with their unexpected new
sexes, some civilizations questioned whether
they should technically be considered human.
The change was large, many said. They should
be considered a new class of being.

•
•
•

Nova refused to even begin that discussion.
Across thousands of sects, almost unanimously,
they spoke: There would be no debate on this
front.

•

There was no redeeming quality, stated the
citizens and rulers of Nova, in a debate on
whether or not someone was considered
human. The Commonwealth charter did not
even contain the words "human beings" – it
spoke of the rights of "all self-aware beings"
and even of "all beings", because the road to
"technically not human" was a road of bigotry,
degradation, and disgrace. There would be no
debate. Nova demanded, on behalf of the
Hearth-Kin, the same respect for selves and

Complicated relationships
Flamboyant fashion and style
Aerial chariots and earth-swimming trains
Romantic triads and quads, including as
parents
Massive turbines along ley lines that
cleanse polluted mana
Drawing Earthpower from multiple
uninhabited alternate worlds
Dumping chaotic mana beyond the Basin
where it cannot harm anyone
Infinitely-recursive dreams within dreams
generating oneiromantic power
Buildings floating in mid-air, often in
multiple layers above one another
Alternating cells of wild magic and static
patterns that spontaneously build new
structures
Ley Junctioning by which individuals can
"donate" unused power back to Nova's ley
line network, and draw more on it when
the need arises

Core Values

T

he first rule of the Commonwealth is Cause
No Harm. Magic can have horrible sideeffects, and many magi in the past have done
terrible things simply because they had the
power and no one could stop them. The most
radical or conservative of sects typically
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splinter off because they disagree on what will
cause harm. The mainline of Nova culture sees
Cause No Harm as an imperative that extends
even to economic and societal harms, tying in
strongly with their ideas of responsibility and
the Million Ways.

Inter-Sect Infrastructure
Nova’s many groups are still bound
together into a civilization in part because
they depend on one another for magical
trade goods. While each of them deeply
researches a single topic, singly-aspected
mana is insufficient for such work. You
can only plumb so far into Necromancy,
for instance, before you end up needing
something other than just death mana.
(Plus, maybe you don’t want to go about
making all that death mana yourself and
want to import it from the Empty Grave
instead.)

Once you've learned to avoid harm, Do What
Thou Wilt. This is not a passive dismissal of
other's actions or behavior; this is a
commandment. Find what you love, or find
what you want to do, and do it. Nova has a
well-deserved reputation for bleeding-edge
mystic art, and this is part of why. The
Commonwealth does not consider it proper
business to police one another's work, either
on a personal level or sect-to-sect. With magic
and immortality a real part of the world, there
are few mistakes that cannot be repaired
afterward, with amends and apologies made.

Nova’s infrastructure is based primarily on
shifting mana from one aspect to another,
a process that leverages metaphor and
analogy to mix aspects or flip multiple
flows at once. For instance, they might
route man flows through a grove and a
nursery, merging them to create growthaspected mana and splitting out additional
flows related to wood and blood.
Sometimes the additional flows are useful
and are tapped for something; other times
they contribute to downstream mana
pollution.

Traditions

E

ach sect has its own unique Tradition;
sometimes more than one. The most
common Founts are Alchemy and
Oneiromancy. The more material Paths tend to
dominate, as they are easier to experiment
with, but there are sects representing every
Path and every Fount. Players of Nova
characters should create their own Tradition(s)
according to the rules on page xx.
Certain Expressions are more common than
others. Many sects pursue Expanded Expertise
in various ways. Esoteric arts like Lagged
Curses, the Burning Dream, Tailored Canon,
and Mnemosurgery are much more common
across the Commonwealth than in other
civilizations.

Benefit

C

ommonwealth citizens are used to turning
roadblocks into opportunities. They receive
an extra Twist each time their use of Twists is
stymied in a session, not just the first time. (See
page xx).
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The

Sovereigns of Hell

History

S

ome parts of the Basin are, by luck or
ancient curse or mere coincidence,
connected with other worlds. One
particular kingdom was uncomfortably
close to one of the Worlds Beyond, a
hellish plane of devils and fire. For
untold ages these creatures regularly
brought strife and grief to the lands.
When the Gift came, someone unknown
closed that gap, and the kingdom was
ravaged by demons for decades.
Tempters, warlords, deceivers and
destroyers, they showed the common
folk no mercy, letting them recover only
long enough that they would be good
sport again.
It was a century before the resistance
gathered well enough and learned well
enough to fight. In a holy crusade, every
citizen rallied their power, and together
they invaded the demon realm. In a few
short years they had claimed a space a
hundred koss on a side and forced the
denizens there into servitude. While
demon-binding is no longer a valid art,
there are other ways to force those
weaker than you to serve.

Now

T

he Sovereignty now is a land of beauty
and majesty, its natural bounty clear
for all to see. The citizens there live lives
of ease and happiness, and all their needs
are provided for. Meanwhile, in Hell, the
war continues, The Grand Conquest.
Sorcerer-generals lead armies of devils
deeper into that world, conquering ever
more territory. They mean to see that
the natives of this hell will never
threaten the Basin again, and that they
will regret what they did in perpetuity.
A Sovereign's identity is formed in great
part around the way in which they react
to the Grand Conquest. Do they savor
the victory? Do they regret their
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peoples' actions? Or (like most born after
the Gift) are they so steeped in the-waythings-are that having impish servants and
demonic advisors has become natural for
them? Sovereign culture is large enough to
encompass all these things, but that
doesn't mean people aren't judged for
their choices.
Sovereigns don't so much dislike outsiders
as simply mistrust them. They know how
most people see them. Why would
someone want to join them, or even speak
with them?
The Sovereigns are nominally an autarchy,
ruled by the Imperios of Hell.
Realistically, this ruler's decrees are few
because of the likelihood that they will be
ignored, and individual families rule
themselves for the most part.

Spotlight: Seduction

I

n the old days there were incubi and
succubi aplenty traveling the Sovereigns'
kingdom. These demons had a particular
interest in sexual temptation, and in using
that as power over mortals. Whatever you
might imagine about them is likely true –
they were creatures of archetype and
stereotype, but not much additional
personality.
To protect themselves from this deviltry
the citizens started concealing their
genders. They wore loose-fitting garments;
they bound their sex characteristics; they
shaved and plucked. Eventually the denied
tempter demons were so frustrated that
they lost much of their power. This
process took decades, and was important
for centuries more. Concealing one's
gender was deeply ingrained in the
Sovereigns' society by the time the Gift
arrived.
The Sovereigns still keep to this tradition
today. Robes and hoods are still common
clothing. Beards are almost unheard-of.
The vast majority use the Trickery-nature
to further conceal their identities.
Sexuality is important amongst the
Sovereigns – indeed, it is quite valued –
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but a Sovereign's sexual identity is something
that they only reveal to their closest associates.

• Networks of imps working according to a
plan on large, complex projects
• Swarms of minute homonculi that
congregate to serve as assistants, squires,
apprentices, and nursemaids
• Kilometer-wide lenses focusing the light of
the Nine Deathly Moons of Hell for
enhanced magical potency
• Arcs of lightning, fire, and other energy
displays that convey mystical power and
demon-spirits from place to place
• Servants called from the Worlds Beyond
with bold-colored skin, extra limbs, wings,
insectile or piscine features, and nimbuses
of dark power

Spotlight: Independence

W

hen people care to list the positive aspects
of the Sovereigns of Hell, one particular
phrase is most commonly listed: "Fiercely
Independent." Sovereigns won't let anyone tell
them what to do, and they'll go to substantial
lengths to make sure that they're not even in a
position where they'd have to obey orders.
Some of this comes across as stubbornness, an
"I'll do it myself" mentality that appears even
when "do it myself" means "call forth a demon
to do it for me." Sovereigns work well in
parallel, and they're excellent improvisers, but
they're more likely to throw out a plan that
seems poor and attempt to do things their own
way. They learn a lot this way. Sometimes
they're only able to learn from these moments
because they're immortal.

Core Values

T

he Sovereigns have learned over centuries that
holding to tradition won them nothing but
pain and suffering. Transgression is what
broke them loose from eons of abuse. Holding
to the beliefs of the past is not valued in the
Sovereignty; one must blaze new paths and
throw antique moralities to the side if they
stand in the way.

The Sovereigns' personal independence also
leads to some unexpected consequences. For
instance, Sovereigns rarely borrow. When they
do, they always pay their debts – and quickly.
For them, a debt is a chain that vanishes into
the fog. You never really know who will be on
the other end. They also write very clearly
delineated contracts, with well-defined
deliverables. (Their entire legal system, such as
it is, consists of contracts, plus the occasional
vendetta against oathbreakers.) Their
independence also keeps the number of
Sovereigns in the Archive low – sure, they're
interested in the world's secret history, but
then they might have to kowtow to some
know-it-all higher up the academic hierarchy,
and who wants to live like that?

On their coming-of-age day, the young folk of
the Sovereignty are told: You Need Prove
Nothing. If outsiders demand that you show
what right you have to command the demons,
if your friends press you to perform tricks for
them, if someone tells you that dues must be
paid in order to participate, you owe them
nothing. They have lowered themselves by
asking. Each person born after the Gift is a
dictatorship unto themselves if they wish to be,
and none may make demands of its ruler.

Traditions

Hallmarks

T

he most common route to power among the
Sovereigns is known as Devilpower, or, in
more flowery language, The Fearless Path. It
coerces the denizens of hell to act as Patrons,
calling forth expressions from the fount of
Glory. From household tasks to construction
to battle, the Sovereigns call demons to do their
work for them, one chore at a time. A
Sovereign might call upon:

• Children playing with demons
• Adults lounging and sipping cocktails
• Researchers or generals directing several
square miles of spirits
• Cities made strange, compelling, and
beautiful by alien minds
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• Minor imps and foul spirits, to do their
daily chores
• Ungheta Gall-Of-Fire, to build walls of
solid flame and darkness
• Korgarrath the Barren Mind, to cloud
thoughts and lure the unwary
• 'Angu the Twice-Strong, to curse their foes
with weakness

Suggested Expressions: Dream Travel, Healing,
Mystic Servitors, Personae, Psychometry,
Spirit-Walking, Transcendence

Benefit

M

ost Sovereigns are protected by a myriad of
visible and invisible demonic spirits.
Reduce the teamwork bonuses that others
receive against them in conflicts by one,
including when facing opponents with
Infrastructure.

Suggested Expressions: Conjuration, Curses,
Lagged Curses, Multitasking, Mystic Servitors,
the Shell Game, Telekinesis
Not every Sovereign wants to have their actions
seen by their ancient enemies, and so The
Sage's Path, also known as The Coward's Path,
is still commonly practiced. It takes the path of
Geometry to the fount of Glory, creating
similar effects but concentrating more on
understanding than on the arts of war. Master
sages have been known to:
• Bend the eye and trap the mind with clever
patterns
• Create simple animals through extensive
manuals of geometric description
• Write forbidden formulae that open a hole
to the Red Space
• Build the first mile of a road in such a way
that it will, from that point, build itself
forever forward
Suggested Expressions: Conjuration,
Hallucination, Mana Storage, Psychometry, the
Red Space, Travel
Once practiced only in secret, but now a
darling of the avant-garde set, The Silent Path
steps from Reagents to Necromancy. It is
known as a spy's art, but it also sees use by
Sovereign architects and builders who need a
greater permanence than Devilpower or the
Sage’s Path can afford them. Those on the
Silent Path have been said to:
• Steal coins from the eyes of the dead that
grant supernatural vision
• Disappear in a cloud of smoke and incense
• Send ghostly messengers across the
dimensions
• Use powder made from a dozen undead
creatures in perfect proportion to
temporarily invigorate the living
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they find appealing on the basis of beliefs (or at
least professed beliefs). Clades of a few dozen to
a few hundred individuals are common. Their
interests tend to be more political and
economical than religious. When they reach
outside of their circle, they do so primarily to
advance either its economic holdings or its
ideology. They often advocate that others
should approach the world as they themselves
do, which would be easier were there more
attic lines in the world and were Those Above
the Sky not already holding a near-monopoly
on their operation.

Those Above Sky
the

History

T

he Interregnum lit the Great Basin like
match to paper, but there were some areas
less affected than others. The Nation of the
Sacred Tree, for example, dealt very well with
the Gift until local warlords turned pointed
attentions their direction. The rulers there
asked their people to build strong stone castles.
The warlords vexed them with earthquakes.
The rulers had the castles levitated above the
ground. The warlords pounded them with
meteors. The rulers ordered a measured retreat
from their homeland. Slowly the entire nation
moved itself down the beaches, across the
ocean, farther up into the sky, and out of the
Great Basin's atmosphere entirely.

Because their work touches dozens of
civilizations, Those Above have a fairly
accurate view of some of the issues that affect
the Basin as a whole. Unfortunately, they tend
to see themselves as being untouched by these
matters, superior in both methodology and
morality.
Those Above the Sky follow an anarchocapitalist model with strong libertarian
leanings. Each castle and its surrounding
"village" handle one particular line, and they
negotiate with each other and lean on one
another to determine territorial boundaries.

It was there that they discovered the Attic
Lines. With careful manipulation of the
energies there, they were able to not only
survive in the vacuum of space, but also to
choke those warlords out of mana and regain
their homeland. Many returned, but certain
individuals, who saw the opportunity for
power and importance, did not. They
abandoned their old name and became Those
Above the Sky.

Spotlight: Competition

A

love of competition is considered important
amongst Those Above. They compare
themselves to one another on all manner of
measurable and unmeasurable things – money,
territory, deal-making, creativity, and more.
This frequently manifests through braggadocio,
put-down contests, and overacting. On-the-spot
ceremonies are often conducted with a wink
and a nod.

Now

T

hose Above use their expertise to fracture off
portions of the Attic Lines, directing refined
or specially-aspected mana to their customers
across the world. Other lines they combine or
heal, taking care of the maintenance of this old
but robust system of mana distribution. Some
lines deliver polluted or chaotic mana to
"dumps" near the edge of the Basin, where it
will eventually flow out into the void. Those
Above are not well-loved for their role in the
Basin, but none have wanted to challenge them
for their territory.

It's understood that these things are temporary.
This helps to protect the ego. Victory is
fleeting, limited to a particular arena or a
particular time. Fame is easy-come, easy-go.
There's a constant need to defend one's
standing, but standing changes so often that
only repeated losses really begin to sting.
(Usually.)

Most of Those Above tend to be insular,
congregating only with a chosen few whom
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This leads to a collision of expectations with
other civilizations. Those who make deals with
Those Above must tolerate constant bragging
and insults. They'll say "It's only a joke" and
"Oh, you'll be fine tomorrow," but at the same
time, Those Above feel hurt when people hold
things against them for more than a day.
They're also insulted when someone keeps to a
contract out of long-term loyalty rather than
immediately accepting a newer, better offer.
Overall, Those Above are considered fairly
childish by other civilizations.

• Glowing arcs of power like water running
down a window
• Eyes and skin shaded grey due to the lowmana surroundings
• Notably low sexual drive – romance exists,
but children are rare
• Friends and acquaintances separated across
tens of thousands of koss
• Castles floating in the void, with cubes,
spheres, and more inventive shapes
orbiting them, serving as homes
• Dictionary-sized "factories" that can
quickly bud and grow various objects as
part of their mana transmutation cycles

Spotlight: Diligence

L

ife in the space beyond the Basin is hard.
Humanity was created (literally) to live
within the Basin, to benefit from its protection
and its life-giving nature. Moving beyond those
confines is difficult. To minimize the effects of
void-essence and reduce infant mortality rates,
Those Above the Sky have a meticulous set of
guidelines that they memorize and practice.
Their own minds and bodies are at stake.

Core Values

Y

oung adults of this civilization start to Seek
Independence early. They learn the paths of
conjuration so that they will not go hungry,
walk the roads of the self so that they can
withstand physical hardship, and seek to strike
out on their own as soon as they are able.
Despite their connection with so many
economies across the Basin, Those Above the
Sky hate to depend on others, or even on the
land itself.

This same meticulous nature has spread into
other aspects of life above the sky. People know
not to be caught alone, so one always has
traveling companions. Everyone keeps careful
track of their belongings; therefore, borrowed
things are returned promptly.

At the same time, they seek to Take
Responsibility – in a somewhat unusual sense.
Yes, they stand up for what they have done and
attempt to right wrongs (when they can admit
them), but they also seek positions of
responsibility. For Those Above, responsibility
is not something bestowed upon you, it's
something you stand up and take on.

Because many of these practices are ingrained
in Those Above at a young age, it's hard for
them to break bad habits. This helps to explain
why there are so few of Those Above in other
lands – they just don't adapt as well to
environments that require constant adaptation
instead of constant diligence.

Traditions

Hallmarks

T

hose Above the Sky followed The Starlit
Way to reach their current position, using
the path of Reagents to draw power from the
fount of Alchemy. An art of insight, augury,
and strategy, this is what guided them beyond
the world, and what let their now-distant
cousins retake their homeland. Walkers on the
Way have been known to:

•
•
•
•
•

Copious warning signs
People traveling in groups
Industrial vats of reagents awaiting use
Non-fatal birth defects are fairly common
Rows upon rows of golems making ritual
inscriptions
• Ley Modulators that send signals through
the Attic Lines

• Brew potions of invisibility and
intangibility
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• Heal with elixirs and draw poison from
wounds with crystals
• Set specks of star-stone into a flat wristmounted orrery for divination
• Build dozens of warrior-automata, then
miniaturize and bottle them, ready to be
deployed at a moment's notice
Suggested Expressions: Healing, Precognition,
Psychometry, Spirit-Walking, Transcendence,
Transmutation, Universal Repositories
To keep their homes in working order in such
a hostile environment, The Home-builder's
Art is employed. It walks the path of
Geometry to the fount of Elementalism.
Practitioners draw architectural patterns to
conjure new structures, some of which they
live in, some of which they use to encase or
adjust the Attic Lines. It predicts fluxes in
power, determines the source of new flows of
mana, and lets the citizens protect their forms.
A well-practiced Home-builder might:
• Scribe a perfect square that lifts a cube of
stone out of a mountain
• Trace geometric spirals that emit
breathable air
• Redirect flows of mana via perfectly
symmetrical formulae inscribed over and
over
• Drop a rope embroidered with
mathematical expressions that becomes a
mystic circle, turning its bearer into an
elemental being
Suggested Expressions: Conjuration,
Deconjuration, Null Tolerance, Repair,
Shapeshifting, Telekinesis, Warding
The Home-Builder's Art is much more heavily
employed in this day and age, but The Starlit
Way is not uncommon. It provides foresight
and communication, which Those Above the
Sky badly need if they are to stay intact as a
civilization.

Benefit

T

hose Above the Sky have learned additional
techniques for conjuration and other physical
magics. They have competitive advantage in
Industry.
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The

sculpt a homeland – but they haven't done it in
the Basin. Instead, they've done it in the
Dream Realms. The Unroyal find worlds that
share their goals and partner with them. They
bring oppressed people out of the most
dangerous parts of the Kaleidoscope, and into
the safety of Dream Realms like Kharadesh of
the Unbroken Mind, Murathame: Orphan's
Respite, or U'tu the Peasant's Glorious
Sunrise. In less persecuted lands, they help to
build up infrastructure, teach sorcery, and
enable self-reliance.

Unroyal

History

L

ong ago, in a distant part of the
Kaleidoscope, a powerful family had magical
powers that they used to enslave a hundred
thousand people. They walked from world to
world through wild magic zones and
nightmarish Dream Realms, so that their
captives found the outside world horrible and
dangerous. They stole their slaves' freedom,
their dignity, and sometimes even their very
thoughts, all so that they could live in luxury.
They called themselves the Royals.

An Unroyal is judged on their deeds, which is
part of why their names incorporate those
actions. Individuals who have achieved similar
things in the past might work together to
achieve greater goals, or they might seek out
people with different achievements in order to
diversify and tackle new challenges. Someone
who hasn't accomplished anything worthy yet
(and what counts as "worthy" is up for debate)
will find themselves recruited for their raw
potential in some courts and rejected because
of their lack of expertise in others.

Then, one glorious day, their reign ended.
Thousands of people snapped out of mind
control. Tens of thousands more drank the
wild magic like cold pure water and rained
angry fire on their oppressors. Some of the
Royals no doubt escaped, but their control had
been broken, and the so-called "common folk"
were free. Free, and surging with unexpected
and uncomprehended power.

Because their civilization's heart is located
beyond the physical world, much of the
Unroyal's arts are focused on things they can
bring with them into the Basin. They often use
relics and enchanted objects that funnel wild
magic or represent their beliefs. Most of their
magical infrastructure is emotionally oriented,
using elemental resonances or glorious
transubstantiation to cross the gap between the
physical and the ephemeral.

They banded together and named themselves
The Unroyal in defiance of their former rulers.
Slowly they learned the magic of their
oppressors in addition to their own, turning it
to righteousness and introspection rather than
excess and domination. After decades of
seeking through the Dream Realms, they
returned home to their own world, the Great
Basin of humanity. There they found a new
homeland, where they worked free those
trapped beneath the yolk of the ruthless and
the powerful. They worked to teach love and
respect, to sue for freedom when they could
and fight for it when they could not, so that no
one would ever suffer what they had.

The Unroyal are a representative democracy.

Spotlight: The Living Pantheon

D

uring their long subjugation, the public
personas of individual Unroyals were
designated by the Royals. This included not
only dress, but behavior: outgoing or timid,
active or retiring, rough or tender, in ways that
matched the Royals' own societal roles. The
Royals could be very particular about this,
punishing their slaves for acting out of

Now

U

nlike the Hearth-Kin, the Unroyal have
been back in the Basin for over three
hundred years already. They've had time to
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character, and assigning roles that they
themselves found demeaning.

would rather improve its lot than take on a
more fluid identity.

After they obtained their freedom, most
Unroyals felt uncomfortable in these roles. To
free their minds, they put forth their own
heroes, and sought out archetypes from other
cultures, creating a vast array of new ways to
think and be. They call this the Living
Pantheon. It is "living" not in the sense that its
members can change over time (though they
do), but because the Unroyals themselves live
those lives and inhabit those roles.

Spotlight: Courage and Service

B

eing Unroyal requires a certain amount of
grit. Their children learn it at a young age –
along with the difference between tenacity and
just plain stubbornness. They also learn the
importance of service. There's no way that the
Unroyal are going to rid the Basin of tyranny
without everyone working together. While the
gigantic Nova Commonwealth scatters its seeds
far and wide, and mighty Diadem wastes the
majority of its citizens' talents, comparatively
small Unroyal makes sure that everyone's
pulling in the same direction.

Many Unroyal follow the path of one of the
Living Pantheon. They take on that role the
way one might taste a fine chocolate or try on
a silk shirt, savoring it, deciding whether it fits
them. They weigh the archetype against their
inner selves, and if the fit is not quite right,
they move on to a new role. Their bodies,
postures, and self-expressions often change to
fit. Outsiders often assume they're dealing with
the same person they met last year, when really
someone else is inhabiting the role they once
held. (Unroyals are quick to clear up such
mistakes, lest they cause bigger problems.)
Someone who initially presents as hypermasculine might be awkwardly effeminate a
year later, or gracefully feminine, or masculine
in a more compassionate way. A timid person
might take on a brash persona after a few
months, or might become even more reclusive.

Children among the Unroyal are taught
teamwork as a means to an end. They don't
have to love it, but it's how you get things
done. One common metaphor is that when
you want to shine bright, teamwork is the only
oil for that lamp. Not all Unroyals enjoy
cooperation, but all of them value it.
Most teams amongst the Unroyal don't have a
single leader. With people taking on new
personae on a regular basis, you can't rely
solely on strong or compatible personalities to
hold things together. Instead, they have experts
for various situations. Being an expert is
considered its own kind of service: when
people need what you know, you can't
stubbornly hang on to a personality that's
counterproductive. You need to step up now,
and if you need to bow out gracefully, you wait
for the danger to be over.

Early on, most Unroyals quickly settled into
positions and roles where they were
comfortable. A hundred years later, as the
truth of immortality began to set in, the
Unroyals embraced role-changing as a way to
keep their minds flexible. Most Unroyals
follow such archetypes for a few months or
years at a time before trying something new.

Hallmarks

In some ways, these changes (and their own
overly busy lives) can blind the Unroyals to the
plight of others. When someone complains
that they aren't able to do what they want
because of their role in society, an Unroyal
citizen is likely to suggest that people change
who they are rather than to deal with a societal
issue. If it's not tyranny, it's not so big that you
can't change yourself to handle it. It takes an
Unroyal some extra time to remember that
other people value a long-term static self, and

•
•
•
•
•
•

A life of symbolism and allegory
Wind and thunder presage danger
Well-traveled allies from distant lands
Strange occurrences that flout probability
Councils with the great spirits of the Basin
Jewelry and tattoos that represent their
beliefs
• Bizarre plants with a hundred fascinating
purposes
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• Visitors and refugees from a hundred
different realms
• Bottles full of chaotic mana for use when
things are dire
• Events conspire to make random
occurrences into stories
• Mirrors that store the viewer's magical
signature and intentions
• Ever-changing cities powered by wild magic
and the strength of conviction
• Paths that lead wanderers to the destination
their heart desires – or deserves

and the emotions. Bearers of the Key of
Freedom have been known to:
• Flow with the roiling mana of battle to
pull meteors from the sky
• Carefully piece together a Rapport by
resonating with another's mana
• Listen to the wind and the weather to
understand what is coming for them
tomorrow
• Adapt to local spaces: become quiet in a
quiet place, or hard and gnarled in a grove
of ancient trees
• Use the mana of pain and suffering to call
to the energy of healing, letting people
transform themselves in moments of
hardship to what they wish they had been

Core Values

J

ust because the Gift frees all living beings
from mind control doesn't mean no one can
subjugate you. There are a thousand ways to
control, all of them bad. Let None Rule You.
You can work with someone, you can go with
a vote you don't agree with, you can even take
orders if you think someone knows better than
you, but you do not bow your head – nor ask
anyone to bow their head to you. The age of
kings should be over, and the Unroyal will be
the first people to tell you that the Interregnum
is far from done.

Suggested Expressions: Conjuration, Energy
Waves, Expanded Expertise (Archetypal),
Healing, Shapeshifting, Transcendence,
Weather-working
The art that the Unroyals took from their
captors was The Key of Courage, which walks
the path of Belief to the fount of Glory. It
requires a Core Value pertaining to hierarchy,
control, and command. The Unroyal's own
Let None Rule You CV is most common, but
any interpretation of those concepts will do.
Bearers of the Key of Courage use it to:

Shine Brightly. Go into the dark places and
bring the light. Whatever you can do best, do
it, and do it to bring joy and life and freedom
to the world. Don't let anyone stop you.

• Use their own unquenchable nature to
prevent the haughty from noticing them
• Trap a curse in a metaphorical labyrinth
made of the strength of one's convictions
• Understand the Travel lattice's relationship
to power, and thereby open it
• Recite catechisms to raise a wall of thunder
between the worthy and the unworthy
• Use a captive's desire for freedom to open
gateways to the Dream Realms

Note that many Unroyals have the Archetypal
Expertise (page xx), linked to their current
choice in the Living Pantheon. This will grant
them an appropriate Core Value when its
Professions are in use.

Traditions

T

Suggested Expressions: Curses, Dream Travel,
Dreamshaping, Travel, Warding

he first magic of the Unroyal was The Key of
Freedom, which walks the path of Wild
Magic to the fount of Earthpower. It is a
personal and an interpersonal art, whether that
means communication or battle or selfunderstanding. Importantly, it is never
impersonal. The practitioner is never merely a
conduit for power. Instead, the power is
connected to who they are, have been, and will
be. It uses the body as a metaphor for the soul

The Key of Courage has been substantially
reinvented and altered since its early days. A
tool of oppression and control has been
converted into a means to achieve freedom and
self-sufficiency. There were arguments early on
as to whether the Key of Courage was
appropriate to learn at all, or whether it would
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lead to repeating the mistakes of the past.
Those arguments are mostly gone now, but
there are still some who refuse to learn it
because of its history, calling it the Key of
Folly.

Members of the Pantheon
(Placeholder for a dozen-ish members of
the Living Pantheon)
The Dying Wanderer

Benefit

The Precocious Child

O

nce per session, when they achieve an
Advantage through conflict or Twist use
that frees or inspires others, Unroyals may
raise the level of that advantage by one (for
instance, from Minor to Moderate). In
addition, when enchanting others with the
Gift they move one step faster on the time
ladder.

The Thief of the Unwanted

Wait, They Steal Children?
When the Unroyal see a child being raised
by abusive parents, or in a situation that
they believe will cause harm, they
sometimes take that child away with them
to be raised in the Dream Realms.
The Unroyal have patterned some of their
tactics in the Basin after myths and legends
of the “fair folk”, trickster creatures from
beyond the world. This lets them hide
their behavior more effectively in this
world where only the superstitious believe
in such things.
They do not leave behind replacements.
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timeline, so that they can direct the
terraforming appropriately.

The Worldbuilders

This practice is what erased the Worldbuilders'
understanding of their own origins. They
retroactively destroyed any evidence of the
nation they once were. All that's left now is a
thousand tangled timelines.

History

T

he origin of the Worldbuilders is in great
dispute.

Worldbuilders consider themselves primarily
to be citizens of their local city-state. Many
identify more with their society and gender
than with the Worldbuilders as a whole. With
their empire being large and thinly spread,
only the Worldbuilders' magical traditions
serve to unify the civilization as a whole. Most
people feel a much greater commonality with
the people who live down the street than with
those who live on distant continents, even if
they're really just a Travel-hop away.
Stereotypes in the Worldbuilders thus revolve
around one's home city, and to a lesser extent
around gender and education. Guild members
have definite opinions about most other cities
they know. When meeting outsiders, they'll
try to ferret out how their home city is viewed,
even if that's not how that civilization views
things.

Now

T

he Worldbuilders are an alliance of city-states
spread across a long coastline and the
surrounding lands. They are quite sparsely
scattered, and in fact some Worldbuilder citystates have been discovered nestled within
nearby nations, hidden on high plateaus, deep
under lakes, or in inhospitable deserts. They
appear in hard-to-find locales that were once
considered uninhabitable.
Worldbuilder cities spread very quickly. They
employ terraforming arts to reformat the land
at the edge of their territory into a beautiful (if
eclectic) cityscape, complete with parks,
fountains, utilities, and more. This expansion is
easiest for them near existing ruins, because
their terraforming selectively brings buildings
forward through time and restore them to their
original pristine state. With the Basin's billions
of years of history, there's always a ruined city
to be found if you dig far back enough.

Each city-state rules itself as it chooses. Most
are representative democracies or oligarchies.
They send ambassadors to a central city,
Lorshier, to vote on binding and non-binding
referendums. Each city-state is on its own
when it comes to dealing with local Unruly
Lands.

When the Worldbuilders alter a land, they
generally don't ask permission. They simply
move ahead and begin the process. If someone
mounts a strenuous enough opposition, they
roll back time until before they started and
build in a different direction. Individuals in the
affected area during the rollback remember
both the original timeline and the rewritten
one. However, those outside the affected area
(whether inside a Worldbuilder city-state or
halfway across the Basin) don't know about
anything but the final sequence of events.
Ideally only a small group of Worldbuilders
within the affected area will remember every

Spotlight: Nature Spirits

T

he Great Basin is a place of wonder and
magic, where many important places are
homes to spirits. Instead of offering tribute and
friendship to nature spirits, the Worldbuilders
offer them power.
Worldbuilder magic drags the cities of the past
into the present. It overwrites the terrain of the
Basin. Trees, glaciers, sands, and more are all
wiped away in favor of ancient dwellings.
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When an area is terraformed this way,
powerful local spirits who complain are offered
a choice. The Worldbuilders can roll back the
change and the world will be as it was, or the
spirit can stay, be transformed, and become an
ally to a powerful and fast-expanding
civilization.

short stories back and forth to each other,
publishing indexes of them so that others can
read them. Sometimes these carry on for years
on end, with multiple people using the same
characters in different ways. There are
enormous books, massive tomes, that are
nothing but discussions of these things, with
the marginalia trailing on extensively.

Spirits who choose to stay what they were
usually return to rest (sometimes resentfully),
deep in the ground and far up in the sky. Those
who "join the cause" are given substantial
resources and enjoy the veneration of
thousands. They transcend what they were, via
their will and the rituals of the Worldbuilders,
and become city-gods of an ever-growing
empire. Some of these transformed spirits just
want to show up old rivals. Others want a
voice in where the Basin is headed. All of them
are ambitious.

Hallmarks
•
•
•
•
•
•

The places that the Worldbuilders call forward
were once occupied by spirits now long dead –
city-mothers, glade-fathers, river-captains. Each
small god had its place, and those places
provided some of the form and personality of
those beings. While the gods themselves are
not pulled forward, modern spirits who accept
the Worldbuilders' offer often end up taking
on some of the characteristics of these more
ancient beings.

•
•
•
•

•

Spotlight: Community

E

ach civilization has its outlets for extroverts.
The Guild has social clubs. The Hearth-Kin
have taverns. Worldbuilders have
neighborhood centers.

Children are born intersex
A jumble of architectural styles
Women scout and direct; men build
Cities in dangerous or remote locations
Strenuous arguments between close friends
New towers rising in the distance with each
new dawn
Everyone has a job, and nearly all of them
revolve around the city
Work crews reshaping buildings for greater
symmetry and utility
Visitors browbeaten into actions to which
they might not normally agree
Frequent holidays, each spent venerating
one of a vast pantheon of powerful local
spirits
The ever-evolving Great Plan by which the
Worldbuilders work to build their place in
the Basin

Core Values

T

he Worldbuilders know how to Be
Relentless. They don't take no for an answer
easily. When they give a no, on the other hand,
they're going to stand by it no matter what.
Other cultures see them as stubborn, with all
the pros and cons that come with that.

People bring their friends, families, and loved
ones out into streets and alleys, rooftops and
communal gardens. The Worldbuilders' cities
are sparsely populated, but everyone knows
where to go when it's time to relax. They play
sports, or referee for their children. They talk
about the week. They cook food, not because
they can't conjure it, but because it feels good.
There's a real sense of community in every
neighborhood.

Worldbuilders also Plan for the Future. This
is one of the roots of their terraforming
strategy: they realize that the Great Basin is
finite, and lifespans are not. If their children are
going to have places to live, they need to start
claiming those places now. The Worldbuilders
aren't looking to colonize the entire Basin, but
they're hoping for over half of it. Not every
plan is quite so ambitious, but the

As far as introverts go, community isn't
limited to crowded in-person events. The
Worldbuilders are famous for innovative uses
of the Universal Repositories. People write
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Worldbuilders do appreciate having things to
do and an approach to take.

Nearly all Worldbuilders know both of these
Traditions, and blend them together freely.
They might open a window into the past with
Parelthonia and give the ghostly phantoms
they see forms with Symmachis. They might
take on forms of burrowing or swimming
creatures with Symmachis, but use Parelthonia
to make them into ancient forms now extinct.
Because of the way that the Worldbuilders
train their citizens, women tend to be better at
Symmachis for its applications to scouting and
prediction, and men tend to be more familiar
with Parelthonia for its building applications.
You may decide for yourself whether to
represent this in your character's attributes.

Traditions

W

hen the Worldbuilders' time-shifting magic
delves into the past, it calls on the soul of
the world itself, the ghosts of the hills and the
spectres of lost cities. This is Parelthonia,
which uses both Artistry and Geometry
(especially drafting and architecture) to evoke
the power of Necromancy. Its masters use this
power to:
• Draw the land in chalk as it was in the past
and make it so in the present
• Carve a simple line across the landscape to
strike with murderous force
• Trace a portrait of an ancestor to take on
some of their traits
• Sketch a strange, impossible place in rare
pigments, and then burn it to move from
this world into another

Benefit

W

orldbuilders are used to thinking in the
twisting ways of time that others find so
confusing. Once per session, when they
achieve an Advantage through conflict or Twist
use that involves time-winding magic,
Worldbuilders may raise the level of that
advantage by one (for instance, from Minor to
Moderate).

Suggested Expressions: Conjuration, Dream
Travel, Precognition, the Ten Crore Stones,
Travel, the Uncountable Spinners
Characters who practice Parelthonia pay the
cost for both Paths, even though they are in the
same Tradition.
As they reformat the land, the Worldbuilders
also make deals with nature spirits. Those who
would rather become city-gods are their
Patrons, who empower them with
Elementalism. This is an art they call
Symmachis. A Worldbuilder might call upon...
• The Lamplighter, to light a path or project
mind-twisting patterns of flame
• The Flag-whip, who reveals cloud patterns
that can shift one's body into air itself
• The Hundred-faceted Eyes of Stone, to
produce crystals with ornate magical
etchings that reveal secrets
• The Pharaoh of the Avenues, whose
intricately-woven city streets direct flows of
health and vigor to heal the weak
Suggested Expressions: Curses, Healing,
Multitasking, Shapeshifting, Transcendence,
Weather-working
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The Unruly Lands
History

M

any nations of the Great Basin fell
apart immediately following the Gift,
beginning the period known as the
Interregnum. Thousands upon thousands
of nations have not yet found peace. These
states undergo constant upheaval, warring
with one another, raising terrifying
defenses as their governments fail, or
hiding in hopes of survival.
Much of the status quo in these lands is
thanks to the actions of previous
civilizations. The Army of Unity and the
Universal Consortium fought proxy wars
with one another, propping up one nation
against another. The law-and-justiceoriented Guardhouse took issue with the
free and unrestrained Legion of the
Incomparable, and fought them for
decades across continents. Rulers were
propped up, knocked down, paid off, and
undermined. It demolished the citizenry's
confidence in their own rulers and the
trust of outsiders. Military actions also
polluted the local mana with aspects of
strife, battle, and treachery. This makes it
even harder to break the cycle.

Now

R

esources vary wildly from land to land.
Nations low on Industry still mine and
log their lands. Certain aspects of mana are
hard to come by. Rare mystical gemstones
like moxes and cintamani have often been
mined out dozens or hundreds of years ago
by interlopers, and will take decades more
to replenish. Those Above charge heavy
prices for new ley lines of carefullyaspected mana, and the cost has left more
than one nation in inescapable debt.
Each land is ruled differently. Monarchy
and oligarchy are common. To this day,
rulers in these lands often rise quickly and
are deposed just as quickly. Sometimes this
is the result of internal squabbles. Equally
often, however, it is due to the actions of

more powerful nations or civilizations,
who see something to be gained by
manipulating their less-technologicallyadvanced cousins. The Geometer's
Guild empowers rulers who are
favorably disposed toward its scholastic
and cultural domination. The HearthKin crash into the Unroyals' carefully
laid plans, both of them trying to
overthrow the same tyrant. Nova
researchers and Sovereign sybarites come
in, do what they want, and leave.

Examples

E

ach of the Unruly Lands is a nation
unto itself. Their customs,
appearances, Core Values, and
Traditions vary from nation to nation.
Some examples are given below.
The Bight and the Brand – A fractious
kingdom divided along gender lines,
with men as warriors and explorers, and
women as healers and researchers. They
believe that a terrible Dark One will
return to destroy the world. CVs:
Prepare For Battle, Seek Balance.
Tradition: The Power, Belief →
Elementalism
Ever Starward – Here on the very edge
of the Basin, the ships built on the
shores of nothingness sail no ocean.
Instead, they float through the void and
its strange islands, where there is much
glory and treasure to be found. CVs:
Show No Fear, Exploration. Tradition:
The Wind And The Sail, Reagents →
Alchemy
The Blasted Sea – Someone's wars
turned water to silt, and this scorching
desert-sea is sailed across by odd ships
and filled with odder fish. Vicious godkings provide their templars with power.
Giant cloud-rays float through the sky.
CVs: Survival Is All, Take What Is
Yours. Tradition: Authority, Patrons →
Elementalism and Patrons → Glory
Shore and Glade – An outwardly
peaceful land, but one where children
are tempted away from their homes by
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the Fair Folk and goblin armies raid from some
strange world. The inhabitants have rallied in
the past, but never won, and are terrified of
retribution. CVs: Honor the Fair Folk, Hide
That Which You Value. Tradition: The Knack,
Artistry → Glory

have blue eyes. Birthmarks are common, and
they appear in bright shades of red, orange, and
yellow.
There are many variations on this from one
land to another. The ancient forests of the
Sovereigns' continent are home to a taller
people whose skin tends more toward clay,
with faint striations passed on in family lines.
The Worldbuilders count many islanders in
their population, whose skin is closer to terra
cotta. Diadem's mountain-dwelling citizenry
retain their blue eyes into adulthood, and their
hair goes grey by age thirty.

The Spines – Instead of living together in
fragile settlements, the people of this land are
spread across a thousand different places. Only
by Travel do they connect with one another,
and in truth some of them spend almost as
much time on the bridges of the Lattice as they
do in the Basin. CVs: Many Eggs in Many
Baskets, Keep a Watch. Tradition: The Keys,
Language → Oneiromancy.

All of the Basin's civilizations are
heterogeneous from their beginnings. They
continue to be so as people and families move
from one group to another.

The Clawed Land – Questing warrior-wizards
awoke a thousand dragons, who were none too
pleased to discover that they had not received
the full portion of the Gift. The land is marked
by frequent wars between humanity and its
scaled opponents. CVs: Trust No Dragon,
Hold The Line. Tradition: Sorcery of the
Towers, Language → Glory.

There are no game effects from being of a
particular race or ethnicity.

Spotlight: Linguistic Residuum

T

The Mists – An ancient enchantment that kept
outsiders from intruding has been reversed, and
now this fog-covered land is almost impossible
to leave. Undead creatures come here to escape
destruction elsewhere and then become enraged
that they cannot leave. CVs: Watch Your Back,
Hope is an Anchor. Tradition: The Foul Art,
Blood Magic → Necromancy.

he Gift changed everything about day-to-day
life. The effects of the Communion-Nature,
in particular, changed how people
communicate with one another. Suddenly the
desire for conversation was, in and of itself,
sufficient to provide communication.
Even through the True Speech (page xx), habits
of speech and metaphors are still present, as
well as accents. Cultists of the Empty Grave
sound old-fashioned because their language
uses idioms drawn from the Black Sand
Architects' thousand-year-old tongue. The
Golden Ægis speak with metaphors that, even
in translation, can still seem like overwrought
purple prose. The Unroyal use complex and
circuitous verbiage, whilst Nova citizens speak
in a direct, straightforward tongue that reveals
its origin as a trade pidgin. Most people refer to
all these things an "accent", though the Guild
formally deems it Linguistic Residuum.

Dissonance – Humanity shares this
mountainous realm with uplifted animals, all of
whom also have the Gift. A queen sends
knights and explorers out to explore and find
allies. They seek peace but are unable to find it
between their warring neighbors. CVs: All Life
is Worthy, Beware Power. Tradition:
Mentalism, Discipline (mind) → Oneiromancy.

Spotlight: Peoples of the Great Basin

T

he Great Basin is home to a wide range of
humanity. Some peoples and cultures are
widespread, while other groups barely reach
beyond a single civilization.

This manner of speech is one of the ways that
people know they're talking to someone from
the Unruly Lands. When someone doesn't talk
about magic in the Guild's lexicon, when they
use phrases that almost match a civilization's
name, when they use weird metaphors that no
one's ever heard of, it's a giveaway that they're
"not from around here."

Most of the Basin's inhabitants have skin in the
brown-to-black range, with warm undertones.
Their black hair tends to be curly or kinked.
Most eyes are brown, though children often
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Benefit

Civilization or Unruly Land?

M

any Unruly Lands have not had the
opportunity to develop in a continuous
manner. Their inhabitants have had to build up
what they do best and leave other tasks by the
wayside. They typically have competitive
advantage in a particular Nature, though
certain nations have other benefits instead.

No civilization's hands are clean. Every
civilization meddles in the Unruly Lands.
And every civilization is an Unruly Land.
There is no true difference between “the
civilizations” and the rest of the Basin.
There is no inferiority that is somehow
inherent to the so-called Unruly Lands,
and no instability there that the larger and
wealthier civilizations do not own. The
Unruly Lands are just nations like any
other, held down by bad luck, resource
scarcity, and the actions of the powerful.
The very terms “Unruly Lands” and
“Interregnum” are a way that the major
civilizations talk down to smaller nations,
as if they too were not knee-deep in wars,
coups, and instability.
All of this is subtext in the descriptions of
the civilizations and the Unruly Lands,
but we wanted to pull it out here explicitly
in case someone missed it.
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History

Many Returner Cults are aristocracies, though
some involve an elected balance to the
hereditary rulers. Some are anarchic
communes, dealing with money only to handle
external matters.

W

Spotlight: Emotion

Returner Cults
hen Aum's Gift spread across the world, it
brought chaos, destruction, and death. It is
any wonder so many people sought to reject it?
In some places, entire generations taught their
children to fear magic and be ashamed at their
own potential. Those who displayed mystical
talents were exiled or worse. In others,
thousands of people moved into naturally
occurring null zones, even fighting over the
territory. Even when the Interregnum came to
an uneven, stuttering end, many cultures
continued to reject sorcery. The term in
common use at this time is "Returner" –
someone who would rather be able to return
the Gift.

E

veryone in the Basin knows that emotions
are tied to magic. That's why so many
Returner cults deny that emotions are real.
Returners who live deep in Null Zones can
afford to accept emotion more easily. When
magical energy is more available, however,
maturing children tend to manifest the Gift in
instinctual, emotion-driven ways. Intent and
need drive magical manifestations, but
emotions – especially habitual or longstanding
emotions – shape those manifestations into
visible and comprehensible expressions of
one's Nature. Emotions are the gateway to
hundreds of Traditions and thousands of
mystic techniques.

Now

I

f not for the power differential, Returner cults
would be dangerous. Occasionally they
capture someone who can't protect themselves,
or manage to drag a more powerful group into
a null zone with them. As it is, though, most
other civilizations simply give them a wide
berth and let them live in their mana-drained
wastelands.

Returner cults therefore teach young children
to reject their feelings. The most common
method is to simply declare that emotions are
"lesser" than rational thoughts, which are
themselves considered lesser than physical
reality. If emotions are "just emotions", then
taming or ignoring them can be presented as
easy. Admitting to one's emotions, or
especially displaying them, is
considered shameful across many
Returner cults.

Technology among the
Returner cults is low. Most of
them won't shun agriculture
and the written word, though
you never know. A few,
mostly in null zones, have
worked their way up toward
steam engines, but even that
seems untrustworthy to most
cultists.
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Hallmarks
•
•
•
•
•

The absence of magic
Signs warning sorcerers away
Buildings of stone, wood, and thatch.
A culture that values temperance and logic
Superstitious signs made against unusual
events
• A distrust of any sort of power, even the
purely mechanical

Core Values

A

ll Returner cults have a belief that keeps
them from embracing the Gift. Common
examples are Magic is Harmful, Magic Heralds
Ruin, Things Were Better Before, Temperance
is Holy, or strict interpretations of Simplicity.
The Returners' second Core Value varies from
one cult to another. Many deal with rational
thought or emotion in some way.

Traditions

R

eturner cults follow no magical traditions.
Those who do manage to learn magic
typically follow a Path that they can use
without alerting others around them, such as
Belief, Discipline (mind), Patrons, or Blood
Magic.

Benefit

R

eturner cultists take no penalty for using
their Professions in null zones. (see page xx)
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Societies

The

Explorers

T

he Explorers Society started as a talking shop
for professional explorers: a place to share
experiences, solutions and stories. These
gatherings became more formal, turned into
conventions and finally an actual organization.
Today, the Explorers Society is a combination
hiring service, specialized equipment store,
museum, and publishing shop.

S

maller than Civilizations are Societies,
which exist across multiple cultures.
Sometimes they are united by a particular
goal, sometimes by a common origin. Some
societies are in-game shorthand for a particular
profession.
If your character is part of a Society, you will
need to maintain their Core Value at a certain
level of higher in order to retain their benefit.
See page xx for more detail. The descriptions
below also note where one can most easily find
members of each society, and whether they
teach a particular Tradition to their members.

The Explorers can provide a good model for
other professional societies in which jobs and
hobbies turn into complete lifestyles.
• Core Value: Exploration. To explore – to
strive, to seek, never to yield. Explorers’
Society members will always be interested
in seeking out new worlds, societies and
civilizations. If they can be the first to
reach it, so much the better.
• Tradition: None. All Traditions are
capable of Travel and shapeshifting, the
Explorers’ two main tools.
• Benefit: Explorers have competitive
advantage in the Explorer Profession.
• Civilizations: The Hearth-Kin and
Worldbuilders make up a large percentage
of the Explorers, but they can be found in
every civilization – and even some
Returner cults.

Archivists

L

ongtime or particularly committed members
of the Archive (see page xx) should probably
have this society. Not all their employees do –
this society is not a requirement for any
character.
• Core Value: Knowledge for the sake of
______ (fill in your own reason). There is
much internal disagreement in the Archive,
but everyone feels the need to learn.
• Tradition: None. Archivists bring their
own native Traditions to their role rather
than passing on a common one.
• Benefit: Archivists have access to the
Magical Archaeology profession, which
covers both Linguistics and Historian.
• Civilizations: Any. The Archive pulls its
membership from all parts of the Basin and
beyond.

The

Fellowship of Truth

S

orcery has always been a part of the Basin –
just not such a ubiquitous part. Long ago,
before the Gift, the Fellowship was created by
a group of sorcerers who to worked together to
collect and share incantations. Now they think
things were better before the Gift. They're
doing their best to undo it.
• Core Value: The Old Ways. The world is
chaos and war; things were better before.
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• Tradition: True Wizardry
(Language → Alchemy). Curses,
Expanded Expertise (Prodigy),
the Red Space, Shapeshifting,
Travel, Universal Repositories.
• Benefit: The Fellowship are
trained in ancient languages, the
better to decipher spells from
olden times. They have access
to the Grand Magus profession,
which covers both Linguistics
and Scholar: Alchemy.
• Civilizations: The Fellowship
predates the current set of
civilizations, and most
members were immortal before
the Gift came. Many of them
choose an existing civilization
to use as a “cover” identity.
Nova is a common choice
because of its dispersed and
laissez-faire nature.

Fire and Scale

W

ho wouldn't want to be a
dragon? As it turns out,
sometimes, people who want to be
cats. And those folks get along
surprisingly well. Pick this society
if you want to play a giant magical
scaled creature or a soft-but-pointy
ball of fluff that sits on top of them.
You don't technically need to spend
your whole life as a dragon or a cat,
but most members do.
• Core Value: Hedonism. Enjoy
yourself – you have eternity.
• Tradition: The Languid Art
(Belief → Elementalism). The
Burning Dream, Hallucination,
Shapeshifting, the Shell Game,
Telekinesis.
• Benefit: Once per session,
when they gain an Advantage
that ties into a draconic or
feline form, members of Fire
and Scale may raise the level of
that Advantage by one (for

instance, from Minor to
Moderate).
• Civilizations: Most
common amongst Nova, the
Sovereigns, and the
Worldbuilders. Rare
amongst the Cult.

The

Gatecrashers

T

he Interregnum’s many bloody
conflicts have given rise to a
number of mercenary guilds.
One guild is known as the
Gatecrashers, for their preferred
tactic of attacking through the
Travel Lattice. They have
developed a number of
techniques for handling this lowmana region and fighting
effectively in a world that is
nothing but bridges and the
void.
• Core Value: Stay Bought.
The Gatecrashers don’t go
back on a contract. They
might build in a surrender
clause, but they won’t
change sides just because of
the money.
• Tradition: Pathfinding
(Geometry → Glory).
Curses, Lagged Curses,
Multitasking, Nightmare
Exile, Null Tolerance
(required), Precognition.
• Benefit: While using Null
Tolerance, the Gatecrashers
have competitive advantage
with the Soldier profession.
• Civilizations: The
Gatecrashers recruit from
every civilization. They find
relatively little interest from
Glimmermere and the Ægis,
but nearly all other
civilizations are represented.
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The

Unroyal have almost no representation
here.

Groundbreakers

I

f there are Attic Lines, then perhaps there are
Basement Lines – or perhaps they can be
created. The Groundbreakers drive downward
through the Basin’s floor or tack around the
Rim to seek out the flows of mana that they
believe must exist deep within the ground.

The

Hospitalers

T

he Hospitalers are a charity organization
concerned primarily with the wellbeing of
the poor. Hospitalers organize medicine drives,
tend to the less fortunate, and attempt to bring
public attention to problems like endemic
diseases and creeping curses.

The Groundbreakers are driven primarily to
break the stranglehold that Those Above have
on the mana trade. Some have plans for after
that; others have a more anarchic bent.

• Core Value: Charity. Hospitalers live to
help others.
• Tradition: None.
• Benefit: Hospitalers who choose Healing
as a Core Expression can select an
additional Core Expression.
• Civilizations: Hospitalers exist in every
civilization.

• Core Value: Go for the Gold.
Groundbreakers don’t enter into ventures
half-heartedly; they’re in it to win it.
• Tradition: None.
• Benefit: All Groundbreakers have access
to the Delver profession, which provides
the benefits of Theurge, Scholar, and
Historian but only for matters relevant to
subterranean spaces or the Underneath
(page xx).
• Civilizations: Mostly Nova, the Guild, and
some recruited from the Hearth-Kin for
their Earthpower expertise. Ironically,
many Groundbreakers come from Those
Above, seeking to diversify their
investments.

The

Mindweavers

T

he Mindweavers began as a collaboration
between the Ægis and a Nova cult. They
research manufactured minds of all varieties.
Mechanical automata, mystic servitors, even
spontaneously generated spirits. They believe
that the Interregnum is still going and will
never end, unless something smarter than
humanity comes up with a solution.

High Society

• Core Value: Create Your Own Salvation.
You can’t wait to be saved, you need to
find or make the things that will protect
you.
• Tradition: Analysis (Geometry →
Oneiromancy). Curses, Lagged Curses,
Mnemosurgery, Mystic Servitors
(required), Personae, the Shell Game, the
Uncountable Spinners.
• Benefit: Members of the Mindweavers
Society can demand more of their Mystic
Servitors than most.
• Civilizations: Their original constituents
(the Ægis and Nova) are still the most
common. Some Geometers find the
challenge interesting. Some Unroyals have
recently joined to help keep the society

T

he rich tend to like each others’ company,
and their ability to enjoy the finer (and
sometimes more dangerous) things in life unites
them as surely as any other factor.
• Core Value: Good Breeding. High-quality
people come from high-quality families.
• Tradition: None
• Benefit: High Society brings access to
many rare facets of mana. Members of this
Society have an extra point of Reserve, and
one more when it comes to speeding
socially-oriented Rituals.
• Civilizations: The ruling class of Diadem
are nearly all High Society, and this society
is common amongst the Sovereigns and
Those Above as well. The Hearth-Kin and
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honest – to guarantee safety and freedom
to any intelligent minds created.
•

Organized Crime

•

A

n ancient profession, one that has had to
adapt little to the age of the Gift. By staying
sharp, refusing to betray each other, and acting
rarely but with overwhelming force, members
of this Society actually have a chance against
investigators with psychometry and the Sixth
Sense.

•

As with the Explorers and High Society, this is
not so much a single group as a catch-all for
many different groups across the Basin.
• Core Value: The Wall of Silence.
Organized Crime members never speak ill
of one another or mention their
membership in the Society.
• Tradition: None.
• Benefit: Members who purchase the
Criminal profession can use it for all the
purposes of the Spy profession as well.
• Civilizations: Depressingly common,
especially in more regimented areas (like
the Guild) or ones with less political savvy
(like Nova). Some people argue that Those
Above are entirely of this Society.

•

The

their way of thinking, and to work towards
a peaceful resolution when violence seems
imminent.
Tradition: The Peacewalkers do not teach a
specific tradition.
Special: All Peacewalkers live disconnected
from the War-nature.
Benefit: Peacewalkers study non-violent
means of conflict resolution extensively,
practicing constantly. Once per session,
when they use an Advantage or
Complication to move someone away from
violence, they may raise the level of that
effect by one (for instance, from Minor to
Moderate). They may also use the conflict
escalation rules (page xx) without making a
situation more stressful or dangerous.
Civilizations: Glimmermere and the Cult
of the Empty Grave are the most common
Peacewalkers, though all civilizations are
represented.

Protean Society

T

here was a time when no one trusted a
shapeshifter. The Proteans banded together
to have a place to be themselves without
suspicion. Now everyone who wants to be is a
shapeshifter, so the Proteans are more of an
artistic society.
• Core Value: Freedom of Form. Not only is
it a crime to lock someone into a body just
because they were born in it, everyone
should be able to change their bodies the
way they change their minds if they see fit.
• Tradition: Proteans have no one specific
magical tradition that binds them together.
High Self scores are very common.
• Benefit: Proteans use shapeshifting for
more than most people do. They have
Competitive Advantage in the Self-Nature.
• Civilizations: Nova and the Hearth-Kin
are home to a fair number of Proteans.
Their society also welcomes a high
percentage of shifters from the Unruly
Lands, many of whom find little kinship
elsewhere in the civilizations.

Peacewalkers

T

he Peacewalkers are a society of pacifists.
They believe that there is no longer any need
for humanity to harm any being. Many
Peacewalkers work as mediators or activists.
People are often surprised at the conviction
and power with which they speak. They eat
only conjured food, and refuse to work with
warlike or violent organizations except to
encourage their disarmament. Some of them
even believe that the Gift's removal of mind
control was the beginning of a process by
which Aum would create a new universe, one
without the War-nature, and that acceptance of
this change will make things easier in the new
world to come.
• Core Value: Non-Violence. Peacewalkers
use this CV to try to convert others to
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The

Soulpact

T

he soul is eternal. It is universally
considered sacred among all the
civilizations of the Basin. However,
many people's souls are trapped in
awful afterlives or in soul
repositories, effectively jailing the
innocent. The Soulpact is a group
that seeks out trapped souls and
uses necromancy to rescue them.
• Core Value: Redemption.
No one deserves an
eternity of hell. In an
immortal life, everyone
can be redeemed. That
doesn't mean it's easy,
and it doesn't mean
you have to forgive
those who aren't
seeking redemption,
but it means you
don't seek
permanent
punishments for
temporary
crimes.
• Tradition: The
Diamond of
the Soul
(Discipline
(body) →

Necromancy).
Cloning,
Guising,
Hypnopraxis,
Precognition,
Psychometry, Soulwork, Transcendence,
the Uncountable
Spinners.
• Benefit: Members of
the Soulpact have,
appropriately, a great deal of
experience dealing with souls.
They receive the profession
Theurge: Necromancy 3 for free.
•
Civilizations: The Soulpact is
most commons amongst the Unroyal,
the Ægis, and Sovereigns who have
become disenchanted with their
homeland.

The

T

Sunsingers

housand of years ago a continent vanished
from the Garish Sea. An unexpected planar
shift tossed it across the Kaleidoscope, and it
slid from world to world as the centuries
passed. When the Gift was given, those who
lived there pooled their magical power to
return the continent to the Great Basin.
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The Sunsingers are the dominant culture on
this small land mass. Their religion is very
important to them, and as a result their
Linguistic Residuum (page xx) has more
references to holy things. They are known as
artists and mathematicians. They are currently
recovering from post-Gift religious schism,
with their two branches only recently reunited.

participate, though for different reasons.
There are few wargamers from the Unroyal
or Glimmermere.

The

Windblown

T

he Windblown are the remnant of a distant
dynastic civilization destroyed in a seismic
cataclysm. They came to this part of the Basin
on windships 700 years ago. They live in tightknit communities, sometimes even enclaves,
and retain much of their old culture. They are
known as brewers and spice-growers.

• Core Value: The Middle Path. Sunsingers
always advocate for a moderate approach.
• Tradition: Calling the Sun (Artistry →
Glory). Deconjuration, Dreamshaping,
Hallucination, Multitasking, Nightmare
Exile, Soul-work, Transcendence
• Benefit: The Sunsingers traditionally take
on blue-ink tattoos that store additional
mana for them. Those who select Mana
Storage as a Core Expression can choose an
additional Core Expression.
• Civilizations: Many Sunsingers have
joined the Geometers and Worldbuilders.
Some people from Glimmermere consider
themselves more Sunsingers than their
original affiliation. They moved to the
continent to explore its art and fell in love.

• Core Value: Tell Your Story. Windblown
pass their history down orally.
• Tradition: The Old Way (Reagents →
Earthpower) Cloning, Expanded Expertise
(Satori), Guising, Nature-work, Tailored
Canon, Transmutation.
• Benefit: The reagents required by the Old
Way are difficult to grow. The Windblown
Farmer profession includes the appropriate
skills for Theurge (Earthpower) and can be
used for either or both purposes.
• Civilizations: Most Windblown settled
amongst the Hearth-Kin, Nova, and
Glimmermere. It is impossible to join the
Windblown quickly – one must assimilate
over the course of a decade or more.

Wargamers

W

ith the Gift came the possibility of
immortality. With immortality came all
manner of changes to society. For some, the
lack of real danger presented certain
opportunities. Wargamers reenact ancient
battles with one variation after another. Most
say this is to test strategies, and it is, but they
also just think it’s fun.
• Core Value: See it Through. Wargamers
don’t give up on lost causes – there’s
always something you can learn from
seeing how a particular strategy turns out.
• Tradition: None
• Benefit: Wargamers are treated as if they
had the Soldier profession at a level equal
to the higher of their Mystery-nature or
Trickery-nature, but only for the purpose
of strategy and tactics.
• Civilizations: Nova and the Sovereigns
have held more than one mock-war against
each other. Those Above and the Ægis also
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Worlds
T

he setting of Sorcerously Advanced starts
with the civilizations of the Great Basin,
but it extends far beyond them. This
chapter details not only the physical geography
of the Basin, but the mirror-worlds of the
Kaleidoscope and the more metaphysical
realities of the Dream Realms and the Worlds
Beyond.

Page References
xx Cosmology
xx The Great Basin
xx The Kaleidoscope
xx The Dream Realms
xx The Worlds Beyond

This chapter gives a broad overview of each
region, describes how it works, and picks out a
few specific places of interest.

If the Kaleidoscope is the universe of matter,
the Worlds Beyond are a universe of thought
and energy. Each one has its own patterns, its
own gods, and its own people, but they also act
as afterlives for the people of the Kaleidoscope.

Cosmology

T

Dream Realms too are worlds of thoughts, but
they are the fleeting and changeable thoughts of
people, not the weighty and substantive
thoughts of Aum. While the Worlds Beyond
exist outside of the Kaleidoscope, the Dream
Realms exist within and between living,
thinking beings. They are ever-present and everchanging.

he center of all things is Aum, the Great
God whose life is the universe.

In the world where humanity lives, which
we call the Great Basin, Aum is a human
figure, gold and androgynous, so tremendous
that the million-koss-wide Great Basin sits
comfortably in two of Aum’s many hands.

All these worlds are not separated by distances
that one can walk – or fly. If the nearest world
in the Kaleidoscope is within the Great Basin’s
universe, it is so distant that it cannot be seen.
One moves between worlds using magic or not
at all. In the Worlds Beyond, some realms sit

This world is one of many, collectively called
the Kaleidoscope. Each world has its own lands
and seas, its own Aum, its own sentient
peoples who resemble their creator.
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side by side, and one can indeed walk from one
dimension to another, but this is not the rule.

The Great Basin

There are oddities, too. Where is the Red Space
located? Is the Transit Lattice one of the
Worlds Beyond? Even those who study
cosmology have, thus far, found no answers to
these questions.

ost of this game takes place in The Great
Basin, a dish-shaped world of earth and
water that is humanity's home. The
Basin is a million koss in width, which makes
its surface area over 15,000 times that of the
planet Earth.

M

In the perfect center of the Great Basin is the
Hub, a mountain range where the weather is
serene and mana flows smoothly like calm
waters. This is the First Continent, where
humanity is presumed to have originated
billions of years ago, before they spread out
into the world.
The Basin has all manner of terrain, both
mundane and supernatural. There are forests,
swamps, mountains, plains, and jungles. There
are oceans and islands, volcanoes and
waterfalls. There is more ocean than land, but
not by much. Nearly every continent is
inhabited.

People, Outsiders, and Gods
When we talk about “people” in this
chapter, we mean anyone with sapience
and volition. Any inhabitant of the
Kaleidoscope is a “person”, whether they
are human or sentient tree or Ixitxachitl.

Regions of hot and cold are well-separated, but
rely more on the presence of elemental
wellsprings than on the incidence angle of
light. Beneath the world, gemstones, veins of
metal, and volcanic materials are slowly but
constantly being generated and returned to
nothingness, just as mana flows through the air
in ley lines.

When we use the term “outsider”, we
mean someone from beyond the
Kaleidoscope – typically a denizen of the
Worlds Beyond. Outsiders are sapient but
have constrained volition, as described on
page xx.

As one moves outward toward the Rim, more
fantastic terrain becomes more common, as the
ley lines carry great rivers of aspected mana
through the world. There are fields of
crystalline extrusions, mile-deep crevasses,
sparking towers of bronze and glass, forests of
color, hills of iron, and clouds solid enough to
live on. Null Zones likewise become more
common, and the rule is “feast or famine” –
lands are filled with strongly aspected mana, or
nearly devoid of it.

When we use the term “god”, we mean a
part of the world – any world – that is a
sentient responsive process. Gods have
little to no volition. They can rarely act in
ways contrary to their nature. If they do,
they lose much power and are sometimes
replaced. They are often unaware of this.
Most gods of the Basin sleep until people
interact with them, after which they
might or might not remain awake. The
gods of the Worlds Beyond are more
active, and are the focal points of their
worlds.

The civilizations described in the previous
chapter are located about halfway between Rim
and Hub. They stretch for perhaps seventy
thousand koss in either direction, covering a
mere speck in the Basin’s vastness.
The Basin's atmosphere extends upwards for
about a thousand koss until it thins out. There
above the world one can see the calm flow of
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mountain-shattering power in the Attic Lines,
ley lines driven upward and out of a chaotic
atmosphere, into a void where they could flow
quiet and safe.

Ancient homes carved into cliffs ring the
desert. In its depths, broken buildings lie halfburied in sand. The death-aspected sand pulls in
light, and travelers must bring light sources
with them. Instead of cacti, dead trees like
bleached driftwood grow short and stunted on
the tops of dunes. Caravans cross the desert to
collect rare reagents. The Archive is often
active here, seeking the origins of the desert
itself and learning the history of this long-lost
empire.

The Basin has one sun and one moon. Eclipses
of the sun are not one passing before the other,
but the Eye of Aum rotating to face the world
and peer at its surface. Eclipses of the moon are
moments of great magical potential, where the
element of the Void is temporarily ascendant.
Beyond the Basin is airless space. This void
stretches for as far as anyone has ever
investigated. It is nearly empty (save of course
for the body of Aum), but it is also so vast that
there are still a myriad of unusual things to be
found floating in its depths, most of them relics
of previous civilizations.

The Clockwork Cathedral
The so-called Clockwork Cathedral is a city
recently pulled from the past by the
Worldbuilders. Its gears and counterweights
speak of a time of mechanical acumen and
grand architectural works.
The Worldbuilders have permitted others to
access the Cathedral – the Archive for historical
research, a Diadem family attempting to
duplicate its workings, a cult of Nova racing
them to the same goal, Those Above seeking to
harness its unique alchemical mana. Now the
Worldbuilders seem to regret their decision,
and each group lobbies that they might be
allowed to remain.

Places of Interest

W

hen deciding where to send your intrepid
Archivists next, you may want to consider
the following locales:
The Black Sand Desert
One of the best-studied supernatural locations
in the Basin, the Black Sand Desert is a
stronghold for the Cult of the Empty Grave
and was once the center of a massive,
continents-spanning empire.

The Colossus
In the distant past, someone tried to build an
Aum in miniature. It was not entirely
successful... and yet it did not entirely fail,
either. A golden colossus strides the lands
rimward of Diadem, two miles tall, long and

Units of Measure
Nonhumans in the Basin

The koss, a unit of distance.
1 koss ≈ 2 miles ≈ 3 km.

Humanity is by far the dominant
intelligent species in the Basin. There are
communities of other beings, but each one
traces its origins back to elsewhere in the
Kaleidoscope. Likewise, there are
communities of human beings elsewhere
in the Kaleidoscope, and even farther
away. There is much conjecture that parts
of the Kaleidoscope occasionally intersect,
that magic was common in the past as
well, or that the Travel lattice is not as
secure as one might otherwise imagine.

The ratti, a small mass used for reagent
measurement. 1 oz ≈ 30 gram ≈ 250 ratti
The maund, a larger mass used for people
and animals. 1 maund ≈ 40 kg ≈ 80 lbs
The nadika, a unit of time, of which there
are 60 in a day. 1 nadika ≈ 24 minutes
The breath, the time it takes Aum to
breathe once. 1 breath ≈ 7 years.
The kalpa, 4.32 billion years.
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steady of gait. Their upturned hands hold
towns, and cities have been built into their
back.

The Sky-Lands
Weather in the Basin generally moves
Rimward, following the flow of mana. Some
clouds circle crosswise to this, ever spinward.
Those with the eyes of an eagle might notice
people walking about on those clouds.

The colossus acts as an amplifier for calendrical
magic, its steps and heartbeat tuned to
astrological timescales. This makes it a
tempting trophy for many civilizations. The
Geometers hold it now, but the Unroyal slip in
and out of their dreams and their allies in the
Hearth-kin plan to oust them before the next
eclipse lets them fortify their wards and solidify
their power.

The term “Sky-Lands” is used for any number
of Unruly Lands that live on solid clouds in
the Basin’s sky. They farm strange windblown
plants, drink water collected as they pass
sideways through nimbus and stratus, burn
their dead and scatter the ashes. The Ægis
seeks the secrets of these floating fortresses,
while the Hearth-kin attempt to educate them
and the Sovereigns seek fugitive demons hidden
here for untold years.

The Garish Sea
Each wave a different color, the Garish Sea is
both stunning and and treacherous. Several
Unruly Lands encircle the sea, each with their
own name for it: the Rainbow Sea, the
Prismatic Ocean, the Blinding Waves, the
Motley, Aum’s Paints.

The Tilting Hills
Gravity in the Basin points downward....
usually. There are occasionally times when this
fails to be true, where waterfalls move upward
or a mountainside feels strangely flat. In the
Tilting Hills, gravity skews from time to time,
and visitors must grab hold of something and
fight vertigo lest they fall queasily to the
ground.

The animals of the Garish Sea provide both
rare unconjurable food and potent reagents.
Diadem plies these waters for travel and fishing,
with the Unroyal snapping at their heels.
Glimmermere seeks ways to preserve the
fantastic colors for their artwork.
The Hollow-eyed Towns

The Geometer’s Guild researches the Tilting
Hills for their odd measurements.
Glimmermere visits often for the strange and
vertiginous perspective. The Worldbuilders are
the only people seeking to colonize them.
With few people barring their way, they have
been “restoring” them to flatness with alacrity
this past century.

Scholars of the Archive believe that an alien
god sleeps in this place, perhaps fallen from
some other part of the Kaleidoscope. Dreams
are filled with inhuman language that the True
Tongue does not speak. Mirages arise with
wavering towers that taper like tentacles. Walk
toward them and they vanish. Conjuration too
becomes strange; the local Consensus bears
things with no discernible purpose, familiar to
no one.

The Underneath
Not everyone in the Basin lives above it. Some
live within, and some live even below, in the
Underneath. Whole new civilizations wait to
be discovered in this place, people who have
never seen the sun nor the moon. The
Groundbreakers’ efforts (page xx) and Nova’s

There are six small city-states here, their people
often sunken-eyed from lack of restful sleep.
Despite the atmosphere, they seem pleased
with the way things are and do not wish to
leave. Newcomers are quite unlikely to stay.
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explorations have barely begun to uncover the
secrets of the Basin’s underside.

The Kaleidoscope

As mentioned above, gravity in the Basin
points downward. This is still true in the
Underneath. The people here are not pulled
upward toward the Basin. Instead, buildings
hang from chains or are carved into
mountainous stalactites. Water seeps through
the stone above. Life here must cling to the
ceiling or fall thousands of koss to Aum’s
inconceivably large, glowing hands beneath.

he Great Basin of that the Archive calls
home is one world of many. These are
known as the Kaleidoscope, for their close
resemblance to one another.

T

Each world’s reality is similar: there is mana,
there is magic, there is the Gift, gravity holds
one down. Each is different in subtle ways:
aspected mana, constant winds, new colors.
The differences are rarely so great or pervasive
as to prevent individuals from one world from
surviving in another, but there are some worlds
with poisonous water or choking, sulfurous air.

Windfall
Windfall is a quiet place at the ends of the
world, a pocket of calm between roaring ley
lines, vacuous Null Zones, and the emptiness
beyond the Rim. A slow breeze blows always
from hubward, carrying the occasional leaf
over the edge.

The Kaleidoscope is either very large or
perhaps infinite. No end to it has ever been
found. The Travel Lattice extends into every
part of it – or perhaps there are worlds beyond
the Lattice’s reach that have yet to be found for
their lack of connection. Thus far the Archive
has catalogued over 700 worlds.

In this peaceful space a monastery has been
built to provide Archivists with a place to rest
their bodies and minds. A dozen or so live here
at any given time, not counting the healers and
staff who care for them.

The Great Basin is held in the hands of the
Great God Aum. Other worlds of the
Kaleidoscope find themselves similarly cradled
by one or more manifestations of Aum, which
look somewhat like the intelligent species of
that world. On one, Aum is a moth; on
another they resemble a bipedal tiger; on still
another, an elephant. One Basin sits on the
back of a great golden stingray with a million
eyes, for the people who live there are
intelligent rays. Another thirty-mooned world
is held in the belly of a golden-haired sloth with
the deepest and softest of fur, and lo and
behold the people there are slothlike in their
appearance. Still another is gently supported
above the heads of three tentacle-faced beings,
their wings folding and unfolding in mystical
patterns. It has no sun. Some Basins are empty
of intelligent life, and there Aum seems sad for
that lack.

Reaching New Worlds
Travel through the Lattice is targeted by
one’s memories and understandings. How,
then, does one reach a world one has never
seen?
One option is simply inventing a place and
hoping that it exists. This will, more often
than not, deposit you in a place you
vaguely remember – the location that
inspired your imaginings. In this age of the
world, it is more common to be brought
by a friend. Failing that, one finds an
ancient writing (in physical form or in the
Universal Repositories) with true
descriptions of other worlds.

The arrangement of the worlds in the
Kaleidoscope is a matter of much theory and
little evidence. Are they stacked like a deck of
cards? Arranged in a constellation or some
grand symmetric pattern? No one knows, and
there seems to be little way to tell.
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Worlds of the Kaleidoscope

years have seen them finally build the sorts of
civilizations seen on other Basins.

T

Lepidoptera

he Archive typically names worlds in the
Kaleidoscope for their inhabitants – the local
name nearly always translates to “The Great
Basin”, after all. Traveling through the myriad
of possibilities, one might run across...

The people here are moths and butterflies.
Their bodies average a meter long, with each
wing half again as wide. Their colors span
every hue in the rainbow and many beyond it.
Aum beats its wings every seven years, flying
through the endless void toward a single distant
star.

Batoidea
The Basin of Batoidea is one of the sights
recommended to new Archive recruits. Nestled
on the back of a golden manta ray, it shimmers
with deep waters and beautiful archipelagos.
The people here live more in the shallows,
though the Gift has empowered them to
explore the cold, dark depths as well.

The Lepidopterans are homebodies by nature.
Travelers are rare. Flowers are numerous, and
the people had what they needed even before
the Gift. They made few empires. All this is to
say that the Interregnum was milder here, and
Lepidopteran historians have a longer memory
because of it.

Batoidea is well-settled by visitors from other
worlds. It seems that cracks in the Lattice and
wild-magic whirlpools deposit the unlucky here
more often than on other worlds.

Loxodonta
The Loxodons are elephant-folk, smaller but
still massive, some leather-skinned with great
ears, others shaggy with fur to keep out the
cold. They have always been proud of their
wayfaring heritage, and took the Gift as an
opportunity to begin traveling en masse once
again. Their larger civilizations have faded
away, replaced by smaller and more local
tribes.

Corvidae
The people of Corvidae are the greatcrows.
Four meters from beak to tail and black of
feather, their Basin is held in the talons of an
Aum shining and clever.
The Interregnum was not kind to the corvids.
Their small civilizations turned against one
another in wars like they had never known.
Their remaining settlements are small and
widely spread. They have little trust of one
another.

The Basin here is made of wood rather than
stone. It is ever-growing, naturally renewing,
and pieces of it break off the Rim and drift out
into the void. Some Loxodons have recaptured
these to act as vessels of exploration.

Cephalopoda

Orichalca

This is one of many Basins that is primarily sea,
with little land. The people of Cephalopoda are
octopi, with bodies the size of human torsos
and long tentacles.

There are few worlds in the Kaleidoscope
whose primary inhabitants are so clearly
artificial. The Orichalcans are not only made
of metal, and not only cog-and-springwork
automata, but each is also stamped with a serial
number and a date of manufacture (though in
an unknown date system).

Until the Gift, the Cephalopods were shortlived, dying not long after procreation. The
Interregnum never happened on this world.
Instead, the immortality of the Gift allowed
them to finally form longer bonds. The last 400
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Whether the Orichalcans were made to
resemble Aum in this world, made to resemble
the inhabitants, or whether they are the
original inhabitants is unknown. No new
Orichalcans have been created in such a long
time that all memories of the old days have
been overwritten.

of molten rock. They live on the “shores” of
islands with cooler temperatures, and near the
Rim where the cold void of space provides the
same. Their magical studies are somewhat
impaired by the difficulty of writing in their
environment.

Rodentia

Aquatic Peoples and Travel

Rodentia is a world with multiple intelligent
species, unique for their small size. Whereas
most people in the Kaleidoscope are roughly
human-sized, the people of Rodentia are
sentient mice, rats, and voles of the size that
would fit in a human hand.

The Travel lattice is not made to be swum.
This is problematic for the people of
Cephalopoda and Batoidea. Magical
solutions (such as shapeshifting or spiritswimming) are made more difficult by the
fact that the Lattice is a Null Zone. Thus
far there has been no good solution.

The Basin here is likewise tiny compared to the
Basin of humanity, but it is honeycombed with
minuscule tunnels, and the populations are
similar. This makes mana a carefully rationed
resource. Wars are fought over ley line
placement. Rodientians are perhaps the most
likely people to leave their Basin, simply for
the breathing room.

The Vulcanians likewise have difficulty,
not because of the air, but because it is so
much colder than their native habitat.
Bridges to Vulcanae occasionally bear a
basalt-and-pumice statue, the sad remains
of a Vulcanian who tried and failed to
reach another world.

Tarsiidae
Close enough to human to be unsettling, the
people of Tarsiidae are large-eyed, longfingered, and possessed of short fur instead of
hair. They are more dexterous than humans,
but physically weaker and slightly smaller.

Do other worlds
have tiny humans?

The Basin of Tarsiidae is crisscrossed with
ancient tracks. Some ancient civilization
replaced steel with indestructible cuendillar,
but not before the world became accustomed
to a thin layer of rust. While the wars of the
Interregnum damaged some of them, there are
still more than enough intact to run a vast
train network. Several local civilizations are
extending that system into the Travel Lattice.

Most of the sentient creatures of the
Kaleidoscope can be found in the Great
Basin, albeit in smaller and non-sapient
forms. The greatcrows of Corvidae, for
example, find the Basin’s “ordinary” crows
freakishly fascinating. Humanityanalogues can likewise be found in other
worlds, typically as a knee-high primate
with relatively little hair.

Vulcanae
The Basin of Vulcanae is one of the most
hostile known. The surface is perpetually
molten, with a few cooler places where it has
solidified. The air is sulfurous, gas pockets
ignite frequently, and tremors are common.
The first Archive expedition to Vulcanae found
their immortality sorely tested.
The local people are well-adapted to their
world. Though humanoid in form (head, torso,
two arms, two legs), they are themselves made
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Those who travel physically run the risk of
being disoriented by the local conditions. They
also need to use magic to return themselves to
the Basin, and can potentially be imprisoned.

The Dream Realms

W

ithin and between the minds of all living
beings are the Dream Realms. They are
invisible but ever-present. Every thought
and feeling connects to them, every nightmare
spawns a new one or rejoins an old one.
Without thinking beings they shrivel and
might even disappear, though naturally it is
difficult to observe such events. Some Dream
Realms are so large that there is always
someone lost in them, some poor unfortunate
soul whose mind and presence maintains them.

Those who travel astrally will find themselves
changed by the feel of the place – less
disoriented, more transmuted. They can snap
themselves back at any time with just a
thought, but their bodies lie asleep or comatose
in the Basin while they travel.
Dream Travel and Spirit-walking are akin to
one another. Someone spirit-walking in astral
form can slip in and out of dreams as easily as
walking to the next room.

While the Worlds Beyond seem different to
each sentient species, two visitors to a Dream
Realm will agree in every detail on what they
saw. This is not to say that the Dream Realms
are more comprehensible. These places are
allegory made tangible. They make sense as
metaphors, not as real-world places.

Regardless of how one arrives, actions in the
Dream Realms are taken with Communion,
Mystery, and Trickery. The more physical
Natures have no sway here.

Dream Realm Inhabitants

Because each realm is tied to an emotion or
thought, there are often signifiers of those
things here, drawn from the subconscious of
visitors. If they associate rage with fire, the
Dream Realm of rage will ignite around them.
If they associate rage with ice, it will chill or
freeze. One can learn – or reveal – a lot about
oneself in the Dream Realms.

T

here is nothing in the Dream Realms but
what its visitors bring with them. Every
being you see in a Dream Realm is part of your
own consciousness, or the mind of someone
nearby. Killing them does nothing. They may
appear again at any moment or lie dormant, as
appropriate to your own thoughts. Objects and
places are drawn from memories, often warped
or accentuated by emotion.

Dream Realms may seem infinite, but in truth
they are simply creating what an explorer
imagines might be present. Those with the art
of Dreamshaping (page xx) can control this;
others are at the whim of their own
subconscious. If they secretly expect an edge to
the world, they shall find it; if not, they may
travel forward eternally.

It is rare but possible for figments from a
Dream Realm to escape. They take the original
thought with them. If your longing for
someone takes on physical form and leaves to
pursue them, you will no longer yearn. They
are a part of you, but they are gone.
Many Dream Realms are said to be sentient,
but in truth they are merely amalgams of their
visitors.

Entering the Dream

V

isiting the Dream Realms is done via the art
of Dream Travel (page xx). One can travel in
physical form, or in a purely mental form also
known as astral projection.
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Sunset-Over-Sea

A Catalog of Dreams

A

The peace of a rose-tinted sky. This is where
Glimmermere went when its residents left the
Basin. Many still live here now, and while they
protect themselves from the realm’s emotional
effects, it does provide a beautiful and quiet
refuge for students of the arts.

small sampling of Dream Realms can be
found below.

Aum's Shadow
The feeling that one is not at home in one’s
own house, that one’s family is not who they
seem. Aum’s Shadow is a dark mirror that
touches our own world and replicates it in illremembered detail. This realm is used for
Spirit Walking by certain Traditions.

Ushendi-loves-Bendar
The drive of affection and new-formed
attraction. Crushes and infatuations find ways
to make themselves known here. This is a
realm to make young lovers blush.

Berit'tuni
The obsession with number and arrangement.
Here all things are discrete and separable.
Stones rise faceted from the ground. Shapes
with impossible angles fall from the sky and
one cannot help but count them.

Dreaming Whilst Dreaming
It is possible to sleep while in the Dream
Realm, and even to dream. One can slip
from one Dream Realm to another this
way. Astral visitors who fall asleep instead
return to their bodies.

Fiasha An
Unrequited longing. The moon hangs forever
in the sky. The land is positively littered with
scenic overlooks and lone trees under which to
sigh over loves that cannot be. Soft shapes
move silently and peacefully in the mist.

It is not possible for a dream traveler in
physical form to mentally project
themselves back to the Basin – only into
other Dream Realms. It is because of this
that the citizens of Glimmermere are
particularly cautious when visiting the
Basin. They are used to walking in mental
form from one realm to another, but
when they visit the Basin they wager their
bodies.

Inwolath
The joy of swimming. Inwolath transforms all
who enter it into fishlike forms so they can
swim in its currents and rest in its waters.
Khai'Gholam
The nightmare from which dreamers cannot
wake. It is the terrifying dream that clutches
one and strikes over and over, unending. Those
who visit in astral form leave their bodies
shaking and sweating.
Nunto Karak
A broken realm of dreams interrupted. Waves
of nonexistence sweep the world, sweeping
away structures and inhabitants. Only visitors
remain unchanged when they pass.
Qli-thak-kos
A cycle of thought, in which all tends towards
its opposite until roles and hearts are reversed,
and then flows back. One must use caution
when deciding when to leave.
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The Worlds Beyond

little of. The natives of the Worlds
Beyond can change.

T

Each World Beyond revolves around the
relationship between creators and the
created. Some gods bring creatures into
being to worship them, or to seek their
favor. Others generate creatures to build
endless structures, or to explore existence
and report back. Their interactions with
souls from the Kaleidoscope says volumes
about the state of mind of the local god.

he Worlds Beyond are places
outside of the Kaleidoscope. They
have a reality and permanence that
the Dream Realms lack. A Dream
Realm with no visitors withers and
disappears; the Worlds Beyond persist.
This is because of the source of these
worlds. Whereas the Dream Realms
reflect the thoughts and emotions of
living beings, the Worlds Beyond are
part of the mind of Aum. Each world
expresses a process or complex within
Aum's mind. In many ways, the
Worlds Beyond are Aum's mind, too
vast to be contained by its body.
Most of Aum's mental processes seem
to map well to the human mind. Some
do not. Sometimes one can easily tell
what the concept is, as with the
literally fiery passion of the Brass
Inferno or the paranoid Net of
Response. Other times it's not as clear.
If one thing is clear from the resonance
between these worlds and Aum’s self,
it is that Aum’s mind is not perfect.
Psychologically speaking, Aum may
not even be well. As much as Aum has
self-love, there are heavens. As much as
Aum has self-hating thoughts, there
are hells.
Each of the Worlds Beyond are
centered around one or more
supernaturally powerful beings. These
gods created (and sometimes still
create) the other inhabitants of that
world. These gods are always strongly
linked to the thoughts of the realm.
They have no choice but to express
them in one way or another.
The creatures made by the gods are
hybridized with other ideas. Whether
one calls that "less pure" or "more
human", they are more than just
single-thought-forms. Their societies
play out certain structures-of-mind
within Aum, but they have agency,
something the gods themselves have
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Speaking of souls: the Worlds Beyond are
also afterlives. If the Uncountable
Spinners of Silver Cord (page xx) did not
exist, then souls from the Basin would go
immediately to the Worlds Beyond, and
eventually leave them to reincarnate, free
from the memories of their past lives and
their post-death experiences. The
Spinners, broken as they are, change this.
Some souls reincarnate immediately. Some
stay in the Basin for much longer than
others. Some remember pieces of their
pasts.
Which afterlife one arrives in is not
reliably predictable. Most people go to
afterlives their people knew from times
long past. Many people are judged by the
standards of their cultures. None of this is
absolute. The process is broken.
The Worlds Beyond sometimes touch the
Basin, but more often must be reached via
Travel. Each of the Worlds Beyond has
one and only one place that connects to
the Travel Lattice. Sometimes there might
seem to be multiple gateways to different
"realms" in a single world. In truth, these
are places where multiple worlds have
been stitched together so that natives,
visitors, and perhaps the souls of the
departed could walk between them.
Each person sees the Worlds Beyond
through their own lens. Local idioms are
translated into personal understandings.
When human beings visit the Worlds
Beyond, the gods and their servants seem
humanoid (though other visitors retain
their own appearance). When creatures
from elsewhere in the Kaleidoscope visit,
they fit the form of those visitors instead.
This makes tomes found in the Universal

Worlds
Repositories untrustworthy. If a ruler is
described as a varicolored giant snail, check to
see whether the author was Muricodean. The
Sixth Sense can reveal the truth, if one thinks
to look for it.

thousand worlds. Then whatever supplied its
mana ran out. Now the doors here only work
sporadically, and the city is full of fugitives and
squatters. The city-gods are still strong in this
place, and their servitors sustain the workings
of the city to keep the place’s remaining mana
flowing toward its pantheon.

Those humans who were in the Worlds
Beyond at the time of the Gift did not receive
the capability for magic; only the portion that
broke magical bonds was passed to them. It is
not known why. Some worlds still have
enclaves of humans who know nothing of the
Gift.

Heavens
Places of peaceful rest and recuperation. The
best-known heaven is the once-vacant heaven
that now serves as the headquarters of the
Golden Ægis. It is a sky-realm of granite floors
and marble pillars, empty tables and lonely
thrones.

A Register of the Beyond

Not all heavens are vacant. Most, in fact, are
inhabited by gods and angels, with varying
amounts of interest in the Kaleidocope and
matters there. While their involvement with
the outside world varies, the common thread is
compassion. Heavenly pantheons seek to help
others, especially the souls that have come to
them from the Kaleidoscope.

H

ere is a small sampling of the Worlds
Beyond. Some of these entries are
categories; others are specific locales.
Elemental Planes and their kin
The five Elemental Planes are infinite expanses
of infinite variations on the components of the
world. Each is ruled in its own way: the
Maelstrom Conquerer of Water, the Void
Council, the All-Consumption group-mind
that rules Fire.

Hells
As there are many heavens, so are there many
hells. The one intertwined with the Sovereigns
of Hell is perhaps the most famous, but many
of the Basin’s peoples have stories of souls
treated harshly in the “next world.”

Around these planes lie dozens more worlds
touched by those elements. From the skyrealms full of airships to a dark underground of
lava and dwarves, each reflects its own blend of
take on the elements. Many shade into
emotional resonances as well – the Brass
Inferno is a sensual realm where arousal
generates literal heat. Others were connected to
or created by a particular Kaleidoscopic world.
The Grand Chasm, for example, might once
have been like the Plane of Earth, save that an
entire civilization mined it for a billion years
and then left only their dwellings behind.

Each hell is uniquely different. Some burn,
others freeze, still others overwhelm with gore
until no shock remains. Some have tortures
tailored to the individual, some do not. Some
resemble heavens until the awful moment of
relevation comes. If the thing that unites all
heavens is compassion, the common factor for
all hells is torment – and that they are
notoriously difficult to escape.
The Museum Labyrinth

The Fool's Scriptorium

Worlds such as this one appear to be Aum’s
memory. Here, artwork showcasing previous
ages of the world are kept in a museum with
glass walls. The god here is eager to show what
has happened, though it rarely focuses on
important events, preferring those about which
it remembers unending detail.

Not all of the Worlds Beyond are vast. This
one is tiny, composed of a single shed-sized
room. Every space is filled with scrolls, and
every scroll is filled with nonsense. The god of
this place laughs eternally.
The Forever City

Escape from the Museum Labyrinth is difficult.
There are dozens of explorers still wandering
its halls, seeking, seeking... something...

This multifaceted metropolis was once linked
via Travel to a thousand destinations across a
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The Net of Response

Mana in Other Worlds

The Net’s inhabitants maintain a spy network
stretching across large portions of the Worlds
Beyond. This is because the god of this place
desires to know. It must apprehend all things,
and then it must decide on the proper response
to them, quickly. The faster this happens, the
calmer the realm. When information is slow to
come, the god becomes agitated, and its
servitors rush from place to place – often
ineffectually.

The Kaleidoscope and the Worlds Beyond
produce mana, usually at the same rate as
the Basin.
The Dream Worlds exist within and
between the minds of the living. They
produce mana, but that mana is often
aspected with the character of the world.
A nightmare-realm would produce terroraspected mana, while one more
contemplative might produce mana with a
puzzle-aspect or a planning-aspect.

Deciding on a response doesn’t mean acting on
it. The decision only need be made, not
executed. Then records can be made, and the
world can move on to the next point of data.

The Travel Lattice (see page xx) is a -1 Null
Zone. It doesn't produce mana on its own,
but mana is continuously leaking into it
through a vast number of access points,
which makes a moderate amount available.
The Red Space extinguishes mana at a
prodigious rate and produces none of its
own.
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The Red Space seems actively hostile to living
beings. It generates no mana of its own. Any
that is produced, such as inside an unlucky
visitor, simply falls away and disappears as if
swirling down a drain. It is grating to every
sense: a penetrating red glow from all about, a
buzzing sound that one can never get used to, a
smell universally disliked, even a gritty texture
on the fingers and tongue. One can find no rest
in sleep. The ground grows nothing, the sky
has no clouds.

Stranger Places

T

here are places that do not fit easily into the
cosmology described above. Many of these
show signs of having been artificially
created, remnants of some past civilization’s
long-lost magical works.

The Travel Lattice

Despite all this, the Red Space preserves
nonliving matter well. The passage of time does
not ravage anything within, at least, not
physically. Food stored here will not rot, books
will not molder. Its vastness, at a scale of over
sixty thousand to one with the
Kaleidoscope, provides virtually
unlimited space.

T

he art of Travel (page xx) opens giant doors
into an airy void full of bridges. Every bridge
is exactly five koss from end to end. Their
width varies, but they are generally wide
enough for at least two wagons to pass. Some
of them have ornately carved railings; others
are bare spans of marble.
They pass in all directions, up and
down, left and right, sometimes
one back-to-back with another.
One can see no sky or
ground, only an endless
random mesh. It is
difficult to determine
much else about this
world but that it is
filled with bridges.
They are not
indestructible, but they are
quite hardy, and damage seems
to be repaired when no one is
looking.

Horror stories are told of people
wandering the Red Space,
driven slowly insane by the
light and isolation, hungry
for the slightest scrap of
mana and the
possibility of
returning home. The
Soulpact has as one of
its goals the rescue of all
Red Space exiles, but as of
yet they have no good way to
locate them.

Local Demiplanes

While it is not unheard-of for fellow
travelers to pass within sight of one
another in the Lattice, it is uncommon. The
void is vast, and the number of bridges
inconceivably large. If the Kaleidoscope is
infinite, the Travel Lattice is even more so.

T

here are many smaller worlds attached to the
Kaleidoscope in various places. Some ancient
peoples built soul repositories with their own
tiny afterlives. Others carved out vacation spots
or hideaways. The GM is encouraged to create
small worlds as desired, or as the rich and
powerful would have desired, to fit their needs.

The Red Space

T

he Travel Lattice has some unfortunate
properties. It doesn’t generate mana, you
can’t grow food there, its local Canon of Form
is nothing but bridges. Some people live there,
but it’s not a wonderful existence.
However, next to the Red Space, it is positively
welcoming.
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Y

ou’re all powerful wizards, you’re all
immortal and practically unkillable, and
you’re basically all either librarianarchaeologists or working for them.

Page References
xx blah
xx blah
xx blah
xx blah

So that’s a little weird.
In this chapter I, the game designer, am going
to speak directly to you, the reader, about this
game and why it is the way it is. Hopefully this
will help you have more fun with this game.
This section is primarily aimed at Game
Masters, but Players are welcome to read too.
Items in this section are arranged in rough
order of importance, from most to least.

Providing Beta Feedback

T

his 200+ page book is not the final version
of Sorcerously Advanced. Like it says, it’s
the beta version: ready to be tested, but still
with some missing features.

If you have ideas for rules alterations, I might
be interested, but that feedback is not as useful
unless you can tell me how it worked out in
actual play.

Some of that is purely mechanical: there are
places that say ((placeholder)), there are places
with ugly layout, there are examples that need
to be added, and all the page references need to
be filled in. Please don’t tell me about these. I’ll
find them and fill them in myself as I work on
this version.

There are also some pieces of the setting that
are unfinished – and in a game like this, the
magic is part of the setting. This isn’t a handwaving fairytale game where we can just ignore
implications and knock-on effects. This is a
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hard-magic game, a speculative fiction game
that cares about what magic does to the world.

become when their limitations are
removed.

This is where I’m interested in your feedback. If
there’s a kind of magic that invalidates an entire
civilization, I need to know earlier rather than
later, because one or the other needs to change.
If you see something that just doesn’t make
sense, definitely let me know. The best way you
can do this is at the game’s official forums:

3. ((More here))

Points of Canon Uncertainty

T

You’ll need to create an account there in order
to message me, but you won’t get spam.

here are some questions that are
intentionally unanswered in this book.
These are left for individual game masters
to answer. There’s a difference between “I
forgot it” and “I’m intentionally not explaining
it,” and this list is the latter.

How to Use the Beta

Here are some questions that you as the GM
will have to answer:

http://suffadv.wikidot.com/

• Mundane Matters
▪ Was there in fact a previous magicusing age? How long ago? Was there
more than one?
▪ What happens if you touch Aum?
▪ Is the Kaleidoscope infinite?
• Matters of Magic
▪ What price did Aum pay for the Gift?
▪ What was the original purpose of the
Uncountable Spinners of Silver Cord?
▪ What are the unresolvable
contradictions that make magic
fundamentally unscientific?
• Matters of Theology
▪ Why was the Gift given?
▪ Is it possible to communicate with
Aum?
▪ Are nature spirits and the gods of the
Worlds Beyond the same sort of being?
Is Aum the same sort of being?
▪ Does every world in the Kaleidoscope
have a different Aum, or are they all
part of the same being?
▪ How close are we, exactly, to the end
of the Kalpa?

R

un this like a real game. Run it hard. Poke
into every aspect of the mechanics, pry at
the setting, make normal characters and weird
characters, throw every type of PC together in
the same party. Try to break things. The places
where the game breaks are the points that I’ll
need to give the most attention.

Changes from
Sufficiently Advanced

S

orcerously Advanced shares its core rules
with the second edition of Sufficiently
Advanced, my game about the impacts of
advanced technology in the far future. While
there are obviously massive differences in the
setting of these two games, and some clear rules
differences (the change from Themes to
Approaches being the biggest), I wanted to
point out a few things that are particularly
important.
1. Sorcerously Advanced takes place in a
non-sciencing universe. Magic is not just a
different kind of science in this game, it is
fundamentally non-mathematizable.
2. Sufficiently Advanced was created to be
the story of humanity. Everything you
can play is either human or was created
by human beings. Sorcerously Advanced
is a game with a wider focus. It’s about a
broader definition of “people” than just
humanity. It’s about what people can

Again, answers to these questions aren’t
“missing from the beta”, they are canonically
undecided. I wanted to explicitly point them
out as plot fodder. I’d rather give you hooks to
create and unravel your own mysteries than try
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to build some sort of vast and probably
unsatisfying metaplot.

It's true that you can't inflict those kinds of
complications quickly in this game. It's not like
Sufficiently Advanced, where Metatech enables
high-speed social interaction. You could
violently force a Rapport with someone using
War, and then overwrite someone's values
using War and either Trickery or Self, but the
mind can heal from such assaults, and the
damage remains visible to others, at least on a
psychic level. You could trap them and
brainwash them, but that's still an assault. The
moment your enemy enters Rapport with
someone who knew them, the injury
will be clear.

The idea of canon uncertainty was borrowed
from the game In Nomine, in which the nature
of various religious figures, the existence of free
will, etc. were all points of “Canon Doubt and
Uncertainty.”

Conflict Timescales, or,
Death and Better Fates

M

ost people are used to a
world where death is an
ending. Players familiar
with other RPGs,
especially, have seen
worlds where killing
your enemy
finishes the
threat they
posed. That's
not the case
here. When
players realize
that, they often
seek some way to
make an ending – some
way to incapacitate an
enemy in a semi-permanent
fashion. Cutting off their head,
dropping a mountain on them,
throwing them into the Red Space,
even breaking their immortality and
killing them.

Changing your opponent's Core
Values is by far the most
effective way to end the
threat they pose. It's not
fast. The timescale will
not be minutes, but
weeks, months,
possibly years.
You'll have
opposition
from their
allies. Once
you win, though,
the change can't just
be "fixed" by healing
them, because it's not a
wound. It's not an injury.
It's what they truly believe, a
new part of their Self-nature, and
healing makes you want you want to
be.
Mechanically, this sort of contest is
generally done using Communion or Self
against your opponent's Self or Trickery score.
Because critical complications are difficult to
inflict, you may need to wear down your
opponent's CVs or Natures with a series of
contests before you can plant the seed of a
more permanent change.

All of these are Critical Complications. While
it's true that critical complications can be
permanent, it's by no means guaranteed that
any of them are, and the physical ones are
particularly temporary in this setting. Anyone
with Communion 4 or 5 can resurrect people
very effectively. Mystery and Trickery can
peek into the Red Space to look for survivors.
Physically removing someone from the field of
play forever is effectively impossible. There's
always a way for them to come back.

Using the Civilizations

N

one of the civilizations in Sorcerously
Advanced are intended to be mere
caricatures. Each of them does some good
and wonderful things, and some rotten things.
You can use any of them in a more negative

However, you're already dealing a critical
complication. Other fates on the list of critical
complications include "All Core Values
changed" and "Friends' allegiances reversed."
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and antagonistic role in your game, or in a
more sympathetic or positive role. Here are
some suggestions for how you could emphasize
some aspects of them, tone back others, and
tweak each group for use in your own story.

coalition of civilizations they're clever and
well-connected enough to bind it together.
Negative: It's hard to get away from Diadem's
aggressive colonization of the Unruly Lands.
They treat people there like toys and their
customs like trinkets. Diadem claims to love
other cultures, but it's the same way a child
loves a doll and drops it off a bridge the next
day. Accentuate the deep divides in their
civilization and their economic blackmail of
sovereign nations. Don't let the characters pass
through Diadem cities without reminding
them that there are servants here in a way that
there simply aren't elsewhere in the Basin.

The Cult of the Empty Grave
Positive: Play up the way they help others.
Show them tending to those unable to control
the Gift. Show them working to reform those
who hurt them in the past. It doesn't matter
who you are; if you come to the Cult they'll
take care of you.
Negative: Emphasize the Cult's "greatest
generation" problem. Their morality is stuck in
the low-magic past, with no idea how to handle
the high-magic present. Alternatively, crank up
the alienation factor within their own citizenry.
Cult members who don't want to be a specific
kind of beautiful are ostracized, treated like
freaks. This becomes problematic long before
they start expecting it of outsiders.

The Geometer's Guild
Positive: The Guild is a champion of
education. They've done more than any other
civilization to increase the general level of
scholarship in the Basin. The same goes for
their legal code. Portray them as wise and
clever, aware of the faults in their
methodology.

Diadem

Negative: In the same way that Diadem uses
money, the Guild uses knowledge to take over
Unruly Lands. Remind players that they're
erasing local Traditions, and that some
knowledge of magic will disappear forever
when they're done. In addition, men and
women are treated very differently by the
Guild, and they're completely black-and-white
about the separation. Have them demand that
people explain themselves if they're not "acting
properly."

Positive: The citizens of Diadem care
greatly for their families. Show those
ties. Show them reaching out for
one another and taking great
risks to preserve their
families. Diadem is also
able and willing to
lead, and if
there's a

Glimmermere
Positive: At its best, Glimmermere has
unlimited potential for growth. They
have a love of both truth and wisdom.
They're good at both
improvisation and planning.
Really, all you need to do
to play up
Glimmermere's
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strengths is to paper over its weaknesses.
Unfortunately...

into other civilizations' efforts and ruin years
of planning. Make them a bunch of nosy,
ignorant busybodies who barge in and explain
what the characters are supposedly doing
wrong. Then have them fail to come to a
decision as to how to fix it as it falls down
around their heads. If you really want a cherry
on top of this, have them ignore anyone who
doesn't have children because they obviously
don't know anything about anything.

Negative: At its worst, Glimmermere falls into
in-fighting and endless drama and never gets
anything done. They ran from the Basin when
things got hard. Imply that they'll do it again –
or even show them starting to retreat when
danger rears its head. You might also set up a
situation where a Glimmermere resident is in
an abusive relationship and their elders simply
shrug and say "that's the way of love,"
underestimating how bad things are.

Nova Commonwealth
Positive: If there's any civilization that has a
place for anyone, no matter how odd, it's
Nova. Emphasize their responsibility, their
commitment to avoiding harm, and the Million
Ways, and you should have a pretty solid
protagonist/ally civilization here.

The Golden Ægis
Positive: The view of honor held by the Ægis
is one that would be appreciated by most
cultures in the Great Basin. They're driven to
improve the world around them, and to
improve themselves as well. To show them in a
positive light, you just need to give them a
little flexibility. If they're allowed to learn from
their mistakes, the Ægis can do wonders.
Negative: Conversely, without that flexibility,
the Ægis runs easily toward despotism. This
sort of Ægis swarms nations and overthrows
them because they aren't being properly
respectful, or don't have the right idea of
righteousness. In D&D terms, play them as
aggressively Lawful and you'll have a fine
antagonist.

Negative: Don't just show the more extreme
cults – those make great villains in any game
regardless of how you want the
Commonwealth as a whole to look. Instead,
make Nova's sense of responsibility less kind
and more callous. Show how the mainstream
allows extremists to continue with what they're
doing because they're "not really hurting
anyone..." except for the people who "should
have known better" or "should have been able
to take care of themselves." A negatively
portrayed Nova can have a real "blame the
victim" mentality.

The Hearth-Kin

The Sovereigns of Hell

Positive: When others hesitate or wring their
hands, have the Hearth-Kin step in and act.
Show them taking care of others, both
individually and as a nation. Have them
express the change of heart they had about
leaving the Basin and their willingness to learn
about the way it is now. The Hearth-Kin also
understand nuance well, which makes them a
good mediating factor for some of the more
extremist civilizations.

Positive: Sometimes you need a friend who
doesn't give a flying fuck what anyone else says.
Someone who will happily scare the daylights
out of your bully, or help you realize that
anyone who gives you shit is nothing compared
to you. Sovereigns are rarely nice, but they can
take a metaphorical machete to your self-doubt
and leave you stronger afterward.
Negative: Let's point out things beyond the
obvious "what if the demons are taking
control" and "what if they turn out to be just
as bad" scenarios. The Sovereigns have been
caught in a cycle of abuse, passing down what
was done to them. If they're not just having
trouble changing, but are unwilling to try, that

Negative: The imperative to get out there and
do something can really blow up in your face
when you do the wrong thing – especially if
five hundred of you all get together to do it.
Play up Hearth-Kin's ignorance of the general
state of affairs in the Basin. Have them blunder
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casts them in a more sinister light. They also
have issues with not being able to let go of
things. Portray them as a nation of revengejunkies who use positions of power to step on
those who laughed at them.

The Worldbuilders
Positive: The feeling of togetherness in
Worldbuilder cities is contagious. Accentuate
that sense of community. Have individual
Worldbuilders reach out to others, to be
friends and allies or just as a check-in. Have
them arrange parties and gatherings. As a
civilization, they're also an interesting way for
sedentary old spirits to take on a new life and
move up their social ladder.

Those Above the Sky
Positive: Those Above are very good at seeing
opportunities and capitalizing on them. If you
give them a bit of compassion they could make
a very good ally for many civilizations, even
helping smaller nations develop and become
more self-sufficient.

Negative: It doesn't take much to see that the
Worldbuilders, both as a civilization and as
individuals, need to learn to take no for an
answer. There are many, many places this
could turn foul. In addition, it's not hard to
play up their dishonesty. The Worldbuilders lie
as a matter of course when it comes to their
time-shifting activities. Odds are good they're
lying (to others and to their own citizens)
about a lot more.

Negative: That compassion? Toss it. Play
Those Above as hardline money-grubbers
who'll put you in the worst spot they possibly
can. Play up their fragile competitive nature
while you're at it. Have them brag and boast
about their superior positions, then go running
to you for help when things fail... because
running to their "friends" in their own
civilization would just put them further in
debt, and they think they can manipulate you
into a better deal.

Bonus entry: The Archive
We won't present every Society, but the
Archive is so important to this game's default
scenario that it's worth taking a few extra
paragraphs to talk about them. Every
organization in this game is a mix of positive
and negative, and the Archive is no exception.

The Unroyal
Positive: There's a lot of potential good in the
Unroyal. They could make an excellent
sponsor for a group of characters if you don't
want to have them working for the Archive (or
if the team decides to leave the Archive for
some reason). Give the Unroyal the wisdom of
their experiences.

Positive: They pursue knowledge. They help
to arbitrate disputes. They work together in a
diverse community that values wisdom and
truth. The Archive's neutrality helps them
help others to reach consensus and avoid
destroying the relics that might bring a new
age of enlightenment to their world. Truly, the
light of Aum shines upon them.

Negative: The Unroyal are, to borrow a
phrase, single-issue voters. That single issue is,
"No tyrants." It's a great issue to vote along...
so long as they can clearly discern who is and
isn't a tyrant. If they can't, then they're
probably out there ruining nations and refusing
to admit it. A more extremist Unroyal
wouldn't get along with any civilizations with
top-down leadership, including not just the
Sovereigns, the Guild, and Diadem, but the
Ægis and the Cult as well.

Negative: The Archive, as a group, are not
good listeners. They don't cooperate well with
other authorities. They're taking their own
interpretations of the past and encoding those
into Universal Repositories for all future time.
Some of them are even the tomb-robbers and
king-makers they're accused of being. They
are, after all, only human.
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The Cult of the
Empty Grave

Nova
Commonwealth

The Geometer’s
Guild

Those Above
the Sky

Alliances
Conflicts

Diadem

The Worldbuilders

Glimmermere

The Sovereigns
of Hell

The Unroyal

The Hearth-Kin

The Golden Ægis
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Allies
and Enemies

W

hile there are (currently)
no formally declared wars
between the civilizations, there
are certainly some who have it out for one
another. Here’s a rundown. There’s a
((placeholder)) diagram of this on the facing
page. I’ll make a nicer one before the final
version is out.

with
the
Sovereigns,
who do not intend
to live in the Basin in
the future.

Economic Conflicts

D

iadem, Those Above the Sky, and the
Worldbuilders are the economic
powerhouses of this setting. Diadem trades in
reagents, talent (including what is effectively
slave labor), and carefully aspected mana.
Those Above trade in vast amounts of mana.
The Worldbuilders are reaching the point
where they’re going to be able to trade in
territory – if they even choose to trade rather
than simply holding it. All three groups trade
extensively with each other, but they’re always
seeking short-term and long-term advantages.

Philosophical Conflicts

T

he Unroyal stand squarely opposed to
Diadem, and the two groups are in a de facto
war. Diadem is so large and rich that the
Unroyal have barely made a dent, but Diadem
is also very family-oriented, and the Unroyal
often act by “liberating” children. Diadem pulls
on Glimmermere’s Carry the Thread CV to
motivate them as a buffer against the Unroyal.

Economic Alliances

Nearly every civilization has ethical concerns
over the Sovereigns, with the exception of
Those Above who consider it none of their
business. The Ægis are particularly conflicted
in this area. On the one hand, the Sovereigns
are winning a war against a demon army that

D

iadem’s main ally is Glimmermere, for their
artistic talent. Those Above work with
multiple Nova cults and have the Geometer’s
Guild as their largest customer. The
Worldbuilders have been building alliances
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tormented their ancestors for centuries. On the
other hand... literally everything else about
what they’re doing. The Sovereigns, of course,
resent the interference and the implications,
and the Ægis are rarely welcome in Sovereign
territory.

Philosophical Alliances
((More here))

Other Relationships

There are many arguments between the Ægis,
Unroyal, and Hearth-kin over what the right
choice is in any particular situation. The
Unroyal would rather not find themselves on
the same side as the autocratic Ægis, but they
can’t afford to lose their support. The Hearthkin often find themselves acting as
peacemakers.

N

ova and the Guild trade a great deal of
matical knowledge between them. Both
pursue magical knowledge. They have a classic
experimenter/theoretician relationship, with
Nova willing to risk life and limb in their
experiments and the Guild taking up the job of
stitching together experimental results into
workable theories.

Glimmermere and the Worldbuilders are
opposed, not because of any ethical
mismatch, but because the
Worldbuilders seek to metroform
the entire Basin and
Glimmermere is aghast at
the vast potential loss
of natural beauty.

((More here too))

Graphical Motifs

T

here are two major graphical motifs in
Sorcerously Advanced: speedpainting and
the color purple.

((Blah blah purple = magic blah))
((Speedpainting as modern impressionism,
more driven by emotion and implication))
((More here))
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Combining Games

W

ho doesn’t like a good crossover?

If you’d like to bring characters from SsA into
SA2 or vice versa, they should be able to
interact fairly easily using the rules from their
own games. The numbers in SA2 and SsA are
essentially identical.
If you want to make hybrid characters, that’s
where the fun really gets started. Maybe you
want to play a sentient nanotech bloom
powered by alchemy. Maybe your Earthpower
enhancements have essentially given you a
Biotech score.
((More here))
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Dream Realms: Worlds where concepts and
ideals, as well as actual dreams, form the basis
of reality. Whereas the Worlds Beyond
persistent, the Dream Realms exist only while
there are minds to create them. The Dream
Realms are invisible but ever-present – they
exist between all living beings. Entering them is
the domain of the Communion Nature.

Glossary
Advantage: A positive effect from a Conflict,
Twist, or other rule effect.

Fount: One of the sources of magical power,
each with its own unique character and
approaches. The founts described in this book
are Alchemy, Arete, Earthpower,
Elementalism, Glory, Necromancy, and
Oneiromancy.

Archive, the: An association of librarians,
anthropologists, and archaeologists driven to
collect and distribute magical knowledge. In
this game’s default setup, the PCs are members
of the Archive.
Attic Lines: Ley Lines that were driven
upward long ago and which cascade through
the empty space above the sky. Here the world
is less changing and there is nothing to disrupt
their flow. They are the most reliable way to
transport highly aspected mana long distances.

Gift, the: Broadly, the ability to do magic.
More specifically, the moment when everyone
in the Kaleidoscope was simultaneously granted
that ability.
Industry-nature: The part of human nature
that seeks to build and create.

Canon of Form: The catalog of objects,
plants, animals, and archetypes that provides
the shapes for conjured things. Individuals have
their own Signature Canon formed by
experience and upbringing, while regions have
a Consensus Canon formed by the city-wide
communal subconscious.

Interregnum: The period of war and chaos
that followed the Gift. It has lasted
approximately 400 years to the present day. In
the estimation of many historians, the
Interregnum has not ended.
Kaleidoscope: The myriad of worlds, each of
which is an equivalent and coequal of the Great
Basin. These can be reached via Travel (q.v.).

Communion-nature: The part of human
nature that seeks to connect with others.
Complication: A negative result from a
Conflict, Twist, or other rule effect.

Ley Lines: Rivers of mana that flow through
the Basin. Ley lines can be tapped, redirected,
or fractured into many smaller streams, all of
which takes a fair amount of effort and knowhow.

Units of Measure
The koss, a unit of distance. 1 koss ≈ 2
miles ≈ 3 km.

Mystery-nature: The part of human nature
that seeks to understand the world.

The ratti, a small mass used for reagent
measurement. 1 oz ≈ 30 gram ≈ 250 ratti

Nature: The six components of one's identity
that shape how magic is created. The natures
are Communion, Industry, Mystery, Self,
Trickery, and War. Some supernatural beings
have idiosyncratic seventh natures that are
connected to their unique identities.

The maund, a larger mass used for people
and animals. 1 maund ≈ 40 kg ≈ 90 lbs
The nadika, a unit of time, of which there
are 60 in a day. 1 nadika ≈ 24 minutes

Null Zone: A place where very little mana
enters the Basin, and magical tasks are difficult
or impossible to accomplish.

The breath, the time it takes Aum to
breathe once. 1 breath ≈ 7 years.

Path: One of the many means by which
magical effects can be created. Examples include
receiving power funneled from a supernatural

The kalpa, 4.32 billion years.
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patron, combining and applying reagents, or
chanting words of power.
Red Space, the: A vast space parallel to all
points in the Kaleidoscope, used for storage.
Self-nature: The part of human nature that
seeks to understand and change itself.
Travel: The opening of doors into a bridgefilled space that connects all physical worlds.
See page xx for more detail. Travel is the fastest
and most reliable means of crossing large
distances.
Trickery-nature: The part of human nature
that seeks to deceive others.
Twist: An out-of-game currency spent through
one of your character’s Natures to affect the
plot in specific ways. Twists generate
Complications or Advantages.
Soul Repository: A place or device that
attracts the souls of those who die in the local
area, retaining them in the Great Basin rather
than allowing them to continue on to an
afterlife in the Worlds Beyond.
Uncountable Spinners, the: A broken system
that tethers souls to the Basin with invisible
silver cords.
Universal Repository: One of several
omnipresent knowledge stores. Each fount has
its own, and its own way of storing knowledge
in it.
War-nature: The part of human nature that
seeks to dominate and destroy others.
Worlds Beyond: The supernatural realms
beyond the Basin. Each has a series of realms
that are commanded by various rulers, often
called "pantheons". The Worlds Beyond
sometimes touch the Basin, and sometimes
must be reached via Travel. Examples include
the Hell of the Sovereigns of Hell, and the
Elemental Realms reached via the Elementalism
fount.
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